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FOREWORD
It is with great pleasure that we launch into the world Volume 1 of
the newly founded journal Intercultural perspectives / Perspectives
interculturelles. This academic publication aims to promote the best
papers presented at the International Symposium for Students and
Young Researchers Interculturalia and the present volume is the book of
proceedings of its 2nd edition. Held on 4‐5 May 2018 at Alexandru Ioan
Cuza University of Iași, the event was organised jointly by the English
and French Departments from the Faculty of Letters of the same
institution, in partnership with the LSP Unit from the Department of
Economics and International Business at the Faculty of Economics and
Business Administration. We benefited from the support of the Iași
Branch of British Council Romania, the Centre de réussite universitaire of
Alexandru Ioan Cuza University of Iași (CRU UAIC), and the
Community of Economics and International Business (CEAI) Iași.
From its first edition in 2017, the Symposium set out to provide
both an opportunity and a welcoming environment for students and
young researchers to make their ideas and research projects known,
debate and exchange opinions, meet like‐minded people, and make
friends with whom they may form partnerships and collaborate in the
years to come. We were delighted to see that the call for papers for our
second edition attracted a very diverse host of over one hundred young
participants with various backgrounds—from enthusiastic first‐year
students to sophisticated PhD candidates and seasoned early‐career
PhDs—, and eclectic interests (e.g. literature, linguistics, translation,
economics, cultural studies, communication, psychology, philosophy),
from Iași and other university centres in Romania (Bucharest, Cluj‐
Napoca, Timișoara), as well as from abroad (France, Georgia, Serbia,
Turkey, USA)1.

The complete programme of the Symposium may be consulted on the event’s
website: http://events.linguaculture.ro/issyr‐2018.
1
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The contents of the present volume—a selection of the best papers
presented at the Symposium—reflect the diversity of our young
participants’ profiles and the variety of their research pursuits. Despite
the obvious heterogeneity of the topics approached (spanning from
gender and literary studies to linguistics, communication and the new
media), the common denominator of all the papers in the book is the
overarching notion of interculturality, understood as a connecting device
bringing together disparate or opposing entities, regardless of their
nature. In an effort to promote and at the same time practise barrier‐
crossing research and dialogue, the contributions in this volume propose
investigations and fresh perspectives on a multitude of culture‐related
elements.
A representative example in this respect is the first chapter in the
volume, Gender and Media Representations of Women, in which womanhood
is approached at several levels (female authors, characters, opinions,
bodies), in various contexts (British and American novels, the Jewish
tradition, Afrofuturism, travel writing) and from different angles. For
instance, in her paper on Jane Austen’s Emma, Andreea Albu argues that
the novel’s eponymous heroine is an atypical female character in 18th‐
century British literature, whereas Ștefana Iosif proposes an enticing
analysis of the context that made it possible for “Jewish‐American
representatives to become spearheads of the women’s liberation
movements”. Through the prism of such notions as positivism,
empowerment, or “shadow feminism”, Florina Năstase takes a careful
and insightful look at female ennui in Mary Gaitskill’s “Secretary”.
Laura‐Victoria Stoica puts forth a well‐documented and perceptive foray
into the ways in which the topos of war was used to redefine Black female
body identities in Afrofuturistic coming‐of‐age narratives, whereas
Maria Varvara goes back into history to analyse the image of Turkish
women in the travel writings of an 18th‐century aristocratic British lady.
The next two sections in the volume depart from the literary realm
to approach intercultural issues in the worlds of media, communication,
translation, and linguistics. Raisa Borș grounds her analysis of Billy
Moore’s A Prayer before Dawn in psychological and neurological concepts,
whereas Teodora Fedoreanu focuses on how John Green’s book The Fault
in Our Stars was adapted into a very successful movie. Starting from the
10
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premise that virtual narratives hold a special status with respect to their
classical counterparts, Andrei Neguț offers a noteworthy typology of the
so‐called ‘switch narremes’ used in virtual media. The quintessentially
intercultural process of translation is the object of two papers in the third
chapter of the present volume. Ioana Păștinaru takes a much‐needed
detailed look at some terms used in university institutional language and
their translations to and from English. Approaching a field teeming with
interculturality, Mădălina‐Antoneta Tarnoveski and Diana Petrescu
analyse how Romanian cultural terms were translated or transferred in
the English version of a tourist website. In the same section, Marine
Makhatadze advocates for the usefulness of corpora in teaching foreign
languages and sketches some corpus‐based activities to be used in
English classes for non‐native speakers.
The chapter entitled Literatures in French & World and Comparative
Literatures proposes an assortment of papers dealing with literary works
from several geographical areas. Arina Chirilă analyses the synesthetic
effects of the colour‐naming strategies used by Vladimir Nabokov in his
Russian‐English bilingual prose. Two African writers, Assia Djebar and
Mariama Barry, and the sense of longing for one’s place of birth present
in their works are the topic of choice for Simona Locic in her carefully
conducted research. Mihăiță‐Bogdan Sandu considers the transformations
undergone by French Orientalism from its roots to its present‐day
manifestations while Ștefania Sârbu and Monika Kosa focus on a
character in the novel Three Daughters of Eve by the Turkish‐British writer
Elif Shafak. The fable, in a French‐German intercultural perspective
through the works of two writers, La Fontaine and Lessing, is scrutinised
by Ana Mădălina Simiuc in her paper. Raluca Maria Stache chooses to
shed more light on the literary career of an author overshadowed by the
character to whom he offered his own name, Cyrano de Bergerac, while,
under the skillful and incisive pen of Laura‐Victoria Stoica, the last
analysis in the chapter is devoted to the myth of Tituba the sorceress.
The section Critical Theory in Literary Studies and Beyond includes
four papers that deliver different perspectives on criticism. Drawing
mainly on the ideas of French philosophers Descartes, Foucault and
Derrida, Andreea Ioana Aelenei focuses on the concept of madness and
its definitions. Cătălin Nicolau ponders upon the 20th‐century doctrine of
11
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structuralism and its influence in various cultural realms, whereas Florin
Alexandru Petrescu takes a philosophical‐theological look at what he
calls the ‘maladies of the self’ in postmodernity. In an inspired piece of
frame metacriticism, Diana‐Noella Sava establishes a connection between
various critical systems and the way in which they were embodied by
several characters in David Lodge’s novels.
Other intercultural views come from the chapter Culture, Society,
Art: Current Debates. Filip Havârneanu elaborates on the gestures and
body language specific to francophone theatre using classifications
provided by anglophone scholars, while two students from Turkey, Sara
Jourhmane and Hassan Dahman, analyse the peculiar socio‐economic
features of an Asian city‐state, Singapore, and its importance in today’s
world economy. Raluca Ștefania Pelin aims to bring to the fore the
“exercise in focalisation and reflection” made by R.J. Palacio in her novel
Wonder. Ana Maria Sima adopts a diachronic perspective on the letter
and its use as a literary device from Ancient times to modern French
literature.
Four contributions make up the final section in the present volume,
Literatures in English, rounding up the collection of heterogeneous cross‐
cultural perspectives included in it. The interplay between hospitality
and hostility in E.M. Forster’s A Passage to India is a pretext for Cipriana
Barna to analyse several cultural representations present in the novel.
Ana‐Maria Bănică stresses out what she sees as John Locke’s consistent
influence on William Congreve’s Way of the World, whereas Alina‐Bianca
Georgescu discusses the conceits used by John Donne in two of his
metaphysical poems. Ștefan Ghiran’s paper puts forth a study of
Hemingway’s short story “A Clean, Well‐Lighted Place” in terms of
light, shadows and darkness.
The quality, the diversity, and the fresh views presented by the
papers in the present volume make us really look forward to the next
editions of our Symposium.
Sorina POSTOLEA
A note on citation styles
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The contributions in this volume use two different citation styles, depending on
the language in which they are written: MLA (7th edition) for English, and the
most widely used citation style in the Francophone world for the articles in
French, respectively.
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A NEW TYPOLOGY OF HEROINE:
JANE AUSTEN’S EMMA WOODHOUSE
Andreea ALBU*
Babeş‐Bolyai University of Cluj‐Napoca

INTRODUCTION
The decision of writing this paper about one of the most important
movements which occurred in the 18th century, the beginning of the
emancipation of women, was born out of the desire to describe the
development of the female status in the 18th century and to connect this
period and literature, more exactly the influence of Jane Austen’s novel
Emma. Nicole Miller argues that “the late 18th century woman was
required to embody the social ideal of modesty, reserve, virtue, piety,
charity, and meekness, as envisioned by the men” (6).
Feminism in the 18th century
Beginning with the 18th century we can remark a change in the
status of women. This development can be observed in the dramatic
representations of women and femininity, Jane Austen’s representations
of the 18th and early 19th century female being the most outspoken and
exemplary. According to Miller, “she is able to generate heroines who
conform to the social norm and by the same pen also create heroines who
rebel against the social norm” (3). For example, this contrast is exemplified
by the difference between Emma Woodhouse, a leader, an outspoken,
loud and forceful heroine, and Fanny Price of Mansfield Park, who
* 1st year, BA (Italian‐English), Faculty of Letters.
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represents the then ideal woman, quiet and docile. The cultural evolution
of femininity is most evident through comparing and examining the
heroines.
In Emma Austen emphasizes the female oppression when Jane
Fairfax compares the employment offices for women as governesses with
slavery: “Offices for the sale‐not quite of human flesh‐but of human
intellect” (Austen 265). In patriarchal societies, the comparisons between
females and slaves were frequently used. Judith Derek described in her
Essay in Defence of the Female Sex, published in 1696, the condition of
European women as “not very much better than slavery” (quoted in
Johnson 284).

JANE AUSTEN AND HER DIFFERENT HEROINE
Jane Austen (1775‐1817) was an English novelist known primarily
for her six major novels, which interpret, critique and comment upon the
British landed gentry (social class consisting of landowners who could
live entirely from rental income, or at least had a country estate).
Emma
Austen’s plots often explore the dependence of women on marriage
in the pursuit of favourable social standing and economic security. Emma
is not one of these novels, being different through its wealthiest heroine,
who does not want to marry because she does not look for escaping a
degrading condition in order to find security; Austen equipped Emma
“with choices no other Austen heroine possesses” (Todd 96).
The story is set in the fictional village of Highbury and focuses on
the relationships among some families. The issues of marriage, social
status, friendship, gender, and age are described.
I argue that this novel is not about a young girl who is saved
through marriage from a humble job as a governess or from being a so‐
called “old maid”, but it starts from an entirely new level: a rich, spoiled
girl, who has no interest in marrying or in finding a suitor for herself,
plays the cupid instead, trying to “help” others fall in love, for her
delight and enjoyment. Because of her selfishness, temper, vanity and
boredom, these actions will have repercussions against her. She might be
an unlikeable character for the readers, even Jane Austen claimed that: “I
18
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am going to take a heroine whom no one but myself will much like”
(quoted in Todd 94).
Austen makes us believe that the character is a real person, a
“lifelike” character, through its subjectivity and the technique of free
indirect discourse.
Emma Woodhouse—the character
Emma Woodhouse is introduced as being “handsome, clever and
rich, with a comfortable home and happy disposition” (Austen 13). So far
so good, but we are warned that she is not flawless: “The real evils
indeed of Emma’s situation were the power of having rather too much
her own way, and a disposition to think a little too well of herself; these
were the disadvantages which threatened alloy to her many enjoyments”
(Austen 13).
Emma is not ashamed of her relatives. She is very restricted by her
father, but she is not aware of it. She has never been to the seaside, she
has never visited her sister in London, she has not visited Donwell for
two years, even going to Randalls for half a mile seems an inconvenience
for her. She feels comfortable in the familiar places, but she reacts badly
when she goes away from Hartfield. On the trip to Box Hill she gets out
of control, she is rude to Ms Bates, all of her unsaid thoughts are now
spoken out loud. Ms Bates offers to say “three things very dull indeed”
(Austen 327) and Emma cannot govern her temper and responses
“Pardon me—but you will be limited to as number—only three at once”
(Austen 327). In normal circumstances she would have never said
something so rude to Ms Bates.
She is so confident that her position makes her think that she does
not need a man to comfort her or to offer her the life that many young
girls were dreaming about. Also, she is convinced of not being a usual
“old maid”, like Ms. Bates: “I am sure I should be a fool to change such a
situation as mine. I shall not be a poor old maid; and it is poverty only
which makes celibacy contemptible to a generous public. A single
woman, of good fortune, is always respectable, and may be as sensible
and pleasant as anybody else” (Austen 83). The heroine seems immune
to romantic attraction, she believes in social status more than in pure,
unconditional love.
19
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But her confidence drops when Jane Fairfax comes to Highbury.
First of all, because all the attention is on her, it is a disturbance to her
silence, secondly, because she is everything Emma is not. Jane is sensible,
docile, a much better singer than Emma and also more mature. Jane
confronts with serious mature problems, while Emma is looking for
‘intimacy’ with Harriet and meddles in everybody’s lives.
“Emma is concerned with preserving ‘the distinctions of rank’”
(Bloom 189). This is why she refuses Mr. Elton’s proposal, she sees it as a
social assault, not as a sexual one. She is deeply shocked when she finds
out that he considers himself her equal.
Emma’s mother died when she was five, so after her sister gets
married and leaves for London, she becomes the mistress of the house
when she is only twelve. She has always been the leader and she always
had her own way and, as Mr Knightley says, her mother would have
been the only one who could temper her. Even if she has Ms Taylor to
look after her, she acts more like a sister than like a mother, and Mr.
Knightley also tells her that Emma prepared her very well for being a
wife. Because a wife must be docile, quiet, submissive and this is what
she became from all the years lived with Emma.
In the end everybody is in the right place, given the social status:
Emma Woodhouse and Mr. Knightley, Harriet and Robert Martin, Jane
Fairfax and Frank Churchill. There are no intermarriages and also, the
friendship between Emma and Harriet ends, now that they got married
with men from different statuses: “Harriet, necessarily drawn away by
her engagement with the Martins, was less and less at Hartfield; which
was not to be regretted” (Austen 425).
Emma seen in opposition with Elizabeth and Fanny
The cultural evolution of femininity is most evident through
comparing the heroines. I will compare Emma with two different
heroines, two opposite characters, Elizabeth Benneth from Pride and
Prejudice and Fanny Price from Mansfield Park. There might be some
similarities between Emma and the other two, but in essence she is
different from all the other heroines created by Jane Austen.
First and foremost, Emma is the only one born with fortune, from a
wealthy family and not having to get married just to escape a modest
20
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life. Moreover, Emma is not ashamed with her family and she is the only
one who has an appreciative and loving family. Fanny Price’s uncle
describes her as “self‐willed”, “obstinate, selfish and ungrateful” (Miller
10) and Elizabeth is ashamed with her little sisters and her nagging
mother, who wanted her to marry her cousin just for the fortune, without
taking into account that her daughter does not love him and that she is
not happy.
Secondly, they all turn down marriage proposals, but only Emma
does it because she considers that Mr. Elton does not have the same
social rank as hers, his rank is below hers and she cannot accept it. She
has never seen him as a possible future husband just because she cannot
see further than the social status.
On the other hand, Emma Woodhouse has some common
characteristics with the other two heroines. While she displays good‐
humor, flexibility, like Fanny, she is also the opposite of a “proper lady”,
being stubborn, independent and outspoken, just as Elizabeth is.
Finally, Fanny and Elizabeth are mature enough for their juvenility,
in contrast to Emma, who at twenty‐one years old still acts like a little
girl who finds her enjoyment in meddling with her acquaintances’ lives,
cannot focus on learning and practising any useful tasks and has not
developed sexual maturity, looking for intimacy with Harriet, a girl she
can dominate, instead of looking for a possible suitor. “She had lived
nearly twenty‐one years in the world with very little to distress or vex
her” (Austen 13), unlike the other two heroines who did not have a
carefree life.

CONCLUSION
To sum up, everything goes around social ranks and Emma
Woodhouse’s beliefs. She is a flawed character, she is not perfection as
seen at the beginning of the 18th century, she may be a step forward to
the emancipation of women, being a modern heroine. This complex
heroine is a combination of good and bad, which can make her
insufferable but also loveable to the readers. All the evil is caused by her
position, by the power she has, even though she is not ill‐intended. Jane
Austen succeeded in creating such a complex heroine who is able to
21
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divide the readers in two groups: those who love her and those who
cannot stand her. Douglas Bush declares that the unique heroine makes it
“a much more complex and subtle work than Pride and Prejudice” (Tóth 6).
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FROM THE SHABBAT CANDLES
TO THE LIGHT OF FREEDOM:
THE JEWISH‐AMERICAN WOMAN
AND FEMINISM
Ștefana IOSIF*
Alexandru Ioan Cuza University of Iași

Currently living in an era marked by the latest wave of feminism,
we notice it is perhaps the most inclusive, intersectional one yet. The
shift of paradigm has allowed for the narrative to be shared by
representatives of different cultures, genders, sexual orientations, creeds.
It does beg the question of where it all began and what allowed for this
intermingling of ideas. The revolutionary feminist wave of the mid‐20th
century owes a great deal to the profound contributions of resounding
Jewish‐American names, among which Betty Friedan, Gloria Steinem,
Letty Cottin‐Pogrebin, Gerda Lerner, and countless others, who have left
their indelible print on social discourse. With the present paper, we will
delve into the context that enabled so many Jewish‐American representa‐
tives to become spearheads of the women’s liberation movements.
Historically, European Jews immigrated to the United States in
three major waves spread across only a few decades, from the late 1800s
to the mid 1900s (Howe, xix). Jews had, of course, been present in
America far before that, with records of Sephardic Jews arriving in New
Amsterdam (present‐day New York) in the middle of the 17th century,

* PhD student, 2nd year, Doctoral School of Philology Studies, Faculty of Letters.
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intent on settling here (Brettschneider 111). However, it was not until the
break of the 20th century that their numbers raised tremendously,
peaking at millions of Ashkenazi Jews, leaving the dreary conditions of the
Old World, which included increased anti‐Semitic sentiments and
discrimination, poverty, and a dissolution of the traditional mode of life
(Brettschneider 112). The majority of the immigrants had come from
profoundly traditional settings. Most of them had been born and raised
in shtetls, small Jewish communities, built around the Jewish faith and
traditions. As is the case of typically patriarchal contexts, Jewish women
had an inferior role in their communities to that of men. For instance,
women were not allowed to assume leadership roles, or even participate
in certain religious rites, such as forming a minyan group for honoring
the dead, or chanting their prayers out loud, or even sharing the same
space within the synagogue with the men. Similar to Gentile contexts,
Jewish women were subjected to a trade‐off in what marriage was
concerned, all based on Scripture and rabbinical teachings that made
provisions for the proper means of conducting the marriage settlement.
The young woman was given a dowry, and she essentially passed from
the tutelage of her father to that of her husband, with all of her proceeds
and income belonging to the latter (Meacham). However limited their
condition may strike us, compared to their Gentile contemporaries,
Jewish women had a superior status in small, but significant details.
Jewish law, though clearly biased towards men and patriarchal in its
nature, ensured that the woman be protected, as well. For instance,
divorce itself was an option readily available to the wife, if based on
valid grounds, such as infidelity, abuse, or lack of cooperation between
spouses, albeit in close relation to the practice of the get, or the
permission given by the husband to the wife to remarry in the event of a
divorce or widowhood. Property was to be kept under the tutelage of the
male next of kin, and yet Jewish women could claim their own, including
their rightful inheritance from their father, alongside their brothers
(Meacham).
Additionally, and perhaps most importantly, the Jewish faith is
argued to have its roots not in the synagogue or the temple, but in the
home. It is within the confines of the family that the seedling of Judaism
can flourish and develop at ease. Seeing how the home was regarded as
24
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being the dominion of the mother, and how this was used in a sense as
reparations for other serious lacks in rights and access to the public
sphere, the Jewish woman internalized her apparently central role, albeit
separate from the men. The image of the Jewish woman and that of the
Jewish mother have become so pervasive that they have seeped into the
universal consciousness as reference points. What is more, in the context
of immigrant families, the gender roles paradigm shifted dramatically.
Within traditional European shtetls, men may have been the head of the
family, with the privilege of remaining observant, but on the new
continent, the family dynamics changed with the seeping through of the
secular way of life. The strictness of religious rules and regulations
gradually softened, due to the dire need for adapting and assimilating. In
addition to the family not being able to pragmatically afford the woman
as a solely domestic contributor, traditional orthodox practices were
dropped in the tornado of newness experienced especially by the first
generations of Jewish newcomers.
Gradually, change spread outside the domestic and professional
spheres, and into Judaism itself, creating what we refer to today as Reform
Judaism. Slowly, obsolete notions of worshipping were eliminated, such
as “the abolition of a separate women’s gallery within the synagogue in
the 1850s and the ordination of the first American female rabbi in 1972
[…]. Many congregations employed choirs of mixed male and female
voices, challenging the usual Orthodox prohibitions against allowing
women’s voices to be heard within worship services” (Goldman). What
is more, the bar mitzvah ceremony, traditionally reserved only as the
confirmation of boys into the Jewish faith, was extended so as to offer the
same confirmation rite to girls, as well, in the bat mitzvah ceremony
(Goldman). The new involvement of women in religious matters was
gaining momentum. Not only were their numbers overwhelming at the
Sabbath service, but outside the religious rites, they organized themselves,
after the typical American model, in women’s organizations, meant to
offer support to their own communities and to help newcomers in their
effort to adapt to the new country. Inevitably, this increased visibility
and presence evolved into a desire for equality between genders inside
the synagogue and at home. By the second half of the 20th century and
the beginning of the 21st, the advent of women Rabbis within reformed
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communities had reached a new peak, equal to the number of ordained
men (Goldman). All of these aspects built the necessary context for
feminist thought to take strong roots in Jewish communities.
Judaism has taken shape in the general public’s consciousness as
an example of community, of shared experiences and common goals.
However, Jewish women, like Gentile women, were for the longest time
excluded from publicly partaking of this commonality. They were
confined to the private sphere, living history, all the while being on its
margins. The advent of feminist and proto‐feminist thought meant that,
through great efforts and struggles for epiphanies, women came out of
the private spheres and bonded with one another in what Judith Plaskow
calls “the yeah, yeah experience”, otherwise put “we saw ourselves in
the experience to which we responded, and we also recognized ourselves
as women come together, recognizing our common experience with
other women […] the process through which we come to be sisters”
(Plaskow 34). Plaskow draws a most valid parallel between the traditional
theological experience and the heightened levels of apparent religiosity
felt among the new communities of women. As is typical of all instances
of feminism, among their main first steps was to reclaim figures and
aspects defined through patriarchal lenses, and respin them into feminist
icons. As such, they built a new mythology together, in order to “question
and create tradition by telling a new story within the framework of an
old one. We took Lilith for our heroine”. And yet, “Lilith by herself is in
exile and can do nothing. The real heroine of our story is sisterhood, and
sisterhood is powerful” (Plaskow 42). Otherwise put, the lifeline of this
new sisterhood did not lie outside it, in abstract hierarchies, as it would
in patriarchy, but within and closely related to all of them. Together, they
redefine Lilith, and they take her out of this exile and into their fold. She
is no longer the demon‐woman, having run away from godliness, and
abandoning her husband out of wickedness, as the typical discourse
would have had all believe, but she is given depth and dimension, and is
redeemed through the sympathetical gaze of feminism as a free woman,
not to condone Adam’s whims and folly.
Reclaiming biblical and traditionally religious tropes and reshaping
them through a feminist lens could only be the stepping stone of Jewish
feminism. In fact, given the deeply ingrained traditional mindset of
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Judaism, the segregation between genders was poignantly present even
in reformed or liberal circles. The discourse was formulated as gravitating
around the time‐old theme of separate, but equal. In other words, men
and women were seen as serving distinct purposes, which would not
overlap, but which would complement each other. The notion itself was
highly idealistic, since in a system constructed on the precepts of
patriarchy, and the principle of the superiority of male over female, this
intrinsically entailed a dynamic of subordination. This in itself created a
deep conflict within the psyche of the Jewish woman, particularly and
most poignantly during the secular feminist waves, which dictated a
shift in perspective in how women allowed to be defined and to define
themselves. In other words, if feminism proposed equality of chances,
rights, responsibilities between men and women, with no gender
discrimination, in the secular dimension of one’s life, then reconciling
that to the traditional subordination of women within Judaism would be
seen as entirely antithetical, producing a rift within the psyche. Plaskow
most adeptly portrays this dichotomy and the need for self‐defining,
stating that
From the day that God brought the animals to Adam in the garden
of Eden to see what he would call them, it has been through the
words of men that we have known and addressed the world.
Although we do not know in advance that their words are not our
words, neither do we know that they are. At a time when we are
newly discovering and naming ourselves, we need to name anew
the world around us. (Plaskow 49)
What is more, feminism allowed for women to find their own
voices and to learn how to wield the power that came with that. If
history, as we have seen, had been male by and large, starting with the
middle of the 20th century, a slow flicker of female expression begins to
ignite more and more individuals, welcoming them to the sisterhood.
Jewish feminists begin a laborious process of reclaiming not only their
mythology, like the case of Lilith, but all walks of life, such as visual arts,
literature, social studies, etc. A great number of them have left an
indelible mark on the universal social discourse through their daring.
Among the first, and the one that is credited for spurring on the second
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wave of feminism, Betty Friedan delves into the study of the condition of
the housewife and mother, stating that it all began with a survey she
conducted among her former colleagues from Smith, brought on by the
fact that
There was a strange discrepancy between the reality of our lives as
women and the image to which we were trying to confirm, the
image that I came to call the feminine mystique. I wondered if
other women faced this schizophrenic split, and what it meant.
(Friedan 1)
“The problem that has no name” (Friedan 5) had its tentacles well
spread out. Otherwise put, the ubiquitous propaganda machine, starting
with religious communities, family, and then moving on to higher levels,
such as Hollywood, magazines, books, advertisements, all seemed to
cater to the same notion—that women were supposed to aim solely for
domestic satisfaction, as mothers and wives, rather than look outside the
confinement of the home, to a profession, or education. It all purported
that once the woman is married and has children and the lukewarm
comforts of middle class, happiness is achieved. Evidently, that failed on
many counts, but because the discourse was so meticulously regimented,
the disillusion of the housewife bore no name, and for the most part
stayed the fault of the woman, who was left with very little guidance
other than the profoundly biased columns of magazines.
Meant as alleviation for this rift between reality and advertisement,
Ms Magazine was started, as a courageous project, the brainchild of a
couple of Jewish‐American women: Gloria Steinem and Letty Cottin‐
Pogrebin. As Steinem points out in her autobiography, My Life on the
Road, the magazine was meant as a complete shift from what women
traditionally had accessible in terms of press and reading materials. It
gave women a voice, allowed for a new type of writing to take root, and
united together in a brave project of intersectionality women from all
walks of life, different cultural backgrounds, different religions. All the
while they would go through extensive efforts to keep the magazine
afloat and funded, “to explain to makers of women’s products why Ms.
didn’t publish fashion, beauty, or cooking articles that praised and
promoted the products of advertisers; and to persuade newsstand
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dealers to carry a new kind of women’s magazine whose cover looked
nothing like the others” (Steinem 52). If Friedan had shaped the women’s
liberation movement for a very narrow niche, namely the well‐to‐do
American suburban middle‐class housewife, the group around Ms.
broadened their circles to what we recognize as feminism today (Steinem
91).
In the same spirit of intersectionality, Steinem’s partner, Cottin‐
Pogrebin paints a vivid portrait of the hyphenated condition of the
American Jewish woman feminist in her autobiography, Deborah, Golda,
and Me. What had previously been construed as separate, if not
downright opposite ideologies, she marries as facets of the self. In that
sense, Judaism and feminism do not intrinsically eliminate one another
without question as had been the traditional notion. One does not need
to choose a side to espouse that would be central to their individuality,
but rather allow and make provisions for the two to complement each
other. Pogrebin’s profoundly personal confession accounts for a
reclaiming of one’s own voice, a reclaiming of images of women with
whom one may identify. Deborah, mentioned in the title, is herself a
disruption to tradition, as she is the only mentioned biblical female
judge, among male peers. She offers Pogrebin a figure for a mythology
creation, one that allows for religious identification with a strong female
lead, on whom the author shines a beaming light. Pogrebin finds herself
at the intersection of all facets, positing throughout that, in reality, one’s
individuality does not lie in prescribed labels, abstractly coined, but in a
melange of multitudes of facets, happily coexisting naturally.
What do I mean by marginal? Neither of my chosen affinity groups
is a cultural norm. The human norm is male and the American
norm is a white Christian male and as long as Americans are
measured against the standards of the white Christian male, both
women and Jews will be seen as the Outsider—the Other—and the
Jewish woman as the Other twice over. (Pogrebin xiii)
In the end, we cannot but reaffirm the powerful involvement and
influence Jewish American women had on the second wave of feminism
and beyond, their contributions still echoing their messages half a
century later. The current social scene is profoundly marked by the
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reform these brave women have brought forth, and as the generations
that follow them, we bear the responsibility of continually challenging
oppression and discrimination, and strive for a school of thought where
heterogeneity and intersectionality would flourish.
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In the 2003 essay titled “Victims and Losers: A Love Story”,
American author Mary Gaitskill trenchantly sums up the human
condition as a losing game which must not be euphemized, since “to be
human is finally to be a loser, for we are all fated to lose our carefully
constructed sense of self, our physical strength, our health, our precious
dignity, and finally our lives. A refusal to tolerate this reality is a refusal
to tolerate life, and art based on the empowering message and positive
image is just such a refusal” (106). Gaitskill expresses her discontent with
a current trend in literature of expunging and concealing the sickness
and frailty at the heart of the human condition, choosing rather to give
the reader a false sense of power and wellbeing. Gaitskill contends that a
literature which falsifies the reality of “losing” is an artistic failure, since
it ultimately renders us more—not less—powerless and incapable of
understanding ourselves.
Yet this sense of enforced positivism is nothing new; the name
itself stands for a powerful ideology. Positivism, and particularly its
Victorian strain, dominated the 19th century and argued effectively that
the tendency in nature was towards progressivism and that society and
the world could only march forward towards a better future (Kucich
219). This confidence was largely indebted to the belief that every
* PhD student, 3rd year, Doctoral School of Philology Studies, Faculty of Letters.
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phenomenon, whether social or biological, could be examined
scientifically and its laws and movements could be ordered with a clear
sense of purpose (Kucich 219). However, this hyper‐rational and
scientific view of social and biological imperatives appeared far too
“deterministic, subordinating human reason to the inevitability of
natural law” (Kucich 220). In other words, Positivists believed that our
reasoning could only be improved as society and nature moved
inexorably forward. With the advent of the twentieth century and its
ensuing chaos, such faith in human reason was heavily questioned and
amended, but the strain of social optimism that the Victorians held onto
seems to be creeping back into the narratives of the twenty‐first century.
There is one important difference. If Victorian Positivists applied their
methods to the domains of religion and sciences, placing art and the
“imaginative faculties in a secondary relation to truth” (Kucich 220), in
our times it is religion and the sciences which have grown more skeptical
and, in a strange reversal, the arts have become charged with an
empowering, strikingly progressive force.
Gaitskill belongs to a group of writers who wish to challenge the
Neo‐Positivism of the arts, particularly in literature, where a social cause
has become a pretext to depict only pleasant and generally uplifting
aspects of human nature. Take, for instance, a good portion of feminist
writing in the last decades which has overwhelmingly promoted
‘positive’ images of female agency and sexuality, so as to offer only
positive models for young women. Often labeled “purity feminism”, its
underlying assumption is that women and society would be badly
served and even harmed by representations of female agency that are
anything short of perfect. The roots of such an ideology (and the name
itself) lie in the social purity movements of the late 19th century (Valverde
373). These were campaigns of social reform, held primarily by women,
which were meant to purge society of the evils of sexual deviancy and
prostitution. The female figure was at the center of the campaign, for
“the discourse of social purity constructed ‘the fallen woman’ not only as
a social problem in her own right but, more powerfully, a synecdoche for
fallen cities and degenerate nations” (Valverde 373). In other words, the
degradation of women was tantamount with the degradation of society
as a whole. Such campaigns, though well‐meaning, devolved into the
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policing of female behavior and sexuality, since women had to avoid the
state of being “fallen”. A similar moral panic had previously emerged in
the 18th century with the rise of the novel and women’s increasing
involvement in the reading and writing of novels. Moral critics believed
that women would become “addicted” to reading and ignore their wifely
duties while also getting unsuitable ideas about marriage and sexuality
(Larsson 243). Centuries later, there would be a similar public backlash in
the 1980s against the romance novels of Jackie Collins and other female
authors of romance for promoting promiscuity and obscenity (Larsson
246). Such works would be labeled by Jan Myrdal as “spinster filth” (qtd
in Larsson 247) or described by Jane McLoughlin as “a kind of consumer’s
guide to the best beds in town” (qtd. in Larsson 247).
It is easy to see how such progressive waves of moral panic have
put pressure on authors to limit female desire to “healthy” or
“empowering” portrayals, placing women in narratives where they are
always in control, make all the right choices and are rewarded with a
sense of moral triumph at the end. Though the heroines make mistake,
they must ultimately celebrate their strength and agency and advocate
for a social cause to match the empowering cry of “Girl Power!” Such
affirming but ultimately hollow representations of female agency have
determined Gaitskill to remark that our true fear is to let ourselves be
victims, to be truly vulnerable and at a loss (103), because that kind of
openness invites a measure of self‐reflection and self‐abasement that is
impossible to achieve in a culture oversaturated with messages of
positivity and betterment:
Whatever the suffering is, it’s not to be endured, for God’s sake,
not felt and never, ever accepted. It’s to be triumphed over. And
because some things cannot be triumphed over unless they are first
accepted and endured, because, indeed, some things cannot be
triumphed over at all, the “story” must be told again and again in
endless pursuit of a happy ending. (103)
To counteract this empty pursuit, Gaitskill explores what can be
gained if we allow ourselves to be “disempowered”, if instead of
rewriting the narrative to give us a sense of victory, we allow ourselves
to fail, to be “losers”. She offers just such an alternative with her
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portrayal of female identity in crisis in the short story “Secretary” from
her 1988 volume, Bad Behavior. Gaitskill imagines the anticlimactic journey
of a young woman whose sense of self is suspended and interrogated in
unpleasant ways as she enters a disturbing relationship with her
employer. Rather than focusing on female agency, Gaitskill examines
female passivity in existential limbo, allowing her heroine, Debbie, to
debase and stupefy herself in similar ways to Camus’ existential hero,
Meursault. Both Debbie and Meursault observe their own actions as if
from an exterior vantage point, letting their egos descend to an
indifferent inferno:
“Debby, do you ever have the sensation of being outside yourself,
almost as if you can actually watch yourself from another place?” I
hadnʹt at the time, but I did now. And it wasnʹt such a bad feeling
at all. (Gaitskill 162)
As if that blind rage had washed me clean, rid me of hope; for the
first time, in that night alive with signs and stars, I opened myself
to the gentle indifference of the world. (Camus 122)
It is precisely this passive erasure, coupled with existential
quandary, that the paper wishes to explore, in an attempt to show what
can be gained from Gaitskill’s portrayal of female passivity and—as we
shall presently elaborate—female ennui. The paper also subscribes to
Judith Halberstam’s concept of “shadow feminisms”, which dwell on
“negativity, rejection, and transformation” rather than the acceptable
forms of feminism “that are oriented to positivity, reform, and
accommodation” (4). As Halberstam theorizes, “shadow feminisms take
the form not of becoming, being, and doing, but of shady, murky modes
of undoing, unbecoming, and violating” (4). As such, we follow Gaitskill
as she “undoes” her heroine, as she enacts an “unbecoming”.
In “Secretary”, Debbie is a young woman drifting aimlessly through
life, not having arrived at any destination. She still lives with her parents,
does not have many job prospects or skills to rely on, and suffers from a
rather grim disposition. Embodying disaffected youth, Debbie is shaken
from her stupor when she becomes the secretary of a lawyer whom she
finds both alluring and repelling. When he starts exhibiting domineering
and downright sadistic behavior towards her, she is forced to consider
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whether she has the strength to fight back or if she would rather submit
to his whims. Though the story is narrated in the first person, Debbie’s
inner world remains somewhat oblique as she struggles to identify what
she wants and who she is. In fact, she is described as “closed‐up” and
“tight”, almost like a “wall” (Gaitskill 150). After a particularly graphic
“punishment”, Debbie leaves the lawyer’s office and never returns, but
when contacted by a journalist to give a statement about her former
employer who is now running for mayor, Debbie refuses to speak out,
partially because she does not want to relive the trauma of the past, but
also because her role in that trauma has remained ambiguous to her.
Much of her character is built on the fact that she is rudderless and
irresolute. Debbie does not have the drive or ambition to achieve
anything, which puzzles those around her. When interviewed by the
lawyer, he warns her that the secretarial job involves “very dull work”
(150), to which Debbie replies, “I like dull work” (150). She also tells her
mother that she is not “friendly” or “personable” (148), which is why she
won’t make the effort to answer job ads requiring such qualities. In the
same vein, Debbie responds coldly to her family’s enthusiasm: “My
family’s enthusiasm made me feel sarcastic about the job—about any
effort to do anything, in fact. In light of their enthusiasm, the only
intelligent course of action seemed to be immobility and rudeness” (151).
Throughout the story, the heroine feels that there is no point in doing
anything, preferring a state of complete passivity, or if she must work,
she would favor the “decency of unthinking toil” (151). Debbie presents
herself as a female Bartleby, while also sabotaging Bartleby’s spirit of
rebellion; she resists any action imposed from the outside, while also
submitting to the repetitive motions of the daily grind.
This mixture of apathy and emptiness encapsulates the well‐known
state of ennui, or existential boredom. Reinhard Kuhn defines ennui as “a
state of emptiness that the soul feels when it is deprived of interest in
action, life, and the world (be it this world or another), a condition that is
the immediate consequence of the encounter with nothingness, and has
as immediate effect a disaffection with reality” (13). In the state of ennui,
Kuhn argues, “everything is seen as if filtered through a screen; what is
filtered out and lost is precisely the element that gives meaning to
existence” (12). Kuhn goes on to give the example of music; in the
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throngs of ennui, listening to a melody stops being an aesthetic experience,
but rather an amalgamation of sounds (12). This means that the listener is
not only deprived of pleasure, but is forced to explicate or deconstruct
the very notion of music. Likewise, every other experience becomes both
meaningless and self‐reflexive. The sufferer is forced to dwell on it, while
deriving no joy or meaning from it.
Ennui is a precipitant for depression, but it is not just a psychological
affliction, it affects “both the soul and the body” (Kuhn 12). In fact, Kuhn
theorizes that while its origins are in the soul, “its manifestations are
both spiritual and physical” (12). It is a “state of high ambiguity” (4).
After all, the sufferer has an encounter with “nothingness”, and the
experience may be both disheartening and somewhat transcendental.
Often this affliction, like Baudelaire’s “spleen” (12) affects both sexes, but
Kuhn argues that ennui is felt more profoundly and with deeper
implications by men. Women, particularly “suburbanites”, have a starkly
different experience of ennui:
She is tired of the magazine that she is reading or the television
show that she is watching and mixes another cocktail for herself.
Or perhaps she telephones an equally bored friend and they talk
for hours about nothing, or perhaps she drifts into an affair that
means as little to her as the television show or the magazine article.
(Kuhn 7)
The house‐wife’s search for meaning is far more frivolous and
inconsequential than her male counterpart’s. Kuhn later makes a case for
Emma Bovary, who is more susceptible than her peers and commits
suicide, being too enfeebled by her own fantasies and despair (13). In
both cases, women have a difficult time contemplating “nothingness”.
They cannot endure, or perhaps they cannot sustain existential crises.
Yet, women are uniquely primed to meet nothingness and to explore
inactivity. After all, women’s history of submission has forced them to
explicate and deconstruct their imposed passivity. In other words,
women have often dwelled upon their own meaninglessness. Moreover,
the encounter with nothingness in the female psyche manifests doubly as
the human exploration of the void and the female contemplation of the
indifferent patriarchal order wherein she has no power. Such an
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experience is transcendental and epistemological; as Gaitskill herself
notes in her essay “Victims and Losers: A Love Story”, Debbie “awakens
to her masochistic sexuality and learns a hard truth: that she is a small,
fallible container for a primary force beyond her understanding” (105).
Hence, Debbie’s sense of ennui is multifaceted, related not only to her
condition as a human being, but also to her gender and sexuality. Debbie
explores her insignificance while also transcending it and this is achieved
through the practice of sadomasochism.
In the story, the lawyer employs demeaning and sometimes
corporal punishment to teach Debbie not to make spelling mistakes. The
more she shows that she is affected by his criticism, the more compelled
he feels to punish her, and she senses “an intimate tendril creeping from
one of his darkest areas, nursed on the feeling that he had discovered
something about me” (Gaitskill 153). Debbie feels exposed, not only
because the lawyer is imposing his will on hers, but because the experience
reveals something new and uncertain about her. When he tries to
diagnose her behavior by telling her she is a “very nice but complex
person, with wild mood swings that you keep hidden” (154), Debbie
feels like she is undergoing a verbal undressing, because “his comments
were weirdly moving and had the effect of making me feel horribly
sensitive” (154). Such indeterminate states are only augmented when the
lawyer starts spanking her. The physical contact both startles and
gratifies her, because the experience is both new and familiar:
He began spanking me […] The funny thing was, I wasnʹt even
surprised […] The word ‘humiliation’ came into my mind with
such force that it effectively blocked out all other words. Further, I
felt that the concept it stood for had actually been a major force in
my life for quite a while. (155)
The intimate and violent interaction translates something that was
already inside her; it turns the general sense of inadequacy she feels in
the world into a physical experience. Just like the ambiguous state of
ennui, the state of being humiliated and dominated is an oscillation
between oppression and transcendence, pain and pleasure: “I enjoyed
feeling him impose his brainlessly confident sense of existence on me”
(152), “But when I got into bed and thought about the thing, I got excited.
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I was more excited, in fact, than I had ever been in my life. That didn’t
surprise me, either. I felt a numbness” (156), “I lay on my bed in a tangle
of quilt and fuzzy blanket and masturbated two, three, four times in a
row, always thinking about the thing” (161). Masturbation functions
almost as a motif in the story as the protagonist repeatedly attempts to
map out her masochistic impulses. Not only that, but in the climactic and
most disturbing scene of the story, the lawyer masturbates and ejaculates
on her clothes and bare skin as she is bent over his desk with her skirt
down. The masturbatory act triggers both disgust and fascination within
her. The employer and employee both masturbate to each other in
different ways; they exchange fluids while not being in direct contact
with each other. As Gaitskill remarks in her essay, the two “achieve total
intimacy and total isolation” (100), a frustrating yet illuminating
liminality. What Debbie ultimately achieves in this exchange is to
deconstruct her own passivity, entering her own submission and exploring
her contradictory desires. Gaitskill offers a similar interpretation when
she describes Debbie’s passivity as a terrible force of nature,
so willed and extreme that it is an act of mutually annihilating
aggression; there can be no “relationship” with the boss, even if he
were to desire one (which he does not), and questions about
whether or not she is victimized by him are irrelevant. His only
superiority is in his ability to recognize her—as one of his own
kind. For her passion is every bit as cruel as his, and this is what is
horrible in the story. (99)
The “horrible” truth of the story is that Debbie and the lawyer
“recognize” each other and find kinship in their cruelty, which is actually
an essential part of sadomasochistic play. As Lynn Chancer argues,
sadomasochism is “fueled and motivated by a restless desire to
somehow, in some way, procure recognition from an Other” (69). This is
due to the fact that, as Jessica Benjamin claims in Powers of Desire, “no
one can really extricate himself or herself from dependency on others,
from the need for recognition” (qtd. in Chancer 69). Thus, Debbie needs
to know that her dependence on him is mirrored by his dependence on
her. Though he dominates her, the lawyer also needs her. As Gilles
Deleuze points out, “the masochist’s apparent obedience conceals a
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criticism and a provocation” (qtd. in Halberstam 139). Indeed, in BDSM
culture (bondage, dominance, sadomasochism and other such practices
used for erotic purposes), the Submissive may often wield more power
than the Dominant, due to the fact that “giving over one’s power […] is,
in and of itself, an act of extreme power” (Ortmann Sprott 16). The
Submissive’s disavowal of power enables the Dominant to act upon his
or her own desires, and hence, the Submissive and Dominant depend on
each other for recognizing each other’s needs and desires.
While aspects of BDSM culture have an echo in the story (and
particularly in the 2002 film adaptation directed by Steven Shainberg),
Debbie does not enter bondage consciously or willingly. Her subjugation
is both forced and desired, her Dominant is both repulsive and necessary,
and her agency and consent are fractured but also explored through
disempowerment and “unbecoming”. Her masochistic drive troubles
and soothes her in equal parts, but the heroine is left in suspension,
contemplating the strange in‐between of desire and trauma.
Yet sadomasochism might be one way to confront the nothingness
that threatens to engulf her. The endurance of pain and the exploration
of passivity might serve as a response to the indifferent, patriarchal
universe. In an interview about her novel Two Girls, Fat and Thin (1991),
Gaitskill argues that the world we inhabit may often push us towards
debasement and self‐deprecation as a way out: “That inadequacy can
make you implode with a lot of disgust. It can become the gestalt of who
you are […]. I’m going to make myself into a debased object because that
is what I think of you” (Laurence para. 20). In that sense, Deleuze’s
affirmation that the masochist is issuing a provocation acquires a second
meaning: by debasing herself, Debbie debases the tyrant, the master, and
the dominant.
Yet the question remains: who is Debbie, what does she want?
How has this experience shaped her? Her refusal to incriminate the
lawyer when she has the chance discloses both her fear and her insight,
because she is unable to label herself solely as victim. Though she knows
the lawyer ought to be made responsible for his abuses, to confess on his
behalf would also mean to confess to her own desires, her own
complicity. Giving over her power, exulting in her insignificance, is a
gesture of power. There are no easy answers here; a part of her is
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repulsed, a part of her remains fascinated, a part of her has been beaten,
a part of her remains undefeated. In the end, her experience is not a cry
for action; she is not meant to be the catalyst of the man’s downfall.
Rather, this does not concern him. This is her existential crisis which,
though painful, is also an opportunity for her to explore unnamable
facets of herself.
In his famous essay “The Myth of Sisyphus” (1942), Camus
concludes his analysis on the futility of man’s efforts on earth by
asserting that, in spite of his absurd task, Sisyphus is content, and in fact,
“one must imagine Sisyphus happy” (78) because “the struggle itself
towards the heights is enough to fill a man’s heart” (78). This does not
mean Sisyphus’ task has become pleasant or meaningful with time; it is
Sisyphus who has imbued it with meaning and, therefore, become the
master of his own fate. We might even say that Sisyphus is happy
because he has something meaningful to do; a worse punishment would
be the absence of any question, of any meaning, and therefore, ennui.
Debbie is given an impetus to think, to wonder, and to suffer. She
confronts female ennui by accepting her insignificance and multiplying it
inside her. She enters the void and undergoes both a becoming and an
unbecoming. In doing so, she gains insight into herself and into the
nature of power and desire. One must imagine her both content and
discontent, an Argonaut who has traveled far and who has yet to travel.
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THE REDEFINITION OF THE AFRICAN‐
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Born in the 1990s in response to the predominantly White
technological discourse, Afrofuturism mostly accounts for cultural
products that foreground sci‐fi and fantasy themes, plots and settings,
with a view to exploring the histories and future of Black communities
(Nelson 11). In recent years, Afrofuturistic aesthetic has lent itself to
various forms of art, ranging from music (Janelle Monáe) (Womack 45) to
literature (Nnedi Okorafor) (Womack 94), and its rising visibility seems
to have culminated in the 2018 release of the Black Panther movie
(Barrett).
It is easy to ascribe Afrofuturism to the growing concern in the
representation of African‐American experience in mainstream media
(Liao). However, in describing Afrofuturism as the mere alignment to the
culturally dominant rhetoric, which happens to be technology‐centered
and future‐oriented, one would fail to seize the scope of a movement
reclaiming technology in order to investigate identities. A quick overview
of the motives underpinning the coinage of the term “Afrofuturism”
shows the necessity of an alternative discourse that both questions and
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counters the dismissal of race and ethnicity by White American visions
of the future (Nelson 3).
Therefore, the Body as vehicle for identity becomes particularly
relevant in the context of “placeless, raceless, bodiless” utopias (Nelson
3) that “have become the unacknowledged frame of reference for
understanding race in the digital age” (Nelson 8). This paper aims at
exploring the connection between war violence and Black female
(corporeal) identities in Afrofuturistic coming‐of‐age narratives focused
on social conflict and young female protagonists. The methodology of
cultural theory, social studies and critical race theory will be used to
deconstruct the concept of “violence” and shed light on the paradigm of
“Black habitus” (Young 21) as evinced by the category of the Black Body.
According to sociologist Bryan S. Turner, contemporary society itself is
“somatic”, which indicates that “major political and personal problems
are both problematized within the body and expressed through it” (qtd.
in Hancock 7). In this paper, the Black Body is used as a critical concept
that designates the individual and collective “repository of experience”
of people of African descent (Young 23), born at the “confluence of
history, culture, economics, geography and language” (Monhanram xiv).
Given that the Body reflects social tensions and dynamics in
specific temporal and spatial frameworks (Hancock 10), the Black Body
explored and interrogated in this paper conveys the relationship between
the African‐American people and the American history. Objectified as
early as the first contacts with the Western world and subjected to
multiple forms of physical violence ever since (lynching, castration, rape,
branding, mutilation, whipping, profiling, policing, disproportionate
arrest and incarceration) (Yancy xxxi), the Black Body has been the site of
White racial projections and “imaginaries” (Yancy 105) to the point
where the destiny of the Black man became White (Fanon 10). Since the
Othering of African‐American bodies persists in conjunction with the
structural violence of institutionalized racism (Weissinger et al. 175), it is
essential to analyze the ability of the Black Body to reclaim and
transform violence within the ideological frame of the American society.
The representations and discourses centered on the African‐
American Female Body are particularly problematic. In arguing that “no
other group in America has so had their identity socialized out of
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existence”, bell hooks outlines the sheer extent to which oppressive
behavior has reflected onto the Black Female Body (hooks 21). Placed at
the bottom of the social hierarchy by an interplay of “sexist, racist, and
classist oppression” (hooks 16), the Black woman’s Body is the ultimate
expression of social and cultural aggression in the American society.
Reflection of the Exploiter’s desire and receptacle of the collective trauma
of oppression, it has become a battlefield for the negotiation of history and
power.
In Tomi Adeyemi’s Children of Blood and Bone and Nnedi Okorafor’s
Binti series, the questions of freedom and oppression are strongly linked
to the question of the Body as Identity. Zélie’s mission to restore magic as
a means of legitimate power for her people is the result of racial
discrimination and profiling directed at her people, the Maji—“They
killed my mother. They took our magic. They tried to bury us. Now we
rise” (Adeyemi 1), while Binti’s recourse to violence in Home is prompted
by the interracial conflict between the Khoush (the privileged, pale‐
skinned race) and the Meduse (an alien race). On the one hand, war and
conflict are deployed to figure the response to a socio‐political system
where, according to cultural theorist Manthia Diawara, the Black Body—
the Other—has been cast outside “the American ethos” (qtd. in Jackson
44). On the other hand, as both novels are coming‐of‐age stories in which
protagonists have to design strategies to navigate power and social
dynamics, war can be attributed to a representation of struggle that relies
on common, organized effort.
In this second interpretation, the depiction of the Black Female
Body in war calls forth parallels with the tradition of women warriors in
Africa, exemplified by the Mino of Benin, who also tackled colonialist
forces and interethnic conflict in their region (Serbin 20, 33). The literary
revival of such traditions in Afrofuturistic works, similar to the Afrocentric
ideology of real political movements aiming for self‐determination (Black
Power) (Farmer 109), provides a historical blueprint of Black female
empowerment.
Remarkably, both Children of Blood and Bone and Binti reimagine the
Black female fighter by reappraising war strategies and dynamics. For
Zélie and Binti alike, anger and intense emotions are embedded in their
experience of war and hold a significant role in the advancement of their
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struggle. The coercion of Black female bodies into oppressive roles has
been enabled by the use of “controlling images”—stereotypes that limit
and devalue the African‐American experience (Collins 69‐70). In
portraying African female characters that express and explore their
anger, the authors directly tackle the negative stereotype of the “angry
Black woman”, as both Zélie and Binti own their rage in a very sensory
way—Zélie, as part of her ability to perform magic (“Magic rushes out of
me, hot and violent, raging without the direction of any incantation”)
(Adeyemi 369) and Binti, as part of her hybrid identity (“The flash of
anger that spurted through me was a surprise […]. I let myself tree and
though I felt calmer, my Medusa rage stayed and I was glad”) (Okorafor,
Home 20).
This positive experience of rage seems to fit Audre Lorde’s vision
of Black female empowerment, built on the constructive powers of anger
as “a liberating and strengthening act of clarification” (Lorde 127) and
eroticism as a force enabling “acts against oppression [to] become
integral with self” (Lorde 58). Since rage also marks the protagonists’
first interaction with the intimate unfamiliar of their physicality, it can be
regarded as the performance of critical thought in relation to the
conflicting realities of their own bodies. Informed by the pursuit of self‐
knowledge, manifested as the commitment to mastering their abilities,
Zélie and Binti’s rage seeks to dismantle the “knowledge monopoly”
(Nelson 9) of the oppressive system and articulate a personal rhetoric of
physical and discursive “eloquence” (Kai). As learning takes place in
spaces marked by patriarchal thought—either an ancestral cave rendered
almost inaccessible (Adeyemi 461) or a progressive university that is still
“restrictive” (Payne 20)—knowledge allows protagonists to grapple with
the legacy of oppression in their quest for self‐agency.
In the essay titled “The Site of Memory”, Toni Morrison speaks in
favor of imagination as factor of reconstruction of “[Black] unwritten
interior life” (qtd. in Adams 14). Indeed, the relocation to Africa in
Afrofuturistic narratives enables the disruption of geographical spaces
rooted in suffering and loss, but it is particularly difficult to reconcile the
Black Body as site of trauma (Barden 59‐60) with the history that inflicted
it. The dehumanization of African‐American women was initiated
during slavery by means of abusive practices, as Black women were
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forced into physical and sex labor (Bennett, Dickerson x‐xi), and has been
reinforced by representations detrimental to their autonomy and self‐
definition (Bennett, Dickerson xv‐xvi; Hairston 70‐71). In the context of
this dehumanization, the Black author’s ultimate task is to restore the
ability of the Black Female Body to feel.
Towards the end of both Children of Blood and Bone and the Binti
series, protagonists are subjected to physical violence while battling an
oppressive system or fighting to preserve their identity—Zélie is
branded (Adeyemi 459) and Binti loses her left arm (Okorafor, The Night
Masquerade 123). While both instances of violence can be read as the
“hold” of past slavery wounds on the present (Schalk 46), the final scenes
in both stories show Zélie and Binti confronting these wounds, and thus
resisting violence. By choosing open endings where characters are still
shown in transformation—Zélie is reconnecting with her kin (Adeyemi
515) and Binti is set to return to her studies (Okorafor, The Night
Masquerade 202)—Adeyemi and Okorafor reimagine pain and healing as
instruments of power, central to the continuity of personal and collective
struggle.
Children of Blood and Bone and Binti challenge the assumption that
the literary representation of violence is inherently negative, and create
narratives that focus on will as the driving force behind assertive action.
Set in Afrofuturistic terms, war and conflict allow readers to both
visualize and articulate their relationship with the history and future of
the Black Female Body. Last but not least, the “Body in War” can be read
as a dialogue that calls for change by bridging the gap between Now and
Then, Margin and Center, the Personal and the Political.
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TURKISH WOMEN IN LADY MARY
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During the eighteenth century, known as the “golden age” of
letters and letter writing, the British people used to travel multiple times
overseas for various reasons. In the Introduction page to Travel Writing
1700‐1830. An Anthology, Elizabeth A. Bohls shows that some of these
reasons were “scientific curiosity, exploration, colonization, trade,
diplomacy, and tourism, which began to flourish during this period”. It
is essential that the audienceʹs appetite for reading and literacy began to
be very poignant in the eighteenth century. The travelers developed an
interest in other cultures and geographic areas and sent letters to their
acquaintances in England. The British readers were impressed by
exoticism, which triggered their curiosity, turning the process of reading
letters into a way of entertainment.
Lady Mary Wortley Montagu visited the Ottoman Empire along
with her husband, Edward Wortley Montagu, where he was appointed
the English ambassador to Turkey. During her indwelling in the Ottoman
Empire, Lady Mary sent letters to her acquaintances in England,
describing the surroundings, the people she saw as being genuinely
exotic and ravishing. Her letters were published posthumously under the
name of “Turkish Embassy Letters,” which “count among Lady Mary
Wortley Montagu’s most memorable and most anthologized work”
*
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(Precup 94). She mostly portrayed Oriental women, describing their
religion, fashion and lifestyle. The aim of this paper is to analyze and
depict the way in which Lady Mary rendered the Oriental woman and to
give an interpretation of the image of femininity in the Eastern world.
Throughout most of the eighteenth century, smallpox, a very
contagious disease, killed countless Englishmen, people on all continents
and at any age. Lady Mary Wortley Montagu, well known as a letter
writer, came across smallpox, too, and survived being left only with
pockmarks on her face. During her residence in Constantinople, she
found out about the process of inoculation against smallpox and sent
letters home, in which she described the outlandish procedure. Returning
home, Lady Mary involved herself in making known the Turkish method
of inoculation against smallpox, which had been unknown in England
before. Her letters, written from the viewpoint of a high‐class English
woman, brought novelty into the Western world. Sara Mills opens up her
book with two quotes relevant to travel and travel writing. One of these
quotes belongs to Mary Astells, who wrote about a Lady’s skill to bring
originality and freshness into her work: “a Lady has the skill to strike out
a New Path and to embellish a worn‐out Subject with a variety of fresh
and elegant Entertainment” (qtd. in Mills iv).
Lady Mary portrayed the Oriental women, besides their lifestyles,
fashion, and religion, as freer among the women in the world. In her
letter XLVIII, Lady Mary gives an interpretation of their situation:
The Turkish ladies, who are, perhaps, freer than any ladies in the
universe, and the only women in the world that lead a life of
uninterrupted pleasure, exempt from cares, their whole time being
spent visiting, bathing or agreeable amusement of spending money
and investing new fashions. (Wortley Montagu 134)
Lady Mary’s image of free women can be seen in her description of
three different concepts that pertain to their world: the Islamic veil, the
Turkish bath, and the economic aspect. In the letter XXIX of 1 April 1717,
Lady Mary Montagu “ponders on the meaning inherent in the
naturalness of the behavior of Turkish women and examines the notion
of freedom in their idioculture” (Precup 104):
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’Tis very easy to see, they have in reality more liberty than we
have. No woman, of what rank soever, is permitted to go into the
streets without two murlins, one that covers her face all but her
eyes, and another, that hides the whole dress of her head, and
hangs half way down her back. [...] You may guess then, how
effectually this disguises them, so that there is no distinguishing
the great lady. (Wortley Montagu 65‐68)
Lady Mary’s ideological function of the veil is that of “an
embodied spatial practice through which women are inserted into
relations of power into society” (Narain, Gevirtz qtd. in Falah, Nagel
204). For Lady Mary, the power of the veil relies on the opportunities
that were offered for them in public as in they could walk on the street
without the fear of harassment. The anonymity that the veil offers,
reduces the danger associated with the external world. The practice of
the veil provides more opportunities in terms of freedom: the “disguise,
anonymity function in the service of sexual freedom,” since, even the
most jealous husband won’t be able to recognize his own wife (Narain,
Gevirtz 61) and they could walk from house to house without being
identified.
Lady Mary’s letters written in Constantinople are more fascinating
than any other letters she wrote because she was the first Westerner to
have direct access to the women’s bath. The concept of women’s bath
(hammam) is essential in understanding Lady Mary’s point of viewing
the Oriental women. In the letter of 1 April 1717, the best known and
probably the most appealing, Lady Mary Wortley Montagu “provides a
description of the bagnio, one of the most intriguing Turkish spaces for
the Westerner, and depicts Turkish women in their most enticing
hypostases. She completes this portrayal with the examination of their
ways of acting and interacting, as compared to European and English
women” (Precup 102). In letter XXVI, Lady Mary portrays the Turkish
women in the baths with admiration:
I perceived, that the ladies of the most delicate skins and finest
shapes had the greatest share of my admiration. […] so many fine
women naked, in different postures, some in conversation, some
working, others drinking coffee or sherbet, and many negligently
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lying on their cushions while their slaves (generally pretty girls of
seventeen or eighteen) were employed in braiding their hair in
several pretty manners. In short, ‘tis the women’s coffee house,
where all the news of the town is told, scandal invented. (Wortley
Montagu 59)
Lady Mary, as a high‐class woman and wife of the ambassador,
was able to come in contact with these women, which was impossible for
ordinary visitors. Lady Mary confesses about a traditional bath ritual in
letter XXVII written in Adrianople on 1 April 1717:
The lady that seemed the most considerable amongst them
entreated me to sit by her, and would fain have undressed me for
the bath. I excused myself with some difficulty, they being all so
earnest in persuading me. I was at last forced to open my skirt, and
show them my stays, which satisfied them very well, for I saw they
believed I was so locked up in that machine that it was not in my
own power to open it, which contrivance they attributed to my
husband. (Wortley Montagu 59‐60)
The women in the bath wanted to reassure Lady Mary to follow
their ritual in a classical way, so they insisted on her getting undressed.
The view of the corset convinced the exotic Oriental women “that it was
beyond Lady Mary’s prerogatives as a woman and a wife to control her
body and decide on the moments when she can take off her clothes”
(Precup 103). That was the moment when she felt the least “physically”
and “socially” free woman there and criticized, in this way, the boundary
of the English dress and the role their husbands played in these
situations (Meriwether 624). As Susanne Scholz points out,
the fact that she keeps her stays on constitutes that item of dress as
a sign of belonging to a different culture. Her epistolary relation of
this scene to a female friend in England fashions the ‘Turkish bath’
as an oriental spectacle but also as a specifically female contact
zone in which the narrator occupies an ambivalent position. (90)
However, her remarks about such freedoms are quickly followed
by the observation that the Turkish women are free in another, more
important way (Narain, Gevirtz 62). Lady Mary introduces the notion of
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economic freedom in the following quotation from the letter XXX written
on 1 April 1717:
Neither have they much to apprehend from the resentment of their
husbands, those ladies that are rich having all their money in their
own hands, which they take with them upon a divorce with an
addition which he is obliged to give them. Upon the whole, I look
upon the Turkish women as the only free people in the empire. [...]
They are queens of their slaves, which the husband has no
permission so much as to look upon, except it to be an old woman
or two that his lady chooses. (Wortley Montagu 71‐72)
In the previous fragment, Lady Mary confesses that the Turkish
women were allowed to keep their properties even after marriage, a
practice that was allowed to British women only in the 19th century.
Lady Mary Wortley Montagu was so inspired by the freedom
Turkish women rejoiced, that she built her own political autonomy on
returning to England. Her decision “to publish a newspaper of her own
accord seems indeed remarkable. This fact, I contend, would never have
been performed if she had been unable to use the ruse of anonymity to
hide her sex, the power of which was likely brought home to her when
she first considered ‘sexual’ freedom of the Turkish women she met
during her travels” (Meriwether 628). What Meriwether further asserts is
that Lady Mary’s enactment of political freedom comes from the same
concepts of both veil and bath. She translated their sexual freedom in
order to express her political views in public. Without understanding the
veil’s power to disguise and the fact that this could offer the ladies a
form of freedom, Montagu might not ever have conceived the freedom
that anonymity can also provide. Meriwether concludes that Lady Mary’s
travel experiences “not only provided her with a new understanding of
the opportunity anonymity offered but also opened up her worldview to
realize the connections between personal and political issues” (628).
In conclusion, letter writing was indispensable at that time. It was
perceived as a way of entertainment, in which travelers could express
their astonishment about exoticism. They used to focus on a particular
conjuncture they developed further into the form of letters. Lady Mary
specifically focused on describing the liberties of the Oriental women,
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highlighting in detail three concepts that pertain to their world: the
Islamic veil, the Turkish bath, and the economic aspect.
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BILLY MOORE’S SURVIVAL KIT:
A PRAYER BEFORE DAWN AS A CASE
OF OVERCOMING TRAUMA
Raisa BORȘ*
Alexandru Ioan Cuza University of Iași

Trauma is defined by the Oxford Dictionary as a deeply distressing
or disturbing experience or a physical injury. What it stands for is more
emotion that the brain can deal with, causing the traumatised person to
feel overwhelmed. The reason why trauma is still taboo in the 21st
century is that, socially speaking, the person who undergoes trauma
comes to bear a stigma. Many times, victims perceive themselves as
being the reason why trauma took place. The other people tend to
associate the victim with the unfortunate event, as if they are a cyborg‐
like being, no longer whole, just with bits and pieces that are artificially
put back together. It is oftentimes regarded as something downgrading.
As far as the anatomical process is concerned, the National Health
Service (NHS) has uploaded a video on Youtube, creating awareness of
trauma as a process. They explain that when a person experiences
intense adversity, the brain reacts differently than normal. The lymbic
system, which is in charge of the instinctive functions, like fear and
pleasure, and the reptilian brain that is responsible for basic bodily
functions, override the neo‐cortex, the conscious part of the brain that
ensures logic, imagination, planning, and control. In other words,
primitive parts of the brain take over. When the amygdala sets off the
* 2nd year, MA (American Studies), Faculty of Letters.
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alarm, the muscles receive blood, oxygen, and adrenaline. Everything
that is not vital for the sustenance of the human body is shut down and
only the paramount organs and systems continue to run. What is more,
the hippocampus that stocks memories ceases to fulfill its duty in times
of danger. Instead, it begins to pump cortisol so that the body will not
feel pain, at least until the brain decides that the danger has passed.
As visible consequences, the pleasure and reward section in the
brain is affected and it most usually leads to substance dependence. The
pre‐frontal cortex is inhibited and that translates to poor impulse control.
That explains why people who experience trauma have a tendency to
seem violent or easily disturbed. Also, the brain’s fear response centre is
affected. “The Adverse Childhood Experiences Study” admits the
following categories of adversity: physical / emotional / sexual abuse,
physical / emotional neglect, parental mental illness / substance
dependence / incarceration / parental separation / divorce / domestic
violence (Harris). In calculating someone’s ACE score, every yes for the
above is a point. Judging from the information provided by the memoir,
Billy’s ACE score is 6. Billy experiences further trauma as an adult by
being incarcerated multiple times, in different countries, by experiencing
abandonment, by witnessing madness and deaths and by physical
injuries and surgeries.
Since substance abuse and trauma are always interrelated, public
opinion on addiction is often misguided. People do not get addicted to a
substance or activity in itself, as Liz Mullinar, founder of Heal for Life
Foundation, declared in her 2011 TedX speech. People do not resort to
substance abuse because of bad company, either. What causes substance
consumption and turns into substance abuse is pain and the erroneous
opinion that people cannot cope without it. Usually, by substance
consumption, they want to fill a hole or to embrace themselves in
numbness in order to escape pain or the reality they live in. Addiction is
always a marker of trauma. No happy, fulfilled person would want to
bury themselves in substance abuse (Mullinar).
Billy’s initial traumatic episode that triggered all the other ones
happens in his childhood, on his birthday:
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I could paint an endless, dreary picture of my childhood but one
memory sums it up. It was my birthday. I was 12 years old. [...] It
was my birthday—no one else’s day, just mine. Not Father’s Day or
Mother’s Day or Christmas Day or any other day. My day, my
birthday. And I thought to myself, you know what? I’m 12 today
and I can stay out until half past seven with my mates instead of
being home by seven. And that’s what I did. When I got home I
expected my five younger siblings to be there to sing me Happy
Birthday; expected my mum to have a cake baked. I was stopped in
my tracks by my dad. My father, Tony: fifteen stone, five‐ten, an
ex‐boxer and a heavy drinker. He was habitually unemployed, a
social scrounger, a bad husband, and a violent father. Where the hell
have you been? What time do you call this? I told him: It’s my birthday.
Come here and I’ll give you a damn birthday present, you ginger‐headed
bastard. Perhaps I should have run, but I froze instead, and the next
thing I knew, his fist had landed squarely on my nose and blood
was spurting all over my silver‐grey top and my silver‐grey
trousers. (Moore 13)
The episode Billy decides to share is very insightful. It does not
only reveal a moment of physical abuse, but also shows the emotional
abuse and neglect that come with it. A person’s birthday is when they
celebrate their own existence and it is a joyous moment, a celebration of
survival. So, the episode does not only show domestic violence, but a
denigration of what Billy means as a human being. What strikes the
chord is that his own same‐sex parent does this to him, so it transforms
into an identity issue. Billy’s father also belittles him and picks on his
physical traits. That is utterly inexcusable since a person can do next to
nothing when it comes to changing their physical traits. It is something
rooted in their DNA, which Billy also got from his own father. It is
probably the worst way in which you can insult a person, because it
diminishes one of the very few intrinsic human characteristics and what
actually makes a person unique. Unable to defend himself, Billy grows
up with a certain frustration, with an identity issue and with a burning
desire to prove himself as a human being. He grows up in fear, without
having a safe environment, deprived of manifestations of love, which all
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make him turn to substance abuse, starting with cigarettes, then
marijuana, and then heroin. However, he becomes aware of his problem,
as dissociation appears and helps Billy realise that he has become his
worst enemy:
If your next‐door neighbour was a mass murderer you would want
to know everything about him, correct? [...] You would want to
know everything, and would be constantly aware of his movements
at all times because, maybe, if you dropped your guard, he would
creep up behind you and split open your skull with an axe, killing
you instantly. Only my neighbour is not a crazy axe murderer and
he’s not out to destroy me. But I do live with a murderer and that
murderer is inside me. He lives in my head and he wants to kill me
the first chance he gets. He’s waiting for me to drop my guard.
He’s always ready to pounce at the first sign of weakness. But he
won’t kill me with an axe or a gun—his weapon of choice is drugs.
He is a sadistic bastard and wants to kill me slowly, revelling in
misery, thriving on my feelings. He’s cunning, powerful and
baffling. He is the worst enemy I have ever encountered. Alone I
am in bad company. (Moore 57‐58)
The constant pressure he finds himself in hints towards the fact
that he cannot manage to overcome the situation all by himself.
However, he is not one to share his feelings easily. Incarceration and
being abused by police officers while innocent introduce Billy to a world
that works outside the normal societal barriers. In prison, showing
feelings gets you killed. And while opening up about trauma and
expressing feelings serves as a therapeutic way of overcoming it, Billy
cannot resort to this. He is intuitive and intelligent enough to dissimulate
and to turn to humour in order to escape such situations. Furthermore,
concealing his true feelings and thoughts can be seen as a defense
mechanism.
After being released from prison and rehab in the UK, Billy decides
he wants to change his luck and embarks on a journey of self‐discovery.
He goes to Thailand. He finds himself in an exotic land, a land of
disillusionment and deception, a land of paradoxes, of Muay Thai
legends and ladyboys. Not exactly the best destination for recovery.
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Cultural shock can also be added to the list of traumatic events in Billy’s
life. As he puts it himself: “Nobody was for real in Thailand; friendships
were fictitious. The real Thailand, the one that didn’t smile, was a
dangerous place to be. That’s why I stayed—for the thrill and the
excitement. The fantasy I could build here was of my own making”
(Moore 77).
Secretly and unknowingly, what Billy seeks is true love, unconditional
love, having someone to love him for who he actually is, to provide a
safe environment in which he can feel nurtured, desired and comforted.
However, he is only looking for instant romantic gratification. Repeatedly
hurt by Thai women, Billy resorts to drugs in a moment of weakness,
marking yet another moment of dissociation: “Hey, mister, we have sexy
lady. [...] —No! No lady! [...] I want drugs! I recognised the voice. It was
mine. The moment I had dreaded, the moment I had fought against for
so long, had come back full circle to haunt me. I had just pressed my self‐
destruction button” (Moore 60). The Thai prison is where he experiences
the most prominent adulthood trauma. Being absolutely horrified by the
conditions, witnessing madness and death, Billy’s life is changed forever.
This is the moment he has been waiting for his entire life without knowing
it: he is given the opportunity to get to discover himself as an individual.
Being overwhelmed by everything around him inflicts suicidal thoughts.
He considers the option and asks a fellow inmate to help him hang
himself. The inmate tells him that if he does so, he will suffer too and
Billy gives up the idea. His altruistic behaviour ends up saving his life.
As for the film, Jean‐Stephane Sauvaire opted for long takes, full
sequences with no cuts. The filming is on location. Joe Cole delivers a
visceral performance. Many of the scenes are brutal and have a powerful
impact on the viewer, as it is easier to sense anger, violence, and threat in
a visual content than in writing. On the same note, the physicality of the
story is portrayed in a beautiful way. Close‐ups and the used angles do
highlight the eye‐catching motricity of the sport. Unlike most of the
boxing films or even boxing matches, there are no slowmotion scenes
and this, too, adds to a natural, true to life experience. The training
scenes and the fights are real. The punches connect and the camera is
always inside the ring, as if the viewer actually takes part in the
exchange. The sound is real. There is almost no use of music. Natural
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sounds are, in turn, enhanced: breathing, crying, shouting, punching.
Thai conversations are not translated, which only builds up paranoia and
makes Billy, Joe himself, and the viewer feel like complete outsiders. Just
like in real life. The inmates are real ex‐inmates. In July 2018, Joe states in
his interview for Hot Corn that both the ex‐inmates and him were given
‘license to do whatever they wanted’, so the prison interactions are very
much unrehearsed and unchoreographed. So are the fights. They are all
spontaneous. The dust, the sweat, the bruises, the blood are all real. What
is more, the real Billy Moore makes an appearance by the end as his own
father. These aspects, beautifully intertwined, give a sense of authenticity
that is, in my opinion, an unprecedented case in the history of cinema.
There is a claustrophobic feel that follows the viewer throughout
the entire film. I would argue that there are four levels of claustrophobia
induced by the jail itself, by culture, by the boxing ring, and Billy himself.
In order to overcome the magnified trauma, Billy has to start from the
inner space and work his way up to owning himself, the ring, his own
culture, and his status in jail. It is an initiatory experience that would
grant him life and help him connect with himself and understand
himself. After all, Billy came to Thailand in order to discover himself. In
order to do so, Billy has a set of intrinsic characteristics that he turns to
and they help him survive. His survival kit contains pride, stubbornness,
consideration for others (a protective side), a sense of humour and a
great love for sports, especially fighting. Pride, stubbornness and his love
for boxing combine and help him stay healthy and alive, while also
helping managing his anger and frustrations and building a reputation
behind bars:
I dealt with things totally differently. I began to find myself
fighting a lot because of my pride. My anger would get the better
of me and I would fly into a rage, not caring how many people I
fought, regardless of the pain I was in. Believe me, I often fought
over five to one, and sometimes more than ten. I have had cuts
above and below my eyes sewn back together with no anesthetic. I
have been beaten, battered, kicked and spat on and still I came
back for more. (Moore 123)
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Boxing was the healthy version of the drug rush for Billy. It helped
create a safe environment, where he could express himself, not for trying
on the aggressor position, but because he could stand up for and defend
himself. Even more so, by unorthodoxingly responding violence with
violence, he puts himself in a position of power, blocking further trauma:
When the gloves were on I was free from the pain. It didn’t exist. I
was lost in my own head and took a journey to places I once
enjoyed. The Thais thought I was mad. They had never come across
someone as stubborn as me. I would punish myself and train in the
scorching heat until I collapsed, then I would pick myself up and
carry on even harder. Fear had long since left my soul. Maybe I
thought there was nothing to live for, or maybe being around so
much death had conditioned me to accept it. (Moore 134)
All things considered, Billy grows to be a survivor. He intuitively
took adversity and used it as a catalyst towards a journey of self‐
discovery and self‐forging. Having using the pain and resorting to his
survival kit, Billy did not commit suicide or got mad, like most people
surrounding him. Rather than focusing on the negative aspects of his life,
he pushed through and pursued the positive aspects, what he had left to
live for: family, love, health, and success. Being transferred to a British
prison and doing his time there helped with acknowledging the light at
the end of the tunnel. He afterwards turned to writing and publishing his
memoir and, when the opportunity arised, working on his biographical
motion picture under the same name, A Prayer Before Dawn.
Therapeutical, but also meant to reach people everywhere, Billy also
gave multiple speeches and interviews on the topic, aiming to give back
just like he himself had received help in the process of becoming a
survivor.
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POPULAR BOOK, POPULAR MOVIE:
ADAPTING THE FAULT IN OUR STARS
Teodora FEDOREANU*
Babeș‐Bolyai University of Cluj‐Napoca

INTRODUCTION
The present paper aims at promoting the relationship between a
book and its adaptation by exploring the idea of popularity in the literary
and cinematographic fields, setting apart the notion of telling a story
from showing it. As a study case, I chose John Green’s book The Fault in
Our Stars, a love story pictured between two ill teenagers, Hazel and
Augustus, for whom the disease is not an impediment to their love, but
rather a circumstance that brings them together. Before the appearance of
The Fault in Our Stars, several terminal romances were made, like A Walk
to Remember or Love story, but none of them became very well‐known. In
the following lines I will endeavor to reveal the reason behind John
Green’s eagerness to write the story and to let it be turned into a movie, I
will examine the way in which the adaptation process passed off and I
will observe the impact that the production had on viewers.

DEFINING THE CONCEPT OF ADAPTATION
Adaptations are everywhere today: whether we talk about a
videogame made after a movie or a musical made after a theatre play,
they are all the same, a way of entertainment through exploiting publicʹs

* 1st year, BA (German‐English), Faculty of Letters.
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emotions. In her Theory of Adaptation, Linda Hutcheon describes this
word, adaptation, as “a secondary derivative comparative art,” as they
start from the original text following him until the point in which the
adapter brings his contribution to make it more appealing to the
audience: “The adapted text, therefore, is not something to be
reproduced, but rather something to be interpreted and recreated, often
in a new medium. The adapter is an interpreter before becoming a creator”
(Hutcheon 84). Among them, the most common kind of adaptation is
that from book to movie and we have many examples throughout the
history. Their success is due to the increasingly development and more
and more frequently use of the new technologies. However, not all of
them gain popularity and that is mostly because of the lack of creativity
and skills by the adapter.
The Fault in Our Stars, the truth behind the book
That is not the case in The Fault in Our Stars where right from the
title we get an overall view of the whole story. In fact, the title is a
twisted saying from Shakespeareʹs Julius Caesar: “The fault, dear Brutus,
is not in our stars, but in ourselves, if we are underlings”. This means
that people have the right to choose which life they want to live, whereas
in the book fate is the ultimate judge to sentence us to life.
The most suggestive inspiration for John Green’s novel was Esther
Earl, a 16‐year‐old terminally ill teenager, who was energic and
enthusiastic and whom John Green befriended at a Harry Potter fan
conference in 2009 and the person whom John Green dedicated his book
to. For the writer, the girl has never been only a research project, like
some people thought, and to deny these false statements he gathered her
drawings, sketches and journals and released a book entitled: This star
won’t go out, which opens with the phrase “The person I most want to
read it never will” (Nguyen). The main idea is that death takes us mid‐
sentence so we have to ensure that we accomplish something until the
very last end.
Adapting the book
The director Josh Boone says: “The movie wouldnʹt exist without
the book” (Bernstein). Therefore, he kept more than half of the dialogue
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from the novel and worked hand in hand with Green at setting and
writing the script, Green also gave tips and advice to actors, being
omnipresent, though he never overstepped his bounds or stepped on any
toes. He even agreed on having an appearance in one of the scenes. Josh
Boone proved himself to know so much about the arts of cinematography,
as he compiled the last two chapters of the book into one final scene,
reuniting the most important moments. The collaboration between these
two artists led to the success of the movie.
In spite of its fidelity to the book, the movie still has some
distinctive features that are visible for those people who have knowledge
of both kinds of arts. For example, in the book, Hazel has a friend called
Kaytlin, who at the end is the key to solve the mistery of the letters
written by Augustus to her. In the movie she is not even mentioned and
the events happen in such a manner that Isaac (the common friend of the
two lovers) is the one to tell her about the letters.
Another difference that struck me was that in the book Gus compares
Hazel with his ex‐girlfriend who died of brain tumor and Hazel is
somehow haunted by her image, whereas in the movie, we do not deal
with such problems and again Boone decided to skip that detail.
However, what the director is really skilled at is creating an explosion of
emotions and feelings through the sad content of the plot.
The perspective on the movie
Yet, as both Green and Boone agree, we should not see it as a story
about disease, but as a love story. They also add: “This is Titanic, cancer
is the iceberg weʹre gonna hit at the end of the movie, but that canʹt be
what the movie is about. It has to be about the love story on the boat”
(Bernstein). Under these conditions we reach the first lesson that we have
to learn from this movie: life is meant to be lived. We are usually scared
to live, but with these two teenagers who are more aware than we are
that we will die someday, we learn to experience and feel and face life
with its ups and downs. A quote from book says that “pain demands to
be felt”, so is life. The beautiful part is that that helps us understand and
cherish every single second, moment spent with our friends and families.
I do not know how many of you have thought that the future does not
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belong to us, but I will definitely advise you to be more cautious about
the present we have now.
Another lesson is that things will never work out as you expected,
but that is okay. We are all humans, we make mistakes, but all the bad
leads eventually to something good. Some things were meant to happen
because the universe had to say something about it, although we think it
is not fair, we should just resign and go on. Apparently, the world is not
a wish‐granting factory!
The last lesson is actually a set of two qualities that we should
borrow from Hazel and Augustus: strength and resignation. The people
who are ill have more strength to carry on and smile and be who they are
because they do not have a pessimistic view as we the others tend to
make a fuss out of everything. Hazel and Gusʹs toughness for example is
greater than the illness for they have each other and their love can get
over every obstacle. In fact, they are only average teenagers, but what
touches the public is their stable relationship and the faithfulness to each
other which is unshakeable until Gusʹs death and beyond the grave.
As an interesting fact regarding the female lead, Shailene was
chosen over 200 actresses not necessarily for her match to the role, but for
her love for the book and her passionate way of rendering the character,
which impressed both the director and the author. Her partner was
Ansel Elgort, a charming young man, with whom she played brother and
sister in the Divergent series, in the spring of the year of 2014. Such was
her commitment to the role and to the book that she even convinced
Ansel to read the book, to get into the character better.
Along with the process of adaptation, some features that mark the
transition from book to movie develop. One of them is that of economic
engagement, so as Linda Hutcheon defines it: “Book publishers produce
new editions of adapted literary works to coincide with the film version
and invariably put photos of the movieʹs actors or scenes on the cover”
(Hutcheon 30). This is a strategic movement, which is meant to influence
the opinion of the reader and to constrain his imagination by urging him
to think only of the characters on the cover. The editors of The Fault in
Our Stars did not want to miss this opportunity and they changed the
initial simple blue cover, with a picture of Hazel and Augustus.
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Book versus movie
The last part of this work is based on a discussion which intends to
clarify which of the two arts became more popular. The novel attracted
the attention of the public even since John Green was making
announcements on the releasing of the book in his YouTube videos, so it
was not a surprise when the number of copies printed worldwide
reached 10.7 million and it has been on the New York Times bestseller
list for more than 130 consecutive weeks. However, the movie had an
enormous audience (mostly the female population) which classified him
as one of the most viewed movies of 2014, consequently enrolling him in
the race for the movie of the year along with Guardians of the Galaxy and
Hunger Games (Part 1).
At the 2015 MTV Movie Awards the cast of The Fault in Our Stars
won three trophies out of 14 given. Shailene won the award for the best
female role and dedicated the trophy to John Green, then she and Ansel
won the award for the best kiss, and Ansel was also nominated to the
best male role or the best shirtless performance, all of it culminating with
the prize for the movie of the year. John Green dedicated his success to
Esther Earl, saying: “Esther taught me that a short life can also be a good
life and she taught me that people who are living with disability are not
defined by those disabilities, and that the lives of people who are living
with disabilities are just as beautiful and complicated as any other lives”
(Ghahremani).

CONCLUSION
Starting by defining the term of adaptation, I demonstrated that
this process is rather a complex one, which depends on many factors.
Then, I exemplified it by illustrating the concept of fidelity in the
Hutcheonian sense, drawing a parallel between the book and the movie
and pointing at the importance of following the traditional path to
viewing art (recepta arta), only to prove, at the end, that the movie
became more popular than the book.
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NARREME
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This paper aims to further explore the atomic unit of the narrative,
the narreme (Bonheim), as previously accounted for in its transmedial
development (Neguț). It is hereby assumed that virtual narratives (video
games, Virtual Reality applications, visual novels, interactive movies
etc.) hold a special status, narratologically speaking, compared to their
classical (novels, drama, cinematography, etc.) counterparts. More
specifically, the narremes themselves, as part of a narrative superstructure
(the entire narrative, possible branches withstanding), may present
certain characteristics which are unique to the virtual medium, and
necessarily rely on a certain extent of shared authorship and performativity
(and sometimes more) in order to permit plot progression or to allow for
branching narratives. In this paper, I briefly describe the features of this
type of narreme, henceforth known as a ‘switch’ narreme (due to its
behavior), and briefly describe six subtypes (the shortcut switch, loop,
illusory alternative, conditional, and linear trigger and stem) and their most
common usage. In previous works, some authors have focused on the
dramatic and performative, arguing for a virtual based type of dramatic

* 2nd year, MA (American Studies), Faculty of Letters, History and Theology.
1 Disclaimer: This paper utilizes concepts introduced in a previous paper of mine,
“Transmedial Development of the Narreme. A Virtual Apex”, and due to its reliance on
them, might reiterate certain parts, resulting in possible similarities.
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work, focusing on character based narrative model (Louchart), while
others focus on the interactive dimension of virtual narratives, such as
the topic of self and narration, which happens in a play of identity,
agency and performativity (Ryan). Here, however, the focus falls on the
conflux of both, while adopting a structuralist viewpoint.
The switch narreme exists beyond the temporal line of the plot, and
only acquires a temporal coordinate upon ‘activation’, which coincides
with a change in the narrative’s structure (on either the reader’s or the
narrative’s dimension). This change can have different effect, such as
shorten, lengthen, begin or end the narrative superstructure, or it can
create a branch in the narrative. Due to the switch narreme’s dependency
on activation, it is not always instantiated. In this case, from the
audience’s point of view, the switch narreme might not exist, and behind
it might be a completely different experience of the same superstructure
(i.e. different paths between the first and last narreme of the overarching,
de facto narrative), which gives it a set of unique properties, such as the
principle of superposition (inspired by and similar to the analogous
principle in quantum physics), it being susceptible to the Observer Effect
(also inspired from quantum physics) and, therefore, its a posteriori,
inferential nature. This creates a different approach from the viewpoint
of an observer (audience, critic, narratologist, etc.): while one can say a
classical narrative, devoid of switch narremes, lends itself to a deductive
approach, wherein each narreme is a true premise and the conclusion
(literal and figurative) is resolved by instantiating and activating
narremes in the given order, a narrative which includes switch narremes
may be better suited for (or, better put, the result of) an inductive
approach, where the conclusion lies in a field of probabilities, and
specific premises (here, narremes) build up to it. Alternatively, one may
ignore the conclusion altogether and still note how switch narremes only
take up their properties post‐activation and post‐instantiation, as opposed
to ‘classical’ narremes, which are static (and usually passively
instantiated). Continuing the analogy with quantum particles, switch
narremes exist in a field of possibility. However, upon ‘observation’
(activation and instantiation, in this case), they fall into a concrete
position, and take up a position in the narrative superstructure.
Likewise, before being activated/instantiated, the switch narreme, and
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thus the entire narrative superstructure is plurivalent, superposed,
mainly from the observer’s point of view (or audience’s). In fact, the
narrative superstructure can be defined as the superposition of all
existing narrative possibilities, which may or may not be predefined (as
would be the case with procedurally generated narratives). Moreover,
these narremes can behave in certain ways, even though they retain their
aforementioned properties across variations. It is worth noting that while
switch narremes do usually depend on audience input, they can also
exist independently of it, but they still do require the presence and
involvement of a player instance. Such cases would be those of hidden
timers (such as Fallout 2’s narrative ending if the player postponed the
initial, main quest for too long), hidden conditions for certain narrative
branches (i.e. a reputation or karma system), or randomization (especially
visible within procedurally generated narratives, such that a narrative
branch may be spontaneously cut off or created). To simplify, the switch
narreme can be considered overt or covert. In this line of thought, switch
narremes can be categorized by the way they relate to the narrative
superstructure, i.e. the way the influence the audience’s perception of the
whole narrative, as well as how they are created (through randomization,
hidden or otherwise). For a first attempt, six basic types of switch
narreme can be identified: stem, shortcut, illusory alternative, loop, linear
trigger, and conditional. Each can be represented below, using a
standardized, very simple narrative as a starting point. As a general rule,
switch narremes that detract from the superstructure are logically
considered incompatible with their possible alternatives, while those that
add to it are considered compatible and subject to superposition.

THE ‘STEM’ SWITCH
The stem switch has the property of beginning a new narrative
branch (with a necessarily new narrative ending which is different from
the ‘original’ ending), and can be overt or covert. This highly consequential
type of narreme passes on authorial power to the audience (possibly
discussed in terms of shared authorship) and can be considered a way of
diversifying and enriching the narrative superstructure.
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In this case, the N(0)—displayed as “Start”, is the beginning of the
narrative—‘John is about to leave for work’—this fixes the setting and
announces the beginning of a plot to the audience, through the choice of
words (‘is about to leave’, implying he has not yet left), and eases into a
second step in the superstructure—‘He realizes he has mismatched
socks’—an observation by John, the character, marking the beginning of
a conflictual state (‘realizes’ instead of ‘notices’, the former sounds more
grave and draws more attention to the issue compared to the latter). The
next step, marked with ‘S’, is the switch narreme, and, as one may intuit,
deals with the preceding conflictual state. In the diagram, John is given
(by the author) two hypothetical choices—he ignores the issue and leaves
the house—N(3), catches the train N(4) and arrives at work on time—
‘End’, which is the clear conclusion to this very simple narrative.
The second case can be equally long (or of any length, for that
matter), and leads to a different ending, e.g.: John realizes that, unlike in
N(2), he can no longer catch the train. N(4) would then be ‘John changes
his socks’ and, as a consequence, ‘misses the train’—N(5), and gets
fired—‘End 2’. Examples of ‘stem’ switches may be found in all cases of
branching narrative.
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THE ‘SHORTCUT’ SWITCH

In this second case, a quicker path to the end of this specific
narrative is presented. Let there be the same narrative—‘John is about to
leave for work’, followed by ‘He realizes he has mismatched socks’, N(1);
two possibilities arise at ‘S’—‘John ignores the issue’ N(2), takes the train
N(3) and arrives to work on time—‘End’. Alternatively, at ‘S’, at the
realization of his unforgivable blunder, John rolls his eyes with such
velocity that he is instantly materialized at his workplace N(4), thus
arriving on time—‘End’. Similarly, numbering is not important, and was
chosen to differentiate the two possible paths to the same ending. The
coloring of N(4) shows that it is one step away from the end, thus
equidistant to the ‘End’ narreme (and the ‘Start’ one as well). The
shortcut switch does not necessarily need to lead to an ending, but must
provide, instead, a quicker path to it, or, in other words, accelerate plot
advancement. Another aspect of this subtype is that it has the property of
accelerating in‐universe time by shortening plot advancement. Resultingly,
this also translates into the switch narreme always occupying a farther
position (N(x), where ‘x’ is always on a lower position than ‘xalt’ of
N(xalt), which would otherwise belong to the non‐shortcut path of the
superstructure), yet fewer degrees of separation from the ‘End’ narreme.
Clear examples of shortcut switch implementation can be seen in games
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belonging to the the ‘Far Cry’ franchise, namely Far Cry 4 and Far Cry 5,
where the player is given the ‘hidden’ option of ending the game very
early. In the former, the ‘villain’ captures the player and, after some
dialogue, asks the player to take a seat and have a meal while they are
gone for 15 minutes. Normally, this can be taken as a cue to make an
escape, but if the player does wait for that time, the narrative ends and
the credits start rolling. Similarly, in Far Cry 5, the player is instructed to
arrest the villain and is mechanically prompted to do so. Should the
player ignore the instruction, they simply leave and the game ends.

THE ‘ILLUSORY ALTERNATIVE’ SWITCH

When a switch narreme presents two paths for plot advancement,
but neither leads to a different ending (or a different narrative branch),
nor do they provide significant plot advancement in the form of a
shortcut (as explained above), it can be considered an ‘illusory choice’
switch narreme. The name is self‐explanatory—this switch narreme
simply provides an alternative means to the same narrative path. Let
there be the same narrative—‘John is about to leave for work’, followed
by ‘He realizes he has mismatched socks’, N(1); yet again, two
possibilities arise at ‘S’—‘John ignores the issue’ N(3), and thus arrives to
work on time—‘End’. Alternatively, at ‘S’, John could really, really
quickly double check N(2), then still ignore the issue and arrive to work
on time ‘End’. It is important to note, however, that the illusory
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alternative need not necessarily instantiate into an inferior degree of
separation, otherwise—in cases such as ‘Character sees a trap N(1); What
does Character do? ‘S’; Disarm trap N(2) OR Try to sneak past N(3);
Regardless, Character activates trap and dies ‘End’’.
In the many cases in which this subtype of switch narreme
functions as a detour, the instantiated switch itself must occupy a
numerically inferior position within the superstructure (in other words,
come before the ‘delayed inevitability’), such that N(x) will always be
lower than N(xalt), ‘xalt’ being the alternative, direct route. This is
represented in the diagram above through both gradient and numbering:
since N(2), the possibility of double‐checking would logically happen
before ignoring the issue, it is considered both a degree of separation
farther from ‘End’ (thus of a lighter tint) and receives an inferior
temporal index (thus the numbering, 2).

THE ‘LOOP’ SWITCH

Switch narremes of the loop subtype bear an equally self‐
explanatory name—they serve the function of creating a loop within the
narrative, typically with an entry and an exit condition. More rarely, they
can create large, overarching and infinitely looping branches, or, better
said, inescapable loops. At a decisive point in the narrative—‘S’—one
choice will lead to a branch of various possible lengths (no less than one
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narreme), which will, at some time, return to its point of inception—‘S’—
the switch narreme itself, from where the branch originated. In other
cases, the narrative may loop back to a previous narreme, but it must
necessarily loop back to a narreme that allows the newly formed
narrative to form again, under the same circumstances. The loop is
usually repeatable, but does not block progression, as is the case with the
conditional switch (explained below).
As an example, let there be the already familiar narrative of John
and his mismatched socks. Again, he is about to leave for work ‘Start’—
when he realizes he has mismatched socks—N(1)—he can either—‘S’—
try to go back and look for matching socks—N(2)—go back inside and
look for a sock—N(3)—realize he has very little time—N(3)—and call in
to announce he would be late for work—N(4); after this point, he can
either —‘S’—try to go back and look for matching socks—N(2)—go back
inside and look for a sock—N(3)—realize he has very little time—N(3)—
and again call in to announce he would be late for work—N(4); OR he
can ignore the issue—N(5) and arrive to work ‘End’. Visually, the
narremes forming the narrative loop all bear the same color. This is to
point out how even though they do provide narrative progression
(which is reflected in the respective numbers—2, 3, 4), they still inherit
and maintain the degree of separation of their parent, original loop
switch, which, in this case, is situated between N(1) and N(5), hence all
narremes in the loop are logically positioned between those two as well.
Typically, the loop switch is used as a plot device for stories‐within‐
stories, such as when a character is able to watch (and rewatch) a movie
within the narrative, or play a minigame (game within a game), or even
read a virtual book. Repeatable actions that are activated through player
interaction and involve simple narratives that interrupt the main
narrative can be considered loops. Some examples include books in The
Elder Scrolls game, dream sequences in Far Cry 4 and many side missions
in the Grand Theft Auto series. The key to identifying this type of switch is
to verify whether it is optional or not. If it has an attached exit condition,
then it should be considered a conditional switch.
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THE ‘CONDITIONAL’ SWITCH

Conditional switches are functionally similar to the previously
presented loop switches, but present several key differences when it
comes to structure, behavior and implementation, insofar as warranting
a definition and two separate examples. This type of switch is most
commonly seen in Roleplaying Games (RPGs) and, in my opinion, best
exemplify the synergetic relationship between narratological concepts
(especially the narreme) and virtual narratives. This subtype also reveals
a closer relationship between previous choices within a narrative branch,
future choices, and brings the author and audience to a new level of
interaction. As the name implies, the conditional switch narreme bars
plot progression by imposing a certain condition for passing a clearly
defined point or by imposing a certain condition in order to direct the
narrative in a certain, sometimes repeatable way (i.e. loop back to a
certain point, or create a new branch). Essentially, with it being a switch
narreme, two things can happen at this specific ‘S’—the narrative can be
effectively restarted, or it can proceed ‘as normal’. Suppose the condition
is ‘must ignore mismatched socks’ for the narrative to proceed.
This way, the narrative would become: John is about to leave for
work—‘Start’—he realizes he has mismatched socks—N(1)—IF he
ignores the issue—‘S’—he announces he will come in that day—N(2)—
catches the train—N(3)—and arrives at work on time—‘End’.
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OTHERWISE, John will simply give up and try again the next day.
Theoretically, due to the ‘give up’ outcome of the second condition,
which relies entirely on the original narrative, one should not consider
the resulting path as a full‐fledged narrative and neither a proper loop.
Even though similar, a loop, by the aforementioned definition, involves a
choice with no limiting condition, whereas the ‘if’ element will always be
present to differentiate conditional subtypes from others. Mechanically,
the conditional switch can take on the role of any of the previously
presented subtypes, as shown above. Another separating feature of this
subtype, however, is that it can also ‘hover’ in the narrative
superstructure, only taking a definite place when and if it is instantiated.
For instance, if we consider expanding the narrative to before ‘Start’, and
John had previously been more careful with choosing his socks or woke
up earlier, then ‘S’ would have never instantiated and the narrative
would have been entirely linear. Additionally, this subtype may act as a
continuous check for certain conditions, and only present alternatives
when those conditions are met, anywhere along a certain branch.

THE ‘TRIGGER’ SWITCH

While previously explored subtypes of switch narreme typically
pertained to non‐linear narratives, which they altered, expanded of
simply shortened, there are special cases belonging to the less common
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but still relevant linear virtual narratives. When a linear (i.e. non‐
branching) virtual narrative contains certain decisive points which may
bar progression (not unlike how conditional switches bar progression in
non‐linear ones), a ‘trigger’ switch may be involved.
Although fulfilling a similar role, this subtype of switch narreme
only appears within linear narratives and may not alter, but simply
delay, reset or accelerate progression within the narrative superstructure,
as, by definition, linear narratives only contain a single, larger branch
within the superstructure. Typically, this subtype is used as a narrative
device for either creating tension, artificially prolonging the storyline,
marking important or culminating points within the plot, altering the
player character in a non plot altering manner, prematurely ending or
restarting the narrative, etc. Let there be narrative N with the usual plot
of John catastrophically failing to equip matching socks. Again, he is
about to leave for work ‘Start’—when he realizes he has mismatched
socks—N(1); here, the narrative is non‐linear, which means there is a
single possible outcome, and ‘End’ is always the same no matter how
many times N is parsed. This means that John must necessarily fix his
attire in order to successfully arrive at work. At ‘S’, a function or method
will check whether John does have matching or mismatched socks, and
will only allow John to leave for work if he fixes his attire. This subtype
is frequently encountered in interactive storytelling, visual novels,
cinematic cutscenes, and more.
***
To conclude, the concept of switch narreme and six of its subtypes
have been hereby forwarded as a narratological concept for quantifying
degrees of intradiegetic freedom, and some examples have been briefly
mentioned for practical study. Further research possibly includes the
development of a larger, more comprehensive framework for deeper
narratological analysis.
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“One does not study all of botany by making artificial flowers.”
John Sinclair

INTRODUCTION
Traditionally, linguists use the term ‘corpora’ to designate the body
of authentic, naturally‐occurring language data which can be used as a
basis not only for linguistic research, but as a universal resource for
teaching a foreign language. The use of corpora and corpus technology
for language learning and teaching purposes has been on the agenda of
researchers, lexicographers and pedagogues for more than three decades
now.
As it is said, ‘Big data’ is big news. But how might that relate to
language teaching? Before answering this question, let us have a glance
at an important development set in when direct uses of corpora in the
classroom itself were first suggested by Tribble and Jones (1989), a
method now generally and widely known as Data‐Driven Learning
(DDL). In connection with demands for bona fide learning contents and
methods which foster exploratory learning, direct corpus consultation by
learners and teachers is currently a very prominent issue of discussion in
* 1st year, MA (English Language and Lexicography), Faculty of Humanities.
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language pedagogy. With the increasing availability of corpora and
analysis tools it has become much easier to exploit corpora in a variety of
ways, many of which are also relevant to language pedagogy. The use of
authentic and real‐life examples with L2 learners is more beneficial than
examples that are made up by the teacher and do not simulate real life
use of language. Here are several corpora, advantageous for English
language teaching environment:
BNC1—was originally created by Oxford University Press in the
1980s—early 1990s, and it contains 100 million words distributed in
texts from a wide range of genres (e.g. spoken, fiction, magazines,
newspapers, and academic).
COCA2—is the largest freely‐available corpus of English, and the
only large and balanced corpus of American English. The corpus
contains more than 560 million words (20 million words added
each year 1990‐2018).
SKELL3—is a simple tool for students and teachers of English to
easily check whether or how a particular phrase or a word is used
by real speakers of English. All examples, collocations and synonyms
were identified automatically by ingenious algorithms and state‐of‐
the‐art software, analyzing large multi‐billion samples of text.

CORPORA EXPOSE THE MYSTERIES OF WORD MEANINGS
When it comes to teaching a language, one should bear in mind
that language acquisition is a brain‐teasing and puzzling process. When
a language learner encounters a new word in a text they are reading,
often the context within the text is not sufficient for the learner to identify
the implication of the word. Students should be aware of the (semantic)
4
anisomorphism which may characterize languages. According to
The British National Corpus. https://corpus.byu.edu/bnc/.
Corpus of Contemporary American English. https://corpus.byu.edu/coca/.
3 Sketch Engine for Language Learning. https://skell.sketchengine.co.uk/run.cgi/skell.
4 Language anisomorphism—the mismatch between languages due to their syntactic,
grammatical, semantic, or social and cultural differences, is foregrounded as a major
problem in bilingual dictionaries, for it greatly complicates the presentation of translation
‘equivalents’.
1
2
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Hartmann and James (1998), “because of the problem of anisomorphism,
equivalence is ʹpartialʹ or ʹrelativeʹ rather than ʹfullʹ or ʹexactʹ for most
contexts”. At this point, integrating corpora in the teaching process
reveals the importance of lexical, semantic differences taking place
between the target language and L1. Based to our experience, most of the
students at school are not acquainted with the idea that the word‐stocks
of languages are asymmetrical and non‐reflective to each other. In some
cases, students find it difficult to understand the nature of a word and its
polysemous essence.
Semantic asymmetry between English and Georgian—a language
spoken in the Caucasus—should not seem unanticipated. Even in the
case of closely related languages, lexical units from very common
vocabulary strata demonstrate lexical and semantic anisomorphism. The
underlying idea, as marked by Margalitadze (767), is that
There are few instances of parallel polysemy between Georgian
and English words. If one compares European languages, from this
point of view, more parallelism can be observed between
polysemantic words, due to more convergences in related languages,
mutual influence of these languages on one another. For example:
French ‘retirer’ and English ‘withdraw’ have more parallel forms
than English ‘withdraw’ and its Georgian counterpart
‘gamoqvana’—გამოყვანა. For example: retirer (troupes)–withdraw
(troops); retirer (soutien)–withdraw (support); retirer (projet,
candidature)–withdraw (candidature); retirer (argent)–withdraw
(money), etc. Georgian translational equivalents for different senses
of English ‘withdraw’ will be gamoqvana—გამოყვანა (lit. ‘bringing /
taking out’), tsamoqvana—წამოყვანა (lit. ‘bringing over’),
gamosvla—გამოსვლა‐ (lit. ‘coming out’), ukanve tsagheba—უკანვე
წაღება‐ (lit. ‘taking back’), gamotana—გამოტანა—(lit. ‘drawing
from’).
Hence, corpora harmonized into the school activities are
exceptionally prolific when tackling the polysemantic meanings of words
like those given above. One of the best ways for the students to get to the
very core of complex and intricate semantic matters (along with the
bilingual dictionaries) is to find the words in different contexts, how the
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word is used in ‘down to earth’, natural and authentic discourse.
Comprehensive apperception of the words’ semantic connotations is
assisted by web‐concordances, which give the teachers and learners an
ultimate opportunity to unlock the doors of meaning.
As a matter of fact, discussing the meaning of the word, it is worth
5
mentioning the famous triangle of reference by Ogden and Richards ,
which highlights that there is a direct correlation between the word and
the designatum on one side, and between the designatum and the denotatum
on the other side. But the relation between the word and denotatum is
only an indirect one.

The fact that, for example, the Amondawa people of the Amazon
have no word for “time” or that neither Gaelic nor Latin has precise
equivalents for “yes” or “no” surely changes how those speakers make
their way in the world. The hypothesis—known also as “linguistic
relativism”—surely points to a truth: that the more languages we know,
the more agile our conceptual thinking will be.
To dig deeper to uncover the mysteries of word meanings and to
look in the face of the difficulties of foreign language acquisition, Zgusta
(1971) assumes that one should understand that ‘there is no universal
repertory or inventory of criterial features valid generally in all
languages’ (294). It is paramount for the language learners to grasp the
tricky phenomena of the word meaning. Besides active usage of
dictionaries, for a better understanding of semantic content, searching
words or word phrases in corpora and revealing their genuine meaning
through contexts is the key to language acquisition.

It is a model of how linguistic symbols are related to the objects they represent. The
three elements are also referred to as concept, referent, representation.
5
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CORPORA‐BASED ACTIVITIES
The corpus has already started to be used in language classrooms,
though more research needs to be done to provide evidence that corpora
are useful for language learning. Using concordances, the existence of
‘unknown knowns’ can take a visible shape and the constraints on
particular language choices can be observed.
Here is an example. A middle‐school student recently emailed me
asking about the use of the adjective “concrete” before “topic”.
Intuitively it sounded wrong. The concordancing program Word Sketch
Engine (Kilgarriff et al.) presents computationally intelligent summaries
of corpus data in very straightforward formats. A search of texts from the
computer domain did, however, find context example. From this
instance, a number of points can be observed. A corpus of general
English demonstrated that “concrete topic” is not quite core English.

Figure 1. (see https://www.sketchengine.eu/)

From a pedagogic point of view, the student consulted the teacher
who consulted the resources. With a little training, the student can now
consult the resources himself.
In the following lines, we provide a practical guide to how corpora‐
based activities can be implemented in the English language teaching
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setting in order to raise the teachers’ (as well as the students’) awareness
of the corpora’ focal role in the studying process.
Activity #1. Students are supposed to retrieve and then analyze
corpus data themselves to find out typical collocations of adjectives with
adverbs. When writing in English, it is rather important that you do not
use the same words and expressions over and over again, but that you
have several options, synonyms to express yourself. This will make your
text more reader‐friendly, interesting and, above all, more idiomatic.
In the following sentences, find out which other intensifying
adverbs except “very” can be used with the boldfaced adjectives consulting
an electronic corpus freely available on the web (e.g. The Corpus of
Contemporary American English, or for short: COCA).
1. Ms. Donahue was very scared to see coyote and her three pups
go trotting in the middle of the day.
2. She had this very alluring voice, kind of a bounce and a gurgle to
it that was really nice to listen to.
3. Doris Jones is traveling some very complicated emotional ground.
4. It’s very time‐consuming having to check all the labels
individually.
5. His poetry reflects the fact that he was a very religious person.
Activity #2 Concordance Analysis. After training students on how
to use online corpora, you can ask them to search for the idiomatic
expressions and analyze the concordance lines to see how these idioms
are contextualized and used by native speakers. For example, let’s take
the lemma ‘hit’:
1. Hit the road ‐ To depart; to begin oneʹs journey, especially on
a road trip
2. Hit list ‐ A list of oneʹs enemies who, as such, are subject to
acts of violence or wrongdoing
3. Hit it big ‐ To be successful
4. Hit or miss ‐ Having mixed or unpredictable results;
random, aimless, careless, or haphazard
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5. Hit head against a brick wall ‐ To be attempting, continuously
and fruitlessly, to accomplish some task or achieve some
goal that is or seems ultimately hopeless.
Such activities help students to become more familiarized with the
variety of idioms and their correct usages.

Figure 2. (see https://skell.sketchengine.co.uk/run.cgi/skell)

Activity #3 Colligation.
Students should write down which prepositions follow these verbs:
(a) believe, (b) depend, (c) rely, (d) hope
Which prepositions follow these adjectives?
(a) sick, (b) enthusiastic (c) good (d) interested
What difference does the choice of prepositions make with (a)
dream (b) struggle (c) laugh? Which of these verbs is followed immediately
by a to infinitive?
(a) let (b) make (c) manage
According to Meunier and Reppen (qtd. in Friginal 7) we face the
reality that many teachers who received some training in corpus linguistics
are still not regularly using corpus‐based activities in the classroom for
reasons such as lack of confidence, time constraints, questions of relevance,
and difficulty in orienting their students (and their courses) regularly to
corpus‐based foci.
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CONCLUSION
It is needless to say that teachers and students can use pivotal
sources like bilingual or monolingual dictionaries to look up the meaning
of words. The use of an online concordancer provides an alternative
resource, encouraging the student to engage with real texts to discover
the meaning.
On the other hand, the complex phenomena of corpus application
can be perplexing and overwhelming not only for the students, but for
teachers too. For avoiding such discomfort, stress and possible complications,
teachers should be trained beforehand in order to successfully handle the
Data‐Driven teaching.
There are a couple of things that have to be taken into account
when talking about using corpora in ELT. McEnery (2005) highlights that
Chomsky’s criticism represented an extreme argument against using
corpora in linguistic research and language teaching (45). Nowadays the
situation is different and nobody categorically denies the importance of
corpora in language teaching. There are, however, some potential
hazards embedded in overdependency on corpora data. A corpus is not
an infallible source of linguistic information about language—there can
be some unique instances which have no statistical significance and do
not represent ‘real’ language. On the other hand, corpora users should
not think that if some linguistic item cannot be found in a corpus, it does
not exist at all.
Most importantly, corpora‐based activities in the classroom boost
enthusiasm and interest in school students, making them more involved
in the language acquisition process.
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INTRODUCTION
In order to increase their number of students, either local or
international, universities nowadays make efforts to present their
educational offer as appealingly as possible, taking advantage of all possible
opportunities and carrying out several types of marketing activities. The
organization of study fairs where universities “package and advertise
their offerings” (Kwong 89), the constant updating of curricula, of
teaching and assessment methods, the improvement of university
websites (henceforth UWs, Caiazzo) both in terms of web design and
quality of contents, the increase of website information in the national
language as well as in English (Altbach and Knight, Costales, Callahan
and Herring), the increase in the number of courses/modules/study
programmes, the running of international academic exchange and
mobility projects, the negotiation of strategic partnerships with the
business world, to give just a few examples, are current undertakings of
universities which aim at making themselves more visible and attractive
to potential students. On the other hand, in their endeavours to reach the
pervasive objective of educating higher and higher numbers of students,
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many European universities have ignored the terminological and
cultural ambiguities related to the use of a series of terminological units
in the presentation of their educational offer, i.e. syllabus, curriculum,
programme, study guide, course catalogue, programme description, and course
description. The occasional misuse of the aforementioned terms has come
to our attention during the course of a larger research project on the
study of the typology and classification of academic texts on UWs, in
which this discussion shall be included. In light of current research, a
number of questions should be addressed in order to identify the specific
characteristics of the terms and also to solve these terminological
problems: Do these terms describe different patterns or should they be employed
synonymously? Are these terms distinctive of cultures and/or geographical areas
(e.g. the American syllabus)? Are the concepts mutually exclusive? What links
may be established between them? In order to find out answers to these
questions, we will analyse the defining, explicative and associative
contexts (Dubuc, Lauriston 82f.) in which these terminological units
appear, pinpointing the most significant semantic features they contain,
like nature, purpose, function, and use. We will then summarise their
main features and propose a graphic representation for the correct
methodological approach of this research topic.
Although our treatment of the terminological analysis of the said
terms can by no means be exhaustive, the aim of this paper is to shed
light on their correct use on the English versions of the Romanian UWs
and thus improve institutional academic communication.

DISCUSSION
The online Merriam‐Webster Dictionary defines syllabus as “a
summary outline of a discourse, treatise, or course of study or of
examination requirements” (Merriam‐Webster.com), the online Oxford
Advanced Learner’s Dictionary as “a list of the topics, books, etc. that
students should study in a particular subject at school or college”
(Oxfordlearnersdictionaries.com), while the online Larousse (French)
Dictionary describes it as follows: “En Belgique, texte polycopié,
photocopié ou imprimé reprenant l’essentiel d’un cours d’université”
(Larousse.com). Since dictionaries, as one can certainly note, do not
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disperse the ambiguity about the connotative or associated meanings of
this term, more definitions have been explored in the glossaries of academic
terminology on UWs:
A syllabus is your guide to a course and what will be expected of
you in the course. Generally, it will include course policies, rules
and regulations, required texts, and a schedule of assignments. A
syllabus can tell you nearly everything you need to know about
how a course will be run and what will be expected of you.
(Stanford.edu)
A comprehensive syllabus:
Sets the tone for the course. (Posner, Rudnitsky 1994)
Communicates what, when, and how students will learn.
Makes clear to students what they need to do in order to be
successful.
Communicates expectations in terms of student responsibilities.
Deters misunderstandings about course policies. (Cornell.edu)
A document provided by an instructor that describes the content,
learning objectives and expectations of a course, the grading policy,
a list of assignments and due dates, and related information such as
the required textbooks and other course materials, the instructor’s
office hours, contact information, etc. (Artsci.uc.edu)
According to our literature review the syllabus is frequently defined
as a contract between the instructor/professor and his/her students: “a
paper contract between faculty members and their students, designed to
answer students’ questions about a course, as well as inform them about
what will happen should they fail to meet course expectations” (Slattery,
Carlson 163). However, scholars warn that the syllabus should not be
regarded as a contract in the literal sense, reflecting a growing
litigiousness in higher education, since it is not in fact an enforceable
contract (cf. Jonathan R. Alger, qtd. in Wasley 3). Besides its contractual
function, the syllabus is seen to also serve as a learning tool, or “an
invitation to an intellectual feast” (Lang, Chronicle.com), and as a
permanent record, either mandatory or simply valuable in several
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circumstances such as the process of programme or institutional
accreditation, evaluation of instructors/professors or entire programmes,
and notably the transfer of credits in the case of students’ mobility from
one institution to another (Parkes, Harris 57). In spite of being a valuable
and useful tool, the syllabus is underused by many students, according
to Stanford University (cf. Stanford.edu).
Rutgers, the State University of New Jersey (Rutgers.edu), includes
the following basic information in a syllabus:
 course title and number;
 instructorʹs name and contact information;
 course meeting times and locations;
 course web site address;
 course description or synopsis;
 prerequisites;
 learning goals;
 required readings and materials;
 additional materials;
 exam times and locations;
 required assignments and grading policies;
 weekly schedule;
 attendance policy;
 academic integrity policy.
Out of the aforementioned essential components of a syllabus, we
will refer to the course description or synopsis, which the same university
describes as possibly addressing “the material the course will cover; the
relationship of the course to other courses in the area or department; the
relationship of the course to the field; the intended audience of the
course; the theoretical or methodological assumptions that structure the
course; and any other relevant information” (Rutgers.edu).
Apart from the syllabus, some American universities also require
an expanded course description (ECD) for all courses in the university
schedule of courses. Their required minimum contents include information
on the following components:
 course title and academic credits;
 mode of instruction;
 course prerequisites;
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catalogue course description;
learning goals of course;
required and recommended course materials (i.e.
textbooks);
 policies for exams, assignments, attendance, and grading;
 faculty contact information;
 link to any course web site that has additional useful
information (Rutgers.edu).
The catalogue course description, which is an integral part of the
expanded course description (ECD), works as a brief description of the
course content, and is incorporated in the university catalogue. Rutgers
provides an example of such a ‘catalogue course description’ for a course
entitled PHYSICS FOR THE SCIENCES:
Introduction to physics with biological, ecological, and chemical
applications. Selected topics in mechanics, thermodynamics, fluids,
waves, electricity, magnetism, optics, and modern physics.
Integrated laboratory experiments. (Rutgers.edu)
If the aim of an expanded course description is to present to students
basic information to help them to choose courses when registration
begins for the upcoming semester or academic year, a syllabus usually
contains all the information in the expanded course description (ECD), going
beyond it to include more detailed information, lengthier descriptions, as
well as new elements (as mentioned above), and it needs to be available
by the beginning of the academic year or semester. The generic form of
the expanded course description, which may be developed by either the
course instructor/professor or department administrator, comes to
oppose the individualised text type of the syllabus, which is exclusively
designed and prepared by the course instructor/professor. Due to this
personalised format which it largely enjoys, the syllabus is thought to
share the particular feature of acting as a living part of the course,
instructors/professors systematically referring to it throughout the
semester.
The term curriculum has been used by some universities to refer to
“a complete programme of study which leads to a baccalaureate degree”
(Nmu.edu) or, similarly, to “a prescribed set of courses leading to a
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degree or certificate” (Artsci.uc.edu). Here are some concrete examples of
the term at work:
People do their best when doing what they love. At Rochester, you
build your own curriculum with your own unique strengths and
interests. (Rochester.edu)
Harvard Law School offers students a curriculum of unparalleled
breadth: more than 400 courses, seminars, and reading groups that
together reflect the remarkable range of the faculty’s expertise and
interests. (Harvard.edu)
In our two‐year doctoring curriculum, students are taught
communication skills, physical diagnosis, and critical thinking
through Introduction to Clinical Medicine and the Integrated
Problems Seminar. (Bumc.bu.edu)
Nonetheless, what is meant by curriculum seems to vary greatly
among individuals and institutions. Some use the term to denote the
total programme of an educational institution, while others refer to it as
the content of a particular subject, equating it with the syllabus (Kelly
21). Despite the limitation of the latter perspective (Kelly 21), the term
continues to remain dependent on context and other social influences:
When the terms curriculum or curricula are used in educational
contexts without qualification, specific examples, or additional
explanation, it may be difficult to determine precisely what the
terms are referring to—mainly because they could be applied to
either all or only some of the component parts of a school’s
academic program or courses. (cf. Edglossary.org)
Another term which is used in conjunction with both curriculum
and syllabus is programme. At this stage, it is important to emphasise the
differences between programme and the previous two terms, all three
being closely related. In the field of education, the word programme is
encountered in the combination programme of study or study programme,
which denotes “the prescribed syllabus that pupils must be taught at
each key stage in the National Curriculum” (in British education, cf.
Collinsdictionary.com). The U.S. Department of Education, on the other
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hand, provides a more complex definition of the term as “a
comprehensive, structured approach for delivering academic and career
and technical education to prepare students for postsecondary education
and career success” (cf. Cte.ed.gov). To relatively summarise the
terminological debate raised hitherto, the curriculum is bound to refer to
the content that a study programme has to offer to students, whereas the
syllabi relate to course units/individual educational components.
The syntagm study guide made its debut in the English language in
the late 19th century mainly in reference to “a book or other learning
resource intended to provide assistance and support for people studying
a particular topic or course” (Oxforddictionaries.com). The internet presents
the study guide as a “resource that fosters comprehension of literature,
research topics, history, and other subjects” (cf. Wikipedia.com).
CliffsNotes, one of the leading companies in the United States that
produce online study guides, explains: “CliffsNotes study guides are
written by real teachers and professors, so no matter what you’re
studying, CliffsNotes can ease your homework headaches and help you
score high on exams” (Cliffsnotes.com). For the University of Kent, for
example, study guides are resources dealing with different aspects of
study on students’ courses, like citations, bibliographies, dissertation and
research, essays, lectures and seminars, note making, plagiarism, etc.
(Kent.ac.uk).
Be that as it may, it appears that universities around the world use
the term study guide differently. Specifically, non‐native English
universities across Europe frequently use it with the meaning of course
catalogue, as illustrated in Figures 1, 2, 3 and 4 below, whose texts have
been extracted from the respective UWs.

Figure 1. Screenshot from the website of University of Turku
(Finland)
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Figure 2. Screenshot from the website of Vrije University Amsterdam
(the Netherlands)

Figure 3. Screenshot from the website of Aristotle University of Thessaloniki
(Greece)

Figure 4. Screenshot from the website of University of Pécs
(Hungary)

Both the description of the course catalogue as including “up‐to‐date
information on the institution’s learning environment (general information
on the institution, its resources and services, as well as academic
information on its programmes and individual educational components)”
(ECTS User’s Guide 67), and the clear definitions and occurrences of the
term study guide in native English sources allow us to question the
adequacy of the term study guide in the examples in Figures 1 to 4 above.
Proceeding with the analysis, the programme description represents
the detailed, full account of the study programme and includes the
following elements, according to the recommendations formulated by
the European Commission (ECTS User’s Guide 56):
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qualification awarded
length of programme
number of credits
level of qualification
field(s) of study
specific admission requirements (if applicable)
specific arrangements for recognition of prior learning
(formal, non‐formal and informal) (if applicable)
 qualification requirements and regulations, including
graduation requirements (if applicable)
 profile of the programme
 programme learning outcomes
 programme structure diagram with credits (60 ECTS per
fulltime equivalent academic year)
 mode of study (full‐time/part‐time/e‐learning, etc.)
 examination regulations and grading scale
 obligatory or optional mobility windows (if applicable)
 work placement(s) (if applicable)
 work‐based learning
 programme director or equivalent
 occupational profiles of graduates
 access to further studies
The programme description is similar to what Lockhoff et al. term
“programme profile”, which is an “essential tool for communication,
transparency and recognition”, offering information on “purpose, charac‐
teristics, employability and further education, education style, programme
competences and a list of programme learning outcomes” (20). The
definition these authors provide in their glossary points out the significance
they attach to certain components of the degree profile over others:
A Degree Profile describes the specific characteristics of an educa‐
tional programme or qualification in terms of learning outcomes
and competences, following an agreed format. (Lockhoff et al. 52)
Finally, the course description (ACDs, Gesuato), relatively similar to
the American expanded course description (ECD) in terms of configuration,
provides a detailed, full account of the individual educational component
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or course unit offered as part of a study programme. Its structure suggested
by the European Commission comprises:
 code
 title
 type (compulsory/optional)
 cycle (short/first/second/third)
 year of study when the component is delivered (if
applicable)
 semester/trimester when the component is delivered
 number of ECTS credits allocated
 name of lecturer(s)
 learning outcomes
 mode of delivery (face‐to‐face/distance learning etc.)
 prerequisites and co‐requisites (if applicable)
 course content
 recommended or required reading and other learning
resources/tools
 planned learning activities and teaching methods
 assessment methods and criteria
 language of instruction
The compositional structure of the course descriptions and programme
descriptions will be further debated within a larger research project which
views the setting up of guidelines for the elaboration in Romanian and
the translation into English of these academic texts on UWs for a better
visibility of the Romanian universities in the international academic
community.
For the purpose of an accurate methodological approach of this
research topic, Table 1 below is meant to zoom in the main characteristics
of the academic texts relating to the educational offer.
Table 1. Features of academic texts relating to the educational offer
Name of academic text
syllabus
curriculum

‐
‐
‐
‐

Main features
individualized, descriptive
frequently used in American universities
prescriptive, regulatory
meaning varies with context and users
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Name of academic text
study programme

study guide

course catalogue

programme description

course description

Main features
‐ an educational
offer/product
built
on student
demand/labour market needs
‐ made up of mandatory and elective course units
‐ resource meant to support students in the learning process
‐ different meanings in native vs. non‐native English
universities
‐ free format and sequencing of information
‐ follows a set of elements required by universities, the EU,
other institutions
‐ detailed description of a study programme
‐ part of a course catalogue
‐ follows a recommended compositional structure
‐ detailed description of an individual educational
component/course unit
‐ part of a course catalogue
‐ follows a recommended compositional structure

Figure 5. The graphic representation of academic texts relating
to the educational offer

Concurrently, Figure 5 above attempts to illustrate the graphical
representation of the defined concepts within the realm of academic
terms relating to the educational offer. Thus, the curriculum lays the
foundation of the study programme, the individual course units or the
totality of course units, depending on users or contexts of use. The study
programme consists of a series of course units, for which the course holders
provide individualized, descriptive syllabi. The programme description and
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the course descriptions derive from the study programme and the course
units respectively, and together they build the course catalogue. The links
established between these concepts are made explicit by the suggested
positioning of each item in the graphic. Undoubtedly, the proposed
graphic may be improved, completed and/or modified subject to the
context of presenting the educational offer, national requirements,
institutional needs, etc.

CONCLUSION
Within the scope of this article, we have been able to define,
analyse the contexts of use and clarify the differences between the terms
and concepts underlying the discussed academic texts. Although they
are all tools and methods by means of which universities present their
academic offerings, the discussion has proved that these terms designate
entirely different patterns, some inclusive of others, i.e. the study
programme consisting of course units, or the course catalogue including
programme descriptions and course descriptions. The terminological analysis
has also provided the opportunity to identify a number of resemblances
in terms of compositional structure, such as between the programme
description and degree profile, or between the ‘American’ expanded course
description and the ‘European’ course description. Furthermore, these terms
have been observed to be used to different extents by universities around
the world, for example, the syllabus appears to be considerably less
widespread in the European online academic environment compared to
the American one, which may be explained by the non‐compulsory
character of this document in the European universities. Although rarely,
some of the terms have been found to enjoy a more generous denotation,
as in the case of curriculum, which may refer to the content of a course
unit, a single study programme, or the sum of programmes offered by a
university, depending on context or other social factors. Finally, the term
study guide has been identified to carry different meanings when used on
native vs. non‐native English UWs, while the appropriateness of the term
in the non‐native occurrences has been disputed. This leads to the
conclusion that the accurate use of any of these terms on the UW equals
to an unequivocal win for the university.
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INTRODUCTION
According to the Merriam‐Webster Dictionary (2008), to mediate
means “to bring accord out of by action as an intermediary,” “to act as
intermediary agent in bringing, effecting, or communicating” or “to
reconcile differences”. Each one of these meanings can describe the role
of the translator who is not only a person who tries to reformulate in
language B what was originally said in language A, but also a mediator
charged with the responsibility of reconciling the differences that act as
“communication barriers” between two cultures. In other words, a
translator’s job is not focused on rewriting words from one language to
another, but rather on communicating ideas and meanings that
automatically involve a cultural environment. Therefore, culture, which
is said “to provide the rules for playing the game of life” according to
William B. Gudykunst (42), apparently also provides the rules for
playing the game of translation because even if the final product of a
translation appears in the form of words and sentences, it is important to
* 2nd year, BA (Applied Modern Languages: French‐English), Faculty of Letters.
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remember that every word develops a different connotation that is
closely related to its own background and culture without which the
message of the text will lose its sense.
Therefore, defined as
the deposit of knowledge, experience, beliefs, values, attitudes,
meanings, hierarchies, religion, notions of time, roles, spatial relations,
concepts of the universe, and material objects and possessions
acquired by a group of people in the course of generations through
individual and group striving (Samovar, Porter 12‐13),
culture becomes the primary concern in the process of translation. The
bond between language and culture has also been highlighted by Castro‐
Paniagua (1‐2) who mentions that “language is the reflection of a
culture”, an aspect that turns translation into a complex action, “a cross‐
cultural comparison through a linguistic filter”.
In this respect, Hatim and Mason claim that the translator mediates
not only in the sense that he or she “reads in order to produce” and
“decodes in order to re‐encode”, but also in the sense that he or she
mediates between cultures, given that he or she tries “to overcome those
incompatibilities which stand in the way of the transfer of meaning”
(223‐24). Consequently, a translator needs to show not only a bilingual
ability but also a bicultural vision that is crucial in order to become a
mediator between cultures. In other words, translators are mediators
between those who write a text in a specific culture and in a specific
environment and those who read the text, but who are not part of that
given source culture. The translator’s role as an intercultural mediator
makes him or her an agent of communication across linguistic and
cultural boundaries.

THE TRANSLATION OF TOURISM TEXTS
In today’s environment, where traveling has become one of the
most popular activities among people, involving either their personal or
their professional lives, tourism is a key factor in socio‐economic
progress all over the world. Many countries or private entities are
investing massively in tourism marketing in order to attract as many
tourists as possible.
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Most tourism texts appear in the form of tourism promotional
materials which are categorized as belonging to advertising discourse,
having a persuading function. They may take the form of brochures,
posters, flyers, postcards and websites. According to Dann Graham,
the language of tourism attempts to persuade, lure, woo, and
seduce millions of human beings, and in so doing, convert them
from potential into actual clients. By addressing them in terms of
their culturally predicated needs and motivations it hopes to push
them out of the armchair and onto the plane. (2)
In other words, these materials are produced using the “language
of tourism promotion” in order to create appealing images and emotional
excitement in an attempt to persuade readers to become tourists.
The translation of tourism materials has been considered an
interesting domain in translation research due to the fact that it involves
not only linguistic dimensions but also cultural and social features of the
source language, elements that can be challenging for translators to deal
with, knowing that there are a multitude of cultural terms that do not
have an immediate equivalent in the target language/culture. Therefore,
since in the field of tourism the ultimate purpose is to turn a potential
visitor into an actual tourist, what becomes more important than fidelity
to the linguistic features of the source text is to preserve the cultural
elements as much as possible without changing the reality in which the
source text was produced. In order to fulfill such a requirement, the
translator has to be familiar with both cultures and he or she must be
aware of cultural differences such as values, preferences and
expectations that could appear in the process of such translations. Hence,
the translator has to apply a series of specific translation strategies in
order to produce a successful translation.

STRATEGIES USED IN TRANSLATING TOURISM TEXTS
While translating tourism texts, translators may apply different
strategies in order to achieve their goals. Strategies can be either source‐
oriented or target‐oriented and it is the translator’s decision which
category must be applied.
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If the translator chooses to produce a target‐oriented translation,
then he or she will adapt the cultural context or the specific cultural
terms of the source language text into the target language text. Therefore,
the main translation strategy will be adaptation, which involves reducing
or replacing specific cultural terms by preserving the contexts of the
target language texts. According to Jean‐Paul Vinay and Jean Darbelnet,
the translation strategy called adaptation “is used in those cases where the
type of situation being referred to by the source language message is
unknown in the target language culture. In such cases translators have to
create a new situation that can be considered as being equivalent” (qtd.
in Venuti 90‐92). For instance, translating a Romanian cultural phrase
like “sărut‐mâna”, which is a formula used by men when addressing
other women as a courtesy, by “my respects” is an example of adaptation.
However, this type of strategy comes with a series of disadvantages.
Even if the adaptation technique can offer a better understanding of the
translated texts, the cultural aspect of the source text could be lost as well
as the potential tourist’s interest in visiting the place described. Therefore,
even if the translation is considered to be technically correct, the person
who made the translation will be categorized as an unprofessional,
untrained and inexperienced translator who did not manage to succeed
in fulfilling his or her main goal.
On the other hand, if the translator applies source‐oriented
strategies, he or she will try to preserve the cultural context of the source
text, including names of places, names of traditional meals, drinks etc.
The most used source‐oriented strategy is the one called borrowing,
which, according to Jean‐Paul Vinay and Jean Darbelnet, aims “to
overcome a lacuna, usually a metalinguistic one, being the simplest of all
translation methods” (qtd. in Venuti 85‐86). For example, when
translating a text by using the borrowing procedure, translators may
preserve in the target text cultural terms from the source text such as
“palinka”, “tzuica”, which are Romanian traditional drinks spelled in the
Romanian language as “palincă” and “țuică”. Source‐oriented translation
strategies may carry a series of disadvantages, just like the target‐
oriented ones. Accordingly, even if the cultural aspect of the source text
is preserved in the translation, the target text readers may not be able to
understand the entire text.
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Consequently, a good translator will need to know how to combine
these two translation methods in order to produce a target text that can
give to its readers the possibility to understand both the cultural aspect
and the general subject of the text.
To this purpose, Eugene Nida’s concept of equivalence—which is
considered to be the core process of translation in order to reproduce as
closely as possible the original message of the source text into the target
language both in meaning and style—is a translation strategy that can
help translators while dealing with tourism texts. According to Nida
(qtd. in Dimitriu 23), there are two types of equivalence: formal
equivalence and dynamic equivalence. Formal equivalence focuses on the
text structure, more specifically on the correspondence of poetry to
poetry, sentence to sentence, etc. On the other hand, dynamic equivalence
focuses on making the target text readers have the same reaction as the
source text readers. Dynamic equivalence is thus less concerned with the
structural features of the source text and more with the relation between
the text and its audience.

THE TRANSLATION OF TOURISM WEBSITES
Analysing the English translation of the tourism website titled
Romanian Monasteries (www.romanianmonasteries.org), we observed
that the cultural terms were translated by using both target‐ and source‐
oriented translation strategies. However, the borrowing procedure,
which is a source‐oriented translation strategy, was the most commonly
used translation procedure in translating the cultural terms on the
website. This demonstrates that the translator’s intention was to share
the Romanian culture with the target text readers even if he or she took
the risk of not giving them clear information.
As a first step we focused our attention on the website title Romanian
Monasteries, more precisely on the word “monasteries”. According to
Merriam‐Webster Dictionary “monastery” means “an establishment for
monks”, whereas in Romanian “mănăstire” is a term used to describe a
house of persons under religious vows, monks as well as nuns. With the
aim of avoiding ambiguity, the translator should have researched better
in order to classify the given places in two: institutions for monks and
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institutions for nuns. Depending on the house function, the translator
should have chosen the proper translation. As an option for the
establishments for nuns we proposed the term “nunnery”.
Proper names were mostly translated into English by using the
borrowing procedure. For instance, names of regions (Bucovina, Maramureș,
Dobrogea), monasteries or nunneries (Voroneț, Putna, and Sucevița), names
of local wineries (Cotnari, Dealu Mare, Feteasca Albă, or Odobești), mineral
water springs (Poiana Negri, Dorna, Borsec or Izvorul Minunilor) and other
proper names involving cultural touches like Bran Castle, Peleș Castle,
Piatra Craiului Mountains, Moeciu de Jos, and Bâlea Lake. Some of them
were literally translated, such as Fish Valley (Valea cu Pești), Olt Canyon
(Defileul Oltului) or Merry Cemetery (Cimitirul Vesel), and others by
using word‐for‐word translation, such as Glacial Hollow Bâlea (Căldarea
Glaciară Bâlea) or Vlad the Impaler (Vlad Țepeș).
Let us consider the following fragment from the website:
Cabana „Cumpăna” este situată pe malul vestic al Lacului Vidraru și
dispune de 88 de locuri de cazare, restaurant cu 100 de locuri,
discotecă, teren de sport, piscină plutitoare pe Lacul Vidraru (vara).
Tot de aici se pot închiria mijloace de agrement pe lac și se pot face
curse de agrement cu un vaporaș (100 de locuri) care asigură curse
spre Casa Argeșana și Cabana Valea cu Pești.
In the English version, “Cabana Cumpăna”, the name of a very
popular accommodation in Argeș, Romania, which is placed by a lake
attracting a lot of tourists, was translated as “Sweep Chalet” creating
ambiguity among the target text readers, leaving behind its cultural
context:
Cumpăna (Sweep) Chalet is located on the West side of Vidraru Lake
and has 88 accommodation units, a restaurant for 100 persons, a
disco, a sport field, a pool that floats on Vidraru Lake on summer.
One can also rent from here all sorts of amusement devices to use
on the lake, and can take the passenger steamship (for 100 persons)
that goes to Casa Argeșeana (Argeșeana House) and “Valea cu
Pești” (Fish Valley) Chalet.
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We are of the opinion that a translation such as “Watershed
Chalet” would have worked better in this context. However, the ideal
option would have been to preserve its original name for making it easier
for the target text readers to find it and to give further information
related to location, environment, etc. in order to attract the visitors.
The translation of traditional clothes, dishes or drinks has been
made by using borrowing and explicitation as translation strategies, in
order to make the readers understand the Romanian cultural terms
present in the source text. For instance, the following sentence
Costumul bărbatului este format din pantaloni albi (iţari)—lungi,
pentru a fi împăturiţi de mai multe ori, fiind o bună protecţie
împotriva umidităţii, o cămaşă albă—care prezintă în general o
broderie geometrică în negru sau maro—şi o vestă (bundiţă) cu
pielea albă în afară şi cu blana spre interior.
was translated:
The men’s costume includes white trousers (iţari), which have long
legs to fold them several times over, as protection against humidity; a
white shirt with mainly geometrical embroidery in black or brown;
and a waistcoat (bundiţă) with the white leather turned out and the
fur turned in, decorated with floral or geometrical motifs and with
marten fur trimmings.
We can easily notice that the translator reached his or her goals: to
preserve the term from the source culture in the target culture, to adapt
the cultural term in the target language in order to create an image of the
term for the target text readers and also to explain the cultural term in
order to make sure that the readers will understand it. Other examples of
terms regarding traditional clothes, as ițari (white trousers), catrință
(wrap‐around shirt), cergi (long‐haired blankets), pănură (thick cloth used
to make warm winter clothes), sumane (long winter coats) or gube (short
winter coats) were also translated by using both borrowing and
explicitation translation strategies. The same technique was applied on
terms concerning traditional dishes and traditional drinks: sarmale
(mincemeat wrapped in cabbage or vine leaves), salată boeuf (boeuf salad),
răcituri (jellied meat), borș (soup soured with fermented husk of wheat),
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ghiveci (mixed fried vegetables), pârjoale (meatballs), pui cu smântână
(chicken with cream) or cozonaci cu nucă (walnut panetone), poale‐n brâu
(poale‐n brâu pies), clătite cu brânză (pancakes with cheese) or papanași cu
brânză (cream cheese dumplings), țuică (plum brandy), pălincă, vișinată,
and afinată.
In addition to adaptation and borrowing procedure, the translator
also used a strategy called equivalence. As an example of this technique,
in the English version of the following fragment,
Dacă ar trebui să spunem în câteva cuvinte, atunci Transfăgărașa‐
nul (DN 7C) este doar drumul care traversează munții Făgăraș (cei
mai înalţi munţi ai României – vf. Moldoveanu – 2544 metri) și
unește Muntenia de Ardeal. Dar de fapt, Transfăgărășanul este mai
mult de atât. Este drumul care ajunge o altitudine de 2042 de metri,
în Căldarea Glaciară Bâlea”,
“Muntenia” and “Ardeal”, the names of two Romanian regions,
Muntenia and Ardeal, were translated by “Walachia” and “Transylvania”.
The translator used this procedure in order to create a familiar situation
in the target culture. The name “Walachia” was used by the Germans to
designate the tribes of Romanized Celts, and, later, all Romance‐speaking
areas, meanwhile “Transylvania” is a very popular region, recognized all
over the world because of its wonderful legends about the famous
Dracula:
If we had to put it in just a few words, then the Transfagarasan
(DN 7C) is just the road that passes through Fagaras Mountains
(the highest mountains in Romania – Moldoveanu peak – 2544
meters) and that connects Walachia and Transylvania. But in fact
Transfagarasan road is more than that. It is the road that climbs to
the highest altitude in Romania, 2042 meters, in the Glacial Hollow
Balea.
In the second sentence of the fragment mentioned above, using a
word‐for‐word translation, the proper name “Căldarea Glaciară Bâlea”
was translated by “Glacial Hollow Balea”. The translation can be
confusing for the target text readers, considering the fact that the
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specialized term for defining this specific type of relief is “cirque glacier”.
Consequently, we proposed as a translation “The Cirque Glacier Balea”.

CONCLUSION
In the translation of the Romanian tourism website
www.romanianmonasteries.org the translator took into account the main
purpose of translation, namely to preserve the cultural aspects of the
source language without trying to adapt them into the target culture. The
translator also made sure that the translation readers will understand the
cultural terms from the source text by giving short explanations of those
specific terms without straying too far away from the original context.
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SYNAESTHESIA AND COLOUR
NAMING IN VLADIMIR NABOKOV’S
ARTISTIC PROSE
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Alexandru Ioan Cuza University of Iași

PRELIMINARY REMARKS. THEORETICAL PREMISES
One of the best‐known 20th‐century writers, Vladimir Nabokov has
long been attracting scholars’ attention. The reason for this is not difficult
to see: the author uses highly original means of artistic expression,
playing with his own text, the languages he mastered, and, last but by no
means least, with the reader who sometimes remains perplexed by the
occasional syntagms, language blends, code switching and word plays so
often encountered in the pages of Nabokov’s artistic texts.
In this paper we are going to focus upon one of the most remarkable
and, one might even say, extravagant phenomena that a reader comes
across in Nabokov’s prose, namely synaesthesia. As far as its definition is
concerned, the term stands for blending the products of sensory
perception modes that usually appear independently—a phenomenon
experienced by everyone to a certain extent. According to the specialists
in the field, synaesthesia has two hypostases: the first one is proper
synaesthesia, when the stimuli of one sensory mode provoke another
sensation (or other sensations), whereas the second one is cognitive
synaesthesia, which presupposes juxtaposition or association of certain

* PhD, Doctoral School of Philology Studies, Faculty of Letters.
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groups of objects (for example, names or numbers) with a sensory
supplement due to our individual cultural background. Scientists argue
that the most common manifestations of cognitive synaesthesia include
letters, time units and musical notes perceived in colours (Cristescu 72).
Another typology of the phenomenon centres around perception
modes and divides intersensory fusions into the following categories:
‐ photisms (intense, detailed and coloured images seen with
closed eyes)
‐ phonisms (verbal hallucinations)
‐ chromesthesia (conversion of acoustic perception into coloured
visual effects) (Barton Johnson 84).
As far as art is concerned, a wide exploitation of its artistic potential
began in the middle of the 19th century; artists widely explored
intersensory blends, especially in the fields such as music and fine arts
(Cristescu 73). According to Carmen Cristescu, artistic synaesthesia
should not be regarded as a co‐sensation, but rather as a co‐imagination
or a co‐feeling. Thus, this psychological phenomenon can be considered
an intersensory association—a highly important association which
generates numerous metaphors and comparisons, therefore compensating
for the lack of complexity in monosensory arts (Cristescu 77‐79).
The last statement is fully true of Vladimir Nabokov’s artistic
prose. Here we are talking about literary synaesthesia (as opposed to the
psychological one)—a phenomenon which represents a metaphor of
senses and consists in the use of words and images which would
normally be part of the description of one certain mode of sensory
perception (Cristescu 85). Even as a child, Vladimir Nabokov was subject
to minor hallucinations related to various modes of sensory perception.
In his autobiographical novel he mentions that one day, while he was
playing with a set of coloured cubes representing the alphabet, he
realized for the first time that the colours of the cubes failed to
correspond to the “real” colour of the letters. Furthermore, Nabokov
describes the relation between the Russian and the English versions of
his autobiographical novel as that of capital letters and italics. The author
mentions the importance of the form of letters once more, when he
describes the way he sees his novels in different languages: he points out
that even a minor difference in the physical form of the letters that
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represent the same sound in different languages alters the colour
impression they produce. These observations indicate the fact that, in
Vladimir Nabokov’s case, the correspondence between sound or letter
and its colour depends on a number of factors: sound, articulation, form
of letter and even taste (Cristescu 87‐88). All these aspects lead us to the
idea that the writer’s sensory experiences play an important role in the
colourful palette which he applies in his novels.
Another aspect that stands out in Nabokov’s prose is
polychromatism: colours and their grouping are extremely significant for
moulding the author’s worldview and, at the same time, his literary
style. One of the most widely exploited complex coloured images that
the reader encounters in the pages of Nabokov’s novels is the rainbow.
The author’s acronym for rainbow in Russian is ВЕЁПСКЗ (red, orange,
yellow, green, blue, indigo, purple), which corresponds to a bright
rainbow with the red colour at the top. However, its English
counterpart—KZSPYGV—corresponds in the author’s mind to a pale
rainbow with the red colour below. It is interesting to mention in this
connection that there are two types of rainbow in nature—the primary
and the secondary one. In Nabokov’s case, the primary one is composed
of Russian letters, whereas the secondary one is seen in English letters.
According to Donald Barton Johnson, the writer’s chromesthetic rainbow
is, undoubtedly, an intentionally introduced symbol of the author’s
creative process. Thus, Nabokov realizes the artistic potential of his
psychological synaesthesia and uses it as a basis for the metaphor which
describes his art (Barton Johnson 95‐97). Moreover, as for the writer’s
autobiographical novels, the researcher argues that here the role of
synaesthesia is even more significant: it would not be an exaggeration to
say that synaesthesia is one of the central mechanisms of the functioning
of the author’s memory (Barton Johnson 101).
The characteristic features of the author’s style such as combinations
of adjectives characterizing an object from different points of view (for
example, пурпурово‐бархатный шнур) have already become the subject
of scholarly research. Inventing unusual word combinations, Vladimir
Nabokov builds up occasional syntagms based on extremely distant
semantic connections that appear only in one separate text—a phenomenon
which represents one of the most interesting tools used by the writer.
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Occasional syntagms form, in these situations, a new meaning which
characterizes the writer’s worldview. The lack of semantic correspondence
between the parts of an unusual word combination which is aimed at
reproducing a complex image in writing results in the fact that it is a less
evident associative connection that provides the bond between the
elements of the combination (Козловская 114‐15). These metonymical
and metaphorical associations which are attributed to ordinary adjectives
appearing in the text in unusual combinations are often extremely large,
whereas their definitive interpretation seems to be practically impossible
(for example, in such combinations as замшевая походка, гитарные ноги)
(Виноградова, Улуханов 270). This leads us to revealing an important
function performed by the lexical units that render fusion of visual,
auditory and tactile senses, namely the “growth of meaning”
(Виноградова, Улуханов 275). The author creates the density of meaning
not only as a variety of senses, but also as a “semantic picture” and a
“semantic fabric”: fusion of thought and sense, object and its image,
sound and its image, and finally, man and his image (Латухина 129).

NABOKOV’S COLOUR WORDS: VARIETY AND CLASSIFICATION
In the next section of the paper we are going to present the analysis
of complex lexical units denoting colour present in Vladimir Nabokov’s
autobiographical prose. As already mentioned, synaesthesia is one of the
central elements of Nabokov’s memoirs; a careful study of the writer’s
autobiographical novels, namely “Conclusive Evidence”, “Другие
берега” and “Speak, Memory” is, therefore, bound to reveal the
mechanisms and tools used by the author in order to amplify the
expressivity of his text making use of occasional lexical units. In what
follows, we are going to present the variety of Nabokov’s synaesthetic
word combinations with a colour component by classifying them
according to the semantic aspect of their elements.
‐ colour + volume: пышно‐синий
‐ colour + fabric: пурпурово‐бархатный, шелковисто‐лазоревый,
розово‐фланелевый, шелковисто‐багряный
‐ colour + object described by this colour: blackbooted, blue‐
windowed, red‐shirted, white‐pillared, blue‐coated, blue‐papered,
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aquamarine‐eyed, red‐trousered, purple‐faced, turquoise‐veined,
седобородый, черноглазый, синеоконный, чёрно‐волосатый
‐ colour + object which describes this colour: snow‐blue, mouse‐
grey, coal‐black, talcuum‐white, скалисто‐серый, снежно‐синий,
облачно‐голубой, кроваво‐красный
‐ colour + wet/dry: влажно‐голубой
‐ colour + tactile sensations: fluffy‐grey, пушисто‐сизый
‐ colour + clean/dirty: пыльно‐ольховый, чисто‐серебряный
‐ colour + stone: янтарно‐коричневый
‐ colour + material: oak‐brown, жёлто‐деревянный
‐ colour + metal: silver‐grey
‐ colour + evaluation: dull green, indignantly blue, oppressive black,
sickly blue, мрачно‐фиолетово‐зелёный, нездоровый синий цвет
This classification clearly demonstrates that Vladimir Nabokov’s
autobiographic novels abound in occasional word combinations with
colour component, whereas the originality of their derivation patterns
suggests the fact that both direct and indirect colour terms are a tool used
by the author with a view to creating an emotionally charged and
emotionally charging text which would impress the reader and recreate a
lost world—Russia that once existed but will never come back. The
classification we have just presented clearly demonstrates the fact that
Nabokov’s synaesthesia played an important part in the process of
elaborating the author’s palette: there is an incredible fusion of colour
and other visual or tactile impressions. Our classification also underlines
the variety of synaesthetic colour words. First and foremost, it includes
various types of lexical units as far as word formation is concerned: these
are complex words containing two or three stems with or without
hyphen, as well as simple and complex word combinations. Second, we
can observe different types of blends: Nabokov either blends colour and
another visual or tactile impression, or he blends colour and the object it
describes. The results of the latter are especially expressive, since they
present two‐stemmed occasionalisms that immediately attract the
reader’s eye and emotionally load the novel to the utmost. Last but by no
means least, colour component can be both primary and secondary
element in these combinations: it may either dominate, or play a
secondary role, being subject to the object it describes.
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CONCLUSION
To sum up, we would like to highlight the fact that Nabokov’s
artistic prose has proved to be extremely complex, loaded with a vast
number of meanings and presenting innumerable possibilities for
interpretation. The author thoroughly elaborates semantic fabrics of his
text, paying special attention to every detail, where no word or even
sound is either arbitrary or random. This observation also refers to
colour terms: as we have shown, on the basis of his own sensory
perception Vladimir Nabokov creates lively and colourful images—the
images that stand out due to their stylistic features, i.e. their occasional
character, thus immediately attracting the reader’s attention. Thus,
colour words in general and synaesthetic combinations with colour
component in particular should be regarded as an element playing a key
role in fulfilling the author’s intention, as well as in revealing the
implications hidden by the writer in the pages of the novel.
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LA NOSTALGIE D’UN RETOUR AU
PAYS NATAL CHEZ ASSIA DJEBAR ET
MARIAMA BARRY
Simona LOCIC*
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À partir des années 1980, la littérature africaine connaît une
nouvelle génération d’écrivains qui essaie de prendre ses distances avec
le modèle traditionnel de vie qu’elle dénonce. Des centres d’intérêts tirés
de la vie réelle deviennent source d’inspiration pour les écrivains, voire
la problématique principale de leur œuvre. La vie quotidienne et ses
tribulations, certaines coutumes barbares au sein de la société qui
déstabilisent l’existence des jeunes, la révolte contre les règles anciennes
de conduite et contre la survivance de croyances superstitieuses rétrogrades,
le statut de la femme qui manque encore d’indépendance et d’autonomie
sont seulement quelques lignes directrices de cette nouvelle littérature
animée par une écriture qui porte souvent sur l’autobiographie.
Bien que la problématique de la révolte semble être la plus
évidente, notre incursion dans l’univers littéraire africain contemporain,
plus précisément dans l’œuvre de la déjà classique Assia Djebar et dans
celle de la toute jeune Mariama Barry, révèle le sentiment d’une révolte
émoussée, qui dérive, le plus souvent, de la nostalgie que les narratrices
ressentent pour un monde qu’elles gardent, en dépit des apparences, au
fond d’elles‐mêmes. Dans Littératures africaines, littératures francophones &
* 1e année, École Doctorale d’Études Philologiques (Littérature française), Faculté des
Lettres.
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utopie, Papa Samba Diop mentionne l’existence d’un « Âge d’or […], un
refuge dans le passé, quelles que puissent être les imperfections de celui‐
ci », [qui devient un] « recelant des valeurs inestimables » (Diop &
Paravy, 2006 : 2) pour l’homme africain soumis au vandalisme de
l’époque coloniale. Cet Âge d’or devient le facteur catalyseur d’une
révolte émoussée qui se concrétise dans des œuvres suivant plusieurs
axes : une thématique historique visant à rétablir la vérité des guerres et
de la lutte menée pour la libération des pays, une certaine attitude de
respect et de glorification envers les ancêtres, un hymne romanesque fait
en l’honneur de la beauté féminine africaine, le sentiment de la nostalgie
d’un retour au pays natal. C’est précisément sur ce dernier point, à savoir
la problématique de l’espace, que nous voudrions attirer l’attention dans
notre analyse qui propose comme principal corpus le roman La
Disparition de la langue française d’Assia Djebar et les romans La Petite
Peule et Le Cœur n’est pas un genou que l’on plie écrits par Mariama Barry.
La Disparition de la langue française est le roman typique du retour
au pays natal et à la langue d’origine. À l’automne 1991, Berkane se
réinstalle à Alger. La déception amoureuse causée par Marise, la femme
européenne, semble la cause principale de son déménagement. Mais la
problématique est plus profonde. Il s’agit d’un monde perdu qu’il
cherche à retrouver, des voix du passé qui lui parlent pour le faire
revenir aux origines.
Le premier livre de Mariama Barry, La Petite Peule, présente les
premières années de son enfance. Après le premier chapitre portant sur
le rituel d’excision infligé à la fille, on entre dans l’univers d’une famille
aux origines guinéennes, mais vivant au Sénégal. La pauvreté, les
déménagements d’un lieu à l’autre, les conditions précaires de vie
déterminent la désunion de cette famille. Si La Petite Peule reste l’histoire
de l’enfance, Le Cœur n’est pas un genou que l’on plie devient le livre des
premières années de l’adolescence et continue le roman de la vie. La
pauvreté, l’exploitation de quelques proches, leur insistance de la marier
de force, le désir de dépasser son état actuel déterminent la décision
radicale de quitter la maison de sa grand‐mère et de partir pour gagner
son indépendance.
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*
Dans ses études sur les représentations de l’espace dans la
littérature contemporaine, Jacques Soubyroux met l’accent sur le fait que
plusieurs écrivains, menés par une force acerbe, réalisent dans leur
œuvre une réactualisation spatialisée du passé. Tout comme les romans
d’Assia Djebar, les textes de Mariama Barry sont touchés par une
nostalgie de l’enracinement, une nostalgie d’un espace perdu ou trop peu
connu, qu’on veut trouver ou retrouver pour s’y mettre à l’abri, s’apaiser
et se retrouver soi‐même en tant qu’être humain ressentant un besoin
inné d’appartenir à un certain lieu : « L’être épreuve le désir de se revêtir
d’une série d’enveloppes protectrices ou de trouver les passages secrets
qui puissent soit abriter, soit parvenir à une abolition complète des forces
de désagrègement de l’homme dans le chaos de la modernité »
(Soubyroux, 1994 : 24).
Bien que Berkane, le protagoniste du roman La Disparition de la
langue française, ait renoncé depuis des années à l’écriture de son roman
de formation, car il lui semble que l’espace européen ne privilégie pas
l’abandon de soi‐même devant la création, ce retour aux sources, dans sa
ville natale, dans la Casbah, le détermine à continuer son projet. Il est
dirigé par la nécessité de se laisser porter par le processus de création.
Lorsqu’il vit dans la capitale française, concentration chaotique et
monstrueuse, Berkane connaît la déception amoureuse. L’agglomération
urbaine détermine la destruction spirituelle de l’homme transformé,
apparemment tout à coup, en un être inadapté qui ne résonne plus avec le
gigantesque Paris. Il décide de rentrer, car il a besoin d’une évasion. Celle‐
ci prend la forme d’une idéalisation du passé, des ancêtres et de son lieu
d’origine. La régression dans l’espace suppose aussi une régression dans le
temps vers une époque où il se sentait appartenir à un certain lieu.
Tout en errant dans la capitale française, cet homme ravagé par
l’expérience européenne, qui « voulait tout oublier, […] sa vie de
banlieusard » (Barry, 2003 : 18), se sent emprisonné dans un Paris immense
et maculé, dont le silence et la solitude semblent le suffoquer :
« [Berkane] erra dans Paris, prenant un bus jusqu’au terminus, un
autre dans un autre sens, jusqu’au terminus, finit par s’immobiliser
debout, sur un quai de la Seine, puis assis sur le rebord de pierre,
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les pieds ballants au‐dessus de l’eau souillée du fleuve, oisif et
contemplatif, absent en somme […] jusqu’au crépuscule, jusqu’à
l’heure nocturne où il rentra dans son studio de célibataire : le
silence l’envahit. » (Barry, 2003 : 18)
La soif de l’infini de la « mer intense et verte » (Barry, 2003 : 13), de
l’abandon au déluge des rayons du soleil, mais aussi la nécessité de ce
retour à une vie à la fois austère et enrichissante, le déterminent à revenir
dans son pays natal pour valider et prouver son existence à soi‐même,
pour se ressourcer et donner une nouvelle chance à la vie : « je
m’assoupis dans un début de bien‐être : vrai, je vis, je revis chez nous ! »
(Barry, 2003 : 15). Un milieu rudimentaire et une solitude innée à cet
espace, bienfaisante cette fois‐ci, font le strict nécessaire pour cet esprit,
portrait‐type de l’intellectuel, cherchant une expérience libératrice. Pour
1
guérir cette maladie exilique , l’univers intérieur, souffrant de l’abandon
et de la solitude, doit résonner avec un espace extérieur d’une même
nature. C’est en raison de ce fait que la solitude citadine devient lourde et
suffocante. La guérison doit se faire à travers l’écriture et c’est
précisément « cette villa vide » (Barry, 2003 : 13) qui l’aide à refaire ses
forces pour qu’il puisse se remettre à écrire. Ce rituel exige peu de
choses : « un mobilier rudimentaire, […] une table, avoir où dormir, […]
une cafetière italienne usée qui semble encore valable, usée comme moi,
mais encore valable comme moi » (Barry, 2003 : 13).
Déçu par la femme européenne, il s’engage dans ce voyage vers le
pays natal, vers ce « homeland », mot qui « chantait ou dansait en [lui] »
(Barry, 2003 : 13). Pour Berkane, la ville de son enfance répond au besoin
de se libérer. Elle possède des pouvoirs thaumaturgiques et il y cherche
une échappatoire au tumulte de l’agglomération parisienne. Il veut fuir
les malheurs du passé et la Casbah crée un cadre propice à l’évasion
spirituelle : « ainsi s’envolait mon imagination vers les rues de cette
Casbah » (Barry, 2003 : 14).
Après les « vingt ans d’exil », l’essentiel pour le personnage c’est
d’aller retrouver le quartier de son enfance. Ce moment restera pour
toujours « le jour du véritable retour » (Barry, 2003 : 67). Le mot exil
Cet adjectif est utilisé dans l’Introduction à Femmes et exils (Bourque & Hogikyan
[éd.], 2010 : 2).
1
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revient plusieurs fois dans le roman pour suggérer et donner libre voie à
l’état d’âme de Berkane, qui associe le fait de vivre en France non pas à
une décision qu’il aurait prise tout seul, mais plutôt à une résolution
imposée par l’espace européen. Le retour dans sa ville natale devient une
libération, et ces années d’errance dans le monde européen ressemblent à
une punition, à un long emprisonnement qui l’a privé de la magie de sa
Casbah, foyer historique d’Alger.
Le retour ne se fait pas sans amertume. Quitter le lieu natal pour
plusieurs années et y revenir devient une expérience douloureuse.
L’univers d’autrefois est maculé, et la contamination européenne semble
l’avoir touché en profondeur. Il s’agit précisément de ce qui doit être
sacré dans cette ville, à savoir le souvenir des ancêtres, à présent menacé :
ces « monuments de commémoration pour nos héros dans un style d’un
néoréalisme stalinien hideux ! » (Barry, 2003 : 80). Le « nerf malade de ce
projet d’urbanisme » (Barry, 2003 : 80), qui fait de la Casbah « un espace
marqué par une dégradation funeste » (Barry, 2003 : 85), donne au
royaume d’autrefois un air d’abandon. Cette tragédie que subit la ville
entraîne le sentiment de nostalgie pour un âge d’or et contribue au
bouleversement ressenti par le personnage principal.
L’Odyssée de Berkane ne finit pas par le retour censé rétablir l’état
initial. Une « épidémie maléfique » (Barry, 2003 : 86) fait plonger la
Casbah dans un triste dépérissement. Tout le chapitre « La Casbah » fait
l’éloge d’une ville profondément souillée par le germe européen. Au‐delà
de ce processus néfaste auquel elle a été soumise, la capitale reste le seul
univers privilégié qui aide Berkane à « surmonter l’état de silence ou de
putréfaction intérieure » (Barry, 2003 : 83) où il se trouve. Ce « territoire
d’enfance », formule utilisée plusieurs fois dans le roman pour parler de
la Casbah, reste à jamais le lieu de la pureté et, implicitement, l’endroit
où l’on peut se soumettre à un processus de purification, de reconquête
de l’innocence, du calme, de l’amour. C’est la principale raison qui
justifie la nécessité du retour.
Il faut attirer l’attention sur l’adjectif possessif (« mon » et « ma »),
qui accompagne toujours le nom propre « Casbah » ou le nom « ville » et
les adjectifs qualificatifs afférents. Un fort sentiment d’attachement à ce
lieu, une relation presque humaine entre l’espace et l’homme est établie.
La ville est douée d’une féminité qui fait oublier le mal européen à
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travers sa magie et son charme. « Ce vierge et mouvant royaume […]
s’esquisse comme une silhouette de nymphe » (Barry, 2003 : 35) devant
les yeux assoiffés de celui qui cherche à oublier, à se retrouver et, en
même temps, à se faire pardonner par cet espace où son enfance palpite :
« Mon inconscient avait insidieusement tissé cette envie de retourner,
d’essayer à nouveau, j’emploie ce verbe à la manière d’un amoureux qui
accomplirait en direction de l’amante, une seconde et dernière tentative
de réconciliation » (Barry, 2003 : 91).

*
Apparemment moins débattue, la problématique de l’enracinement
et de la nostalgie d’un retour au pays natal devient centrale également
dans les romans La Petite Peule et Le Cœur n’est pas un genou que l’on plie
de Mariama Barry. Ces deux textes présentent la longue errance de la petite
fille et après de l’adolescente, un processus de déracinement du point de
vue spatial qui devient, paradoxalement, un facteur d’enracinement de la
jeune fille dans la culture de son peuple, de la population peule.
Après une première lecture du roman La Petite Peule, on constate
que la vie de la petite Mariama est soumise à un lent et long processus de
dépaysement, dont les principaux facteurs catalyseurs sont précisément
les malheurs qui frappent et qui détruisent sa famille : la pauvreté,
l’abandon de sa mère, le caractère apparemment faible d’un père qui ne
réussit pas à maintenir l’unité de sa famille et qui ne trouve pas d’autre
solution à ses problèmes que le départ. En même temps, et plus précisément
dans le deuxième roman, c’est le profond désir de la jeune fille
d’apprendre et de ne jamais renoncer à son instruction qui détermine
cette errance de l’adolescente à travers une Guinée communiste.
Dans La Petite Peule, l’enfant Mariama déménage trois fois et tous
ces changements de domicile se font dans moins de cinq années. Elle n’a
pas le temps de bien cristalliser dans son subconscient l’idée d’un lieu où
elle pourrait trouver l’harmonie et le calme. Elle est toujours arrachée à
un endroit avant que le sentiment d’enracinement fasse son apparition.
Le premier déménagement c’est le départ de l’univers de l’enfance.
Il s’agit d’un lieu à Dakar où la protagoniste et ses frères ne ressentent
pas trop les privations, la pauvreté et l’austérité de la vie. On peut parler
d’une sorte d’espace bouclier, qui protège et qui ménage l’innocence des
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enfants. En même temps, il s’agit d’un espace passager, dont le souvenir
n’est pas si perçant pour rester figé dans l’âme de la petite peule.
Chez les deux écrivaines, la cristallisation d’un espace dont le
souvenir détermine le sentiment de la nostalgie, du désir d’y retourner
suppose non seulement l’existence d’un certain lieu, mais aussi d’un
certain temps ou époque. Il serait ainsi possible de parler d’un chronotope
où l’entrecroisement de la temporalité et de la spatialité organisent
l’action. La nostalgie de l’enracinement devient la nostalgie pour un
certain espace qui trace ses lignes définitoires dans l’âme des protagonistes
dès l’âge tendre. Ce temps de l’enfance, qui devrait rester à jamais l’époque
de l’innocence la plus pure, est maculé, chez Mariama Barry, par le
processus barbare de l’excision, qui anéantit toute possibilité d’apparition
d’un espace qui suscite, le long de la vie, un sentiment de nostalgie,
d’appartenance à ce lieu où elle avait passé sa première enfance.
L’emménagement dans les baraques surpeuplées de la Médina,
moment évoqué dans le premier roman, entraîne d’une manière encore
plus brutale l’indifférence, et après, la négligence et la violence de la
mère. Le statut de figure maternelle de celle‐ci sera corrompu à jamais
après l’abandon de son foyer. C’est à ce moment que la petite Mariama
cesse de jouer l’enfant pour endosser le rôle de mère dans le drame de sa
famille. Une fois de plus, un événement s’interpose entre son statut
d’enfant et la cristallisation d’un certain sentiment d’appartenance à un
espace lié d’une manière inséparable à la période de formation, à savoir
l’adolescence ou l’enfance. Elle n’a plus le temps d’être enfant, d’être
heureuse, d’être libre. Elle vit avec maturité la conscience d’un devoir
capital envers ses frères et sœurs. Dans les profondeurs du subconscient
de cette jeune fille, l’essence de la femme peule détermine l’apparition de
ce sentiment d’une responsabilité extrême face à sa famille dépourvue du
pilier maternel. De nouveau, la jeune fille ne connaît pas de cadre
favorable à la cristallisation dans son esprit d’un espace qui pourrait
engendrer, par la suite, la nostalgie d’un retour au berceau.
Le roman Le Cœur n’est pas un genou que l’on plie est le livre d’une
véritable pérégrination. L’image de la fille résolue partie en quête du
savoir, son baluchon sur l’épaule, reste comme une sorte de scène clé du
roman. Mariama décide de quitter sa famille paternelle du village en
raison de son désir, de son besoin de profiter de l’unique chance qu’elle a
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de se libérer de sa situation de femme pauvre. Le seul but de cette
errance est de trouver le chemin vers le savoir, l’unique solution qui
puisse lui donner la chance d’un autre avenir, différent de celui de toutes
ces femmes auprès desquelles elle vit.
En dépit de son passé, elle éprouve la nostalgie d’un retour dans son
pays natal, à Conakry, en Guinée. Mais l’attachement à ce lieu est
profondément lié à son désir de trouver l’espace propice pour continuer
ses études. L’errance dans ce deuxième roman est étroitement liée à la
quête du savoir. Une forte volonté anime ceux qui n’ont pas de
frontières, pouvant accéder sans aucun obstacle à la liberté, et surtout à la
liberté du savoir : « – Oui. Je viens d’être reçu à la première partie du
baccalauréat à Conakry. Au fond de moi, je l’enviais. De plus, il allait
dans mon pays, alors que je me débattais comme une diablesse pour y
retourner » (Barry, 2007 : 31).
L’errance est profondément ancrée dans l’âme de ce personnage
féminin. Appartenir à la communauté peule et assumer ce statut c’est
voir le nomadisme comme un trait essentiel de soi‐même en tant qu’être
humain enraciné dans la culture peule. Le titre du premier roman de
Mariama Barry met l’accent sur le fait que cette femme se définit elle‐
même comme appartenant à cette population. L’enracinement du point de
vue spatial se définit chez Mariama Barry à travers le sens d’un
déracinement, d’une errance, d’une quête continuelle. Une caractéristique
innée chez certaines populations peules c’est l’itinérance, cette existence
vécue dans un perpétuel mouvement. Née dans une famille émigrée à
Dakar, l’auteure vit dès son enfance ce sentiment d’instabilité à propos
de l’appartenance à un certain lieu. De par sa nature, elle ne peut pas
attacher immuablement son identité à un certain lieu. Le fait
qu’apparemment elle refuse, dans Le Cœur n’est pas un genou que l’on plie,
de vivre avec sa famille paternelle n’est pas une matérialisation violente
de sa révolte et du désir de partir, mais la seule manière qu’elle trouve
d’atteindre son but, à savoir étudier et s’épanouir en tant qu’être humain.
Bien qu’elle dénonce ce monde gouverné par les lois non écrites
d’une tradition ancestrale, elle ne renie jamais ses racines et ne se
soustrait pas à l’univers peul. Elle ne s’enfuit pas, mais cherche et se
propose plutôt de soulager, de libérer cette culture de la barbarie, de la
douleur, des pratiques qui peuvent pousser les autres à l’abandonner.
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Après avoir subi les douleurs physiques et psychiques de l’excision, elle
se propose de ne jamais passer « le relais de cette expérience traumatisante »
et de lutter « pour être la seule sacrifiée de [sa] famille et au‐delà »
(Barry, 2003 : 23). Il ne s’agit pas de renoncer à son identité à travers la
révolte, mais du désir de remédier à la situation actuelle pour ne laisser
personne quitter ses origines. Cette quête perpétuelle du savoir, cette
errance devient la seule possibilité qu’elle a d’atteindre son but. Elle pense
avoir une mission capitale pour elle‐même, mais aussi pour la communauté
à laquelle elle appartient : « Je pensais avoir un programme à réaliser
dans la vie, et il me faudrait beaucoup d’années. Les années du prophète
[300 ans] me paraissent être dans les normes » (Barry, 2003 : 56).
La notion d’enracinement trouve sa substance pour la jeune Peule
dans son obstination de respecter avec fermeté les règles du comportement
pulaaku, propre à son peuple d’origine. Dans son étude sur les sociétés
peules de Dallol Bosso, Amadou Oumarou parle d’une certaine « voie
peule », qui correspond à la « somme des valeurs propres à la
communauté peule, valeurs dont chacune constitue une norme complète
et isolable » (Barry, 2003 : 21). Il s’agit de la ligne directrice des sociétés
des pasteurs et d’agriculteurs peules. En résonance avec d’autres
chercheurs, on distingue dans cette étude quatre éléments de cet
« ensemble de normes et de valeurs élaborées en termes de piliers
constituant la vertu peule » (Barry, 2003 : 20).
Pour l’héroïne des textes barryens cités ci‐dessus, l’ancrage dans
son monde d’origine se fait précisément à travers la conduite qu’elle
affiche le long des deux romans et qui laisse voir les quatre aspects dont
parle Amadou Oumarou : la pudeur ou la réserve, la patience comme force
et endurance de l’être, la disposition à faire des offrandes et, l’aspect le
plus important et le plus évident pour la protagoniste, l’intelligence
traduite dans le désir de tout savoir à travers l’étude et le voyage.
L’enracinement dans l’univers natal se traduit chez Mariama Barry
par un comportement qu’elle perpétue, par les vertus qu’elle affiche et
qui sont les caractéristiques intrinsèques de son peuple. Pour les Peuls,
partir reste l’essence de leur identité et la chance de leur réussite : « Depuis
la nuit des temps, circuler à sa guise est une des libertés fondamentales
de ce peuple nomade » (Barry, 2007 : 27).
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*
Espace et culture sont les deux mots centraux de notre analyse. La
nostalgie pour le pays natal et l’enracinement dans la culture des siens,
bien que parfois masqués par la révolte, créent ensemble une réalité
spirituelle dominante chez Assia Djebar et Mariama Barry. Il faut partir,
s’éloigner pour connaître l’intensité des liens avec l’univers natal et pour
ressentir le besoin intense d’y revenir. Dans les textes de Mariama Barry,
le déracinement et la pérégrination sont les aspects les plus importants
qui soutiennent l’attachement du personnage à son monde d’origine.
Pour le roman djebarien, l’univers natal reste une réalité omniprésente.
C’est la voix d’un passé et d’un espace qui hante les protagonistes et
détermine l’émoussement de l’intensité de cette révolte contre les limites
imposées par l’univers algérien ancestral.
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Une société fonctionne selon un mécanisme très complexe,
s’articulant sur les membres qui forment une communauté avec des
principes, cultures, etc. L’homogénéité1 de la société dépend fortement
du groupe social et elle est soutenue par la diversité. Ainsi, chaque
individu établit des rapports avec d’autres membres, ce qui lui permet de
réaliser constamment un échange de perspectives sur la culture, la
civilisation, etc.
En vérité, ces rapports se matérialisent sous la forme de conventions
sociales : d’une part, s’adapter au sein d’un groupe social est la condition
première pour l’évolution de l’être humain, donc une nécessité (la relation
d’adaptation) ; de l’autre, « l’attachement » suppose engendrer une figure
mentale que chaque individu développe par rapport à « l’Autre »2 (relation
3e année, Licence (Français‐Roumain), Faculté des Lettres.
Cette « homogénéité » est restrictive, car elle fonctionne en appliquant ce qu’on
appelle « l’exclusion » ; les membres qui ne s’identifient pas du point de vue de la culture,
de la langue, des aspirations sont rejetés. C’est pour cela qu’il y a une répartition
géographique des individus, réunis en groupes, communautés, peuples, nations,
continents, etc.
2 Ce mot est utilisé ici avec majuscule une pour souligner la présence d’une entité
capable de produire l’effet de fascination qui réorganise les structures mentales, c’est‐à‐
dire « l’imaginaire » de chaque individu.
*

1
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de dépendance). Cela veut dire qu’on se fait une image tout à fait
particulière, affective, des personnes, dans telle ou telle situation, sans avoir
aucune idée de leurs activités, traits moraux, perspectives sur la vie, etc.
Néanmoins, notre identité reste « hermétique » dans cette interaction, elle
n’est pas altérée.
On doit tenir compte du fait qu’à partir des images mentales sur
« l’Autre » notre cerveau commence à percevoir plusieurs typologies,
voire plusieurs mondes. Comme on l’a déjà vu, le procédée d’adaptation
se fait de manière involontaire, naturelle. Saisir les natures humaines
nourrit notre imagination, qui est sensible aux structures mentales
différentes. Cependant, une altérité qui fascine, qui réussit à remplir un
vide, produit une oscillation dans nos structures cognitives, tout en les
réorganisant. C’est l’effet de fascination, qui a comme instrument les espaces
lointains, étranges, inconnus, mais qui ont un repère géographique réel.
En psychologie, les chercheurs parlent d’une zone de confort,
d’une « sphère fermée », où personne ne peut pénétrer. Cette « zone
protégée » assure à l’individu une sécurité personnelle. Peut‐être la
comparaison est‐elle forcée, mais c’est la curiosité qui facilite l’interaction
du « Moi » et de « l’Autre », produisant dans le mental une succession
d’images inconnues. Et chaque image de ce type sème une graine dans le
sol fertile de ce que nous appelons l’Orient, qui est une version de l’exotisme.
Tenter de caractériser l’Orient impose alors une suite de questions : Est‐
ce que le cadre exotique permet une sortie de l’identité ? D’où vient sa
capacité d’impressionner, son expressivité ?
Il y a un équilibre et en même temps un déséquilibre entre la capacité
d’assimilation de l’exotisme et le contexte littéraire des XVIIe et XVIIIe siècles.
La justification serait la nature incertaine et vague du premier élément. Soit
nous acceptons que toute forme d’exotisme peut être liée à une culture
étrangère, soit nous convenons qu’un tel rapport est optionnel et relatif.
Pourtant, tout ce qui est lointain et relève d’un imaginaire géographique
devient exotique grâce à l’attractivité manifestée par l’Occidental pour
les « bizarreries ». Ainsi, l’objet « exotisé » (Staszak, 2008 : 13‐14) subit un
changement de contexte et de vision. Mais l’Orient n’a pas toujours été un
espace nettement circonscrit, connaissant, au contraire, une riche diversité :
« Il y eut […] toujours une nation dominante, ou pour mieux dire, un peuple
qui l’emporta en faveur sur les autres, et qui, par suite, donna sa
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physionomie et son caractère à la conception de tous les peuples de l’Orient
en général. L’Orient, à de certaines époques, fut turc ; à d’autres il devint
persan ; parfois enfin on l’habilla à la chinoise ou à l’indienne » (Martino,
1906 : 171). Ce qui est sûr reste le fait que l’exotisme dessine un monde en
contraste avec les réalités du lecteur occidental.
Cet Orient « diversifié » représente le cadre où le lecteur prend contact
avec « le merveilleux », car l’espace oriental est (et doit être) délimité d’autres
zones d’influence. « La perte de l’Orient » a comme effet la diminution,
jusqu’à l’élimination, de la matière orientale, et donc de la capacité créatrice
spécifique. Cette spécificité actualise les informations sur le domaine de
l’activité d’un orientaliste, en faisant la différence entre, par exemple, l’étrange
et l’exotique3. La manière dont, entre autres, les peuples du Moyen Âge ont
assimilé ces curiosités est discutable. Un monde complètement différent, avec
ses propres formes d’organisation sociale, était plutôt rejeté. Généralement, à
l’époque des épopées, des romans chevaleresques et des lais, les thématiques
orientales n’avaient pas de contours bien définis. Ce sont les idées religieuses
qui règnent dans cette période où la haine contre les musulmans repousse
n’importe quelle forme d’art ou de relation avec le monde islamique
(Martino, 1906 : 4). Une pensée rustique, rudimentaire rejettera vite et très
facilement l’Orient des idées, se limitant à un Orient des formes.
Avec le temps, l’adhésion des écrivains français aux nouvelles formes
littéraires signifie que « les Infidèles » (Martino, 1906 : 5) seront
graduellement acceptés, et le début du XVIIe siècle voit s’ouvrir « les portes
de l’Orient ». Représenté comme un espace mystérieux, accueillant
autrefois « l’humanité primitive » (Martino, 1906 : 9), l’Orient est d’abord
une véritable source de la mythologie. Car la genèse d’un mythe—en tant
que structure mentale, consciente –, avec ses aspects « pratiques »4, est liée
obligatoirement à « un événement passé in illo tempore » (Eliade, 1959 : 366),
ce qui implique que « les meilleurs » seront valorisés. L’étude de la
mythologie orientale, exploitée dans Mille et une nuits, devient ainsi

3

Quelle serait donc le point de convergence de ces deux conceptions tant exploitées
dans la littérature ? Pour le moment, nous voyons l’Orient comme un espace fécond où
les deux traits peuvent être facilement intégrés.
4
Voir les rituels pratiqués par de nombreuses communautés, complémentaires aux
mythes.
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intéressante compte tenu de la circulation des éléments théogoniques5
dans les littératures occidentales, dont la littérature française.
Le XVIIe siècle est aussi une période d’interférences culturelles,
picturales, littéraires, une superposition de la matière orientale et de
l’expression française. De ce mélange naît un domaine tout à fait nouveau,
structuré sur la matrice formée de combinaisons alternatives entre
l’exotisme, l’Oriental et l’espace défini comme l’Orient : il s’agit de
l’orientalisme.
L’Orient multiforme se constitue ainsi comme une mosaïque
géographique, historique, culturelle, linguistique. Ces domaines se mêlent,
sans pouvoir être séparés, chaque perspective projetant et facilitant une
délimitation particulière de l’univers oriental. La propagation de la matière
orientale dans l’espace littéraire français connaîtra ainsi trois grandes périodes
avant le XXe siècle :
1) l’orientalisme médiéval : C’est une étape de fluctuation littéraire,
avec une diversité générique rudimentaire. En 1248, le pape
Innocent IV fait au Chancelier de l’Université de Paris la
suggestion de créer un corps d’interprètes pour les langues
orientales (Ballard, 2013 : 147), une idée ambitieuse qui se
matérialisera quatre siècles plus tard, en 1669, quand Colbert
fondera l’institution des Jeunes de Langue(s) ou Enfants de
Langue(s).
2) l’orientalisme de l’Ancien Régime : Au XVIIe siècle, les écrivains
prennent conscience de la valeur de l’exploitation de la matière
orientale. C’est le début d’une meilleure connaissance de l’Orient
et aussi l’époque des voyages, du colonialisme et d’une intense
propagande religieuse, ce qui fournira des raisons suffisantes
pour la transition entre un Orient « mort » (Martino, 1906 : 17) et
un Orient productif. Le développement de l’orientalisme vu
comme un « lien étroit entre l’écriture et l’accessibilité de l’Orient »
(Dinel, 1998 : 9) est soutenu aussi par « l’idiomatisation » des
5

Avec les sept poèmes préislamiques (« Les Suspendues »), la littérature arabe est une
riche source de mythologie. Les contes des Mille et une nuits sont tous imbriqués les uns
dans les autres, chaque histoire étant prétexte à en raconter une nouvelle et se
construisant sur l’héritage de civilisations beaucoup plus anciennes, qui renvoient à un
espace mythique.
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idées religieuses arabes. Lorsqu’il paraît, en 1647, L’Alcoran de
Mahomet, transposé en français par André du Ryer, est en effet la
première traduction originale exhaustive, réalisée dans une
6
langue vernaculaire européenne, du texte religieux arabe . La
Bibliothèque orientale (1697) de Barthélemy d’Herbelot représente,
pour certains, « la première encyclopédie de l’Islam » (Stroumsa,
2010 : 131) ou, en tout cas, une étude repère pour ce que le
comparatiste Guy Stroumsa appelle « le premier orientalisme »
(early Orientalism). Entre 1704 et 1717, Antoine Galland fait
publier la fameuse traduction des Mille et une nuits (en arabe, Alf
layla wa layla), chef‐d’œuvre de la littérature universelle. Cette
7
parution a été suivie d’autres variantes ou adaptations .
L’ouvrage se présente comme la traduction d’un manuscrit que
l’orientaliste François Pétis de La Croix avait reçu d’un « Dervis
Moclès » (le Derviche Fidèle), ce dernier ayant traduit et adapté
en persan des récits indiens connus dans une version en langue
turque sous le titre d’Al‐farage bada al‐schidda (« La joie après
l’affliction »). Antoine Galland et Pétis de La Croix avaient été
envoyés par Colbert à Constantinople pour approfondir leurs
études. À leur retour en France, ils ont été nommés secrétaires
du roi, ensuite professeurs au Collège royal. Si, à l’époque de sa
fondation (1530), le Collège de France était la seule institution
française où l’on enseignait des langues orientales (Martino,
1906 : 150‐51), au XVIIe siècle la traduction des manuscrits
orientaux était soutenue tant par le Collège que par l’Académie
6

En Roumanie, une première adaptation d’une « écriture scripturale » (cette fois‐ci, la
Bible) signalait le début de ce que les chercheurs roumains appellent « le roumain
littéraire ». Le but était, dans ce cas, l’utilisation de la langue maternelle le plus souvent
possible. En France, le contexte semble être différent, car l’ouvrage de Du Ryer vise « des
marchands dans le Levant et […] des lettrés curieux de l’Orient ainsi que des
voyageurs », ce qui montre l’intérêt pour la civilisation arabe et une prise de position au
sujet des religions : le christianisme et l’Islam (Larzul, 2009 : 149).
7 Comme les Mille et un jours (1710‐1712), contes persans ; les Mille et un quarts d’heure
(1733), contes tartares ; les Mille et une heures (1740), contes péruviens ; les Mille et une
fadaises (1742) de Jacques Cazotte, les Mille et une folies (1771) de Pierre Jean‐Baptiste
Nougaret, les Mille et une faveurs (1783) de Charles de Fieux, chevalier de Mouhy, contes
français.
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des Inscriptions et Belles‐Lettres (1663). L’influence orientale sur
la littérature française inspira au XVIIIe siècle tout un « courant
de fiction » qui prendra des formes comme la féerie ou bien la
satire aimant « s’habiller de fictions orientales » (Martino, 1906 :
187).
3) l’orientalisme romantique : Au début du XIXe siècle, l’orientalisme
devient un véritable domaine scientifique, et le mouvement
orientaliste connaît une importante expansion avec l’expédition de
Napoléon Bonaparte en Égypte. Parmi les écrivains, Flaubert, Hugo
ou Nerval évoquent l’espace oriental dans, respectivement,
Salammbô, Les Orientales et Voyage en Orient, autant de témoignages
d’une identité littéraire amalgamant les idées orientales (vues
comme un refuge dans l’imagination) et la conception des
romantiques, qui cultivent « l’exaltation du moi » (Hye‐Jeoung,
2011 : 8).
Les XVIIe et XVIIIe siècles sont, en grande partie, des époques où les
gens de lettres font la découverte de contrées exotiques. Une connaissance
approfondie à la fois des langues orientales et de l’orientalisme est une
condition fondamentale pour les premières traductions, qui permettent
aux lecteurs français de prendre contact avec « le monde fantasmé ».
Auparavant, toutes les informations sur l’Orient étaient plutôt
géographiques ou « livresques » (Martino, 1906 : 147). Les traducteurs
« de première main », comme André Du Ryer, Antoine Galland ou
François Pétis de la Croix, sont ainsi à l’origine d’un premier contact
culturel et surtout littéraire avec cet espace lointain. Le goût pour
l’Orient se développe vers le dernier tiers du XVIIe siècle, quand les
lecteurs français sont fascinés par la « couleur locale arabe », un monde
des passions, des harems, de l’exotisme haut en couleur. Le but de
ces « turqueries » est de satisfaire l’imagination des lecteurs « plus
assidus que les autres » (Martino, 1906 : 150).
Représenter l’Orient à travers les expériences issues des expéditions
constitue une forme vitale pour l’apparition de l’orientalisme. Les
connaissances empiriques se répandent ainsi sous une forme littéraire : le
récit de voyage. Encouragés par Colbert, les voyages ont permis aux
Occidentaux de voir « la Terre Sainte » comme un « paradis terrestre ».
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Ces multiples variations au sujet de l’orientalisme sont, en réalité, des
marques d’une véritable « réinvention de l’Orient » (Dinel, 1908 : 10).
Les rapports entre l’Orient et l’Occident dépendent également de
réalités subjectives : il y a d’abord une somme de représentations que
l’Occident a de l’Orient, ces deux régions étant séparées par une limite
territoriale très vague, qui, en plus, n’est pas le seul principe susceptible
d’éclairer la dichotomie Orient‐Occident (Iorga, 1923 : 4). La littérature
orientale, mais aussi la peinture et la présence des Arabo‐musulmans sur le
territoire français sont des facteurs qui ont contribué à l’apparition d’un
orientalisme politique, définitoire pour « la question de l’Orient ».
Le Levant et la Terre Sainte représentent aux yeux des Occidentaux
des espaces merveilleux où habite « l’humanité primitive », où a vécu
Jésus‐Christ et où est né le christianisme, mais en même temps une partie
du monde contrôlée par les musulmans. À travers le processus de
reconquête des lieux saints et de libération des chrétiens persécutés sont
ramenées en Europe « des richesses matérielles et spirituelles qui causent
des modifications sociales et culturelles importantes » (Nosrat, 2012 : 43).
L’impact de la religion islamique est définitoire : l’Occident retient la
pensée théologique arabe, mais condamne totalement la mise en pratique
de celle‐ci.
Les savants arabo‐musulmans de l’époque étudient en détail les
traités scientifiques gréco‐romains et les perfectionnent considérablement.
Ensuite, le savoir arabe se transmettra au monde chrétien par le biais de
la traduction. C’est à partir de ce moment qu’on peut parler d’une relation
textuelle entre les deux mondes, car « l’impact de l’Orient se produisait par
l’intermédiaire de livres et de manuscrits et non, comme l’influence de la
Grèce sur la Renaissance, par l’intermédiaire d’œuvres plastiques,
comme les sculptures et les poteries » (Saïd, 2005 : 62).
Certains stéréotypes de l’Occident, ancrés dans l’histoire, ont
propagé cette idée de domination sur les Orientaux, qui ne seraient pas
capables d’un self‐government. Ainsi, la dichotomie Orient‐Occident
s’inscrit dans une relation complexe d’opposition, de pouvoir et
d’hégémonie, se développant parallèlement avec l’impérialisme ou le
colonialisme européen dont le but est de polariser le discours orientaliste,
de « civiliser l’Orient ». L’Occident se croît suffisamment puissant est se
détache de toute échange possible avec l’Est.
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L’Orient, polymorphe, est vu comme un espace exotique, mais
énigmatique, sensuel et parfois despotique, car l’Occident a ses propres
conventions, qui diffèrent de celles orientales. C’est par cette inadaptation
occidentale que s’explique l’idée d’« orientalisation de l’Orient » formulée
par le grand orientaliste Edward Saïd. « Fabriquer un Orient » devient
ainsi, paradoxalement, synonyme de la méconnaissance occidentale.
L’Orient n’est ni créé, ni inventé, mais hétérogène et hybride, construit
dans l’esprit des Occidentaux du point de vue territorial, « caché » pour
être modifié et recomposé : « les deux entités géographiques se soutiennent
ainsi et, dans une certaine mesure, se reflètent l’une l’autre » (Saïd, 2005 :
17). L’Occident est un véritable « générateur d’identités », un dispositif
qui produit et reproduit toutes les variantes de « Nous », tout en
maintenant une sorte de tutelle sur les « Autres ». Et si l’orientalisme est
de fabrication occidentale, l’occidentalisme est‐il vraiment une création
orientale ? Est‐ce qu’une telle réversibilité est possible ?
Afin de trouver les deux réponses, il faut examiner certains
aspects : d’un côté, l’occidentalisme est une vision négative que l’Orient a
des « Autres », les Occidentaux. En fait, il s’agit de la même
« diabolisation de l’Autre », dans le cas de l’occidentalisme l’Autre
devenant en réalité « Nous ». De l’autre côté, l’occidentalisme propose
une tendance, un modèle de culture et de civilisation à privilégier et
(pourquoi pas ?) à adopter par l’Orient. Ces deux hypothèses mènent à
l’observation suivante : ce jeu entre « Nous » et « l’Autre » trouve ses
règles dans le discours occidentaliste, qui est un « orientalisme
renversé » ; la critique de l’Autre peut facilement se muer en une critique
de Nous par le jeu du hasard. Pour les deux questions mentionnées, les
réponses seront alors négatives : l’occidentalisme est une réaction négative de
l’Orient à la prétention de domination culturelle et politique occidentale,
loin donc de l’image d’un « Occident fantasmé ».
L’Occident n’est pas à « Nous », tout comme l’Orient n’appartient
pas à « Eux » : il s’agit seulement d’une convention. Les hommes ressentent
un besoin naturel d’établir des oppositions ou des comparaisons, et c’est là
la genèse de cette « incompatibilité » entre l’Occident et l’Orient.
Pareillement, par exemple, à l’image perçue par n’importe quel homme
qui voit son reflet dans un miroir : devant un visage agréable, il est plutôt
content, mais la vue de ses défauts lui procure une perception négative de
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soi‐même. Dans les deux cas, il s’agit d’un même « Moi », d’un même être,
mais saisi de façon différente. Ainsi, l’Orient et l’Occident, séparés par des
conceptions de vie ou par des actions politiques, peuvent s’associer pour
un progrès commun.
Héritée de l’époque médiévale, la haine contre les musulmans se
transforme, avec le temps, par une sorte de généralisation de l’attitude
raciale, en une haine contre l’Orient. Le commentaire d’Amin Maalouf en
offre une raison : « Ce que je reproche aujourd’hui au monde arabe, c’est
l’indigence de sa conscience morale ; ce que je reproche à l’Occident, c’est
sa propension à transformer sa conscience morale en instrument de
domination » (Maalouf, 2009 : 32).
L’orientalisme est après tout un fait social et une compétence de
l’Occidental de percevoir—que ce soit par l’histoire, la littérature, les arts
ou l’expérience directe—des natures, personnalités et mentalités différentes,
c’est‐à‐dire le monde dans son éternelle, subtile et séduisante profondeur.
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Three Daughters of Eve, Elif Shafak’s masterpiece, illustrates a
universe between tradition and modernity, a complicated world, in which
religion occupies a central role. The author creates an unusual love story
between a young girl and her mysterious professor, who transcends the
traditional professor archetype. From the thematic perspective, the story
resembles the Nabokovian universe. In our paper, we analyze the figure
of professor Azur by considering the way in which the other characters,
especially three of his students, the Three Daughters of Eve, see him.
The paper is structured into five parts. In the first part, we discuss
the Byronic hero in literature and the character Azur as its epitome. The
second section explores Azur’s influence on Eve’s daughters by
presenting his methods of teaching and seducing. In the third part, we
focus on his gift of storytelling, which completes his image as seducer.
The fourth part brings a comparison between Azur and Byron’s Don
Juan and the fifth part concludes the study by synthesizing the features
of such a complex character.
Elif Shafak is a contemporary Turkish writer. The main themes of
her novels are identity crises, the problem of minorities, contemporary
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Turkey, religion, love, femininity, motherhood and mysticism. The novel
Three Daughters of Eve presents the story of Peri, a housewife and mother
from Istanbul. A violent encounter makes her remember her childhood,
dominated by the conflicts between a devout mother and a secular
father, and her time as a student at Oxford, where she becomes friends
with Shirin, an atheist Iranian girl, and Mona, a headscarved Egyptian‐
American. There she also meets the charismatic but controversial
Professor Azur, who teaches about God. Her love for him ends with a
scandal and constitutes the end of Peri’s academic life. In this context,
Azur is designed as a complex figure, with characteristics found also in
the construction of the Byronic hero. In the following paragraphs, I focus
on the presence of this type of hero in literature and on the similarities
between him and Shafak’s character.
The Byronic hero is a type of Romantic hero, developed by Lord
Byron in the nineteenth century. His main features are presented by
Atara Stein in her book The Byronic Hero in Film, Fiction, and Television: he
is “an outlaw”, with “supernatural powers”, “self‐sufficiency and
independence”, who has his “own moral code”, “defying oppressive
institutional authority”. He is also defined by an “egotistical sense of his
own superiority” (Stein 8). He appears in Byron’s Childe Harold’s
Pilgrimage or Manfred, but also in the works of Mary Shelley, Heine,
Pushkin or Lermontov. In the contemporary context, Elif Shafak’s
construction of professor Azur is one of the greatest examples of the
contemporary Byronic hero.
A rebellion of a Byronic hero is “a rebellion which asserted the
independence of the individual and the primacy of his values not only in
the face of society, but even in the face of ‘God’” (Thorslev 172). Azur
tries something idealistic: unifying everybody around the search for God.
He has the vanity of trying to recreate God as a different idea: God as a
topic that all the humans could talk about, despite the religious
differences between them. Azur is an outcast, he is self‐confident despite
the criticism coming from his fellows and from some of his students.
Moreover, it can be stated that he suffers from a narcissistic God‐
complex, an aspect suggested by Shirin: “He’s a bit like God himself”
(Shafak 117), or Troy, another student: “he does not know his limits”;
“He believes he is God” (Shafak 232).
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On the other hand, this rebellion approaches the professor to the
opposite of God, Satan, as Troy remarks, warning Peri to avoid him:
“The guy’s a wolf in professor’s clothing!”; “Azur is the devil himself.
Mephistopheles” (Shafak 196). Peter Thorslev also refers to this type of
character when he talks about Byronic heroes: “most of them are solitaries
also because of conscious moral choice, and this fateful decision, with
Faust, Cain, Satan, or Prometheus, is dramatized as the climactic event of
their tragedies” (Thorslev 66). In Azur’s case, the choice that changed his
fate was to teach about God, the representation of the unexplained which
veiled his wife’s death. This event, triggered probably also by his affair
with his wife’s half‐sister, becomes a spiritual burden for the character. In
this regard, Peter Manning affirms that the Byronic hero is “a thwarted
figure, ignorant of his essential self, who represses his inner dismay
under a shell of sternness” (qtd. in Stein 2). Azur decides to hide this source
of fright, even if it remains in another shape, in the center of his fate.
At some point, Mona says that the professor is “patronizing” and
Peri sees him like “the puppeteer behind the screen” (235). Another
hypostasis of him is that of an actor: “‘Like a play’, Peri thought to
herself. ‘He’s an actor on stage; we, the audience’” (240). This comparison
is based on the actor’s power to seduce his public, to control him and his
emotions, as Azur also does. These features make him a contemporary
version of the Byronic hero, who, unlike the original character, “has a
natural authority”; he is “a leader and a being superior to ordinary
humans” (Stein 8‐9). As Atara Stein asserts, Lord Byron and some other
authors who wrote in approximately the same period, like Maturin or
Emily Brontë, did not believe in the ability of their characters to guide
the others (Stein 8). Therefore, one of the salient differences between
Shafak’s version of the Byronic hero and the earlier ones is connected to
the concept of control.
In fact, being a stimulating character, Azur often forces his students
to step out of their comfort zone, to develop their personalities by
listening and understanding the “Other”. “Remember, daring to ‘know
thyself’ means daring to ‘destroy thyself’. First, we must pull ourselves
apart. Then, with the same pieces, we will assemble a new Self”, Azur
writes in the note addressed to Peri (Shafak 251). What Azur asks of his
students is that they give up their preconceived ideas. Actually, this
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implies a Levinasian approach: every human can see himself through the
other’s eyes, each being characterized by the way in which he reports to
the otherness. For his purpose, he brings together students from various
cultural backgrounds, trying to convince them to work as a team,
experimenting on them, as himself admits: “True, he had used his
classroom as a laboratory. But it was all for a good reason. [...] Azur had
created a Tower of Babel with them. He had pushed them as far as he
could” (Shafak 345).
The contemporary Byronic hero possesses “a moral center, an
empathy with human concerns, which earns him the audience’s affection
in addition to their respect” (Stein 2). Professor Azur seduces his
students by listening to their problems and by suggesting solutions to
them. The Three Daughters of Eve, Shirin, Mona and Peri, who have
distinct personalities and distinct views on religion, react differently to
his attitude.
For Shirin, “the Sinner”, Azur is “someone who challenges you and
makes you see yourself for who you are” (117). He helps her to find her
calm and to accept herself as she is: “He opened my eyes. He taught me
to look within. I’m a calmer person today” (Shafak 117). He fascinates
her, for instance, by his method of teaching: he asks his students to read
and debate different, unknown texts, in order to widen their cultural
beliefs and to make them meet multiple perspectives, different from
theirs. She claims: “he’d find these texts that no one knew a jot about and
ask us to debate them. Still, it was fun. By the time I finished I was not
the same person” (Shafak 118). Also, she is intrigued by his way of
choosing his students. He is hard to reach, as she says: “Hard to convince
him. Easier to make a camel jump a ditch” (Shafak 118). In fact, he even
warns his students: “I’m not easy to impress!” (230). By the end, Peri
infers that he selects them so that they can form a “Tower of Babel”,
essential for his experiment. Not least, the professor attracts Shirin by the
way he looks: “He’s ridiculously handsome”; “He’s hot!” (118); “Isn’t he
charming?” (147). This attraction materializes in a relationship and, even
though she knows that their affair is a dishonest act, the adventurous
Shirin has no remorse.
For Mona, “the Believer”, the professor is the person who best
understands her choice, because he accepts the diversity and he does not
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have preconceived ideas, despite the people who judge her. Modest and
well‐meaning, always in search of signatures for an act of charity,
involved in many volunteer activities, Mona permanently tries to defend
her and others like her from stereotypical categorizations. She is devoted
to her religion and she chooses to wear a headscarf, not forced by
someone, but as a result of her own decision. At the same time, she does
not have resent people different from her, having regard for their views
as long as they have regard for hers: “I respect diversity, but I also expect
to be respected in return” (Shafak 222). Azur, similarly to her views, also
supports the idea of peaceful intercultural dialogue. She admires her
professor, as Shirin’s affirmation shows: “Our respect for Azur is the
only thing Mona and I have in common” (Shafak 326). However, Mona
does not fall in love with him, knowing better than her friends to control
her emotions.
For Peri, “the Confused”, he is a fascinating story‐teller: “A subtle
thrill of excitement spread through Peri, almost against her will. She
enjoyed listening to him, she realized” (Shafak 203). Timid and hard‐
working, always doubtful, Peri finds it hard to cope with her English
student life. Her only relief are the books and her inner world:
“Imagination was her home, her homeland, her refuge, her exile” (Shafak
71). Peri is an ardent reader, a fact proven, for instance, by her choice to
read instead of having fun with her colleagues. She is aware of it and she
says about herself that, “she enjoyed being around books, which gave
her a sense of freedom as nothing else could” (231). Actually, her love for
books may be the explanation of her fascination with Professor Azur:
“Peri loved words” (143). And her professor’s way to use them causes her
attachment to him. Not to him as he is in reality, but to the Azur of her
imagination, the one she needs to release her from the burden that she
has been bearing since childhood, as she admits years later: “That’s the
professor I was infatuated with. The Azur in my mind” (364). The feature
that approaches Azur to Peri is, therefore, his gift of storytelling.
The comparison between Azur and Scheherazade is based on the
fact that, like the character from the Oriental story of One Thousand and
One Nights, Azur is a self‐reflexive person, an intellectual and a master in
the art of storytelling. He is a fascinating and complex character
especially through his knowledge and through the way he chooses to use
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the language. The professor fascinates Peri through his elusive utterances.
He makes her feel special by hinting at her problems: “Peri had the
strangest feeling that wherever this conversation was heading, it was not
about a philosopher and a mollusc any more, but about Azur and
herself” (Shafak 203), or by suggesting answers to them: “She understood
what Azur was doing and she both hated and loved him for that. He was
telling her, and her alone, to have more confidence in herself. He hadn’t
forgotten the talk they had in his room” (Shafak 243). Exactly like the
mysterious character Scheherazade, he continuously entices her just
through the power of language. In other words, he practices an intellectual
seduction which provokes addiction: “She wished he would carry on
talking for days on end, to her and to her alone” (Shafak 244). And he is
likewise a source of security by bringing her the “Third Path” that she
needs and by assuring her that her view is justified: “In his company,
Peri felt consummate, undivided, as if there were, after all, another way
of looking at things [...]. Next to Azur she could embrace the many facets
of who she was and still be welcomed” (Shafak 244).
Azur’s ideas motivate his “rebellion” against the academic authority
and his original way of teaching. He is an idealist, as his own words
suggest: “We’ll bring irreconcilable ideas and unlikely people together.
Imagine, an Islamophobe develops a crush on a Muslim woman… or an
anti‐Semite becomes best friends with a Jew…” (Shafak 267). Actually,
his mind is what Peri loves about him and he seems to be the ideal man
for her, as we can infer from her vision of love, presented at some point:
“‘If I ever fall in love’, she promised herself, ‘it’ll be with someone’s
brain. I won’t care about his looks or status or age, only his intellect’”
(Shafak 156). But, beyond the fascination he exerts on his students, can
we consider too the possibility of this unreachable character being
attracted to women?
Andi Bălu considers that “Juan [Byron’s character] does not
captivate, but he is seduced by the women over whom he exercises an
irreversible attraction, like a gravitational field” (Bălu 88). Azur does not
just attract young girls, but he is also a victim of “some women with
experience” (Bălu 88), like his wife, her half‐sister or the “irresistible
Shirin”, as he calls her. Anissa, his wife, captivates him with her
spontaneity, but this turns out to be a trap, because the life after marriage
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is dominated by her jealousy. At the same time, Nour, Anissa’s half‐
sister, glides into their marriage, mesmerizing Azur through her
intelligence and provoking problems that culminate with Anissa’s death.
Years after that, Azur is magnetized by Shirin, a smart and rebellious
student, “perpetual émigrée, fearless mutineer, philosophical outcast”, as
he characterizes her (Shafak 314).
By analyzing the character of Azur from multiple perspectives, we
can conclude that he is a twenty‐first century Byronic hero, who has the
ability to empathize, which makes him the perfect adviser for his
students. Despite this, he shares some traits with the nineteenth‐century
Byronic hero, especially by being a rebel metamorphosed in ‘God’. He is
an ambivalent character dominated by dichotomous features, calming
and, at the same time, confusing the young, giving them the freedom to
think, but also controlling them. This paradox comes from the fact that,
wishing that the students become free by meeting views distinct from
theirs, he forces them to leave their own beliefs, a fact that upsets some of
them. The character is seen differently by the Three Daughters of Eve, each
of them seeming to reflect in his image her own personality: he is a
seducer for Shirin, a peace seeker for Mona and a storyteller for Peri.
Professor Azur keeps his weakness apart from society, gradually
withdrawing into his own secrets. In a world characterized by and the
obsession with what is obvious, Shafak’s character is veiled by the
mysterious air that the Orient emanates.
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Comme d’autres époques culturelles et historiques, le XVIIe siècle
français ne répond pas avec précision, au moins en ce qui retient notre
attention, aux limites imposées par le calendrier. C’est‐à‐dire qu’il ne
commence pas en 1600 pour finir en 1700. En réalité, le Grand Siècle
commence, en France, deux ans avant 1600, le 13 avril, quand le roi de
France, Henri IV, signe l’édit de Nantes, grâce auquel le pays entre dans
une nouvelle ère. Avec cette loi, c’est la tolérance qui gagne contre la
haine : on reconnaît la diversité de la pensée et on met fin à la soumission
à une seule religion absolue. Les protestants se voient ainsi reconnaître la
liberté du culte et cela leur donne le statut de Français à part entière
(Horville, 1989 : 7‐8).
Au XVIIe siècle français on associe habituellement le classicisme, pour
ce qui est de la littérature, et Louis XIV, en matière d’histoire. « Le Roi
Soleil » est le symbole de la grandeur, de l’ordre et de l’autorité. Versailles
est le centre qui capte tous les regards. Si l’on veut devenir fameux, il faut
attirer l’attention du roi, se faire remarquer devant lui, parce que c’est la
Cour qui impose la mode, le goût et le bon ton. C’est toujours la Cour qui
impose l’idéal de l’honnête homme, cultivé, distingué, galant, qui a une
élégance extérieure et morale. L’écrivain classique sera, lui aussi, un honnête
*
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homme qui écrit pour les honnêtes gens. Le roi va encourager ce type
d’écriture, et ses écrivains favoris sont Racine, Boileau, Bossuet, etc. Louis XIV
pense qu’il faut admettre le génie d’un écrivain, même si on ne l’aime pas :
c’est le cas de La Fontaine, dont il va essayer d’entraver l’élection à
l’Académie Française (Rînciog, 2011 : 7‐10).
Les écrivains de l’époque s’intéressent surtout à la religion et la
philosophie, se posant des questions de morale et de psychologie. Ils
traitent des sujets comme : l’amour‐propre, l’orgueil, l’imagination, le bel
esprit, la fierté, etc. (Kléber, 1954 : 140). Depuis 1660, la littérature
développe des tendances de plus en plus moralisatrices. Par exemple, en
1665, Boileau publie des Satires mettant en évidence des descriptions et des
portraits acides (Zărnescu, 2010 : 89). Une orientation religieuse très
importante pour l’esprit classique est le jansénisme, inspiré de l’Augustinus
(1640) de Jansénius, qui développait deux thèses : 1) L’humanité n’est
plus libre depuis le péché originel ; on n’est plus libres de tout tenter
pour obtenir le salut ; 2) Ce salut est accordé par Dieu de manière
arbitraire à un petit nombre d’élus. L’influence de ce courant se voit dans
les œuvres de Pascal ou de Racine (Zărnescu, 2010 : 89).
Le classicisme impose des normes strictes en matière de composition,
de style, de genre. L’écrivain doit se soumettre à des règles de création
précises (surtout dans le théâtre). En matière d’écriture, il faut privilégier
l’économie des moyens et la simplicité : faire entendre plus en disant moins.
Le texte n’est plus une fantaisie ou un caprice, mais le résultat d’une
élaboration raisonnée. L’œuvre s’adresse moins aux sens et davantage au
cœur et à la raison (Toma, 1998 : 88‐91).
Dans ce contexte se fait remarquer Jean de La Fontaine, né en 1621
à Château‐Thierry. Il fait des études de droit, mais les diplômes qu’il
obtient vers 1646 ne lui suffisent pas pour devenir avocat. Il commence
ainsi à écrire des vers et il rencontre plusieurs poètes. Il se marie en 1647,
mais n’aura pas un mariage heureux, car il n’est pas un bon mari ou
père. Avec son Adonis, dédié à son ami Fouquet, il pénètre à la Cour de
Vaux. Pendant l’année 1655, étant protégé par Marguerite de Lorraine, il
fait publier ses Contes. En 1661, dans l’Élégie aux nymphes de Vaux, il
sollicite la clémence royale. Quelques années après, en 1668, paraissent ses
premières Fables. Il passe aussi une vingtaine d’années chez Madame de
Sablière. Entre 1678 et 1679 il publie cinq volumes de Fables. En 1684 il
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entre à l’Académie Française. Une année avant sa mort, en 1694, il fait
paraître le dernier volume de ses Fables (Zărnescu, 2010 : 26‐27).
Politiquement, l’Europe du XVIIe siècle est dominée par la famille
royale des Habsbourg, un corps héréditaire provenant du Saint Empire
romain Germanique. Dans la culture allemande cependant, malgré
l’importance de moralisateurs comme Frédéric de Logau, Jean
Lauremberg, Balthasar Schupp, etc. au XVIIe siècle, le classicisme
proprement dit apparaît, à la différence de la France, plus tard, entre la fin
du XVIIIe siècle et le début du XIXe siècle, étant connu aujourd’hui sous le
nom de Weimarer Klassik, associé à la ville de Weimar, où se sont affirmés
quatre célèbres écrivains : Wieland, Herder, Goethe et Schiller. Avant le
Weimarer Klassizismus, le XVIIIe siècle dans son ensemble est marqué par
les Lumières (Aufklärung) et par l’avènement du roi Frédéric II, grand
admirateur de l’étranger, ce qui encourage, chez lui, paradoxalement, l’éveil
du sentiment national (Bossert, 1904 : 275). Cela revivifie l’esprit allemand et
remet en question la supériorité littéraire des nations voisines.
Le terme allemand utilisé pour les Lumières est Aufklärung, nom
dérivé du verbe aufklären « éclairer ». Au commencement, le mot était
d’ordre météorologique, utilisé comme synonyme du verbe éclairer, mais à
partir des années 1880 on l’associe couramment à l’époque des Lumières
(Im Hof, 1993 : 9). Aufklärung est aussi le titre d’une gravure de Daniel
Chodowiecki, un artiste allemand du XVIIIe siècle. Le tableau présente un
chariot devant lequel se trouvent un homme qui marche et un autre qui
chevauche, tout cela dans sur un chemin de campagne, à côté d’une
forêt ; ils se dirigent vers un bâtiment qui ressemble à un château dont on
voit deux tours, l’une plus petite, et l’autre plus grande. C’est un paysage
surpris à l’aube : tout le tableau est baigné par les rayons du soleil (Im
Hof, 1993 : 11).
Les principaux traits des Lumières sont la critique de l’Église et de
la religion ; la remise en question de l’État et des ordres sociaux ; la
tolérance politique, sociale et religieuse ; l’égalité entre le rationnel et le
bien ; l’émancipation spirituelle ; l’individualisme (Im Hof, 1993 : 16‐17).
Les représentants les plus connus des Lumières allemandes sont Johann
Wolfgang Von Goethe, Emmanuel Kant et Gotthold Éphraïm Lessing.
Gotthold Éphraïm Lessing est né en 1729 dans une petite ville de
Lusace, à Kamenz, où son père est pasteur. Il va d’abord à l’école
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saxonne de Meissen, ensuite, en 1746, son père l’envoie à Leipzig pour
étudier la théologie et devenir, à son tour, pasteur (Garland, 1962 : 4‐5). Le
jeune Lessing préfère cependant la poésie et le théâtre. Devenu
dramaturge, il est le premier représentant de la nouvelle littérature, qui
s’adresse au public bourgeois des villes. Dès ses premiers textes il s’intéresse
à l’Éducation du genre humain (titre qui devient un véritable manifeste des
Lumières). De ses œuvres, une dominante doctrinale plus forte ont
Dialogues maçonniques (Ernst und Falk, Gespräche für Freimaurer, 1778‐1780) et la
susmentionnée Éducation du genre humain (Die Erziehung des
Menschengeschlechts, 1780) (Garland, 1962 : 192‐94).
Lessing publie ses Fablen (Fables) en 1759, un an après avoir fait
paraître un traité en cinq parties où il explique sa théorie de la fable (Arnd,
1983 : 256). Si pour Christian Wolff, un autre théoricien allemand du XVIIIe
siècle, la fable est l’illustration d’une vérité morale qu’elle peut confirmer et
enseigner, pour Lessing la fable est suffisante à elle‐même pour produire
une intention qui est le fondement de la vérité du jugement moral contenu
dans le récit (Arnd, 1983 : 256). Le fabuliste commence par diviser les fables
en simples (celles qui s’en tiennent à la vérité) et composées (celles qui
appliquent cette vérité à un cas réel) (Lessing, 2008 : 14). Après, il aborde le
sujet du rôle des animaux dans les fables. Il montre que cela n’a rien de
spécial : il faut simplement admettre que les animaux (ou d’autres espèces
que les humains) peuvent être doués de raison et de paroles (Lessing, 2008 :
22). La troisième partie propose une distinction des fables en rationnelles,
morales et mixtes (Lessing, 2008 : 23). La section suivante porte sur le style
de la fable, plus exactement sur le style d’Ésope, celui de Phèdre et celui de
La Fontaine (Lessing, 2008 : 24). Le dernier traité, le plus court, aborde
l’utilité des fables dans les écoles. Lessing pense qu’écrire des fables est un
exercice qui peut donner du génie à un jeune homme (Lessing, 2008 : 25).
Quoique les deux écrivains aient vécu dans des siècles et dans des
pays différents, il y a beaucoup de ressemblances entre eux. Lessing s’est
directement inspiré des fables de La Fontaine, et les deux ont des points
communs avec Ésope, le père du genre.
Leurs fables abordent des thèmes similaires : la société, les animaux,
la mort, l’homme. Les thèmes qui reviennent de manière régulière dans
leurs textes sont la paresse, l’injustice, la méchanceté, la vanité, l’imposture,
l’ingratitude, la perversité, la tyrannie, l’orgueil, l’amour, la conscience, etc.
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Des noms de la mythologie grecque (Jupiter, Hercule, Apollon, Olympe)
renvoient, chez les deux auteurs, à l’héritage d’Ésope et des fables de la
Grèce antique. En ce sens, des textes représentatifs pour Lessing sont : Le
Loup guerrier, Le Phénix, L’Enfant et le Serpent, Le Loup à l’agonie, Les Paons
et la Corneille, Le Lion avec l’Âne, Le Corbeau et le Renard ou La Brebis. En ce
qui concerne La Fontaine, des exemples connus sont La Cigale et la Fourmi,
Le Loup et l’Agneau, La Discorde, Rien de trop, Le Corbeau et le Renard, Les
Animaux malades de la peste, L’Amour et la Folie ou Les Dieux voulaient
instruire un fils de Jupiter.
Pour une comparaison concrète, nous nous arrêterons sur deux textes
qui ont le même titre chez Lessing et chez La Fontaine : Le Corbeau et le
Renard. Le texte du fabuliste français est le deuxième du premier recueil des
Fables, tandis que celui de l’écrivain allemand est le quinzième du deuxième
livre des Fablen. La Fontaine s’est inspiré d’une fable d’Ésope, et Lessing de
deux.
Dans les deux cas, les typologies des personnages sont évidentes :
le renard c’est le flatteur, et le corbeau, le naïf. Il s’agit d’un corbeau perché
dans un arbre, tenant dans son bec un morceau de viande/fromage. Le
renard commence par lui faire des compliments jusqu’au moment où le
corbeau ouvre son bec, de sorte que le morceau de viande/fromage
tombe, étant pris par le renard.
Les ressemblances entre les deux fables, française et allemande,
sont nombreuses. Les deux auteurs choisissent de nommer le corbeau
« Maître ». Le terme est utilisé de nos jours plutôt pour les avocats, mais
à l’époque il renvoyait à des rapports hiérarchiques, de pouvoir, de
soumission. Cet emploi met en évidence le rapprochement de la sphère
humaine, ainsi que le fait que le corbeau est assez riche pour avoir des
flatteurs. Le seul problème c’est qu’à cause de cela il croit tout ce qu’on
lui dit. Le même substantif est utilisé pour le renard, mais dans un but
différent : de montrer l’intelligence de celui‐ci.
La partie de la flatterie est un peu différente, et déjà plus longue, chez
Lessing. Par son salut : « Ô bonté souveraine !/ Du puissant Jupiter
majestueux oiseau,/ Je te salue », le renard prépare son discours de flatterie,
que le corbeau va prendre au sérieux. Le renard compare le corbeau à
Jupiter, le dieu des dieux, le prenant pour « l’oiseau du tonnerre »,
appellatifs qui font penser à la divinité. C’est aussi à cause de cela que le
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corbeau ouvrira son bec. Le renard emploie dans son discours des mots
censés faire le corbeau se sentir assez important pour avoir un moment de
faiblesse (« l’aigle agile », « existence fragile », « serres triomphantes »,
« oiseau du tonnerre », etc.) ou des adjectifs qui font penser à la
perfection (« joli », « beau »). Pour croire cependant des flatteries comme celle‐
ci, très peu déguisées, il faut être un peu naïf. Le renard continue avec
l’exagération des compliments, en parlant du plumage et du chant du
corbeau, comparé au Phénix, oiseau unique, qui renaît de ses propres
cendres. C’est comme cela que le corbeau, pour montrer sa voix, ouvre le
bec et fait tomber le fromage.
Dans les deux fables, le renard incarne la classe des flatteurs et des
gens qui obtiennent tout ce qu’ils ont en faisant aux autres de faux
compliments. Tant le renard que le corbeau représentent dans les deux
cas des anti‐modèles, chacun ayant ses propres défauts.
L’un des buts principaux des fables est de nous apprendre quelque
chose, de nous fournir un enseignement. Chaque auteur a son propre
style d’introduire la moralité et de « punir » ses personnages pour que le
lecteur comprenne la leçon qu’il veut nous transmettre. Qui que ce soit
qui triomphe, le plus fort ou le plus faible, la petite histoire nous fait
comprendre des leçons de vie.
La morale des fables peut s’appliquer à n’importe quelle époque et,
de plus, elle est interprétable. Chaque personne comprend ce qu’elle
veut. On peut également relire une fable après un certain temps pour
voir qu’à chaque fois on en comprend le message d’une autre manière.
On dit que les fables sont pour les enfants, mais cela n’est que partiellement
vrai. Les enfants les voient comme une sorte de contes qui finissent bien.
En réalité, les fables ont un message plus subtil, voire caché, qui ne peut
être interprété que par les adultes.
Dans les deux fables (française, allemande) Le Corbeau et le Renard, la
morale est très différente. Chez La Fontaine, le renard prend le fromage et
part. Chez Lessing, il prend le morceau de viande qui a été empoisonné et
il meurt. On peut donc voir que, pour Lessing, plus sévère avec ses
personnages, il faut payer pour ses méfaits. Il est vrai que dans les deux
cas c’est le corbeau qui reçoit une leçon, mais le fabuliste français met en
évidence le fait qu’il faut se méfier des flatteurs. Il s’agit, en fait, d’un choix
que les fabulistes font de masquer le fonctionnement des sociétés où ils
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vivent, tout en invitant le lecteur à deviner ou sous‐entendre celui‐ci. Pour
gagner quelque chose, le courtisan (dans notre cas, le renard) doit dire des
mots auxquels les courtisés (ici, le corbeau) sont sensibles.
Si La Fontaine est un moralisateur qui n’est pas si dur avec ses
personnages, on ne peut pas dire la même chose de Lessing, plus strict
lorsqu’il s’agit de punir ses personnages. On peut se demander s’il vaut
mieux que la morale soit tranchante et explicite, comme chez Lessing, ou
bien qu’elle soit atténuée et implicite, comme chez La Fontaine. En
réalité, les deux ont raison : il y a toute sorte de gens qui lisent les fables,
des enfants jusqu’aux adultes. Si les enfants voient les fables comme une
histoire et ont besoin qu’on leur explique plus clairement ce qu’il y a à
apprendre, les adultes sont doués d’une plus grande liberté d’interprétation,
raison pour laquelle la morale implicite est plus appropriée pour eux.
Le Français Jean de La Fontaine et l’Allemand Gotthold Éphraïm
Lessing sont des auteurs représentatifs de leurs cultures respectives, qui
ont renouvelé la littérature de leur temps. Entre le lyrisme de la fable, qui
au fond est un poème, et la dramatisation du récit à l’aide des personnages
et du dialogue, on peut dire que l’espèce qu’ils ont illustrée se trouve au
croisement de la poésie et de la dramaturgie. C’est d’ailleurs au théâtre
que la fable emprunte la dimension morale, leçon indispensable pour ses
lecteurs. Au‐delà de sa portée historiographique, rendant compte de l’état
de la société de l’époque, la pratique de l’apologue traduit le génie
littéraire et l’aspiration à universalité des deux écrivains classiques,
proches, mais aussi dissemblables en leur genre.
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CYRANO DE BERGERAC
OU L’AUBE D’UN AUTRE MONDE
Raluca Maria STACHE*
Université Alexandru Ioan Cuza, Iaşi

Cyrano de Bergerac, présent dans la mémoire collective plutôt
comme personnage de la pièce écrite à la fin du XIXe siècle par Edmond
Rostand, est un écrivain de la première moitié du XVIIe siècle qui s’impose
par son militant « Songez à librement vivre » (Cyrano de Bergerac, 2004 :
141), devenu formule du salut dans son roman utopique Histoire comique
des États et Empires de la Lune.
La France de 1619, l’année de naissance de Savinien de Cyrano de
Bergerac, est le résultat de nombreux changements politiques. L’assassinat
d’Henri IV, la régence mouvementée de Marie de Médicis, le règne de
Louis XIII et la Guerre de Trente Ans, qui semble ne plus finir, mènent le
pays vers la crise, l’inquiétude, le désordre. De plus, la libre pensée est
opprimée par le pouvoir autoritaire de l’Église, de manière que les
individus sont contraints de vivre dans un espace idéologiquement clos.
L’esprit non‐conformiste du jeune Cyrano se voit, pendant ses
études au collège, menacé par la rigueur scolaire. Le jugement critique, la
spontanéité, le désir de penser par soi‐même, donc l’insoumission à
l’autorité éducative, empêchent l’émergence et l’épanouissement du
futur honnête homme. L’enseignement signifie discipline, obéissance et
apprentissage par cœur, parfois, par le biais de textes versifiés, de la
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grammaire latine, puisque cette dernière langue était à l’époque la preuve
d’une culture solide. Le professeur « se confond avec le pédant, incapable
de transmettre un savoir vivant et utile, enfermé dans le monde aliénant
d’un discours anachronique, loin de la vie réelle » (Prévot, 2011 : 29). Le
collégien n’est que le possesseur de connaissances dont le signifié est a
priori réglé par la norme, de sorte que son expression est contaminée par
des arguments d’autorité du type « il dit que… », tandis que « je pense »
n’existe presque plus. Indocile, Cyrano refuse de s’adapter et, avide de
lecture, il consulte des textes dissidents auxquels le collège même l’a
initié, parce que le latin ouvrait la voie vers des productions anciennes,
« les plus éloignées de l’idéologie régnante » (Prévot, 2011 : 33).
Après la mort de Louis XIII, sous la régence d’Anne d’Autriche et
le ministère du cardinal Mazarin, la France est dominée par l’absolutisme
monarchique, par l’augmentation des taux fiscaux. Ces injustices ont
réveillé l’esprit frondeur chez le peuple, une des formes de la Fronde
étant les mazarinades, des satires contre Mazarin : « L’écrivain politique
sommeillait en Cyrano ; la Fronde l’éveille » (Prévot, 1977 : 301) – huit
mazarinades témoignent de son talent et de son esprit polémique,
annonçant la poétique du pour et du contre typique de ses lettres et de
ses romans.
Si sept de ses textes sont conformes à l’opinion générale du temps,
un autre, la lettre Contre les frondeurs, a choqué l’espace public par son
titre et son incipit : « Il est vray, je suis Mazarin » (Prévot, 1977 : 117).
Contrairement à ses affirmations antérieures, Cyrano y décrit un Mazarin
« citoyen du monde » qui aurait gagné l’estime du peuple français en
abandonnant son pays pour soutenir la cause d’un autre. Ce texte met en
relief un monde renversé, une société où la révolte est absurde parce que
c’est la justice qui y règne. Quant à la normalité de la monarchie absolue
de l’époque, on découvre, en lisant les Écritures, que Dieu même est le
seul à dominer l’univers et que le roi ne fait que suivre Son exemple.
Dans la société projetée dans cette lettre, la censure est inexistante,
l’Église veille au bien des chrétiens, la Fronde n’a pas de justification. Ces
lignes cachent‐elles alors un double langage ou bien attestent‐elles plutôt
une poétique du pour et du contre ?
Manifestant un « individualisme exaspéré, révolté contre toute
autorité » (Chira, 2002 : 14), Cyrano de Bergerac est une personnalité hors
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de son temps, esprit libre et libertin pour lequel la censure ne représente
qu’un motif de plus pour chercher au‐delà des apparences afin de
vaincre cette doxa qui s’était installée dans les couches sociales
supérieures. Son indépendance intellectuelle lui a évité de tomber dans
les pièges d’un système renfermé sur soi‐même et l’audace de satiriser
celui‐ci dans l’ensemble de son œuvre a marqué sa révolte face à un
monde trop lié à des a priori et à des dogmes religieux.
Le XVIIe siècle a été le témoin d’une nouvelle cosmogonie, de la
genèse d’un autre monde où l’homme, jusqu’alors centre de l’univers,
s’est vu dépourvu de son statut d’être privilégié, plongeant dans
l’inconnu, dans l’infini. L’Église avait déjà imposé son autorité dans tous
les domaines, le monde devenant ainsi un espace clos (Koyré : 1962) où il
n’y avait d’autre vérité que celle de la Bible. La pensée était soumise aux
convictions religieuses, le libre arbitre n’existant quasiment plus. L’abbé
de Saint‐Cyran, un des principaux promoteurs du jansénisme en France,
soulignait en 1640 qu’Adam avait été perdu par le désir de savoir et
soutenait que la science nuisait à celui qui rêvait de devenir un chrétien
parfait (Chira, 2002 : 21). Il est évident qu’à l’homme du XVIIe siècle, qui
aspirait à la rédemption, la peur du péché ne permettait pas de s’éloigner
des normes de cette Église devenue le symbole de la terreur plutôt que
de l’harmonie. Profitant de la faiblesse de certains chrétiens, cette institution
sacrée est parvenue à exercer un véritable contrôle de la pensée.
En ce qui concerne la science, l’aristotélisme « a incarné pendant
des siècles la prétention d’avoir réalisé dans ses grandes lignes une
lecture complète du livre de la nature » (Gipper, 2014 : 71). En fait,
Aristote a conçu une synthèse de tous les systèmes qui l’ont précédé. On
y découvre, comme chez Pythagore et chez Platon, que la Terre
(immobile) se situe au centre du Cosmos (mobile) et qu’elle est ronde. La
figure de Dieu, moteur de l’univers, n’est pas absente de ce système : Il
est la cause de tout mouvement et changement, donc Il est reconnu en
tant que créateur. C’est peut‐être pour cette raison que l’Église a soutenu
si fortement l’apprentissage d’Aristote, avec, bien sûr, les modifications
nécessaires.
Les esprits libres ont cependant observé les erreurs du système
d’Aristote, dont ils se sont éloignés pour adhérer à la cosmologie
copernicienne, opposée à l’aristotélisme. C’est avec Nicolaus Copernic
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(astronome, astrologue et prêtre catholique d’origine polonaise) que
l’héliocentrisme remplace le géocentrisme, plaçant le Soleil immobile au
centre du système planétaire. D’après lui, la Lune tourne autour de la
Terre, qui tourne autour du Soleil, ce qui explique l’alternance du jour et
de la nuit. Même si à l’époque ses idées ont été considérées absurdes,
étant repoussées et condamnées par l’Église, les philosophes qui lui ont
succédé ont confirmé leur véridicité. Avec son audace caractéristique,
Cyrano de Bergerac défendra Copernic et, dans une manière burlesque,
transposera ses théories dans L’Autre Monde.
L’invention et l’utilisation de la lunette à des fins astronomiques au
e
XVI siècle a représenté une vraie révolution tant pour la science que
pour l’imaginaire. Une fois la lunette découverte, on se rend compte que
le monde visible n’est qu’une partie, « l’iceberg » (Gipper, 2014 : 71) de
cet espace immense qui nous entoure : le Démon des États et Empires de la
Lune soulignera que la connaissance fondée sur les sens est trop limitée,
voire insignifiante. La science est créatrice de vérités épouvantables et
difficiles à concevoir, qui choquent l’esprit péripatéticien.
L’univers commence à se mathématiser, la raison à se libérer de
contraintes et la doctrine religieuse à vaciller, car de nouvelles théories
ouvrent la voie à la compréhension de la nature. Toujours à l’aide de la
lunette astronomique qu’il perfectionne, l’Italien Galilée fait ses
premières observations et établit les principes de la science moderne. Un
autre savant qui influence l’œuvre de Cyrano de Bergerac est Pierre
Gassendi. Vivant surtout à Paris, Gassendi s’occupe de l’éducation des
enfants des familles nobles, dont l’ami de Cyrano, Claude‐Emmanuel
Chapelle. À l’aide de son ami, le jeune Savinien participe aux leçons de
Gassendi, qui encourage l’étude approfondie de la nature.
À part les philosophes du XVIIe siècle, on saisit dans l’œuvre
romanesque de Cyrano et dans toute l’époque baroque les concepts de
Giordano Bruno, théologien et philosophe italien de la Renaissance.
Selon celui‐ci, tout est en tout (uno omnia) et se nourrit d’une substance
unique qui contient toutes les modalités de l’être. En outre, pour Bruno,
tout possède une âme, même les plantes, qui, comme on le verra dans Les
États et Empires de la Lune, peuvent avoir un intellect.
La réforme de la pensée philosophique et scientifique du XVIIe
siècle est marquée par la parution, en 1637, du Discours de la méthode de
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René Descartes. Selon celui‐ci, toute constatation et toute affirmation
doivent être argumentées, prouvées et, ce qui est essentiel, examinées par
la raison personnelle : il faut « ne recevoir jamais aucune chose pour
vraie » (Descartes, 1999 : 44) sans s’assurer de l’évidence de celle‐ci.
Avant de croire en quelque chose, on doit étudier minutieusement le
problème, afin d’éviter « soigneusement la précipitation » (Descartes,
1999 : 14) et pour que le résultat de la recherche soit satisfaisant.
Descartes réhabilite et encourage le libre arbitre et le libre examen, qui,
pour les intellectuels, deviendront de véritables impératifs.
Malgré l’essai des péripatéticiens de conforter la croyance des leurs
contemporains en leur système, les nouvelles idées et les découvertes
récentes, signes d’une profonde évolution mentale, ont changé
radicalement la représentation du monde. Tel le héros de L’Autre Monde,
l’homme plonge dorénavant dans un univers mixte, sans frontières
spatiales et temporelles précises et dépourvu de tout préjugé nuisible à la
science et à soi‐même. Cyrano envisage dans son roman un panorama de
la pensée scientifique et philosophique du XVIIe siècle, ce qui fera
d’ailleurs toute la force et l’originalité de son œuvre.
Ainsi, en pleine époque totalitaire par rapport à toute forme de
liberté, les philosophes et, en un sens plus large, les savants ont essayé de
se soustraire aux dogmes en vigueur. La déviance religieuse et
aristotélique a mené à l’émergence du libertinage, c’est‐à‐dire de la mise
en cause des vérités préétablies et des superstitions entretenues par
l’Église. Le libertinage ne se limite pas toutefois à la contestation des
dogmes religieux, s’exerçant aussi dans tous les autres domaines. Si le
libertinage mondain ou de mœurs est cultivé dans le champ moral et
politique « d’un côté qui relève de la pratique, du non‐discursif, de la
force, de la contrainte sociale » (Van Damme, 2004 : 161‐80), exercé y
compris dans les couches sociales les plus ignorantes (comme pendant la
Fronde), le libertinage érudit émane des cercles savants, réunis, par
exemple, autour du cabinet des frères Pierre et Jacques Dupuy, qui
plaident pour « le dévoilement de la vérité et de la liberté de la parole »
(Delatour, 2005‐2006 : 162), sans nécessairement adhérer au libertinage, et
dont l’essai de démasquer l’incohérence des idées soutenues par le
système éducatif est à l’origine du corpus de textes libertins. Pour ces
derniers, la dissimulation est la forme privilégiée. Ainsi, conscients
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qu’une révolte ouverte compliquerait leur démarche, les libres penseurs
ont opté pour la satire, l’ironie, le double langage comme formes
d’opposition subversive contre le totalitarisme de l’État.
Le doute, la précaution, la remise en cause sont les clefs de l’approche
libertine, à laquelle se rallie Cyrano. En fait, les libertins franchissent les
bornes de la pensée limitée, préconçue, réévaluant le réel à travers leur
jugement et leur esprit critique. Ils préfèrent « le vraisemblable au vrai, le
matériel au spirituel, car ils ont conscience des limites et du caractère
éphémère de l’homme et de ses connaissances » (Cuvillier‐Champion,
2010 : 13). Ils s’efforcent de libérer la raison et de prouver la relativité de
la / des vérité(s) en tant qu’éveilleurs des consciences.
Cyrano de Bergerac, adepte d’un libertinage parfois violent, expose
et argumente, par la bouche du fils de l’hôte, le personnage libertin de
L’Autre Monde, le fait que nier l’existence de Dieu n’est pas un crime. Il
soutient que, pour croire en Lui, on a besoin de preuves péremptoires de
son existence que seulement Dieu peut nous donner, l’une d’entre elles
étant Sa révélation. Les croyances populaires infondées, signes de
l’ignorance et du refus de pénétrer dans les profondeurs de la nature,
sont ridiculisées : à force d’éviter les évidences et l’analyse, l’homme croit
et qualifie de surnaturelles des choses normales ou explicables du point
de vue scientifique. Tel est le cas de la taxonomie des apparitions étranges
en « oracles, nymphes, génies, fées, dieux foyers, lémures, larves, incubes
[…], fantômes » (Cyrano de Bergerac, 2004 : 78), qui, selon le Démon de
Socrate (personnage de L’Autre Monde de Cyrano), dénonce l’incapacité
des humains de faire appel à leur raison et de percer au‐delà des
apparences : on ne comprend que ce que nos sens inexercés nous
permettent de connaître.
L’esprit libertin de Cyrano est fort subversif. Homosexuel, loin
d’incarner l’idéal viril de l’époque qu’il a toujours essayé d’atteindre, il
devient un révolté, un rebelle. Sa curiosité, son insoumission et,
probablement, son inhabileté à s’affirmer tel qu’il est, dans son identité
intime et profonde, le conduisent à cette forme d’opposition érudite
qu’est le libertinage. Ses œuvres, notamment les Lettres, révèlent, par la
dialectique du pour et du contre, son libertinisme, qui semble être un jeu
à double sens, niant souvent ce qu’il vient de prouver. Sa stratégie n’est
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que la quintessence du libertinage : tout relativiser, accepter la variété
des vérités.
À part l’ironie, la lettre Contre les sorciers est dominée par une satire
à travers laquelle Cyrano dénonce et accuse les idées toutes faites. Son
but est clair : exposer la tromperie de l’histoire qu’il vient de présenter,
en affirmant que, sous « la tyrannie de l’autorité » (Cyrano de Bergerac,
2004 : 63), il a été forcé de croire à l’existence des êtres aux pouvoirs
surnaturels. Les six pages de ce texte synthétisent toute la littérature de
Cyrano, ainsi que celle des libertins, puisqu’elles exposent, dans une
forme concise, le cartésianisme. L’auteur nie tout argument d’autorité qui
n’est pas soutenu par des preuves convaincantes, en nous conseillant de
ne pas embrasser une opinion parce qu’elle appartient à un grand
philosophe ou, pire, parce qu’elle est majoritaire, mais seulement si elle
semble la plus proche de la vérité. Il place la raison, la seule susceptible
de nous mener vers l’essence des choses, au centre de la pensée humaine.
Le roman L’Autre Monde témoigne, une fois de plus, de l’audace de
Cyrano. Ses personnages, habitants des mondes interstellaires qui ne
sont que la représentation burlesque de la société du XVIIe siècle,
soutiennent et argumentent les nouvelles théories scientifiques de
l’époque (l’atomisme, l’héliocentrisme). Le texte devient une exposition
des divers concepts, parfois contradictoires, que les personnages adoptent.
Ainsi, à l’aide de la vulgarisation, c’est‐à‐dire de la simplification
théorique, le roman introduit le lecteur dans l’univers scientifique de
l’époque, au moment de l’installation du paradigme moderne.
Éveilleur des consciences, Cyrano de Bergerac milite dans toute
son œuvre pour l’autonomie de la raison, la seule susceptible de nous
mener à la vérité.
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MOI, TITUBA SORCIÈRE :
LES AVATARS D’UN MYTHE
Laura‐Victoria STOICA*
Université Alexandru Ioan Cuza, Iaşi

Une constante de la mentalité collective, la sorcière reste une des
figures centrales de la mythologie féminine, ce portrait imaginaire que la
société dresse afin de se représenter la Femme (Millar). Qu’il s’agisse
d’anthologies de contes de fées modernes pour les jeunes adultes
(Spotswood & Sharpe, 2018), de romans de fiction historique (Morgan,
2018) ou d’ouvrages non romanesques biographiques (Kitaiskaia, 2017),
les Sorcières semblent peupler l’imaginaire contemporain et se prêter à la
définition des relations Connu‐Inconnu, Réalité‐Art, Femme‐Monde. Une
similitude et différence importante, par rapport aux images traditionnelles
de la Sorcière, réside dans la revalorisation positive et plutôt interrogatrice
d’un mythe à connotation négative et condamnatrice.
Cette position liminale et complexe de la sorcière est exemplifiée
par le mythe de Tituba, la première personne accusée d’avoir pratiqué la
sorcellerie pendant le procès de Salem (le Massachusetts colonial) de
1692‐93. Ce personnage mi‐historique, mi‐fantastique est remarquable
plutôt par le manque d’informations concernant sa vie : on ne peut pas
délimiter temporellement sa présence historique puisqu’on ne connaît
pas les dates de sa naissance et de sa mort et on ne peut pas la localiser
clairement – son parcours inclut la Barbade et l’Amérique du Nord, mais
*

2e année, Licence (Anglais‐Français), Faculté des Lettres.
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ses origines et son ethnicité sont encore débattues (Parrotta, 2017 : 69). En
tant qu’esclave, Tituba est « réclamée » par la Périphérie (la Marge) de la
société, mais son rôle par rapport au Centre ne correspond pas à une
simple dichotomie. À la situation paradoxale des esclaves, marginaux
mais dont le rôle économique et domestique contribuait à la construction
du système américain blanc, s’ajoute l’image de la Sorcière, blâmée mais
dont l’altérité était essentielle à la construction identitaire du Centre.
C’est surtout l’ambivalence de ce passé que les œuvres de fiction
historique centrées sur Tituba cherchent à récupérer. Notre article se
propose de tracer les modalités d’analyse et d’interrogation de trois
aspects clé du mythe (la corporalité, l’aspect magico‐religieux et l’altérité),
que deux femmes écrivains d’origine africaine, Ann Petry et Maryse
Condé, mettent en œuvre dans leurs biographies fictionnalisées de Tituba –
respectivement, Tituba of Salem Village (1964) et Moi, Tituba sorcière… noire
de Salem (1986).
Le mode narratif permet, déjà, une flexibilité du mythe et de
l’histoire parce qu’il offre la possibilité de (se) raconter. Un premier
élément constitutif du récit, la perspective narrative, dirige l’attention
vers l’importance du point de vue dans la création et réception de
l’histoire. Dès leurs titres, les romans se placent soit du côté extérieur,
social, soit intérieur, dans l’intimité du mythe. Cependant, les deux titres
anticipent la mise en question des attentes concernant la construction et
la perception du mythe : Tituba est soit partie intégrante de la
communauté qui l’imagine « différente » (Petry, 1964), soit elle assume la
condition stigmatisante qui lui a été attribuée par ses exploiteurs (Condé,
1986). Les premières lignes de chaque roman confirment cette interrogation
de l’altérité imposée : « Il nʹy avait rien qui indique à lʹesclave Tituba que
ce matin‐là de novembre serait différent des autres matins quʹelle avait
connus à Bridgetown » (Petry, 2015 : 1) ; « Abena, ma mère, un marin
anglais la viola sur le pont du Christ the King, un jour de 16**, alors que le
navire faisait voile vers le Barbade. C’est de cette agression que je suis
née. De cet acte de haine et de mépris » (Condé, 1986 : 13).
Un facteur essentiel de la propagation du mythe de Tituba a été la
composante visuelle, qui a renforcé les fondements mythologisants (la
simplification collective de l’élément individuel, perpétuée de manière
populaire et culturelle). Les représentations imagées, longuement
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acceptées comme la norme, datent du XIXe siècle et illustrent une Tituba
amérindienne, sauvage et effrayante (Carmi, 2013 : 117), correspondant
aux stéréotypes négatifs liés à la population de couleur dans le Nouveau
Monde.
Les deux romans mettent en question et dénoncent la vision
puritaine associant la couleur de la peau de Tituba à sa damnation
spirituelle. En déconstruisant la violence inhérente à la relation Centre‐
Marge, les deux récits offrent une reconsidération du Corps Noir. Le
renversement de la dichotomie lumière (« blanche ») / ombre (« noire »)
caractérisant la première rencontre entre maîtres et esclaves dans Tituba
of Salem Village éclaire l’intrusion subtile de la violence des Blancs envers
les personnes de couleur : « Tituba s’éloigna de lui parce que l’ombre de
cet homme grand et mince tombait de biais sur son corps et elle pensa
que c’était malheureux pour John et elle de commencer de cette façon
avec l’ombre du maître sur eux » (Petry, 2015 : 9). De manière similaire,
l’illustration de la relation complexe que Tituba entretient avec son
propre corps, conjuguant les forces antonymiques d’Éros et de Thanatos,
récupère le Corps Noir et le rend à lui‐même. Ce Corps crée ainsi sa
propre vision, où l’intensité assumée du plaisir transgresse la violence de
l’abnégation puritaine : « J’ôtai mes vêtements, me couchai et de la main,
je parcourus mon corps. Il me sembla que ses renflements et ses courbes
étaient harmonieux » (Condé, 1986 : 30).
Le pilier religieux du mythe, fondé sur la représentation de Tituba
en tant qu’altérité païenne, a été invoqué (pendant et au‐delà du procès
de Salem) comme motif principal du régime oppressif imposé aux
minorités ethniques et religieuses. Dans les deux romans, ce qui est perçu
comme magie, sorcellerie ou étrangeté par le Centre s’avère une
interprétation différente des événements de vie similaires ; par exemple,
les Blancs et les Créoles se représentent le mariage de manière distincte –
ainsi, la cérémonie de mariage puritaine imposée à Tituba est, elle aussi,
perçue comme étrange et inappropriée (Petry, 2015 : 7). La construction
sociale et individuelle des pratiques vues par leurs adeptes comme
religieuses – qu’il s’agisse de communiquer avec les ancêtres (Condé,
1986 : 23) ou d’attribuer divers symboles à un chat (Petry, 2015 : 89) –
souligne l’intention commune de trouver un sens à la réalité et surprend
la relativité et l’irrationalité de la religion comme phénomène socio‐
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culturel. En effet, contrairement à l’idée reçue du marginal malveillant,
Tituba adapte ses croyances aux besoins de la société où elle est forcée
d’agir : dans Moi, Tituba sorcière, elle utilise son altérité – ses
connaissances portant sur les pouvoirs des plantes médicinales – comme
une puissance bénéfique pour toute la communauté, puisqu’elle aide
l’épouse de son maître à guérir : « La faculté […] de soigner, de guérir
n’est‐elle pas une grâce supérieure de nature à inspirer respect,
admiration et gratitude ? En conséquence, la sorcière, si on veut nommer
ainsi celle qui possède cette grâce, ne devrait‐elle pas être choyée et
révérée au lieu d’être crainte ? » (Condé, 1986 : 33‐34).
Le substrat identitaire de la composante religieuse est évident dans
la poursuite d’une profonde vie intime par les deux « avatars » de Tituba.
L’importance accordée à la religion « marginale » de la protagoniste rend
à celle‐ci l’humanité et le pouvoir d’agir refusés par une histoire
principalement Blanche et chrétienne. Par l’attachement à ses racines et à
certaines pratiques culturelles – les rêves (Petry, 2015 : 39) et la
communication avec les esprits de ses ancêtres féminins (Condé, 1986 :
23) –, Tituba affirme son autonomie physique et psychique et refuse de
confirmer l’incarnation puritaine du mal : « Man Yaya m’apportait
l’espoir et Abena ma mère, la tendresse » (Condé, 1986 : 133). La
fascination que la culture centrale manifeste envers Tituba – les filles du
pasteur s’intéressent avidement aux histoires et jeux caraïbéens (« elles
avaient besoin de moi pour épicer l’insipide de leurs vies ») (Condé,
1986 : 99 ; Tamiozzo, 2002 : 127) – se conjugue, pourtant, à l’impossibilité
de contrôler cette identité marginale et intime (par conséquent, Tituba est
ostracisée). Cette nouvelle dynamique réimagine les termes du discours
Centre‐Marge : celui‐ci n’est plus un monologue destiné à imposer des
normes culturellement centrales, mais un dialogue engageant le Centre et
la Marge, à travers lequel les deux sont vulnérabilisés et transformés.
L’interrogation critique des mythes, favorisée par la fiction
historique, agit dans le sens d’un dialogue des mentalités, qui transgresse
les simplifications dichotomiques vers un échange de perspectives sur
des phénomènes entraînant toute l’humanité – la religion, la dynamique
bien/mal, la divinité. La figure de Tituba (femme, figure liminale,
sorcière) est un tel mythe, dont la revalorisation continuelle représente
aussi une reconsidération de l’histoire à la fois commune et individuelle.
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La folie : un paroxysme du lyrisme ?
Bornons‐nous à écrire son éloge pour éviter
de récrire celui de la folie. (Émile Cioran)
Le lien qui peut être établi entre la folie et la philosophie est plus
profond qu’un simple rapport d’opposition. À l’intérieur même du
paradigme rationaliste – plus précisément cartésien –, la folie interfère
avec l’acte philosophique d’une manière subtile, saisie par Jacques
Derrida dans son analyse du commentaire de Michel Foucault sur la
Première Méditation de René Descartes (Descartes : 1983). Il nous reste
encore à relever la ligne qui relie le sens de la folie dans les discours des
trois auteurs mentionnés, ce que c’est la folie à travers son croisement
avec la démarche philosophique dans un autre sens que l’opposé d’une
raison dont la signification reste faible.

MICHEL FOUCAULT : LA FOLIE « PREND LA PAROLE »
Le deuxième chapitre de la première partie de L’Histoire de la folie à
l’âge classique1 évoque les Méditations métaphysiques de René Descartes

1e année, Licence (Français‐Allemand), Faculté des Lettres.
Le livre, publié en 1961 (Paris, Plon), reprend la thèse de doctorat de Michel
Foucault, ayant comme première moitié du titre Folie et déraison, qui disparaît dans les
rééditions à partir de 1972.
*
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afin de montrer comment la folie a été marginalisée, au XVIIe siècle, en
tant qu’opposée d’une valeur centrale : la raison. Dans sa démarche
dubitative, Descartes prend en considération diverses hypothèses pour
les sources de l’illusion, dont la folie. Il y a, dit Foucault, un écart entre le
statut du rêve et d’autres types d’erreur, d’un côté, et celui de la folie, de
l’autre. Si le péril représenté par l’erreur est évitable parce que celle‐ci ne
touche pas les choses « plus simples et plus universelles » (Descartes,
1983 : 44), le cas de la folie est différent, et non parce qu’il y aurait
quelque chose de vrai dans ce que pensent les fous, « mais parce que moi
qui pense, je ne peux pas être fou » (Foucault, 1972 : 57). La pensée elle‐
même exclut la folie, c’est le cogito qui s’y oppose. Et avec cela commence
l’époque rationaliste, où tout ce qui n’est pas conforme à la raison, à la
clarté, sera repoussé : « Si l’homme peut toujours être fou, la pensée,
comme exercice de la souveraineté d’un sujet qui se met en devoir de
percevoir le vrai, ne peut pas être insensée » (Foucault, 1972 : 58).
Il faut toutefois tenir compte du fait que traduire cogito par je pense
n’est qu’une approximation du sens : « Descartes ne se rapporte
nullement à la pensée en tant que déploiement de jugements, mais
extrapole explicitement le cogito à toute activité de l’égo, y compris au
sentir » (Vlădulescu, 1988 : 146). Si c’est en ce sens qu’il faut comprendre
le passage de Foucault, c’est‐à‐dire que « toute activité de l’égo » exclut la
folie, celle‐ci apparaît comme l’anti‐sujet, comme le désordre que l’on
pourrait aujourd’hui nommer « dionysiaque ».
Il est intéressant maintenant de poursuivre le raisonnement
cartésien dans la perspective du fou : dubito, ergo cogito ; cogito, ergo sum ;
sum, ergo Deus est. D’après Foucault, le cogito est le point où la folie
s’arrête, à savoir l’égo. Le fou doit s’arrêter ici aussi. Puisqu’il ne pense
pas, la certitude suivante ne lui est pas accessible. Le raisonnement est
ouvert à la possibilité de ne pas exister. De manière symbolique, cette
conclusion justifie encore une fois l’approche de Foucault : si l’on est fou,
on n’est pas reçu dans le champ de la raison, qui est la vérité même sur
laquelle se fonde la philosophie. Cependant, du point de vue de la folie,
ce n’est que l’impossibilité de la certitude de l’être. La folie est ce qui
n’est pas sûr de sa propre existence. Et encore, sum, ergo Deus est : lorsque
je ne suis pas, Dieu n’existe pas non plus. La folie est donc l’ouverture à
l’absence de Dieu.
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JACQUES DERRIDA : LE DIEU RAISONNABLE
En développant ses réflexions sur L’Histoire de la folie, Derrida
analyse deux lectures possibles du texte de Descartes. La première est
une lecture naïve du passage cité aussi par Foucault2. Ainsi, Derrida
arrive à deux conclusions essentielles. Tout d’abord, la folie représente
un seul aspect, qui n’est pas grave, de l’illusion : puisque celle‐ci est
seulement quelque chose de sensible, elle ne touche pas les certitudes
intelligibles que d’autres types d’erreur peuvent toucher : « le rêveur […]
est plus loin de la perception vraie que le fou » (Derrida, 1979 : 79). Puis,
le discours philosophique doit rejeter l’hypothèse de la folie pour qu’il
soit crédible. Personne ne poursuivra le cheminement d’un fou en le
prenant pour quelque chose de sérieux. En revanche, le rêve est une
hypothèse plus commune et plus proche du lecteur. C’est comme cela
que Foucault conclut que pour Descartes la folie est « une erreur du
corps » (Derrida, 1979 : 80) qui sera rejetée.
Dans une deuxième lecture, Jacques Derrida considère aussi le
passage où Descartes évoque le malin génie : « je penserais que le ciel,
l’air, la terre, les couleurs, les figures, les sons, et toutes les autres choses
extérieures, ne sont rien que des illusions et rêveries dont il s’est servi
pour tendre des pièges à ma crédulité » (Descartes, 1983 : 46). Il s’agit ici
d’une procédure qui ne nomme plus la folie, mais qui la garde toujours
comme une possibilité, « [c]ar ni le douteux ni le faux relativement aux
existences ne sont encore des négations d’existence » (Texier, 1988 : 123).
Par conséquent, Descartes doit utiliser encore une fois la vision du fou.
Derrida note : « Que je sois fou ou non, cogito, sum » (Derrida, 1979 : 86).
De ce point de vue, la pensée (c’est‐à‐dire l’égo avec toute son activité)
n’exclut pas la folie ; celle‐ci est l’une des possibilités de celle‐là.
Toutefois, pour communiquer la pensée, pour lui donner un sens, il faut
que je ne sois pas fou. C’est le passage vers Dieu où la folie est vraiment

« Et comment est‐ce que je pourrais nier que ces mains et ce corps sont à moi, si ce
n’est peut‐être que je me compare à certains insensés de qui le cerveau est tellement
troublé et offusqué par les noires vapeurs de la bille qu’ils assurent constamment qu’ils
sont des rois lorsqu’ils sont très pauvres, qu’ils sont vêtus d’or et de pourpre lorsqu’ils
sont tout nus, ou qu’ils s’imaginent être des cruches ou avoir un corps de verre ? »
(Descartes, 1983 : 43).
2
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repoussée : « Mais Dieu, c’est l’autre nom de l’absolu de la raison elle‐
même, de la raison et du sens en général » (Derrida, 1979 : 90). D’après
Derrida, la folie s’arrête donc à sum : le fou est, mais pour lui, l’existence
de Dieu n’est pas certaine.

QU’EST‐CE QUE LA FOLIE ?
Descartes, Foucault, Derrida parlent tous de la folie, sans qu’aucun
d’entre eux ne donne une définition explicite de ce terme. On peut
néanmoins déduire de chaque texte ce que la folie devrait signifier à
travers les idées qui lui sont opposées. Pour La Première Méditation de
Descartes, il y a deux types d’indices sur ce que la folie peut représenter.
Premièrement, c’est la description du fait d’être fou, que Michel Foucault
cite aussi dans son ouvrage. Les fous sont représentés comme des
personnes convaincues qu’il y a une réalité telle qu’ils la voient, alors que
la réalité est en effet différente. Descartes énumère des contradictions :
« être roi » / « être pauvre », « être vêtu d’or » / « être nu ». La folie est
ainsi le fait de se voir soi‐même3 autrement que ce que l’on est vraiment.
Mais ayant en vue la deuxième approche de la folie, non plus nommée,
mais subtilement introduite, on peut douter que la première soit la vraie
définition de la folie dans la conception de Descartes. Cela semble plutôt
une ironie, dans le style d’Érasme de Rotterdam dans son Éloge de la
Folie : les gens qui pensent qu’ils sont « des rois lorsqu’ils sont très
pauvres », ou devrais‐je dire… qui sont des rois lorsqu’ils sont
intellectuellement très pauvres, mais qui ne voient que leur état de roi,
ceux‐là sont « fous » d’une autre manière, métaphorique – appelons‐la
pré‐métaphysique – et peut‐être que ce sont eux que Descartes exclut, selon
le raisonnement de Foucault.
La vraie folie, c’est‐à‐dire la folie entière, qu’on appellera
métaphysique, est camouflée par le philosophe à travers l’hypothèse du
malin génie : « Je supposerai donc, non pas que Dieu, mais qu’un certain
mauvais génie, non moins rusé et trompeur que puissant, a employé
toute son industrie à me tromper » (Descartes, 1983 : 46). Cette entité qui
Soi‐même, parce que toutes les contradictions énumérées font référence à la
perception de soi, à la manière qu’a l’homme de se rapporter à la réalité à travers son
propre « soi ».
3
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remplace Dieu fait croire au penseur que tout est illusion, que rien de ce
monde n’existe plus. La vraie folie est là : croire à cette hypothèse et
seulement à celle‐ci – croire au non‐être comme seule certitude. Descartes
admet cette possibilité ; il ne rejette pas cette folie, parce qu’il en a besoin :
pourquoi, on le verra plus tard. Il faut quand même y échapper : il faut
qu’on ne soit pas fou, ou au moins qu’on ne le reste pas. Comme l’a
remarqué Derrida, le moyen de s’éloigner de la folie est la proclamation
de Dieu. C’est aussi une métaphore, nécessaire au temps où Descartes
écrivait. Le « Dieu » cartésien est en effet la raison : l’infinie et parfaite
raison. Dans la Troisième Méditation. De Dieu ; qu’il existe, Descartes dit :
« toute la force de l’argument dont j’ai ici usé pour prouver l’existence de
Dieu consiste en ce que je reconnais qu’il ne serait pas possible que ma
nature fût telle qu’elle est, c’est‐à‐dire que j’eusse en moi l’idée d’un
Dieu, si Dieu n’existait véritablement » (Descartes, 1983 : 67) – autrement
dit, je ne pourrais jamais poursuivre le raisonnement entier si je n’avais
pas un esprit rationnel ; je ne pourrais jamais échapper à la folie si je
n’avais pas la Raison.
En ce qui concerne Foucault, écrire une Histoire de la folie ne permet
pas de partir d’une seule définition anticipée de cet état : il faut suivre les
définitions spécifiques de chaque époque. Ainsi, Foucault place
Descartes au début de l’époque rationaliste, où la primauté de la raison
rejetait comme « folie » tout ce qui s’y oppose. En laissant de côté les
possibilités d’interprétation, on arrive à la conclusion que l’extrait de
Foucault parle d’une certaine folie : c’est en essence la folie marginalisée.
De ce point de vue, la raison comme norme est son ennemie. De plus, « moi
qui pense, je ne peux pas être fou » (Foucault, 1972 : 57) : la folie est le
contraire de la pensée. Ici aussi, l’image de la folie comporte des
allusions plus ou moins évidentes. Ce qui est clair, c’est que la folie
constitue une des choses soumises à l’exclusion, irrecevables dans le
champ de la pensée « officielle », « maudites ». Chez Foucault, elle
« prend la parole »4 pour se révolter, non seulement elle‐même, mais au
nom de tout ce qui a été éliminé de l’histoire et qui n’est peut‐être pas
arrivé jusqu’à nous. Il s’agit d’une histoire dans l’autre perspective : celle

D’après les mots de Derrida, Foucault a écrit ce livre sur la folie « en lui rendant la
parole » (Derrida, 1979 : 56).
4
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du vaincu. La folie est pour Foucault plus que la non‐pensée ou l’anti‐
raison : c’est l’exclu. C’est aussi pour cela qu’il est impossible de
commencer par l’idée que le discours sur la folie est unitaire (Kremer‐
Marietti, 1985).
Jacques Derrida fait une remarque essentielle, proche des conclusions
ci‐dessus : « être fou – si, encore une fois, cette expression a un sens
philosophique univoque, ce que je ne crois pas : elle dit simplement
l’autre de chaque forme déterminée du logos – c’est ne pouvoir réfléchir
et dire le Cogito » (Derrida, 1979 : 91). Il n’y a pas de définition générale
de la folie, ni à l’intérieur de la philosophie, ni d’une époque à l’autre, ni
peut‐être lors d’une même époque. Le logos de chaque perspective
impose sa propre folie comme un adversaire, quel que soit ce logos,
« rationnel » ou pas. La perspective de Derrida comprend en quelque
sorte les deux autres visions : le logos de Descartes (de la raison), qui
s’oppose à la déraison, et le logos de Foucault (qu’on pourrait appeler de
la folie en tant qu’exclu), qui s’oppose à la raison normative – et c’est ce
que Derrida veut dire à la fin de son essai, où il affirme que » ce que
Michel Foucault nous apprend à penser, c’est qu’il existe des crises de
raison étrangement complices de ce que le monde appelle des crises de
folie » (Derrida, 1979 : 97).

L’INSTANT DE L’ŒUVRE
Dans le même essai, Jacques Derrida cite une note de bas de page
de Michel Foucault : « La folie, c’est l’absence d’œuvre » (cité dans Derrida,
1979 : 83). À partir de cela, il explique comment Descartes échappe à la
folie en produisant du sens : plus précisément, en formulant une phrase,
qui renferme une possibilité sémantique. Seulement, aimerais‐je ajouter,
la folie est la condition même de l’œuvre.
Il faut aussi noter que « [l]’absence d’œuvre, c’est la parole interdite,
réserve de sens, c’est‐à‐dire un vide propre à loger le sens » (Kremer‐
Marietti, 1985 : 99). Revenons à Descartes, qui admet la possibilité de la
folie dans sa démarche. Il a besoin de la folie pour deux raisons, dont la
seconde correspond à cette « réserve de sens ». La première est manifeste
et instrumentale, liée au fait que seule la folie peut s’enfoncer dans
l’abîme du néant, où rien n’existe et où, ce qui est encore plus important,
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il n’y a pas d’ordre – celui‐ci sera établi par la croyance en un Dieu
parfait et tout‐puissant. L’autre raison part justement de cette façon de
désigner la non‐folie : le sens d’un monde réel qui est préétabli par un Dieu
rationnel et infini. En outre, la démarche entière de Descartes « donne du
sens », ce qui veut dire un certain sens créé par lui‐même. Il y a néanmoins
une incompatibilité entre, d’une part, l’idée d’un Dieu‐Raison qui a déjà
établi le sens et, d’autre part, l’acte de donner du sens, la création, la
naissance de l’œuvre. Descartes ne peut donc développer tout son
cheminement qu’en adoptant la position du fou. Être fou, ne pas avoir
encore du sens, se situer dans « l’absence d’œuvre », cela rend possible la
création libre.
Il ne faut cependant pas que l’appropriation de cet état devienne
explicite et que le processus de la création soit entièrement visible. C’est
pourquoi la folie est silencieuse, et cela non seulement parce qu’elle est
réduite au silence, comme le soutient Foucault à propos de l’époque
classique. Ce silence, contrairement à celui imposé par les exigences
classiques, n’est pas spécifique d’une certaine époque ou d’un certain
logos. On parle ici d’une folie antérieure à n’importe quel logos : la folie qui
fait naître tout logos.
Peut‐être l’œuvre finalisée, le résultat du processus de donner du
sens, qui comprend le sens et le montre, exclut‐elle la possibilité de la
folie, mais l’œuvre comme acte de création véritable comporte la folie
comme condition primordiale. Au début de son essai, Derrida cite Søren
Kierkegaard : « L’instant de la Décision est une Folie » (cité dans Derrida,
1979 : 51) – l’instant de l’œuvre5 l’est également.
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1. INTRODUCTION
When we want to study something, an event in history, or a
character in a novel, or a part of a car’s engine, or a certain organ of the
human body, it is, I would suggest, necessary (or at least interesting) to
try to adopt a holistic perspective. What I mean is that it is not enough to
look at that specific topic in itself and to describe it accordingly. Instead,
we should also try to approach that thing from the perspective of the
whole that it belongs to. This is likely to give us an idea of the role or the
function that our studied object has within the economy of its containing
whole and, also, of how that object is related to the other surrounding
objects. So, such an approach is meant to enable us to appreciate both the
internal constitution of our object and its external role or usefulness.
Why have I started with this apparently irrelevant methodological
introduction? Because this is precisely the specifically structuralist way
of looking at things and the central topic of this paper is Structuralism,
or, to be more specific, the way in which this movement came into being,
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what it means, and (some of) its applications in various fields of European
culture.

2. CULTURAL BACKGROUND: POSITIVISM AND ATOMISM
It is a commonplace to say that structuralism begins with Ferdinand
de Saussure and his Course in General Linguistics. This statement is only
partially accurate. It is true that the most important source of Structuralism
lies in the linguistic studies of Saussure and his followers. It is also
equally true that no movement or ideology appears out of nowhere; it
needs a certain cultural or historical context to respond to. This context is
to be found in the 19th and 20th‐centuries science and philosophy.
The intellectual debate in the second half of the 19th century was
dominated by the philosophical ideology known as positivism. Positivism
is a philosophy of science, whose name was established by Auguste Comte
and was first used with reference to empiric data. According to the
positivist doctrine, all our knowledge is based on our direct perception of
reality, or, to be more precise, on the information that we get through our
senses. As regards the scientific discourse, positivism only accepts the
statements that are verifiable empirically and, also, the statements that
can be proved logically true. Any other theory, which does not meet either
of these two criteria (metaphysical speculations or any other assertions
pertaining to other transcending realities), is rejected by positivists.
According to the Romanian linguist E. Coșeriu, the spirit of this
doctrine can be synthesized by four basic principles which summarise
both the positivist way of looking at reality and the way in which this
reality is to be approached by scientists (Coseriu 20). The first principle is
that of the individual fact (or scientific atomism) and, according to it,
scientists are supposed to study a large number of empirical facts and
then to theorise a phenomenon through the operation of induction
(which starts from particular instances and moves to the general theory).
So, we start from particular facts and, based on their observation, we
formulate the general theory, which is the goal of the research process.
We should also understand that the particular fact is approached per se,
in an isolated manner and without any reference to other facts. The
second principle is essentially substantial: a fact is considered and
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approached through its substance, through its material consistency, not
through its external role or function. A third principle dwells on the
diachronic dimension of the studied object: the scientist is supposed to
focus on the evolution of the object in time. This principle is based on the
conviction that the essence of our fact remains the same and does not
change in time. Thus, by observing the diachronic behaviour of the
studied object, the scientist aims at noticing the part that remains
constant throughout its evolutionary phases. In linguistics the most
famous adherents to positivism in general and to this principle in
particular were the Neogrammarians, who were especially interested in
studying languages diachronically, i.e. through their history. The fourth
principle is the natural one and imposes that all objects should be treated
as natural facts. In other words, positivists do not distinguish between
what we call natural sciences and humanities, they believe that
everything, whether it is a natural or a cultural object, is subject to the
same kind of laws as those that govern nature. Thus, in the 19th century
languages were seen as similar to living organisms in the sense that they
have a life of their own: they appear, evolve, and then inevitably die.
This is the philosophic and scientific context that dominated the
second half of the 19th century. However, at the beginning of the 20th
century something begins to change and what we are interested in
noticing is how the way in which reality is understood is also changing.
Up to the early 20th century reality had been looked at from an atomistic
perspective. Atomism is a means of understanding things based on the
idea that all real objects are made up of very small particles called atoms
(hence the terms atomism and atomist), which are irreducible: they cannot
be further divisible into even smaller particles.1 According to atomists,
the parts (the “atoms”) are considered more important than the whole
that they make up. This atomist way of looking at reality was also
applied linguistics to and, hence, the fact that historical languages had
been seen (and, unfortunately, are still understood in this manner by
many people today) as an inventory of words. This is a sort of dictionary

However, modern science (atomic physics) has contradicted this theory, proving that
atoms can be split up into their component particles.
1
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view: the so‐called bucket‐of‐words conception of language, which limits
being able to speak a language to merely knowing its lexical items.

3. STRUCTURALISM AND FERDINAND DE SAUSSURE
In 1907, at the University of Geneva a linguist started teaching a
course in general linguistics, which later proved to be a landmark in the
20th‐century intellectual thought. This linguist was Ferdinand de
Saussure and he only taught this course for three years (up to 1911).
Unfortunately, two years later, in 1913, he died and did not manage to
publish any book on general linguistics. However, some of his students,
particularly Charles Bally and Albert Sechehaye, published the Course in
General Linguistics, which they had compiled based on their notes taken
from Saussure’s lectures. Here they included the basic principles of
language description that proved highly influential in 20th‐century
linguistics and philosophy.
Why is this book so important and what does it contain? In this
Course, Saussure clarified a few distinctions (langue – parole, signifier –
signified, synchrony – diachrony, syntagmatic – paradigmatic, etc.) and, also,
he came up with some extremely important theses on the nature of
language which revolutionized both linguistic and philosophical
thought: language as a system of signs; language as a whole in itself;
language as form, not substance; language as a psychological reality;
language as a social institution.
These theses may appear as simple statements, but they have in
fact deep implications as to a new way of understanding language. Let
us look at the first thesis: language is a system of signs. The key‐term
here is, of course, system. A system is a whole whose component parts
are not isolated, but interconnected, they have a whole network of
relationships established among them. Systems are, for example, a car, a
living organism, or even a society; all these are systematic in nature as
their components are interlinked and they all function together, as in the
case of a mechanism in which each part fulfills a certain role. So,
Saussure’s thesis postulates the systematic nature of language: the
linguistic units are by no means isolated entities; on the contrary, each of
them is placed in a network of relationships with other units.
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Thirdly, Saussure’s Course is also important because it contains
some new principles of language description which were seen as
extremely interesting (and challenging) by both his contemporaries and
his followers. Maybe the most influential one is the so‐called theory of
linguistic value (Saussure 131). It is based on Saussure’s favourite comparison
with the status of the pieces in a game of chess. Here, according to the
Swiss linguist, each piece has a certain identity and a certain value,
which are given to it by the rules of the game. According to these rules, a
piece can only be moved in certain ways. What is significant is that the
values of the pieces do not depend on the physical material that they are
made of, nor on their physical shapes (this is only a matter of convention
as players can very well choose to use some other object to stand for a
specific piece), but on the system of rules that govern them.
The conclusion that this comparison leads to is that the value of a
particular unit depends on its position within the system that it belongs
to. This is valid not only for signifiers, but also for their corresponding
concepts (Ionescu 83). On the level of the signifier, a certain phonic unit
can be identified due to the differences (oppositions) that distinguish it
from other units e.g. fail is identifiable through the fact that it is different
from units such as bail, nail, jail, sail. What is to be noticed here is that the
identity of fail emerges from its relationships (of opposition) with the
other units. Similarly, on the level of content (the signified), a certain
concept matters in the speaker’s mind not through its association with an
acoustic image (the signifier), but through the fact that it is located within
a network of other concepts that surround it e.g. to contest (an assertion)
belongs to a series next to verbs such as reject, deny, refuse (synonymic
series), but also to another series, next to accept, admit, acknowledge,
validate (an assertion) (antonymic series). Thus, a concept cannot be
defined positively, through its features, as dictionaries do, but by means
of all the differences that distinguish it from its surrounding concepts.
The concept of the verb to contest is primarily what the concepts of reject,
refuse, deny are not.
Saussure’s influence was a revolutionary one. His thought gave us
a philosophical principle of looking at and of understanding things:
things are not looked at in themselves, as self‐sufficient entities; instead,
a holistic perspective is proposed. According to it, entities are seen as
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belonging to a whole that they are related to, they are seen as being
interrelated, and it is this network that they constitute that their values
emerge from. The values of units are generated by the relationships
established with other units, i.e. by the system they belong to.
Saussure’s theory had great influence on the intellectual thinking of
the early 20th century. The main reason is that it came with a new
perspective, totally different from the one offered by positivism and,
also, a perspective that seemed promising at that time as it seemed to
make up for some shortcomings of positivism and to come up with a
new scientific view of the world (Scholes 3). Let us not forget that the
first decades of the 20th century represent a period of great revolutions in
physics. It is the period of Einstein’s General and Special Relativity and it
is also the age of Quantum Mechanics. All these new findings have had a
profound effect on the way in which people understand the world. The
modern man found himself living in a world which seemed difficult to
grasp, a world cut off from tradition. These discoveries questioned the
foundations of the traditional picture of reality, which had already been
given a blow by Darwin’s theory. According to Robert Scholes, at the
beginning of the 20th century, Structuralism came as a response to the
need for a unifying “coherent system” (2) in a world that seems
unfamiliar, strange and lacking order.
As a result, the beginning of the 20th century brings a new spirit
which questions the principles of positivism in the previous decades
(Coşeriu 58‐77). The principle of the individual fact is replaced now by a
principle of the system of facts (or the structure principle), according to
which we need not study several objects in the same class in order to get
their essence. The study of one object is enough for the scientist to
intuitively get the essence because what characterises a class of objects
also manifests in every object in that class. Furthermore, the object is no
longer approached in isolation, as in positivism, but it is studied within
the context or structure that it belongs to. The reason lies in the
conviction that the identity of a specific element is not an internal feature;
on the contrary, it is determined by the position of the respective object
within the system of relationships of its containing whole. This is why
scientists no longer start from particular facts and then move to the
general level; they start with the system of relationships that the studied
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fact belongs to because it (the system) is the one that determines the
specificity of that respective fact. The positivist substantiality principle is
replaced in the 20th century by a functional principle (and then by a
formal principle). This means that objects and facts no longer matter
through their materiality, but through their function, through the role
they perform within their containing whole, or, more simply, through
what they do. Heidegger’s example is illustrative in this respect:
according to him, the essence of the hammer manifests in the fact that it
bangs. This functional principle is closely connected to the formal
principle. According to it, the form is primarily important now.2 The
notion of form is to be traced back to Aristotle’s philosophy, where it is
distinguished from matter. In structuralism, it refers to the way in which
substance is organized or given shape and, as such, it is especially used
in Glossematics, a structuralist linguistic theory devised by Louis
Hjelmslev, and in literary criticism. Last but not least, the positivist
diachronic perspective is now “abandoned” in favour of a synchronic
view.

4. STRUCTURALIST DEVELOPMENTS:
PHONOLOGY AND STRUCTURALIST LITERARY CRITICISM
This new spirit is traceable in several fields of study: linguistics,
philosophy, cultural anthropology, literary criticism, etc. We will briefly
refer to two of them. The first application is to be found in linguistics,
more precisely, in one of its 20th‐century developments: phonology.
Phonology, also known as Functional Phonetics, is a branch of phonetics
that appeared in the 1930’s and it is the creation of the representatives of
the Linguistic School in Prague. It is centred on the concept of phoneme,
which is theorised in opposition with the sound. The phoneme is usually
defined as the minimal phonic unit which enables us to distinguish
between different words. E.g. /d/ and /b/ are considered different
phonemes as, by substituting one with the other, one we distinguish
between two different words: dig and big. What is interesting to notice
here is the fact that the phoneme is defined through its role: that of
This is also suggested by Saussure’s thesis mentioned earlier, which postulates that
language is form, not substance.
2
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distinguishing between two different words. We are dealing here with a
functional definition of this notion, which matches the structuralist spirit
presented earlier.
It is also interesting to notice that in the conception of the Prague
School, the phoneme is understood as a “bundle of distinctive features or
oppositions”. In other words, similar to Saussure’s theory of linguistic
value, the identity of a particular phonematic unit emerges not from its
internal properties, but from the oppositions that distinguish it from
other phonemes. In other words, the identity of a phoneme is generated
by the system of oppositions that it belongs to.
The second application of the structuralist spirit that we mention
here is early 20th‐century literary criticism. What can be easily noticed
here is an increasing interest in form to the detriment of substance.
Structuralist and formalist critics are no longer interested in the
substance of content (themes, ideas, beliefs, cultural attitudes, etc.). The
Russian formalists, for instance, do not care too much about what a
literary text “says”, they are especially concerned with how that work is
articulated, how the literary devices are applied in order to convey
meaning, in other words, they focus on its “form” or “structure”. As
regards narratology, they distinguish between the plot itself (fabula), on
the one hand, i.e. the story (the narrative substance), and, on the other
hand, the way in which this story is narrated, the narrative strategies that
are used (the form).

5. CONCLUSION
Saussure’s contribution to the history of culture was an impressive
one: his theories were continued and further developed by numerous
contemporaries and followers, who came up with new approaches to
linguistics (Glossematics, Phonology), cultural anthropology and literary
criticism. It could also be said that the influence of structuralism is not
limited to the first half of the 20th century. It extends into the second half
as well under the form of various sorts of poststructuralist
manifestations, which are to be seen not only as reactions to, but also as
echoes of Saussure’s thinking.
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EVERYONE HAS DISAPPEARED.
MALADIES OF THE SELF IN
POSTMODERNITY
Florin Alexandru PETRESCU*
Alexandru Ioan Cuza University of Iași

Different historical, political, economic and cultural conditions give
birth and reinforce different kinds of “selves”. In this paper, I briefly
trace the self in the Western culture from the ancient Greeks through the
Middle Ages and finally to modernity but the main issue that I am
addressing is the interregnum between modern conditions and what lies
after modernity. From a historical point of view, humanity always had a
grand narrative from which the selves could draw meaning (the great
religions) but in modernity, cultural phenomena, like the disenchantment
of the world, gave rise to unprecedented levels of suspicion, disbelief,
and complexity. Therefore, the self is forced to recreate itself in singularity,
alone, without the help of great religions. This kind of situation gives
birth to all kinds of maladies of the self; however, some thinkers, like Jean
Baudrillard, affirmed that the self will no longer exist in postmodernity.
The most important issue related to postmodernity is whether we will be
able to create authentic narratives about ourselves and, in this paper, I
examine our capacity to do so.
In general, cultural tendencies are either central or marginal and it
seems to me that, currently, the cultural leader of the world is the U.S.A.
*
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The whole world, except closed totalitarian and authoritarian systems,
loves American culture—movies, films, music and so on. This might not
be obvious to people born before 1990 but the kids who were born after
that year feel disconnected from the older generations and they also are
aware that, in some sense, they are part of a global culture. This is the
case for all European countries, including Romania. The manner in
which the 90’s kids adopted American culture would make an
interesting research topic but I am not trying to describe how it is
happening, I am trying to answer the question “Why is this happening?”.
It is useful, though, to bring to light some of the circumstances of the
90’s. The 90’s kids grew up with Hollywood movies shown on national
televisions, all the classics—The Terminator, Die Hard, Independence Day,
Armageddon, Predator, Mission Impossible etc. (it does not matter that some
of them were made in the 80’s, because people living in communist
systems did not have generalized access to them). They also watched
undubbed cartoons on TV—Cartoon Network was very popular. From
the 2000s onwards, the Personal Computer market was dominated by
Intel CPU’s and Nvidia GPU’s. A really cheap, common and efficient
configuration was a generic motherboard with Intel Pentium 4 processor
and a Nvidia 4000 series graphic card. Eastern European countries
almost bypassed dial‐up internet connection and went for internet
through cable in the late 90’s and fibre optic in the mid‐2000’s. If we are
talking about internet speed, Romania ranked 6th globally in 2015.
Internet piracy is a common phenomenon—so common that people don’t
even know it is illegal. All of this, all of the above—in English. Nobody
bothered to install language packs for Windows, the common language
of the internet is English, the movies and the cartoons broadcasted on TV
were undubbed. It is rather curious that Romania adapted so well to free
market economy in just 29 years. One might expect resistance as a
reaction against the new economic tendency, but it seems that the
transition was almost seamless. It might not have been possible without
the cultural counterpart.
Under new cultural conditions, old questions receive new answers
and the old answer to the question “Who are we?” is no longer correct.
But in order to answer a specific question, we should try to answer a
universal one: “What is the self”? Blaise Pascal touched the subject in
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Pensées, but didn’t give a definite answer. He did not think that the self is
in the body or in the soul since both of them are perishable (67). In a
strange way, he has a deflationary attitude towards “the self” and, in
some sense, the narrative account of the self is also deflationary but it is
closer to what people answer to the question “Who are you?”. If I were to
say “Tell me about yourself” to someone, the reply would be a story, a
narrative (where he/she was born, what was childhood like for him/her,
interesting events that marked his / her life or traumatic ones). And this
is what I refer to when I talk about the self—that thing that connects the
various disconnected moments of my life, that thing that makes me
believe that I am the same person that I was yesterday: a story. The
problem with this theory of the self is that not all stories are meaningful.
In fact, some of them might be banal or insignificant. A person might
have a nice home, a beautiful husband/wife, a good job and so on but
that does not make that story meaningful or interesting. Let us say that
there are persons that have meaningful stories about their lives. There’s
another problem that arises. It is very hard to create an argument that
proves that a meaningful story is better than a meaningless one. It seems
arbitrary to state such a thing. The only thing I can say is that human
beings automatically attempt to construct meaningful stories and
therefore it is a human need and not a rational argument. The good thing
about the narrative theory of the self is that it omits certain ontological
problems like “The Ship of Theseus” (if over a period of time all the cells
in my body are replaced then I have lost my identity because there’s
nothing left of my original self) and Hume’s Bundle Theory (it is really
hard to imagine an object without properties, therefore, there are no such
things as objects, only properties exist therefore there is no such thing as
the self).
A meaningless story about oneself is one that does not answer life’s
most important questions. Questions, like “What should I do with the
time I’ve been given?”, “What should I do with my life?”, “What
happens after I die?”, “What if I am wasting time?”, “What is good and
what is evil?”, “What good do I do?”, “Am I really happy?”. In
premodernity, the answers to these questions were found in
philosophical system and religions. For example, the ancient Greeks
thought that after death, their spirits went to the Underworld, a realm
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ruled by Hades. Some of them believed that there are two places you can
go to after death, Tartar and Elysium. They believed that self‐formation
is a good thing so they trained their bodies and their minds in order to
create a harmonious whole. The Christians were really good at
answering this type of questions and Christianity is a really attractive
religion because it has the assumption that everyone can be saved. The
Bible contains really good advice on how to live a good life, it talks about
things that are really important to any human being, things like love,
pride, afterlife, the origin of the world, good, evil and so on. Religions are
stories, with a high level of conceptual coherence, through which the
whole world is interpreted. Christianity might not have all the answers
but it has the tools to get to them.
One of the turning points in human history is the emergence of
modern western civilization. Surely some people might say that there are
countries and cultures that are not affected by this event but that is
simply not the case. As long as they use technology they are under the
influence of western modernity. The Enlightenment conception of
rationality (universal) coupled with the industrial revolution produced a
worldwide spread of technical reason or instrumental reason. But that’s
only a part of the whole problem. A much deeper problem arose from
the disintegration of the unified Christian culture.
As I have written earlier, Christianity is a way of life. Not only it
answers fundamental questions but also provides a model of how society
should be structured. For example, the King (as an institution) is a
person sent by God and He Himself has granted earthly power to the
monarch. An interesting fact about medieval societies is that they were
relatively stable. The rule that shaped society in medieval times is the
rule of heredity. There was no social class mobility. The destiny of a
person was dictated by the type of family he or she was born into. If a
person was born into a noble family then that person was also a noble.
Modernity replaces the rule of heredity with the rule of competition. In
time, the nobility lost control of the means of production and a new
social class emerged—the bourgeoisie. In some sense, the French
Revolution can be seen as a conflict between two social classes. The
nobility allied with the King against the emerging bourgeoisie. A conflict
between the old rule of heredity and the new rule of competition. A
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conflict between the divine right and the social contract. A conflict
between myth and rationality.
There were multiple factors that triggered the disintegration of the
unified Christian culture. Max Weber observed how the modern world is
becoming more and more rationalized. Modernity offers scientific
explanations as opposed to religious ones. He talks about the
disenchantment of the world (Jenkins 12). In medieval times, for example,
there was a difference between constructed space (cities, buildings and
so on) and unconstructed space (woods) and God Himself is sometimes
represented as an Architect. Constructed space is usually seen as good
and unconstructed space contains evils, challenges for the ones that
adventure into it and so on. The disenchantment of the world simply
destroyed this distinction. Ironically enough, we began to value nature
more, simply because we have grown weary of cities, buildings and
other constructions. Darwin offers the first naturalistic explanation of the
origins of mankind. The theory of evolution demonstrates how natural
organisms change over time in order to adapt to the environment.
Nietzsche, Marx, and Freud initiated a hermeneutic of suspicion.
What is interesting about them is that they do not engage in theological
debates. They read between the lines and attack not the theological
argument, but the very consciousness of a person that tries to defend
Christianity. They present the problem of false consciousness (Ricœur
214)–a self that is false to itself. They do not attack rational arguments,
they attack the motives behind the rational arguments. When we are
children, we get help from our parents with everything. They feed us
and care for us. When we get older, we realize that this might not last
forever. We realize that our parents will die and after that, we will die. In
order to make everything less scary, we invent heavenly father figures in
that will take care of us for eternity so, for Freud, Christianity covers up
infantile distress. Nietzsche, on the other hand, tries to uncover the
immoral origins of Christian morality. In some situations in life, we
might encounter people that are above us in some sense or another. Now
and then, we may become envious of them because they are more
successful than us. Sometimes, the immediate reaction to that stimulus is
to say that they are evil and we are good so for Nietzsche, the Christian,
moral system is born out of resentment towards the strong. Karl Marx
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has observed how the Church legitimizes different types regimes and
also observed that religion does not help the masses, it oppresses them. It
seemed a peculiar thing to him to have ideas that are detrimental for
one’s own being; so, for Marx, Christianity as a religion serves also an
ideological function.
In one way or another, all modern societies have this volatile
quality to them. They are culturally unstable. The Christian hegemony
provided a stable society and the relationships between persons and
classes were closed. The main function of Christianity was to explicitly
define what kind of bonds were possible and then to create them. On the
other hand, capitalism tends to liquify everything. Capitalism, free
market economy, tends to decrypt all previously closed bonds and
reconfigure them as free, consensual and contractual. The collapse of the
unified Christian culture provides the opportunity for capitalism to
happen by liquifying all the previous closed bonds (Bauman 6).
Obviously, the need for a concept like “the Social Contract” is directly
related to this event. Because of this collapse, the postmodern society is
filled with strange sects, marginal political cults, bizarre conspiracy
theories, and so on (fragmented narratives that compete within the void
left by Christianity).
Christianity, as a narrative that provides meaning to selves, no
longer permeates society as a whole. In medieval period, the political
structures were legitimized by religion. Today that is no longer the case.
Capitalism does not require transcendental legitimization (Eagleton 154).
In fact, it seems that religion has been disintegrated and reintegrated
only as a part of a whole. This is a major source of depression since
meaning cannot be derived from labour alone.
Today, we, the 90’s children are faced with a different type of
problem regarding consciousness. In precapitalist societies, the
relationship of the self to itself and other selves was stable and closed,
even though it has been described as false consciousness by the Masters
1
of Suspicion . In capitalist societies, the relationship of the self to itself

Paul Ricœur, in his work Freud and Philosophy: An Essay on Interpretation, refers to
Nietzsche, Marx and Freud as the “Masters of Suspicion” in order to highlight their
common attitude towards consciousness and religion.
1
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and other selves is free, consensual and contractual. This situation
produces an explosive emancipation of the self, but these selves are
nauseating, sickly. These negative comments are partly unwarranted,
though, since they are made from either a conservative viewpoint or a
socialist viewpoint.
Capitalism, also, emancipated technology. Feudal and communist
economic systems have a progressive evolution of technological reason
while capitalism has an exponential acceleration of technical reason.
Feudal and communist systems can be described as negative feedback
systems while capitalism can be described as a positive feedback system.
Negative feedback occurs when some function of the output of a system
is fed back in a manner that tends to reduce the fluctuations in the output
whereas positive feedback occurs when the output effect of a system
becomes a stimulus within the same system, which in turn creates more
effects. Feudal and communist systems are self‐regulating ones while the
basic building block of a capitalist society—the business—tries to escape
any kind of regulation. A business has a yearly profit, that profit is used
to acquire more means of production, which in turn creates more profit
that is used again to acquire more means and of production. Competition
between business also creates positive feedback loops. If two businesses
are in competition and one of them brings a new product to the market,
the other will try to match the competition and bring a new product to
the market as well. This positive feedback loop creates an exponential
acceleration of technology. Disintegration of the unified Christian culture
and technological acceleration set the stage for new types of characters.
A liquified self is a self that has a fluid narrative about itself. It is
that person that says: “I can be whatever I want to be”. It is a known fact
that in precapitalist societies people would change jobs once or twice in a
lifetime. Capitalism relies on an ever‐changing workforce. People now
change jobs seven or eight times. A person that says “I can be whatever I
want to be” might be onto something except the relationship of that self
to itself is an economic one. When that person imagines a future version
of itself, he or she thinks in economic terms. This type of character does
not have a central point of gravity or a defining characteristic. It changes
according to trends and situations. According to Bauman, a liquid self is
a self that can change places, jobs, spouses, values, sexual orientations
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and everything else while excluding any type of grounding of the self.
There is also a moral issue about the liquid self since it sees itself as
completely amoral. It does not see itself as bound to anything or anyone
and therefore has no obligations to anyone. This liquid self has the
possibility of adopting contradicting epistemic sentences and still be
perfectly coherent. Another trait is that they can adopt religions foreign
to their habits. They can be multiple people in multiple places.
A simulated self is a self that reduces its narrative about itself to an
image. Ordinary people think that Donald Trump is having psychotic
episodes when he speaks about himself in the 3rd person while giving
interviews. He is not. Jean Baudrillard has an interesting account of the
self and it can explain this type of phenomenon. In hyperreality, the
object is replaced with a representation of that object; therefore, when
Donald Trump speaks about himself in the 3rd person, he is not referring
to himself, he is referring to the image of himself. He is not a person.
Donald Trump is an image, a brand, a company. A virtual self is a self
that has the possibility of actualizing all the potentialities but not in the
real world because the distinction between the real and the virtual is no
longer real (Baudrillard 1). People might hate Donald Trump but he is
actually a representative character for our age. This theme is explored in
some movies like The Truman Show. The main character lives in a
simulation run by a network television. The movie is utopian because he
eventually escapes. Douglas Quaid, the main character from Total Recall
has a really interesting approach to simulation. He wants to buy a memory
implant in order to experience a story in which he is a revolutionary
hero. The name of the implanted story is “Blue skies over Mars” and that
is exactly how the movies ends. It is evidently a simulated experience but
the memories are real. With memories like that, he is a revolutionary
hero. Facebook is in some sense a simulation since the profile picture is a
replacement of the self and the timeline history is a replacement of the
life lived until the most recent moment. We all know that instant access
to internet and social media via smartphones made possible a thing
called the “Selfie Phenomenon”. Lots of people play video games and
consume pornography in order to compensate for the lack of narrative
substance in their lives. For them, the realization of all potentialities
within the virtual is much more exciting than the realization of one
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potentiality within the real. There is the possibility to go back and live a
more authentic life, but so boring compared to the ecstasy of being
everything at once. Why would anyone think that the disappearance of
the self is a bad thing? What was the self anyway? Was it not that thing
that locked people into place? If the self is something you can get rid of,
is it really necessary?
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This paper will argue in favor of the pluralistic approach of literary
theory in connection to the question Persse asks when he reaches the
culminant point of his academic journey in Small World: “What follows if
everybody agrees with you?” (Lodge, Small World 319). Literary discussion
is sustained by variance, because “what matters in the field of critical
practice is not truth but difference” (319). Progress in the interpretative
communities is achieved by means of communication and each step in
doing so is represented by a different view interacting with another. The
opposition between theories therefore leads to a deeper understanding of
literature: “as readers we are members of diverse interpretative
communities which should be in a unique dialogic relationship with each
text” (Lodge, “The Novel Now” 219). In practice, this claim is sustained
by the proposition of Booker & Juraga, which states that “faced with a
choice of competing interpretations we must always choose both” (qtd.
in Shepherd). Thus, as a reader, a critic and ultimately as part of a
community, an individual should possess the ability to transpose their
outlook from one perspective to another and to frequently challenge
themselves to engage in discussions and interpret texts from a multitude
of angles, albeit their correspondence to their subjective pattern of
thinking.
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In explicit terms, pluralism is described as “the existence of different
types of people who have different beliefs and opinions within the same
society” (Cambridge Online Dictionary), complemented by the belief that
their existence is beneficial. Based on the definition given previously,
pluralism in the field of literary criticism can be just as clearly defined as
the existence of different literary theories outlined by various critics with
different beliefs and opinions within the same interpretative community.
This concept is vividly illustrated by David Lodge through his characters
in Small World, where opposing beliefs come to life to interact with each
other and more importantly to understand the contrasting point of view
of their peers. The story begins with Persse McGarrigle, who teaches at
the Limerick University, attending his first conference at the University
of Rummidge, where he is introduced to the alluring Angelica Pabst and
to other main characters, among whom Philip Swallow, the head of the
English Department, and Morris Zapp, an American professor. His name
is a reference to Percival the grail knight and he makes the affirmation
that “everyone is looking for his own Grail” (Lodge, Small World 12), thus
highlighting the legend which gives “the structural principle for [the]
story” (Thompson). His encounters with each character throughout the
global chase for the Grail pave the road to his familiarization with each
literary theory, in consideration of the fact that each individual he meets
defends a different ideology. The two layers of the self‐reflective novel,
the theoretical one and the elementary one, are connected with the help
of the main character, who has yet to be initiated in the ideological
battles which occur in the academic world. Therefore, he takes on the
role of a portal between a dimension which exposes the competition for
the UNESCO Chair of Literary Criticism with a salary of no less than
$100,000 and the one which portrays the adventurous lives and love
affairs of teaching professionals, facilitated by the tumultuous nature of
the conferences they attend.

STRUCTURALISM: ROBIN DEMPSEY AND MICHEL TARDIEU
Structuralism is the first theory to be explained by Robin Dempsey,
who claims that “language is a system of differences with no positive
terms” (Lodge, Small World 22), made of a signified and the signifier with
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an arbitrary relationship, as Saussure defined it. If one is to look at a tree
for example, the signifier represents the sound image of it, while the
signified represents the concept of a tree and the sign is the connection
made between the concept and the image. The meanings we attribute in
different languages to different words are volitional and not based on
any general principle: “Thereʹs no absolute reason why the combined
phonemes d‐o‐g should signify a quadruped that goes ‘woof woof’ rather
than one that goes ‘miaou’” (22). Structuralists are interested in the
principles which govern a multitude of works, rather than in a single
text: “The text is a tissue of quotations drawn from the innumerable
centers of culture” (Barthes 146). The relationship between the signified
and the signifier is therefore arbitrary and relative to other elements, as it
depends exclusively on society and on the background of common
knowledge, ideas and on the broad understanding of the world people
who engage in communicative activities share. Moreover, structuralists
believe that there is no singular or hidden meaning in a work of
literature, but a plurality of meanings. What the author meant or what
the reader feels should not influence the perception a literary work: “it is
language which speaks, not the author” (Barthes 143). The author is
merely the one who uses these different systematic arrangements and
positions them on a paper: “Linguistically, the author is never more than
the instance writing, just as I is nothing more than the instance saying I”
(Barthes 145). Another major concept originated from the Saussurean
structuralist theory is binary opposition. Binaries are opposite terms like
“black” and “white”, “human” and “animal”, “man” and “woman”,
“good” and “bad”, which are located in two extremities of meaning. He
argued that they provide significance to each other by their contrasting
relation and thus they are co‐dependent. A binary can fully be understood
only when it is explained in relation to its opposite, just as darkness can
only be defined as the absence of light.

DECONSTRUCTION AND POST‐STRUCTURALISM: MORRIS ZAPP
The next theory is introduced by the American professor Morris
Zapp during his lecture at Rummidge University. He calls himself a
post‐structuralist after he recently adopted the theory as a result of trying
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to exhaust all possible interpretations of Jane Austen’s work, saying that
he wanted “to examine the novels from every conceivable angle—
historical, biographical, rhetorical, mythical, structural, Freudian Jungian,
Marxist, existentialist, Christian, allegorical, ethical, phenomenological,
archetypal, you name it (Lodge, Small World 24). He then proceeds to
identify the flaw in this approach by stating the fact that what he
attempted to do cannot be achieved and he refers to linguistics to
support his argument, underlining the matter of instability between the
signified and the signifier and in such a way he emphasizes one major
difference between structuralism and deconstruction:
The project was not so much Utopian as self‐defeating. By that I
don’t just mean that if successful it would have eventually put us
all out of business. I mean that it couldn’t succeed because it isn’t
possible, and it isn’t possible because of the nature of language
itself, in which meaning is constantly being transferred from one
signifier to another and can never be absolutely possessed. To
understand a message is to decode it. Language is a code. But every
decoding is another encoding. (Lodge, Small World 25)
By analyzing this fragment, the underlying principles of a new
theory for that time can be identified. Deconstruction, just as structuralism,
aims its attention at language, but it is a reaction against it for various
reasons: first, the connection between the signified and the signifier is not
entirely clear, but chaotic, as language itself is, and so it is looser than
Saussure initially characterized it; secondly, language is not a stable
system, but it is rather contradictory and paradoxical; thirdly, having the
first two arguments in mind, it is not possible to find a singular, definite,
unambiguous meaning of a text.
The notion of binaries is adopted from structuralism with the
indication that one is or has always been privileged: “white” over
“black”, “human” over “animal”, “man” over “woman”, and good over
bad. Since binaries govern human thought and have an impact on society
the purpose of deconstruction is to dismantle them. Regarding racism,
for example, “white” should not be privileged over “black”; they both
represent equal parts of the same greater unity‐humanity, just as “man”
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and “woman” are only two characteristics of humans which should not
determine their values or their rights.

FEMINISM: DÉSIRÉE
Morris Zappʹs ex‐wife Désirée has written a successful novel about
their failed marriage which she named Difficult Days and she is portrayed
trying to write the second one, Men, in the simultaneous scenes described
in the second part of the book. Her character seems to be placed somewhere
between feminism and misandry, due to the fact that she advances from
replacing the word “woman” in well‐known proverbs with the word
“man”, such as “What Does A Man Want?” (Lodge, Small World 87), to
comparing men to vibrators with flat battery (87).
Feminism came into existence as a political movement in the 1910s,
when women and men did not have equal rights and they were not
considered to be equal, with women not being allowed to vote or to own
property. The second wave of feminism aimed attention at the difference
between the two sexes, but also at the use of birth control, domestic
violence, sexual harassment and discrimination. During this period the
Equal Pay Act was established in the United States, education concerning
abortion and birth‐control was encouraged, and the National Organization
for Women was founded. Deconstructing the Woman/Man binary was
the aim of the third wave of feminism and thus addressing the
stereotypes associated with the sexes, such as: women are emotional and
men rational; men do not cry; women should be delicate and feminine,
men should be powerful, along with others. Luce Irigaray underlined the
specifics of feminine sexuality in her essay This Sex Which Is Not One,
where she argues that “woman is traditionally a use‐value for man”
(Irigaray 31), “an obliging prop for the enhancement of manʹs fantasies”
(Irigaray 25) and that her sexuality is “plural” (Irigaray 28). The proverb
titles such as “Wicked women bother one. Good women bore one. That is
the only difference between them” given in Small World are examples of
phallologocentrism, a concept coined by Jacques Derrida in order to
show the domination of men and the masculinity of language. By replacing
the word “women” with “men”, Désirée attempts to deconstruct this
binary.
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PSYCHOANALYSIS AND READER‐RESPONSE: SIEGFRIED VON TURPITZ
Siegfried von Turpitz is another character by means of which
another literary theory is subtly introduced in the story. The German
literary scholar is portrayed as a mysterious man with an intimidating
figure, who always wears a black glove on his hand for an unknown
reason: “No one knows what hideous injury or deformity it conceals”
(Lodge, Small World 96). A common object, the glove, is made uncommon
by its placement in a bizarre, unfamiliar situation: “there have been
many speculations: a repulsive birthmark, a suppurating wound, some
unheimlich mutation such as talons instead of fingers, or an artificial hand
made of stainless steel and plastic” (96) and in this way it creates a
feeling of discomfort and the choice of rejection. Sigmund Freud
advances the idea in his essay, exemplifying his claim with the use of
literature. Jentsch says:
In telling a story, one of the most successful devices for easily
creating uncanny effects is to leave the reader in uncertainty
whether a particular figure in the story is a human being or an
automaton; and to do it in such a way that his attention is not
directly focused upon his uncertainty, so that he may not be urged
to go into the matter and clear it up immediately, since that, as we
have said, would quickly dissipate the peculiar emotional effect of
the thing. (Freud 227)
In Freudian terminology, the uncanny is the mark of return of the
repressed: “the uncanny [unheimlich] is something which is secretly
familiar [heimlich‐heimisch], which has undergone repression and then
returned from it” (Freud 225). A critical concept established by the father
of psychoanalysis is The Return of the Repressed: he believed that nothing
can be fully repressed and that what people keep in the unconscious may
suddenly return in amplified forms (Freud 148). What David Lodge
accomplishes with the description of Turpitz is illustrating once more
this psychoanalytic writing technique which also serves as a method of
alluding to the theory and incorporating it into the narrative by
simultaneously showing the effect it has on other characters and on the
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way the react to and interact with Siegfried. However, the character
himself defends another theory, which is concerned with the reader.
At the MLA conference Michel Tardieu explaines the function of
criticism from his structuralist point of view and he argues that it is not
related to finding the meaning of the text, but means “to uncover the
fundamental laws that enabled such works to be produced and
understood” (Lodge, Small World 318). Siegfried adds that the mind of
the reader is the origin and the producer of interpretation, since literature
remains in a passive state until it interacts with the reader: “such art
objects enjoyed only as it were virtual existence until they were realized
in the mind of a reader” (Lodge, Small World 318). Reader‐response
developed in the late 1960’s and 1970’s as a reaction against New
Criticism and it is an umbrella‐term used for any kind of criticism
interested in the reader. Two fundamental concepts were advanced
during the period of New Criticism: the first one is the intentional fallacy,
which claims that what the authors meant when they wrote their work is
not important and should not be taken into consideration as it does not
influence the result of their creation; the affective fallacy is the second
concept and it regards the reader and their emotions: just as the author’s
feelings and intentions are not relevant, neither are the reader’s reactions
and the effect the book has on them.
Reader‐response advocates argue against the last fallacy and place
the reader in the center of the debate: corresponding to Siegfried’s
thoughts, reading is not a passive activity, but it is rather dynamic and
the meaning results from the interaction between the text and the reader:
“authority depends upon the existence of a determinate core of meanings
because in the absence of such a core there is no normative or public way
of constructing what anyone says or writes” (Fish 317). Furthermore,
objective interpretations are impossible because each reader has their
own set of presumptions and their own fingerprint of concepts and
emotions: “communication occurs within situations and […] to be in a
situation is already to be in possession of (or to be possessed by) a
structure of assumptions” (Fish 318). As readers, we belong to a group
which shares similar social and cultural values. This approach to
literature is frequently interdisciplinary and it can therefore be connected
with psychoanalysis, social studies, esthetics and many more fields of
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study. Psychoanalysis, for example, investigates the impact literature has
on readers, how expectations and assumptions are created and how
words can be manipulated into generating specific emotions: “each of us
brings to a new experience a cluster of needs, hopes, fears, whishes, and
so on, directed toward that yet‐to‐happen event” (Holland 341).

CONCLUSION
Now that some of the literary theories have been discussed in
connection to the book and it has been demonstrated how they are lively
portrayed and enacted by different characters it is time to advance to the
final question and ponder on it: “What follows if everybody agrees with
you?” (Lodge, Small World 319). Is there a single way of looking at a text
and is the purpose of criticism to look for the singular ideal interpretation
of it? Or is it rather about keeping the literary discussion alive and
providing a whole range of perspectives which can be applied to
different texts? By embracing pluralism, critics, as well as readers, avoid
reducing the text to one possible meaning and instead they praise its
authenticity by regarding it from different perspectives. By doing so,
“pluralism would advance critical understanding” (Booth 28) because
critics resist the “temptations to misread and so to skewer straw men”
(28). This would lead to an inclusive world of interpretative communities
where the role of a critic is not to prove anybody wrong, but to add
substance to his theories by completing them with opposing points of
view which would animate the literary discussion: “only if my opponent’s
survival is possible without my defeat am I likely to treat his arguments
with as much respect as I spontaneously accord to my own” (28).
Each of these theories constitutes the foundation for the following
and it can be manifesto for or against principles mentioned before:
structuralism for deconstruction, formalism for structuralism and post‐
structuralism and so on. Criticism is sustained by collaboration and
confrontation and just as the binaries, the theories are complimentary:
Critics have always quarreled. There could be no genuine criticism
if they stopped quarreling, because criticism can be practiced only
by free agents whose conclusions depend on perceptions, feelings,
and thoughts that can never come in a single mold. In most matters
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of complex judgment we in fact must mistrust uniformity of
opinion; it surely results not from reason but from coercion,
idolatry, or laziness. When critics speak with one voice, some other
authority than reason rules their conclusions. (Booth 4)
All things considered, the purpose of this paper is to dare its reader
to make the effort of imagining “someone who abolishes within himself
all barriers, all classes, all exclusions, not by syncretism but by simple
discard of that old specter: logical contradiction” (Barthes 3) in regard to
literary theory and criticism and to ultimately put himself in the position
of someone “who silently accepts every charge of illogicality, of incongruity;
who remains passive in the face of Socratic irony (leading the interlocutor
to the supreme disgrace: self‐contradiction) and legal terrorism” (Barthes 3).
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La problématique de la gestuelle est étudiée de plus en plus, de nos
jours, dans des domaines comme l’éducation ou la politique, dans diverses
organisations, dans les médias, dans le théâtre et même dans la vie
quotidienne. Ces études sont en plein développement et épanouissement
interdisciplinaire, même si des théories touchant ce sujet ont déjà été
développées tout au long du XXe siècle.
Dans notre approche on s’intéressera aux fondements du langage,
en analysant le geste et la parole, et on essayera de décider lequel est le
plus important ou bien si l’on peut en choisir un. Après cela, on
déterminera si le geste peut être considéré comme le symbole du présent,
et l’écriture, le symbole du passé et du futur. En essayant de faire cela, on
devra, bien évidemment, classifier les gestes en utilisant les taxinomies
déjà existantes. On commencera par le classement de Quintilien, basé sur
les parties du corps : les gestes pour montrer les états d’esprit, les gestes
de pointage, les gestes pour jurer, plaider, accuser, et les gestes pour
structurer le discours. En se rapportant ensuite au XXe siècle, on analysera le
classement de Wilhelm Wundt, ainsi que celui de Paul Ekman et Wallace
Friesen.
Avant de passer au classement le plus connu de David McNeil, on
devra présenter celui de David Effron. Selon celui‐ci, les mouvements
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des mains et des bras répondent aux critères suivants : spatio‐temporels
(gestes de mouvement, taille, direction, forme, parties de la main,
répétition) ; interlocutionnel, à fonction interactionnelle et linguistique,
l’accent étant mis sur la relation avec la parole, le sens logique, discursif,
le sens objectif et symbolique.
La théorie de David McNeil repose sur plusieurs catégories de
gestes : iconiques (illustrant une dimension ou un aspect physique d’un
objet ou d’un concept concret dont le sujet est en train de parler),
métaphoriques (illustrant un concept abstrait), déictiques (montrant une
direction, signalant quelque chose, désignant une personne ou un lieu
dans l’entourage du sujet ; ces gestes se font très souvent avec l’index,
mais aussi avec la tête), emblématiques (ayant la même signification
qu’une ou deux phrases ; ce sont des gestes fortement culturels, qui
varient d’une culture à l’autre) et les gestes de battement (correspondant
aux mouvements du corps, des mains et de la tête, qui n’ont pas de
signification particulière, ni de lien sémantique avec la parole), connus
aussi comme des beat gestures.
Pour être plus concret, on prendra en compte plusieurs domaines
et on analysera séparément l’importance de la gestuelle dans trois
grandes catégories : la didactique, la politique et le théâtre. On essayera de
démontrer le fait que, si l’on connaît ces différents classements des
gestes, on comprendra mieux ce que les personnes veulent dire et on
examinera le discours non seulement du point de vue de la parole, mais
aussi de celui des gestes, et on pourra donc ainsi réaliser une analyse
complète d’un discours.

GESTE ET PAROLE
La problématique de l’importance du geste et de la parole a été
amplement débattue, sans que les commentateurs aient une voix ou une
opinion commune, parce que chaque personne a sa propre vision. On
peut considérer que le geste est plus important que la parole, ou que la
parole est plus importante que le geste, ou encore on peut placer les deux
au même niveau. On doit accepter dès le commencement le fait que les
deux catégories forment ensemble le discours et que l’on ne peut pas
élaborer un discours complexe sans avoir les deux. On dit souvent que
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dans un discours l’importance de la parole est de 10% et que le reste de
90% est représenté par l’intonation et les gestes utilisés. La gestuelle doit
être un miroir de ce que l’on pense et de ce que l’on veut transmettre. On
dit cela parce qu’on remarque presque toujours quelqu’un qui dit un
mensonge, rien qu’à travers son habitude irréfléchie de mettre ses mains
sur des parties vulnérables de son corps (par exemple, le cou ou la
bouche), de gesticuler parfois trop. Beaucoup d’autres signes traduisent
le fait que l’on ment. Les gestes, dit‐on d’ailleurs, sont le miroir de ce que
l’on pense. Même si la personne qui ment ne réalise peut‐être pas cela, on
peut le voir quand les spécialistes analysent les discours des politiciens.
Dans ce contexte plus large, on retiendra deux perspectives, très
différentes : d’un côté, l’ancien modèle, selon lequel le système de la
langue et celui des gestes sont indépendants et séparés, et de l’autre côté,
un nouveau modèle, connu sous le nom de “growth point theory”, qui
considère que les gestes et la langue doivent être analysés ensemble. Le
psychologue Lev Vygotsky a été un des premiers à dire, dans les années
1920‐1930, que le langage et la pensée ont des interactions dynamiques et
qu’ils s’influencent l’un l’autre (Vygotsky, 1985 [1934]). Cette théorie a
été ultérieurement développée par deux grands théoriciens de la
gestuelle, David McNeil et Adam Kendon. Le premier est un représentant
important de la “growth point theory” : il est d’avis que ces “grow points”
apparaissent “where new verbal ideas unit[s] take form in the stream of the
speaker’s experience” (McNeil, 2005 : 82, cité par Morett, 2014 : 835). Sur la
même ligne, le langage est vu comme une unité, et non comme une
dualité (Kendon, 2000 : 47).
En ce qui concerne ce débat, je me positionne fermement du côté de
David McNeil, Laura M. Morett et Adam Kendon, considérant que
l’étude des gestes est une composante fondamentale de l’apprentissage et
de l’enseignement des langues étrangères. Dans “When Hands Speak
Louder Than Words”, Laura M. Morett n’examine pas seulement
l’observation des gestes, mais aussi leur production, afin de voir comment
cela influence les trois éléments du système cognitif (communication,
codage et rappel) dans l’apprentissage d’une nouvelle langue. Cela veut
dire qu’il est important de faire des gestes quand on enseigne, et en
même temps que les apprenants produisent des gestes pour un meilleur
apprentissage. À mon avis, même si le système de la langue et celui des
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gestes paraissent totalement différents au premier regard, ce serait une
erreur de les considérer séparément. Même si l’un est verbal, et l’autre,
non verbal, ces systèmes se trouvent dans une relation d’interdépendance :
l’un complète l’autre. Si on les étudie séparément, on risque de perdre la
vue d’ensemble. Quand on énonce quelque chose, on utilise le geste
comme une partie intégrale de ce que l’on dit : ”when speakers use gesture
they do so as an integral part of the act of producing an utterance. […] the
gestures used by speakers as they speak are partnered with speech as a part of the
speaker’s final product and are as much a part of the utterance’s design as the
speaker’s words” (Kendon, 2004 : 5).

CLASSEMENT DES GESTES
Il est nécessaire d’analyser les classements des gestes dans leur
ordre chronologique, afin d’observer comment ils ont évolué. Cette
classification est inhérente à une étude correcte des gestes et à une analyse
efficace de cette partie du discours qu’est le geste.
Dans l’antiquité, l’orateur Quintilien a construit une typologie
basée sur les parties du corps : les gestes pour montrer l’état d’esprit, les
gestes de pointage, les gestes pour jurer, plaider, accuser, etc., les gestes
pour structurer le discours. Au XXe siècle, les classements des gestes ont
beaucoup changé, l’accent étant mis sur la gestuelle par plusieurs
théoriciens. En 1973, Wilhelm Wundt a identifié deux grands types : les
gestes démonstratifs et les gestes descriptifs, qui sont à leur tour divisés en
trois groupes : les mimes, les gestes connotatifs, les gestes symboliques.
Dans la même période, David Effron considérait les gestes comme des
mouvements des mains et des bras, les divisant en trois catégories :
spatio‐temporels (les gestes de mouvement, taille, direction, forme, parties
de la main, répétition) ; interlocutionnels (à fonction interactionnelle) ;
linguistiques (mettant l’accent sur la relation avec la parole, le sens
logique/discursif, sens objectif et symbolique). Paul Ekman et Wallace
Friesen, toujours dans les années 1970, ont délimité deux grandes
catégories de la gestuelle : les emblèmes, basés sur les idiomes, et les
illustrateurs, directement liés à la parole. Les gestes illustrateurs sont de
plusieurs types : bâtons (pour renforcer le sens d’un mot), idéographes
(pour montrer une direction), déictiques (pour pointer quelque chose),
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spatiaux (pour les gestes qui sont en relation avec l’espace), pictographes
(pour montrer une image de quelque chose) (Farahandouz, 2017).
La division la plus connue et généralement acceptée est celle de
David McNeil, qui propose cinq groupes de gestes. Les gestes iconiques
sont utilisés pour illustrer une dimension ou un aspect physique d’un
objet ou d’un concept concret, dont le sujet est en train de parler. Les
gestes métaphoriques illustrent un concept abstrait, comme la connaissance,
une crise globale, la langue, les genres, etc. Le rôle des gestes déictiques
est d’indiquer une direction, de désigner quelque chose, de montrer une
personne ou un lieu dans la proximité du sujet ; ces gestes se font très
souvent avec l’index, mais aussi avec la tête, le menton ou même le nez.
Les gestes qui peuvent être traduits par une phrase ou un mot du
dictionnaire, parce qu’ils ont la même signification qu’une ou deux
phrases, sont appelés des gestes emblématiques ; ce sont des gestes fortement
culturels et varient d’une culture à l’autre. Enfin, les gestes de battement
sont les mouvements du corps, des mains et de la tête qui n’ont pas de
signification particulière, ni de lien sémantique avec la parole : ce sont les
gestes que nous faisons quand il y a un blocage dans notre discours, une
“speech failure” (en anglais est également utilisé, pour ces gestes, le mot
Butterworth, d’après le nom du chercheur Brian Butterworth).
Le classement de David McNeil est le plus utilisé et généralement
accepté parce qu’il réussit à intégrer tous les gestes, en expliquant
clairement chaque utilisation, de quoi il s’agit et pourquoi on s’en sert.
Pour lui, le geste ne symbolise pas seulement ce que l’on dit, mais surtout
ce que l’on pense, c’est une combinaison des deux.

L’IMPORTANCE DES GESTES
Discours didactique
Dans le discours didactique, même si au premier abord on serait
tenté de croire que la gestuelle n’est pas si importante, on se rend compte
après plusieurs analyses que cela peut influencer considérablement la
manière dont les apprenants étudient. Prenons un exemple.
Est‐ce que les gestes peuvent faciliter l’apprentissage des mots
dans une autre langue ? Si cela est possible, quel est leur rôle dans le
processus cognitif impliqué dans l’apprentissage d’une seconde langue ?
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Ce sont les deux questions de recherche abordées par Laura M. Morett
dans “When Hands Speak Louder Than Words: The Role of Gesture in
the Communication, Encoding, and Recall of Words in a Novel Second
Language”. Laura M. Morett a fait des études de psychologie et de
psychiatrie aux États‐Unis et a écrit plusieurs articles sur l’acquisition du
langage, l’autisme, mais aussi sur la gestuelle. Dans article qui nous
occupe, elle examine le rôle joué par la visualisation et la production des
gestes dans l’apprentissage d’une langue seconde (“how gesture facilitates
L2 word learning”), et tout particulièrement, leur influence sur les trois
processus cognitifs de base : la communication (communication), le codage
(encoding) et le rappel (recall) (Morett, 2014 : 834). La communication est
définie comme l’échange d’idées dans la langue cible : “the exchange of
ideas in or pertinent to the target language” (Morett, 2014 : 847), et le rappel
est vu comme le moment où l’on se rend compte de l’information que
l’on avait déjà dans la mémoire : “the retrieval of information from memory”
(Morett, 2014 : 849). Le troisième processus cognitif dont il est question,
le codage, est le stockage de l’information dans la mémoire : “the storage
of information in memory” (Morett, 2014 : 848).
Autrement dit, l’auteur s’intéresse à la relation entre le geste, la
parole et la pensée : “the relationship among gesture, speech, and thought”
(Morett, 2014 : 834). Pour démontrer cette relation, la recherche a été
entreprise à l’aide de 52 étudiants du Département de Psychologie de
l’Université de California, Santa Cruz, auxquels on a montré 20 vidéos,
chacune contenant un mot en hongrois. Certains y ont identifié des gestes
représentationnels, alors que pour les autres le message était sans gestes.
L’étude a examiné deux questions fondamentales : 1) Comment les
gestes affectent‐ils la communication, le codage et le rappel dans les
stades initiaux de l’apprentissage d’une nouvelle langue ? (“How does
gesture affect communication, encoding, and recall in the initial stages of L2
learning?”) (Morett, 2014 : 837) ; 2) Quel est l’impact des gestes sur les
personnes qui les utilisent, par rapport à celles qui ne font que regarder ?
(“How does gesture’s impact on users compare to its impact on viewers in
dialogic L2 interactions?”) (Morett, 2014 : 837). Les résultats ont confirmé
l’hypothèse et ont montré que la vue des gestes, ainsi que leur utilisation,
aident les trois processus cognitifs convoqués dans l’acquisition d’une
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nouvelle langue : “gesture production enhances these processes more than
gesture viewing” (Morett, 2014 : 847).
L’expérimentation proposée par Laura M. Morett est juste un cas
illustrant le fait que la maîtrise les gestes peut améliorer l’apprentissage
d’une langue. Notre supposition initiale, conformément à laquelle la
gestuelle est très importante dans un cours, laissait entendre que le
professeur doit utiliser les gestes pour capter l’attention des étudiants et
pour mieux leur expliquer les contenus ; cette expérimentation montre
qu’il est très bien d’encourager les étudiants à utiliser eux aussi des gestes,
surtout dans les classes de langues étrangères, pour l’apprentissage de
nouveaux mots, par exemple.
Discours politique
Soucieux de l’impact de leurs discours sur le public, les politiciens
ont l’habitude d’analyser et d’utiliser la gestuelle. Même s’ils peuvent le
faire naturellement, la plupart des politiciens ayant de hautes
responsabilités se servent de certains gestes dont les spectateurs ignorent
l’importance et/ou la manière dont ils en sont influencés. Avant de passer
à quelques exemples concrets de gestes utilisés sciemment pour
influencer le public, examinons deux exemples d’erreurs gestuelles.
Lorsqu’ils se trouvent devant un public assez large et veulent serrer les
mains de leurs admirateurs, les politiciens regardent d’habitude la
personne qui suit, et non la personne dont ils sont en train de serrer la
main ; de plus, ils le font très vite, pour entrer en contact avec le plus
grand nombre possible de gens. Cela est très mal vu parce qu’ils donnent
la sensation qu’ils ne font pas attention aux individus auxquels ils
parlent ou dont ils serrent la main, que les problèmes de ceux‐ci ne sont
pas importants, qu’ils font cela juste pour l’image.
Un autre problème lié au discours corporel des politiciens est la
position des mains/bras, souvent croisé(e)s vers le bas. Ce geste
symbolise le fait qu’ils ne sont pas ouverts, qu’ils ne se sentent pas à
l’aise et qu’ils créent une barrière protectrice invisible. L’avantage calculé
de cette position est qu’au moment où l’on la « casse » (ce qui est considéré
« un petit geste ») on peut esquisser un geste très large, en contraste avec
le précédent, et qui sera donc perçu comme beaucoup plus important.
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Il y a beaucoup d’autres exemples, spécifiques de chaque personne
ou culture, typiques pour les femmes ou pour les hommes. Cela démontre
l’importance des gestes dans presque tous les domaines ; si l’on est vigilant,
chaque petit mouvement peut symboliser quelque chose qu’on n’aurait
pas remarqué à une analyse superficielle.
Même si le théâtre est vu comme un art, il est très souvent associé à
quelque chose qui n’est pas vrai, à la fausseté. Si l’on parle avec une
personne et, au milieu d’une histoire, celle‐ci nous dit que c’est du
théâtre, si l’on se fait mal en jouant au football et quelqu’un dit que
« c’est du théâtre », cela veut dire que l’on ment, que l’on fait semblant.
Dans diverses situations, les gestes, les rituels théâtraux sont utilisés
justement pour donner un peu plus d’authenticité à ce que l’on dit, voire
pour souligner le message à transmettre.
Dans le cinquième chapitre, « Problèmes d’une sémiologie du geste
théâtral », de sa synthèse Vers une théorie de la pratique théâtrale. Voix et images
de la scène, Patrice Pavis remarque le fait qu’au moment où l’on parle de
la nature et de la typologie des signes « gestuels », on explique d’emblée
qu’au théâtre le geste est généralement iconique (d’après le classement
de David McNeil), « c’est‐à‐dire présentant une certaine ressemblance
avec son référent. […] le geste de l’acteur provoque un effet d’illusion dû
à la grande ressemblance avec le geste imité » (Pavis, 2007 : 84).
Cependant, au sujet de ces gestes iconiques possibles au théâtre, si
l’on exprime quelque chose par la parole et en même temps on le
communique aussi par les gestes, cela peut être considéré comme un
pléonasme. Pour donner un exemple, si un acteur dit qu’il veut jouer au
football et simultanément, en gesticulant, il montre un ballon de football
et un terrain de jeu, cela peut s’avérer fatigant pour le public.
L’idéal c’est de créer un système de signification efficace pour le
spectateur, de réaliser un modèle abstrait, d’imaginer une réalité parallèle.
Le même Patrice Pavis donne un excellent exemple : lors de « La Jeune
Lune », un spectacle du Théâtre de l’Aquarium joué en 1977, le comédien
représente la lutte entre les syndicalistes et la base ouvrière par ses
mains, ses pieds et sa tête, mais avant de faire cela il doit expliquer au
public le code, la clé d’interprétation de cette trouvaille (« les pieds, c’est
la base » ouvrière, et les mains, les syndicalistes) ; sinon, personne ne
comprendrait ce que l’acteur veut transmettre (Pavis, 2007 : 85).
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La gestuelle est très importante pour une analyse complète d’un
discours. On ne saurait trouver un domaine où la gestualité soit
considérée comme facultative si l’on veut examiner la complexité
discursive. Notre démarche s’est arrêtée sur l’exemple des discours
didactique, politique et dramatique, mais nos conclusions sont
généralement valables. La gestuelle est le miroir de ce que l’on pense,
même si en même temps on peut dire autre chose. Les gestes montrent
presque infailliblement la vérité et ont parfois des connotations
multiples. Leur décryptage averti est facilité tant par l’observation
pragmatique des situations de communication, que par des classements
et des repères théoriques, dont ceux de Quintilien, de Paul Ekman et
Wallace Friesen, de Wilhelm Wundt, de David Effron et David McNeil.
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INTRODUCTION
From a small island full of insects to one of the world’s strongest
economies, this is how Lee Kwan Yew built Singapore as we know it
today. Singapore was not anything more than a poor British colony when
Lee Kwan Yew became prime minister in 1959 after a democratic election.
Singapore joined the Malaysian Union in 1963 soon after their
independence from Britain, but two years later Malaysia decided to give
up on what was, then, a burden. Lee Kwan Yew described this
separation as a radical surgery in which the heart (Singapore) was
removed from the body and had to be kept alive and pumping (Far
Eastern Economic Review 11). This was an event that made the Prime
Minister cry live on TV. He was left to govern a very poor country of no
more than 720 square km, there was no gold nor were there any natural
resources to be sold, and its people had no common sense of nationalism,
religion, language or history.
Despite these difficulties, he accepted the challenge, gathered a
team of the most qualified specialists, and set a plan to drive Singapore
forward by attracting foreign investment and pushing Singaporeans to
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go to school (it is considered a crime to not send you children to school in
Singapore) and to completely disregard politics (Zarroli 2015).
Singapore was able to enter several industries such as boat
building, metal engineering, electrical pieces, and petrochemicals. Some
of the world’s biggest companies (e.g. Shell and ISO) invested in the
country; and by the 1990s it had become the third biggest center for oil
refining and oil trading in the world after New York and London. Also,
Singapore’s port became one of the world’s most crowded. By that time
the majority of the people were literate and could speak English (which
became an official language).
With all this financial success, the government was able to fix the
shantytowns problem by giving out lands to the private sector in return
for offering luxurious services to the people; that is how 85% of
Singaporeans were able to get their own homes (Zarroli: 2015).
The unemployment rate went down to 3% in 1980 and GDP went
from 7 billion dollars in 1960 to 360 billion dollars in 2016—the same as
Malaysia’s despite the latter being 450 times bigger in size. As for
individual income, it went from 435 dollars to 80,000 dollars a year in the
same time interval. In addition, corruption is at an all‐time low in
Singapore and its passport is just as powerful as the German one
(number one worldwide in 2017).

VALUES FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
The Singaporean model is substantially linked to the State, namely
to Lee Kwan Yew and to his cabinet’s cultural values, which were major
tools in building the country’s economy. These values were the fruit of
both western and oriental influences.
We begin our study by considering two theoretical models that are
generally used to analyse the Asian economic development:
 The Weberian Model: this model suggests that development in
western countries is attributed to rationalisation (the rational
mastery of the World), and the “failure” of oriental countries is
linked to Confucianism.
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 The Pro‐Confucian Model: this model sheds light on the
contribution of one or more elements of oriental culture to
economic development (pragmatism, diligence, frugality, etc).
These models are deficient in the sense that they focus on the
cultural influence on individuals rather than on the overall economic
development; they also neglect the fact that an individual’s conduct
during economic change is linked to his or her culture. Furthermore, both
perspectives ignore each other. To study the Singaporean experience, a
hybrid model including both alternatives and focusing on the intervention
of the state in installing certain values in developing the country’s economy
is crucial (Chang 1‐2).
The Singaporean state focused on six values for economic
development:
1. Neo‐social Darwinism
Generally, Neo‐social Darwinism suggests that the life of a society’s
members is the struggle for existence through the “survival of the best”.
According to Yew, “A nation is great not by its size alone. It is the will,
the cohesion, the stamina, the discipline of its people and the quality of
their leaders which ensure it an honourable place in history” (Yew 23).
For the Singaporean government, this value encouraged:
 high standard (to Lee Kwan Yew this meant having a first‐world
vision/thinking and achieving the status of a have‐nation);
 achievement orientation;
 vision;
 far‐sighted planning;
 conviction;
 competitive excellence;
 hard headedness, and
 adaption.
To these, we should add the compassion to prevent harming those
who prove less successful. Additionally, Lee believes that a moderate
level of discipline and hardiness is not satisfactory and it is crucial for
one to exert the highest degree of resolution (Chang 2003: 88). In his own
words, “if I decide something is worth doing, then I’ll put my heart and
soul into it. I’ll give everything I’ve got to make it succeed” (Yew 26).
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2. Connectionism
In order to understand connectionism as part of Singapore, Lao
Zi’s philosophy of Yin and Yang must be understood. He states that the
universe is the result of the interaction of two components referred to as
Yin and Yang. The latter can be different or even opposites but are still
able to, somehow, connect and give rise to a new form or forms. Lee
Kwan Yew and his cabinet made it a priority to find the proper Yin and
Yang able to successfully pave the way for a respectable Singapore
(Chang 3‐4).
3. Golden‐means‐seeking rationalism
Lee Kwan Yew and the Singaporean government did not strive to
be good, they aimed for greatness. They placed utmost focus on critical
learning through observation and practice. They believed in learning
from other politicians and nations’ mistakes through comparison and
analysis in the formulation of new policies (Barr 229). And, as Han and
his co‐authors reported, “If we do not learn from other peopleʹs errors,
costly errors, we would be mined, wouldnʹt we? We have got very little
margin to spare” (Han et al. 391).
4. Pragmatism
Lee Kwan Yew emphasised the importance of dynamic policies
based on plausibility, reality testing, and progressive adjustment. He
believed that the latter should be suitable for the people and the
country’s conditions. He insisted that policies should be revised
regularly, altered or even omitted in case they prove unsuitable. He
stated: “I am a pragmatist and you can’t make a living in Singapore with
the Chinese language” (Yew 112).
5. Communitarianism & Conservative Liberalism
Communitarianism refers to the act of prioritising the needs of a
society over those of an individual.
The founding father—Lee Kwan Yew—was a firm believer in
communitarianism because of the values that were [are] rich in East
Asian communities. In his opinion, such values had proved helpful and
played a crucial part in catching up with the developed nations because
they fortify the effort that the community puts which is essential for a
rapid development (Tamney 223‐25). As Yew stated, “the principle
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which guides our actions is that the paramount interest of the whole
community must prevail” (Yew 8).
Communitarianism consists of three major aspects:
 The nation’s interest and well‐being should reflect on that of its
people;
 Policy making process should be done while keeping in mind
the interest of the general population (society), and
 The use of the established interests of the society to align and
adapt the interest of individuals.
Conservative Liberalism is a policy that was launched in order to
certify that every Singaporean citizen has an equal opportunity in all
aspects of social privileges, regardless of their ethnic background and
class. In addition, competition would be done by meritocracy and not by
politics. This explains why corruption is extremely low, almost
inexistent, in the country.
Lee Kwan Yew and his cabinet realised that they could not borrow
a model that was successful for any other country because Singapore had
unique living conditions. They had to come up with a new model that
would fit the country’s lifestyle and it would have to be based on “specific
role awareness and commitment, law, and governance” (Chang 91).
For role awareness, Lee Kwan Yew places his confidence in the
Confucian ideology with regards to the ethical relations between sovereign
and subjects, parents and children, husband and wife, brothers etc. The
core of this structure is respect for elders and authority (Chang 91).
As for governance, Lee Kwan Yew and his cabinet believed that the
government should take control for the interest of the general
population. It should also need harmony between religion, ethnicity and
between classes.
6. Elitism
Elitism is a belief that a society should be led by the elite, though
for Lee Kwan Yew elite was based on intellect, not one’s social class or a
certain ancestry. As he stated, “I am sorry if I am constantly preoccupied
with what the near‐geniuses and the above average are going to do. But I
am convinced that it is they who ultimately decide the shape of things to
come. It is the above average in any society who sets the pace” (Yew 71).
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The founding father insisted that the Singaporean Government
should have an effective system in place that would be able to spot and
grow the people whom it deemed elite for roles in different areas, so as
to better the country, because they are crucial for the formation of a good
government.
Moreover, according to Lee Kwan Yew, for a government to be
considered good, it should contain values such as honesty, capability and
efficiency. In the case that such a government is formed, it would mean
the success of Singapore. He even goes a step further and deems that a
government with such values is more important than a democratic one,
for the survival and development of a society.

CHALLENGES
Regardless of the fact that values have played a major role in
developing Singapore, it would be ignorant to assume that they have no
negative impacts.
In the case of elitism, it has created a tendency to deem oneself as
unfit and assume that another party, capable, would take on the role. In
the long run, it has increased dependency, killed the courage for
entrepreneurial undertaking and decreased the desire for self‐realisation.
As for conservative liberalism, it resulted in political control that
exceeds the public’s approval. The country’s political structure is multi‐
faceted since it includes control over races, religions, classes, political
parties, mass media and interest groups. The government’s reasoning is
that such control is in place to ensure order and stability as well as aid in
the government being effective for the economic and social development.
Although a huge percentage of Singaporeans are in favor of such control,
a considerable portion are not, especially with regards to how the
opposition is treated (Barr 229).

WORLD SURVEY DATABASE
After having studied the different values that created today’s
Singapore and the different challenges it is currently facing, we have
decided to assess our findings through an established research source
World Value Survey, which is a global network composed of social
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scientists who study the impact of changing values on a variety of
disciplines (WVS).
One of Singapore’s main problems prior to its independence was its
racial and religious diversity, and the State tried to tackle this through
conservative liberalism. To see the extent of their success in reaching
harmony, we decided to analyse the results of the question “How much do
you trust people of another religion?” found on worldvaluesurvey.org.
We can see that 59,4% voted that they do trust people of different religions
completely or relatively, which is quite a high percentage to be achieved
in the short period of 35 years. We see it appropriate to partially link the
40.6% of negative votes to the competitive nature of Singaporeans (WVS).
As we mentioned earlier, conservative liberalism has caused more
political control than people are willing to handle and accept. This has
intrigued us to know Singaporeans’ stance on the importance of democracy.
The world value survey results showed that more than 90% of those
surveyed ranked democracy as important (several levels of importance)
(WVS).
The majority of Singaporeans agree that it is time to change the
nature of governing in the country as it has radically changed in all aspects.
Through connectionism, Singapore aimed to foster a harmonious
relationship with countries all over the world. To assess how much this
value was instilled in the people of Singapore, we looked at the results
for the statement “I see myself as a world citizen” and 66% of those
surveyed agreed, which stands to prove that Lee’s strategy has succeeded
(WVS).
Despite being removed from the Malaysian Union, Singapore
made sure it remained in good terms with the union, as they understood
the importance of building good relationships in growing as an
economy, especially given their lack of natural resources. Singapore is a
part of ASEAN (Thailand, Vietnam, Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines,
Singapore, Myanmar (Burma), Cambodia, Laos, Brunei) and to assess to
which extent the citizens of Singapore see themselves as a part of the
union we looked at the Worldvaluesurvey.org results of the statement “I
see myself as a part of the ASEAN”. 69.7% of those surveyed agreed
proving the importance of belonging to a group and connectionism to
the people of Singapore even after decades since its independence.
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CONCLUSION
It took 35 years of hard work and determination for Singapore to
go from a poor island to a huge industrial hub. This success story’s main
character has to be “the founding father”, “the grand master” Lee Kwan
Yew and his cabinet. He saw the potential in a country that was
abandoned and made it his duty to turn it into a “have state” through
“cultural capital,” that is a a set of values that he saw crucial to growth:
 neo‐social Darwinism for free competition, forward looking and
participation in regionalisation and globalisation;
 connectionism for foreign investment attraction and harmony
with neighbour‐countries;
 golden‐means‐seeking rationalism for growth through observation
and analysis of other nations’ success and failure stories;
 communitarianism to set society and its interest first and to
encourage English as the formal language (school and work);
 conservative liberalism to achieve harmony in religion and race,
repress communists, put huge importance to meritocracy;
 pragmatism to encourage globalisation, thinking, a changed
education system and an economy built on knowledge, and
 elitism to build a strong government, a new and improved
election system and to welcome foreign talents.
Through this remarkable mixture of western modernisation and
oriental culture, the Singaporean experience is one for reference, it is a
new species that broke the wall between Weber’s perspective and that of
the pro‐Confucianism. Although accused of belittling western culture,
Lee Kwan Yew’s stance towards both the western and oriental was
nothing but selective.
Despite being the major driver in this success story, Lee’s values
have given rise to a few challenges: elitism led to passivity, dependency
and lack of creativity, while conservative liberalism created excessive
political control.
After having read through several books, watched several
documentaries and analysed several papers we have established an
opinion of our own. No one can deny that Lee Kwan Yew’s strategy was
successful in every sense of the word. He was able to achieve in a few
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decades what several countries have been trying to achieve for centuries.
He devoted his life to creating a strong and respectable Singapore. The
values that he transferred to his people have managed to drive up
literacy rates, have transformed the economy, established a better quality
of life, and made Singapore one of the world’s least corrupt nations.
What we stated above is unarguable and indisputable; what struck
us during our research is how Lee Kwan Yew gave very little importance
to democracy, he mentioned time and again that democracy is overrated.
This can be seen in “conservative liberalism”: he believed that the
government should take complete control for the general public’s well‐
being. He made sure mass media was on his side and opposition parties
were kept in check. This is not really how a democratic leader should be,
but the real question is: “Did Singapore need democracy during its
transformation? And does Singapore need democracy now?”.
Let us imagine a scenario where Lee Kwan Yew was a democratic
leader, allowed private media channels and gave opposition complete
freedom to voice out their opinions. This would have led to complete
disorder in the country because the people of Singapore had nothing in
common: no common language, no common race, and no common religion.
He would have never been able to control them and lead them as one.
Indeed, democracy would have done nothing but harm to Singapore.
What about now? Is it time for this to change? Does Singapore
need democracy now that it has become a have‐nation? We would say
yes, the people of Singapore are now mostly college graduates with a
common language (English), have established religious harmony and a
common goal, which is an ever‐growing Singapore. It is time for them to
be granted freedom of speech and more. Thus the country will benefit
from the general publicʹs (graduates) knowledge and points of view
while also minimising the rate of emigration among the well‐educated.
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A wonderland of mirrors is the realm of literature. Mirrors
reflecting life, places, events and experiences, people and characters,
thoughts, emotions, and words. Caught in this realm readers may be
challenged to dive right into action and strive to solve dilemmas or
intricate lifelike situations. Sometimes the experience in such a realm
resembles a visit to an art gallery and offers readers the chance to admire
the same picture from the perspective of many viewers with the aim of
discovering the complex angles from which the same work of art can be
seen. Such an experience is offered by the debut novel Wonder of the
American writer R. J. Palacio. The writer manages to place the readers in
the shoes of various fictional characters to make them wonder at the
puzzling nature of the human mind, perspective, way of feeling and
expressing feelings or rendering facts. She thus performs an interesting
exercise in focalization and reflection with the art of the fine detective
who tries to render the testimonies and the perspectives of all the
characters involved with convincing accuracy.
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The intricate exercise of focalization is based on the author’s choice
of manipulating words and points of view. In his book Narrative
Discourse Gérard Genette clearly states that “narrative perspective” is in
close connection and actually determined by the “narrative technique”
(185‐86). He tackles the confusion between “mood and voice” and links it
to the dilemma that may arise when thinking of “who is the character
whose point of view orients the narrative perspective?” and “who is the
narrator?” (186). Genette opts for the term “focalization” (189) instead of
point of view and distinguishes three categories of focalization based on
the degree of readers’ access to the narrative information (189‐90):
1. The non‐focalized narrative, or narrative with zero focalization
2. The narrative with internal focalization:
(a) Fixed – where the focalization is from the perspective of a
singular character, a rather restrictive perspective
(b) Variable – where the focal character is in turn a different
character in the novel
(c) Multiple – where the same event may be evoked several times
according to the point of view of several characters
3. The narrative with external focalization – where readers have no
access to the character’s thoughts and feelings.
In her novel Wonder, R. J. Palacio employs a wisely intertwined
mixture of variable and multiple focalizations which offers readers the
enriching experience of placing themselves in the position of various
characters that participate in the plot constructed around the main
character. Thus, Palacio’s narrative is a compilation of stories told from
the perspective of different actors in the big life narrative of August
Pullman (Auggie). Some events in the book are depicted from the viewpoint
of more characters involved, who are strongly impacted by the outcomes,
contributing thus to an expanding horizon of understanding human
nature in all its complexity. Therefore the “narrating‐I” overlaps with the
“experiencing‐I” (Zeman 34) in a bewildering attempt of the author to
assume more selves in the act of writing.
Addressing the issue of the narrator’s involvement in his writing,
Manfred Jahn bestows a crucial role and responsibility on the narrator
who “is the functional agent who verbalizes the story’s nonverbal matter,
edits the verbal matter, manages the exposition, decides what is to be
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told in what sequence, and establishes communication with the
addressee” (96). Consequently, the many narrators in the novel are all
given the chance to tell the bits of the story in which they play a part,
from their own perspective, filtered through their own personality and
reflecting their unhampered emotions and thoughts:
in many first‐person (homodiegetic) texts […] the point of
perceptual origin hovers between two co‐ordinate systems because
first‐person narrator and protagonist—also called the “narrating I”
and the “experiencing I,” respectively—are separated in time and
space but linked through a biographical identity relation. This
creates an—occasionally unstable—union between the current,
remembering self and what French critics term un autre (literally,
“an other”). (Jahn 100)
In Wonder, the narrators of the different parts of the novel are
agents in the plot. It is the special gift of the writer to enter the personalities
of each narrator and assume different hypostases and genders, uniting
the gift of self‐awareness with the awareness of others. The profound
effect and most probably the intended effect desired by the writer is to
awaken and strengthen the readers’ empathic abilities.
The internal focalizers actively participate in the completion of the
big puzzle—which is the novel—by enthusiastically bringing their own,
limited perspective on things: “the knowledge of an internal focalizer
[…] is restricted by definition: being a part of the represented world, he
cannot know everything about it” (Rimmon‐Kenan 81). However, the
restricted knowledge is compensated by the emotional involvement of
each internal focalizer, who seems justified to offer that perspective,
being given a certain role and position in relation to the main character
and to the others. This emotional load will in turn impact the act and the
consequence of focalization, as Schlomith Rimmon‐Kenan asserts: “in its
emotive transformation, the ‘external/ internal’ opposition yields ‘objective’
(neutral, uninvolved) v. subjective (coloured, involved) focalization” (82).
There is not only the exercise of perceiving performed by the
characters themselves, but also the exercise of perceiving performed by
the readers who are summoned as witnesses meant to gain insight into
how to fully comprehend various situations. The dilemma that arises in
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the midst of this bewildering perspectivization is centred around the
position and the involvement of the readers. Referring to the readers’
positioning in the process of reading, Louise M. Rosenblatt sees them as
being placed on the reading continuum somewhere in between an
“efferent” stance and an “aesthetic” one:
every reading event falls somewhere on a spectrum covering what
I term the ‘predominantly efferent’ and the ‘predominantly aesthetic’
stances.
The kind of reading in which the focus of attention is predominantly
on what is to be retained after the reading event I term ‘efferent’
(from L. efferre, to carry away).
The predominantly ‘aesthetic’ stance, covering the other half of the
continuum, designates an attitude of readiness to focus attention
on what is being lived through in relation to the text during the
reading event. (124)
Since Wonder is a novel rooted in real life issues of young people
struggling with all sorts of emotional triggers, unexpected encounters,
the need for acceptance and the need to enjoy a constructive freedom
from all biased misconceptions, the readers are indirectly called upon to
perform an efferent act of reading, so that they will be better prepared to
react and act in similar situations to those depicted in the book.
Moreover, they are naturally set in an aesthetic stance since the gift of the
author is to stir emotions and thoughts in the very act of reading.
However, given the compulsion of the text to situate readers in a stance
that will involve their sensorial and emotional sensitivity, the term that
would more accurately describe the stance involved in the process of
reading will be rightfully termed afferent since all the information coming
to the readers’ inner core—brain and heart together—is aimed at
exercising a certain force of introspection and commitment to change, not
only toward situations presented in the novel, but also toward various
types of people involved. This reading stance aims at positioning the
readers in a state of awareness: of themselves in relation to the text and
of the others as reflected in the characters.
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Involving the readers’ thinking and feeling abilities, this novel is
probably one of the best exercises in seeing elements pertaining to
emotional intelligence, such as self‐awareness and awareness of others,
actively and naturally stimulating readers toward an acquisition of
critical thinking and emotional literacy skills. Since emotional intelligence
“involves the ability to monitor one’s own and others’ feelings and
emotions, to discriminate among them and to use this information to
guide one’s thinking and actions” (Salovey and Mayer 189), it supplies
the focalization exercise with all the data necessary to accurately grasp
the meaning of experiences and adopt the right attitude toward events
and circumstances and act accordingly. In the same article entitled
“Emotional Intelligence”, the psychologists Peter Salovey and John
Mayer highlight the importance of becoming aware of emotions and the
impact they can have on changing character and attitudes: “we view the
organized response of emotions as adaptive and as something that can
potentially lead to a transformation of personal and social interaction
into enriching experience” (186). This conclusion is valid regarding
readers acknowledging their own emotions towards the things read as
well as the emotions characters feel in the circumstances in which they
are placed. This double exercise in becoming aware turns reading into a
meaningful training for life.
A closer look at the internal focalizers ranging from the main
character to the other characters and the various perspectives on people
and events offer an enriching panorama of human typologies and types
of awareness. The main character’s insightful input is meant to cast a light
on how the narrator perceives himself. It focuses on what happens to him
as well as on the impact of the events and of other people’s reactions on him.
I know I’m not an ordinary ten‐year‐old kid. I mean, sure, I do
ordinary things. I eat ice‐cream. I ride my bike. I play ball. I have
an Xbox. Stuff like that makes me ordinary. I guess. And I feel
ordinary. Inside. But I know ordinary kids don’t make other
ordinary kids run away screaming in playgrounds. I know
ordinary kids don’t get stared at wherever they go. (3)
A keen and balanced self‐awareness is backed by Auggie’s crude
awareness of the way his person is perceived by others due to his
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physical appearance. The author uses this hopeless struggle verbalised
by the main charater in order to raise readers’ awareness towards an
awakening regarding the right of each human being to dignified
treatment no matter the external appearance. The author’s skillful use of
conditional clauses powerfully renders the feelings and desires of the
main character to be given a chance to change reality:
If I found a magic lamp and I could have one wish, I would wish
that I had a normal face that no one ever noticed at all. I would
wish that I could walk down the street without people seeing me
and then doing that look‐away thing. Here’s what I think: the only
reason I’m not ordinary is that no one else sees me that way. (3)
August’s remark points to a painful truth: the perceivers impact the
feelings and the struggles of the perceived. The viewers bestow qualities
and influence by judgment. Even the most vigilant and self‐contained of
the perceivers, Ms Petosa, one of August’s teachers, is detected by
Auggie’s sensitive eye which is able to notice even the quickest of
people’s unhindered reactions. She “had only hesitated for a millionth of
a second, but”, testifies Auggie, “I could tell the moment she saw me.
Like I said. I’m used to it by now” (38).
The intensity of perception and of the nuances involved in
rendering these perceptions are undoubtedly influenced by the degree of
closeness in relation to Auggie. His sister, Via, has her own experience in
connection to her brother. Her feelings and thoughts testify to this:
August is the Sun. Me and Mom and Dad are the planets orbiting
the Sun. The rest of our family and friends are asteroids and comets
floating around the planets orbiting the Sun.
I’ve always understood that August is special and has special
needs. […]
I’ve seen August after his surgeries. After you’ve seen someone
else going through that, it feels kind of crazy to complain over not
getting the toy you had asked for, or your mom missing a school
play. I knew this even when I was six years old. No one ever told it
to me. I just knew it. (82)
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In real life instances it is hardly possible to be fully aware of all the
elements involved in an experience. There always exists a certain
hesitation in establishing the accuracy of memories of events. Each
experience is stored in people’s memory according to the emotional
intensity which accompanies it. Sometimes it is the testimony of the
witnesses to that experience that contributes to the completion of the big
picture. Via hardly recalls her experiences and she relies on the
narratives of the others to build her own one about the event of her little
brother coming into the world:
I don’t remember what I said or did the day they brought August
home from the hospital. I don’t remember what I said or did or felt
when I saw him for the first time, though everyone has a story
about it. […]
The story goes that after my initial reaction to August, it only took
a few minutes (according to Grans) or a few days (according to
Mom) before I was all over him: kissing him, cuddling him, baby
talking to him. (84)
Via’s awareness of her little brother and her focalization on the
experiences he goes through are mediated by her status, her closeness,
and her unconditional affection for him:
I never used to see August the way other people saw him. I knew
he didn’t look exactly normal, but I really didn’t understand why
strangers seemed so shocked when they saw him. Horrified.
Sickened. Scared. There are so many words I can use to describe the
looks on people’s faces. And for a long time I didn’t get it. I’d just
get mad. Mad when they stared. Mad when they looked away. (85)
Via knows no hindrance when it comes to acknowledging and
expressing her own feelings. She is very capable of accurately naming all
the emotions others feel when they see her brother and her own
emotions in response to these emotional manifestations. Auggie’s sister
is even very skilled at having an introspective exercise placing herself in
her brother’s shoes and letting her mind think from his perspective:
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Does August see how other people see him, or has he gotten so
good at pretending not to see that it doesn’t bother him? Or does it
bother him? When he looks in the mirror, does he see the Auggie
Mom and Dad see, or does he see the Auggie everyone else sees?
Or is there another August he sees, someone in his dreams behind
the misshapen head and face? […] Does August see himself as he
might have looked without that single gene that caused the
catastrophe of his face? […]
I wish I could ask him this stuff. I wish he would tell me how he
feels. (89)
Given his special status, Via assumes that Auggie has built a kind
of defensive strategy and is acting differently from the rest. She wishes
he could be an ordinary child at least from this point of view—of
expressing his feelings openly: “why can’t he just say what he’s feeling
like everyone else?” (90).
Another perspective on August is offered by Summer, his schoolmate
who proves to be his sincerest friend since she approaches him without
anyone asking her to do so and with an overwhelming open‐mindedness.
Her verbal input across the book testifies to this:
Some kids have actually come out and asked me why I hang out
with ‘the freak’ so much. These are kids that don’t even know him
well. If they knew him, they wouldn’t call him that. […]
“Because he’s a nice kid!” [...]
I answered […] truthfully.
“[…] I want to be friends with him.” […]
I felt sorry for him. […]
He’s just a kid. The weirdest‐looking kid I’ve ever seen, yes. But
just a kid. […]
I do admit August’s face takes some getting used to. […] he’s
pretty nice. I should also say that I don’t really feel sorry for him
anymore. (119‐20)
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By exercising her gift of understanding and accepting differences,
Summer manages to overcome her initial sorrow and assume a normal
behaviour toward her schoolmate. Her ability to see beyond physical
appearances allows her to cherish Auggie’s gifts, thus displaying the
qualities of a true friend.
At the opposite pole is Jack, who has approached Auggie because
he has been asked to and whose vacillating attitude has a discouraging
impact on him. Here is Jack’s initial perspective:
I kind of went “Uhh!” when I saw him because I honestly got
scared. I thought he was wearing a zombie mask or something. It
was the kind of “uhh” you say when you’re watching a scary
movie and the bad guy like jumps out of the bushes. Anyway, I
know it wasn’t nice of me to do that […]. (136)
Nevertheless, his family and educational background prevents him
from becoming an arrogant bully. His ability to be aware of his own
feelings and thoughts and their impact on others, as well as of the
feelings, thoughts and qualities of others, helps him overcome all
prejudices and bring himself in an honest friendship relationship with
Auggie: “it’s not so bad […] he’s actually a really cool dude. I mean, he’s
pretty funny. […] a nice kid […] he’s really smart. […] in most things he’s
way ahead of me” (142). He finally comes to the full acknowledging of
the fact that Auggie has all the qualities of a very good and trustworthy
friend: “now that I know him, I would say I actually do want to be
friends with August. […] I kind of feel I can tell August anything. Like
he’s a good friend. Like, if […] I got to choose anyone I wanted to hang
out with, I would choose August” (143).
Justin, Via’s boyfriend offers another perspective on August: “the
first time i meet olivia’s little brother, i have to admit i’m totally taken by
surprise” (187). His way of recounting things and the spelling he uses to
render his narrative turns him into a very real teenage character. He is
also a very skillful observer of himself and others and a keen judge of his
own feelings: “i like to think i’m able to hide my surprise. i hope i do.
surprise is one of those emotions that can be hard to fake” (187). He
comes to a very crude awareness of the key to leading a good life of
understanding, acceptance, and support: “olivia’s family tell each other ‘i
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love you’ all the time. i can’t remember the last time anyone in my family
said that to me” (192).
The last insightful focalization on August comes from Miranda, Via
and Auggie’s childhood best friend. She has been so attached to them
that when she distances herself from Via under the peer pressure of
becoming part of the popular gang and under the distressing
circumstances her own family is facing, she goes as far as describing Via
and August’s family as being her own:
They’d ask me things about myself, and I’d make things up: my
parents are in Europe, I told them. I live in a huge townhouse on
the nicest street in North River Heights. I have a dog named Daisy.
Then one day I blurted out that I had a little brother who was
deformed. I have absolutely no idea why I did this: it just seemed
like an interesting story to say. […] But, I have to admit, there was
a part of me that felt a little entitled to this lie. […]
And the strangest thing is that these lies I told, these fictions, did
wonders for my popularity. (236‐37)
Her skill of acting emotionally intelligent toward others is clearly
stated by her own words: “I loved Auggie. I was never afraid of him:
even when I was little. […] Auggie’s face isn’t so bad once you get used
to it” (241).
August’s final reflections on his own status in relation to others are
meant to stir readers’ awareness regarding the struggles of people with
disabilities and the need to adopt the right attitude and embrace
kindness—a core, recurring concept in the novel:
“Mom? Am I always going to have to worry about jerks like that?’ I
asked. ‘Like when I grow up, is it always going to be like this?’
“There are always going to be jerks in the world, Auggie,” she said,
looking at me. “But I really believe, and Daddy really believes, that
there are more good people on this earth than bad people, and the
good people watch out for each other and take care of each other.
Just like Jack was there for you. And Amos. And those other kids.”
(279)
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The answer given by August’s mother is a strong argument in
favour of the necessity of believing that there are good people in the
world, that the human race is not hopeless and that even the ones that
are reluctant and teasing can prove—surprisingly enough—to have good
discernment and act with kindness and compassion in extreme situations.
The internal focalization following the variable and the multiple
focalization paths, backed by the meaningful interplay of self‐awareness
and the awareness of others, constitutes the perfect initiation of readers
into the valuable practice of grasping the world in an unprejudiced
manner and with the aim of making the best of one’s reaction to events.
Wonder constitutes an excellent illustration of the way people’s emotions
and reactions are influenced by what they see, by socially ingrained
opinions, and changed by those who have the courage to stand up for
truth and kindness. It is a practical lesson in emotional intelligence, with
a particular focus on raising readers’ self‐awareness as partakers to
similar issues in real life and their awareness of others—the characters in
the book and the real people prototyped by them.
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MÉTAMORPHOSE DES LETTRES.
LETTRES DE LA MÉTAMORPHOSE
Ana Maria SIMA*
Université Alexandru Ioan Cuza, Iaşi

De nos jours, la lettre, dans sa forme classique, sur papier, est
bannie progressivement de la vie quotidienne, de la communication
entre les individus. Devenue un simple objet de remémoration d’un
passé révolu, on a tendance à la considérer comme surannée, un vestige,
certes, honorable, mais en vérité inutile. Telle qu’on la connaît, a lettre a,
en fait, une histoire bien plus riche qu’on pourrait se l’imaginer.
Les origines de la lettre peuvent être placées dans la période
antique. Le support de l’écriture change avec le temps, des tablettes en
bois au papyrus ou au parchemin, ce qui permet une plus grande fluidité
dans la circulation des documents. Hormis la correspondance privée, les
lettres sont employées comme un moyen de communication plus ou
moins officielle entre les régions ou les pays. Leur signification et
importance documentaires ressortent très bien d’une anecdote antique.
Pendant la guerre entre la Macédoine et Athènes, l’armée de cette dernière
capture les transporteurs des lettres de Philippe II, père d’Alexandre le
Grand. Les Athéniens lisent les lettres, dans l’espoir d’y trouver des
informations sur les stratégies, les transports des denrées, voire le caractère
et la façon d’être du roi. Ils lisent tout, sauf, par pudeur, la lettre envoyée par
sa femme, Olympias, qu’ils font d’ailleurs parvenir à Philippe (Rosenmeyer,
2001 : 1‐2).
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Le respect pour la forme écrite d’une conversation privée invite à
réfléchir au fonctionnement d’autres types de lettres, qui, en outre, ne
sont pas toujours faciles à classifier. Car les lettres ont, depuis toujours,
un aspect protéiforme, oscillant entre la fiction et la réalité.
Il y a beaucoup de noms célèbres qui se sont intéressés à l’art
épistolaire. L’époque médiévale et surtout l’humanisme ont souvent puisé
leurs lignes de force dans les épitres antiques.
Le nom le plus connu pour l’histoire lointaine du genre est sans
doute Cicéron, à qui sont associés, en matière épistolaire, le stylus
ciceronianus et l’imitatio ciceroniana. Célèbre surtout pour son art oratoire,
Cicéron est aussi à l’origine des normes de composition des lettres.
Devenu un modèle de maîtrise de la langue et de la rhétorique, il a
souvent été imité. À l’époque médiévale, encore tributaire de la langue
latine—préférée, surtout à l’écrit, aux langues vernaculaires –, la
Chancellerie Romaine devient un des centres les plus importants de la
production de documents et d’ouvrages, le lieu d’où le pape exerce son
pouvoir administratif sur la chrétienté.
Au XIVe siècle, Pétrarque dépasse, dans ses propres lettres, le
modèle ancien de Cicéron. Pétrarque propose une « écriture du moi » à la
place de la correspondance officielle, habituelle. Comme matière scripturale,
Pétrarque s’inspire de thèmes communs, comme l’amour, l’amitié ou la
mort. Le style italien de cette époque anticipe les productions françaises
de Montaigne.
Un autre grand penseur qui récupère le genre épistolaire pour le
libérer des contraintes scripturales imposées par l’Antiquité est Érasme,
continuateur de Pétrarque, dont les lettres lui offrent un modèle pour
exposer l’espace intime de la personne. À la différence de l’auteur italien,
qui adopte la langue vernaculaire, Érasme écrit en latin et propose, en
théologien, une nouvelle conception, qui a ses racines dans l’esprit
chrétien et dans la liberté individuelle. D’ailleurs, dans Ciceronianus,
Érasme exprime son désaccord au sujet du retour aux sources païennes
et de la restriction imitative. Il met en discussion un thème plutôt
philosophique et réalise une jonction entre la théologie, la philosophie et
l’épistolographie. Un nouveau concept—celui de l’infinité de l’homme—
s’applique aussi, chez lui, au domaine de la lettre. C’est grâce à l’infinité
variété des comportements, des caractères, des histoires individuelles et
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finalement des êtres humains que les lettres sont infiniment diverses. À
cela s’ajoute l’unicité des contextes et des occasions dans lesquelles les
lettres sont rédigées. S’appuyant donc sur ces vérités, Érasme défend,
dans Ciceronianus et De conscribendis epistolis, la liberté de la lettre contre
les contraintes du modèle ancien, montrant que cette liberté de l’écriture
dérive en fait d’une autre, plus profonde, consentie par la divinité.
Érasme s’arrête sur quelques éléments clés de la « théorie » de la
lettre : sa définition générale, ses caractéristiques, ses règles d’écriture,
ses parties, ses types (Rummel, 1989 : 300). Il dénonce les possibles
erreurs de rédaction et il blâme aussi la caricature des critères antiques
hérités de Quintilien et de Cicéron : clarté, brièveté, simplicité. Érasme ne
propose donc pas un changement radical du modèle antique, mais une
nouvelle interprétation et un point de vue plus juste. Parfois, sa critique
s’avère extrêmement détaillée. L’humaniste s’en prend aux formules
d’appellation trop exagérées dans leur flatterie ou leur servilité, à
l’emploi du pluriel dans des cas où l’on devrait utiliser le singulier, etc.
Un autre mérite des écrits d’Érasme est leur visée pédagogique, car ils
s’adressent déjà au lecteur comme à une entité distincte, visant ainsi tant
les enseignants que les étudiants.
Le cicéronianisme représente une des polémiques poétiques
majeures de la Renaissance. En 1555, la deuxième édition de la traduction
du Traité du Sublime, imprimée à Venise par Paul Manuce, stipule qu’il y
a « deux rhétoriques, l’une scolaire et servile, l’autre appropriée à la
liberté des “grandes âmes” et qui leur ouvre la voie de l’originalité
personnelle » (Fumaroli, 2015 : 892). Marc‐Antoine Muret, adepte de
Tacite, parle, quant à lui, de l’impossibilité qu’a l’héritage de Cicéron de
couvrir toutes les vertus et la complexité de la lettre. Un concert de voix
s’élève ainsi contre la norme, sur les traces d’Érasme et de sa vision de la
lettre comme une affirmation de soi.
Si Érasme adopte un ton plutôt pédagogique, le Flamand Juste
Lipse vient enrichir la conception sur la lettre, qui aurait, selon lui, des
sens et des traits bien plus profonds qu’une simple discussion entre les
amis, comme chez Érasme. Ses conseils portent sur la manière de
composer une lettre et sur la culture qui en découle (emploi de citations,
maximes, pointes, etc.).
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Les humanistes ne renient pas radicalement l’héritage antique. Ils
proposent cependant une intégration harmonieuse des lectures anciennes,
une imitation modérée, qui ne doit pas freiner les élans personnels dans
la création déjà artistique de lettres. L’humanisme donne ainsi au genre
épistolaire l’opportunité de croiser la multitude des possibilités
d’expression humaines et l’infinité de la liberté divine. Voilà ce qui se
passe en Europe aux XVe‐XVIe siècles.
Les premières lettres représentatives en français appartiennent,
au XVIe siècle et au début du au XVIIe siècle, respectivement à Étienne du
Tronchet et à Étienne Pasquier. Elles accompagnent en fait l’apparition
d’un outil épistolaire appelé secrétaire, qui aura un succès énorme
jusqu’au XVIIIe siècle. À partir des Lumières, on parlera plutôt de
« manuels épistolaires » (Daumas, 1993 : 529). Le premier exemple
connu, le Trésor des Secrétaires, paraît en 1597. Le secrétaire se présente
d’habitude comme un ouvrage, pouvant compter jusqu’à 900 pages, qui
contient des lettres à imiter. L’application des règles et l’imitation effective
des lettres proposées sont cependant assez restreintes. Par conséquent,
les grands écrivains ne se serviront pas de ce savoir mis à la disposition
de tous : un célèbre cas de refus est celui de Madame de Sévigné, dont le
génie épistolaire peut s’expliquer justement par le manque du contact
avec ce type d’éducation normée. L’auteur de secrétaires le plus connu
est Puget de la Serre, qui écrit, entre autres, Le Secrétaire de la Cour (1667).
Le dernier ouvrage important ayant des buts prescriptifs dans le
domaine des lettres sous l’Ancien Régime est celui de Charles‐Honoré Le
Gallois de Grimarest (Daumas, 1993 : 532), chez qui il qui perd déjà
l’appellation de secrétaire pour prendre le nom de Recueil de lettres sur
divers sujets (1721).
À part les nombreuses lettres qui s’inspirent des celles des
auteurs latins et français (chez Madame de Sévigné, Bussy‐Rabutin,
Rousseau, etc.), on observe une véritable ritualisation, qui se met en
place par des règles strictes. Les conseils donnés au lecteur de secrétaires
portent y compris sur la façon de tailler sa plume ; avec l’avènement de
l’honnêteté et de la préciosité, les règles se multiplient et atteignent un
niveau de complexité assez élevé. L’expression « donner la ligne », par
exemple, traduit le respect pour une personne hiérarchiquement ou
socialement supérieure au destinateur. Entre le nom et les titres de la
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personne et le commencement proprement dit de la lettre, un espace plus
ou moins grand, proportionnel au respect, doit « aérer » le texte. Ou bien,
pour ne pas manquer de condescendance, la date ne s’écrit jamais en
haut de la feuille. Le cachet en soie est un autre signe d’attention pour le
destinataire de la correspondance.
Le but du secrétaire est ainsi facile à saisir. Il cherche à imposer
des règles à suivre, y compris pour la classification des lettres. Cette
dernière fonction n’apparaît que plus tard dans l’histoire des secrétaires,
dont les premiers essaient de s’appuyer sur la correspondance des
grands écrivains pour établir une typologie, sans cependant y réussir, à
cause du degré de particularité que présente chaque lettre. Plus on
avance dans l’étude de tels « manuels », plus les efforts de chaque
écrivain de classer les lettres sont visibles. À lire les secrétaires, on
comprend que la lettre de galanterie est différente de la lettre d’amour et
de celle de courtoisie, et que la lettre familière occupe une place de plus
en plus importante, tout comme que celle de politesse. Il y a aussi la
lettre de demande, de justification, d’excuse, de plainte, de reproche, de
remerciement. Au XVIIIe siècle, la lettre amicale est de plus en plus
souvent remplacée par la lettre familière. Son vocabulaire perd d’ailleurs
sa coloration affective, autrefois si puissante qu’on avait du mal à
distinguer entre une lettre d’amour et une lettre d’amitié.
Le dynamisme de la correspondance à une certaine une époque
est surtout guidé par la situation de la société et les transformations de
celle‐ci. À côté de cette difficile tâche de classer l’apparemment impossible,
les secrétaires ont aussi la prétention de trouver le style parfait.
Dès que l’honnêteté commence à s’imposer en France, la lettre ne
lui échappera pas : les secrétaires qui en sont imprégnés blâment la
démesure en faveur de l’équilibre, et l’excès en faveur de la retenue.
C’est un point important dans l’histoire de la correspondance, à partir
duquel la lettre est associée de plus en plus à des pratiques rituelles. En
voici quelques exemples, suivant la typologie des rituels proposée par
Erving Goffman (cité par Daumas, 1993 : 543) : les lettres de conciliation,
d’offre de services, de recommandation et de demande font partie des
rituels d’accès ; les lettres de louanges, de compliments, de remerciement
correspondent au rituel de déférence ; celles du Nouvel An, de félicitation,
d’invitation, de voyage s’inscrivent dans les rituels d’entretien, etc.
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Au XVIIe siècle déjà, on remarque le potentiel littéraire de la lettre.
La grande question est alors la suivante : est‐ce que la lettre peut être
considérée comme étant de la littérature ? Certains critiques (Duchêne,
1971 : 177) conseillent de faire la différence entre épistolier et auteur épistolier,
la différence étant donnée par la conscience littéraire : l’épistolier ne
s’adresse pas au grand public, mais au destinataire. Les lettres réelles
s’opposent ainsi aux lettres fictives, tout comme la correspondance de Blaise
Pascal avec ses amis est complètement distincte des Provinciales.
Cela implique, entre autres, le problème complexe des instances
reliées à l’univers d’une lettre. Pour un auteur épistolaire, à part le
destinataire, la cible est bien définie : c’est le public. D’un point de vue
pragmatique, on prend conscience du fait que ce n’est pas vraiment au
destinataire en soi qu’on s’adresse. Dans La Lecture pragmatique, Anna
Jaubert parle ainsi du « contrat intersubjectif » qui s’installe entre le
destinateur et le destinataire (Jaubert, 1990 : 16). Ainsi, dans l’échange
épistolaire, « chacun des correspondants construit et soumet à l’approbation
de l’autre une image du rapport qui les lie » (Siess, 2010 : 16). A lieu ainsi
une construction du « personnage » de l’autre, d’un destinataire « parfait ».
La lettre construit entre les instances qui lui sont associées un
schéma qui reviendra dans le domaine proprement dit littéraire. Car la
correspondance ne travaille pas uniquement avec la notion de « réel » ou
de « véridicité », mais aussi avec la fiction (Guillén, 2000 : 134), même si
ce détail n’est pas tout à fait évident lors d’une première lecture du texte.
Le destinateur, qu’on croirait stable et inchangeable, s’avère être
le contraire de tout cela. Il agit sur l’image non seulement du destinataire,
mais aussi de soi‐même. On pourrait parler ainsi d’une quête de soi‐
même dans l’acte de l’écriture, d’une recherche de l’identité, liée à la
position qu’on occupe quand on rédige un texte épistolaire. Cela
s’accompagne de divers moyens d’embellir sa propre image. Quant à
l’autre participant à la correspondance, il n’est pas question de sa
personne réelle. Le destinataire éloigné ne représente qu’une image
construite par le destinateur selon ses souvenirs, ses envies, le contexte,
etc. Dans la littérature, l’auteur ne connaît pas les « destinataires » ou les
lecteurs. Dans le domaine de l’épître, en revanche, si.
Suite à cette répartition des rôles, la lettre comporte quatre acteurs
impliqués dans l’acte épistolaire : d’un côté, la personne réelle qui envoie
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un message, qui écrit, le « moi textuel » (Guillén, 2000 : 137), et de l’autre,
le lecteur destinataire réel, dont le « toi textuel » est inclus dans le texte.
Si le pacte autobiographique consiste dans la conviction du lecteur que
l’auteur est identique au personnage et au narrateur et par conséquent au
« moi textuel » aussi, le pacte épistolaire impose, dans les rapports entre
les correspondants, que ceux‐ci croient que le « moi textuel » de l’autre
est la personne réelle.
Les métamorphoses de la lettre sont nombreuses. Elle devient,
entre autres, l’unité fondamentale du roman épistolaire, où elle sert de
témoignage véridique dans la quête de l’authenticité, ou encore de support
dans la transmission des idées scientifiques. Construite sur les principes
d’éloquence de Cicéron, elle s’en détache pour suivre une voie difficile—
puisque on l’a souvent considérée comme un genre « mineur »—et
réussit à surprendre, à chaque fois, par sa capacité de s’adapter et de
fournir des productions majeures pour la culture universelle.
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HOSPITALITY VS. HOSTILITY
IN E. M. FORSTER’S
A PASSAGE TO INDIA
Cipriana BARNA*
Alexandru Ioan Cuza University of Iași

India calls ‘Come’ through her
hundred mouths [...]. But come to what?
She has never defined.
She is not a promise, only an appeal.
(127)

A Passage to India is widely known as a novel which praises
friendship beyond the obstacles that may appear in its way due to social
and cultural differences. Nevertheless, for one reason or another, the
protagonists’ attempts of remaining friends always fail. The attempted
friendship between Dr. Aziz, an Indian Muslim, and Cyril Fielding, an
Englishman, which is central to the book, is a premise of both hospitality
and hostility. The members of the English community in India, who stick
to their roles of colonizers, show hostility to their country fellow because
of his friendship with an Indian. At some point in the novel, the two
cease to be friends and become hostile to each other, proving the
impossibility of such a relationship between members of two cultures
belonging to countries whose relation is one of subordination.
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Derrida makes the distinction between conditional and
unconditional hospitality, stating that the latter does not actually exist. It
is only an ideal which cannot be attained, but, paradoxically, its
existence—at a virtual level—is necessary for the conditional hospitality
to become possible: “conditional laws would cease to be laws of
hospitality if they were not guided, given inspiration, given aspiration,
required, even, by the law of unconditional hospitality” (Derrida 79).
This conditional hospitality generally has to do with the laws that
impose on the individuals certain types of behavior, not allowing them
to be hospitable unconditionally. Apart from these laws, which are
applicable especially when it comes to a diplomatic kind of hospitality,
manifested among states, there are even involuntary elements that
automatically condition the relationship between host and guest,
imposing things on the latter. The mere fact that the host invites the guest
somewhere conditions his intention of being unconditionally hospitable,
because to attain this ideal means to welcome the guest in your house
especially when they come unannounced. Derrida relies precisely on this
idea when he distinguishes between invitations and visitations, the first
being instances of conditional and the latter of unconditional hospitality.
Only when one is able to give visitors the feeling that they are at home,
without imposing it on them by telling them ‘feel yourself at home’, but
by acting openly, does one attain the ideal of unconditional hospitality.
Once you make an invitation, you put a condition.
I would oppose, therefore, the traditional and religious concept of
‘visitation’ to ‘invitation’: visitation implies the arrival of someone
who is not expected, who can show up at any time. If I am
unconditionally hospitable I should welcome the visitation, not the
invited guest, but the visitor. I must be unprepared, or prepared to
be unprepared, for the unexpected arrival of any other. (Derrida 70)
Nonetheless, in what concerns the protagonists of A Passage to
India, and especially Aziz and Cyril Fielding, the invitations cannot be
necessarily linked to a condition imposed on the other. They make
invitations for the benefit of the guests, in order to make sure that they
will feel as comfortable as possible and that no inconvenience will cross
their way. However, this does not happen as planned every time: either
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the space or the members of the community, with their attitudes marked
by prejudices, ruin any attempt to hospitality and, ultimately, to
friendship between Indians and Englishmen.
Yet the individuals strive for unconditional hospitality, for that
ideal way of welcoming the other into their home without asking them
anything, but there are too many factors which resist this attempt and
frustrate it. The two cultures depicted in the novel seem incompatible, no
matter how hard some of their representatives try to fight against all
prejudices and to establish connections between the Indians and the
English people: “Indians are not allowed into the Chandrapore Club
even as guests” (20). Those Englishmen who believe in this possibility
are not interested in colonization or any kind of politics or social laws.
Even if the ideal of unconditional hospitality cannot be attained, they are
the closest to it, by being so willing to become friends to each other that
they deny any prescribed rules that could possibly condition their bond.
Aziz is the first who yearns for unconditional hospitality: in fact, he
has no question for his guests, he does not want to impose anything on
them, but his home is hostile, in that it is too poor and unsuitable for
welcoming anyone. So the Indian finds himself in the situation in which
he makes an invitation to another place, which he considers to be home
for the only reason that it is situated on the territory of his own country.
‘Ah, in my poor position I can give you nothing.’
‘I don’t know why you say that, when you have so kindly asked us
to your house.’
He thought again of his bungalow with horror. Good heavens, the
stupid girl had taken him at his word! What was he to do? ‘Yes, all
that is settled,’ he cried. ‘I invite you all to see me in the Marabar
Caves.’ (67)
Yet, Aziz has never visited the Marabar Caves, and the space
proves its hostility, opposing people’s attempt of possessing it. Moreover,
he chooses Marabar Caves as his only way of escape; he himself could
not possibly feel at home in a place where he never was, but he has to
assume that he owns a place in order to fulfill his role as a host. He
proves to be wrong when imagining that the caves are the space he is
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looking for: they are hostile to him just in the way in which they are to
the English people, showing him that he actually does not own them.
These places cannot possibly give one a sense of belonging, they cannot
be tamed, and are wicked—when seen from a distance, they seem at least
harmless, if not friendly.
Forster’s India is hostile to foreigners and attacks its colonizers
ferociously, so as to force them to leave. [...] It refuses to give a
sense of home to its colonizers. Hence, they remain in ‘exile’. It is
hard on them as well and therefore, the houses they build are only
‘retreats’ in which to hide from its aggressive nature. The Marabar
Caves serve as an example of this promise/appeal binary. (Abu
Baker 70)
The Marabar Caves are definitely the pinnacle of hostility: they
show their enmity only when entered, making obvious the fact that they
are nobody’s home, as Aziz tends to regard them once he assumes the
role of the host and invites his guests there instead of welcoming them in
his house. Aziz pays the price for assuming that Fielding and the other
English guests would be disappointed in the way in which his house—
the place where he is at home—looks and for reducing the matter of
hospitality to space, ignoring its most important aspect, the one related
to people just being together and enjoying each other’s company.
There is nothing appealing in the description of the caves:
They are dark caves. Even when they open towards the sun, very
little light penetrates down the entrance tunnel into the circular
chamber. [...] Nothing is inside them, they were sealed up before
the creation of pestilence or treasure; if mankind grew curious and
excavated, nothing, nothing would be added to the sum of good or
evil. (116‐17)
Nothing and nobody to welcome the visitors is to be found there.
Everything about the caves seems hostile, apart from the way they look
when seen from far: “the Marabars seen from a distance, finite and
romantic” (150). When one gets closer, they cease to appear welcoming.
However, the hostility of their look is nothing compared to the hostility
of the echo inside them: “the original sound may be harmless, but the
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echo is always evil” (260). It is this echo that ruins everything
definitively. It levels anything, but instead of bringing the Englishmen
closer to the Indians, by showing them that everyone is equal, it manages
to alienate people from themselves, and the two Englishwomen are its
main victims.
After her getting out from the caves, a sudden change occurs in
Mrs. Moore’s perception of India: “the wonderful India of her opening
weeks, with its cool night and acceptable hints of infinity, had vanished”
(148). The space begins to show hostility to her, too, and it is not because
she belongs to the culture of the colonizers—in spirit, she does not—but
due to her unintentional violation of the mysterious territory which is
Marabar.
Indirectly, but not to a lesser extent, the visit to the caves ruins
Aziz’s future in his own country. Ultimately, the strange sensations
provided by the caves prove to be the reason why Adela assumed that
the Indian abused her. He has to make radical decisions and once the
harm is done nothing that Adela or Fielding can do succeeds in
improving the situation. Aziz pays the price for trying to befriend people
whom his country banishes: “he had challenged the spirit of the Indian
earth, which tries to keep men in compartments” (119).
However, the Marabar Caves are not the only hostile place—the
whole country is defined by such attitudes. India is determined to show
the English people that within her borders she is the host, not them, and
ultimately not even the Indians. She proves to be alive and to resist
taming or possession. Her territory belongs in fact only to herself and
cannot be disputed by humans: “the destiny of the English seems to
resemble their predecessors’, who also entered the country with intent to
refashion it, but were in the end worked into its pattern and covered
with its dust” (199).
The land is not hostile only to the English people, because they are
the colonizers, but to those who try to master it and to reveal mysteries
that should remain hidden, be they Indians or English. For instance, Mrs.
Moore is welcomed in India, both by people and by places, up to the
moment when she gets too close to its secrets, entering the caves. In the
same way, Aziz feels the hostility of the place only when he assumes that
he is the master of the Marabar Caves.
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Being a place which will not belong to humans, India chooses to
show hostility to everyone, as a form of revenge. The Indians are not
immune to its apparent enmity. This happens because nobody sees India
as their home; the country would treat well its dwellers if it knew who
they are, but the Indians do not feel at home on a colonized territory. As
far as they are concerned, the English do not make any effort to be
assimilated—not necessarily by the people among they live, but by the
territory they inhabit. They prefer to reconstruct a miniature of England
in the middle of India rather then to try to understand it and to do things
its way, not theirs: “the colonizers discover that they need to replicate
their original home, in order to be at home” (Hu 7). Thus, the hostility of
the space is, in fact, a replication of the people’s hostility: India pays
them back in their own coin, refusing to turn the other cheek and to
acquiesce in what happens on its land. However, the space takes its
revenge even against the people who did not harm it in any way; the
protagonists’ attempts to befriend and to be hospitable fail because they
usually pay for the sins of the others.
There are many instances in which people, in their turn, prove to
be hostile towards the land. Aziz himself, who is a native, is “without
natural affection for the land of his birth” (253). The English people
always talk about India as a country where they do not belong; neither
do the Indians—they feel that a territory colonized by the English ceases
to be theirs. The colonizers do not own the country, because they do not
make any effort to understand India, but neither do they leave it to its
rightful owners—they keep the Indians from feeling home on their
territory, alienating it from them.
India reveals itself only to those who are capable to understand it
and keeps everything hidden from the ones who show superficiality in
relation to its people and culture—this is why many members of the
Club regard it as a “poisonous territory”, which conceals mysteries and
is dangerous. The country not showing hostility to Mrs. Moore is the
proof that she has, in fact, an oriental soul, as Aziz notices after their very
first contact. The humbleness of the newcomer who is willing to get to
know the authentic culture of the territory he or she inhabits even for a
while is what makes Mrs. Moore different from the others, getting her
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closer to Fielding’s mentality than to the one of the British colonizers,
who affect patronizing attitudes.
The newcomers do not act as colonizers and refuse to take sides
from the moment they arrive in India. They are visitors, willing to
discover the real India and convinced that they can make friends with the
Indians, unaware of the fact that they belong to a people to which both
Indian places and their inhabitants tend to be hostile. Aziz seems to
identify himself with the land when he welcomes Mrs. Moore—though
his first reaction was to reject her, perceiving her as an outsider,
unfamiliar with its religions and customs. Neither the Indian Muslim,
nor the Indian soil does treat Mrs. Moore with hostility: she is welcomed
in the mosque. Afterwards, in the caves, she is not exempt from the
treatment that everyone receives: the hostile echo responds to her, too.
Anyway, it is on religious ground where the two manage to reconcile
their cultures and to see beyond any differences between themselves,
despite the fact that they do not share the same religion. The caves
annihilate any sense of an existing possibility for them to be friends in
the given circumstances. Nevertheless, this hostile space does not
succeed in keeping Aziz away from Mrs. Moore. It manages to break the
relationship built between him and Fielding, but the connection created
in the mosque seems impossible to be untied.
In the majority of cases, however, nationality hinders the individuals’
attempts of befriending or at least of being together in a place which
belongs to one culture or another: when on the English territory, at the
Club, Aziz ventures in the game of polo which eventually neutralizes the
differences between him and the Englishmen. At the end of it, anyway,
they feel the inevitably widening of the gulf between them: “nationality
was returning, but before it could exert its poison they parted, saluting
each other” (52)—a sense of preserving the only traces of amity that
occur between the two people is felt, but it cannot overcome the many
obstacles in the way of this endeavor, especially because it is to be found
only in isolated situations.
The distinction between what could be regarded as conditional and
unconditional hospitality depends a lot upon the reasons that underlie
these potential attitudes. If the host and the guest—always exchanging
places—want to become friends, the hospitality they show to each other
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is way closer to the unconditional type than the one displayed by the
members of the Club, for instance, whose only concern is to show their
country fellows that they are the masters of that territory and can play
the role of the host. Anyway, the ones who do not receive a card and are
not invited to the party of the Turtons at the Club do not matter, they are
not fully‐acknowledged members of the community, whose officials
breach the rule of the hospitality which should be based on kindness and
have something divine in it: “all invitations must proceed from heaven”
and “it is futile for men to initiate their own unity, they do but widen the
gulfs between them by the attempt” (34).
This situation is illustrative of conditional hospitality, as long as it
follows a certain pattern: the courtesy is feigned, they are not interested
in welcoming their guests, but in bragging about the way in which they
manage to keep India under control. Everything has an official or even
political tint, being precisely organized and leaving no room for
spontaneity: “their withdrawal from the Club had broken up the
evening, which, like all gatherings, had an official tinge” (25). Neither the
guest nor the host is allowed to deviate from the predetermined plan—
Fielding, who does it, is seen as a misfit and his neutrality and refusal of
taking sides is sanctioned by the English people, who are always ready to
put the blame for anything on India and its natives: “he had found it
convenient and pleasant to associate with Indians and he must pay the
price” (58).
The members of the Club want their compatriots to feel at home in a
country which does not belong either to the ones who colonized it or to
the newcomers. Everything is based on appearances, though: “Miss
Derek did not belong to Chandrapore. [...] A nice impression of local
hospitality she will carry away with her” (37). And this local hospitality is
not provided by the Indians, but—paradoxically—by the English people.
They pretend, basically, to be hosts in the “house” of a foreigner, without
making the slightest effort to get to know it. The Englishmen admit, in
fact, that they are there to make order, with an official purpose, and not
to be pleasant, as Ronny points out to his mother when the latter
reproaches him the fact that in Adela’s view the English people are
rather inconsiderate to the Indians: “We’re not here for the purpose of
behaving pleasantly! [...] We’re out here to do justice and keep the peace”
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(45). Ronny also is the only one who dares to voice the truth that all
English people know but refuse to admit, and he does it only in front of
his mother: “‘India isn’t home’, he retorted, rather rudely” (29).
The British colonizers prevent access to real India, by covering it in
artificiality, while the British visitors are willing to see it, up to the point
they get tired of looking for what is authentic in this country: Adela’s
“desire to see India had suddenly decreased, there had been a factitious
element in it” (80).
In the attempt of befriending the native, even the guests impose
conditions on themselves, in order not to seem rude. It is the case of
Adela Quested who, as opposed to Mrs. Moore, has no connection, not
even a spiritual one, with this space: “we’re quite strangers to your
country; we don’t know when you have visitors” (39), she says to her
Indian host to be. Mrs. Bhattacharya, anyway, never gets to be the one
who welcomes the Englishwomen in her house: at odds with her
seeming hospitality (“all days are convenient, all hours”), she is not to be
found at home when visited by the two, though she apparently cancelled
a trip to Calcutta in order to be able to receive them. However, there is a
paradox underlying this potential event: the members of the Club
consider that their fellow countrywomen were the ones who honored the
Indians by showing generosity when they invited themselves to their
house. The prejudice that hovers over the natives’ way of acting will
remain the same no matter how they choose to behave in a particular
situation, and this may be the reason why Mrs. Bhattacharya does not
make any effort in order to change the perception of the English people
towards them. The expected and to a certain extent legitimate reaction is
one of offense: “fancy inviting guests and not treating them properly!”
(42); nobody says anything, though, about the fact that the invitation did
not come from the Indians, but from the women who, willing to know the
real India, decided to “honor” the natives by paying them a visit.
Unconditional hospitality fails, indeed, due to reasons that concern the
tense relationship between the two cultures, which will not do anything
in order to reach a common point.
The colonizers, as opposed to the newcomers, who are genuine,
develop strategies meant to serve them to the detriment of the natives.
They have nothing to lose, because if everything goes wrong with their—
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even pretended—attempt to be hospitable to other Englishmen, they can
always put the blame on India, which is not their country and
mischievously tries to ruin their efforts of showing amiability: “he [Mr.
McBryde] will blame the Indian climate, everything is our fault really”
(256). In fact, all they assume they have to do is “to hold this wretched
country by force” (45)—and thus how could they pretend hospitality and
courtesy in exchange?
Aziz’s hospitality, on the other hand, defies categories: he cannot
receive Fielding in his house with his heart open not because he is
bothered in any way by the presence of his English friend, but because
he wishes to be able to offer him more than what his poor interior has to
show. “Here’s your home, he said sardonically. Here’s the celebrated
hospitality of the East. [...] Now I suppose you want to be off, having
seen an oriental interior” (106). The Indian is sarcastically defensive up to
the point when he realizes that his visitor gives no importance to the
place he entered and is interested only in his friend’s condition. Thus,
Aziz ends up proving the noblest act of hospitality: he shows his wife’s
photograph to Fielding. Considering that, because of the rules of purdah,
the only men who were allowed to see one’s wife were his relatives, Aziz
welcomes his friend not only in his home, but also in his family and
heart, calling him brother: “I showed her to you because I have nothing
else to show” (108).
The only place where Aziz feels—and, spiritually speaking, really
is—at home, without being ashamed of what he has to show, is the
mosque. This is why his encounter with Mrs. Moore, which takes place
there, is one of the few successful attempts at hospitality, despite the fact
that it started with a tentative rejection from the Muslim Indian. This first
instance of hospitality manifested towards an Englishwoman leads to a
lasting friendship between the two, and it may be the reason why Aziz
starts to associate the two concepts. His ideal and his belief that friendship
can go beyond any cultural differences (“this picnic is nothing to do with
English or Indians; it is an expedition of friends”—150) prove to be only
an illusion. In the end, everything is reduced to the discrepancies
between the two cultures and no Englishman, apart from Fielding, who
is the only one who values friendship above any imposed rule, is willing
to forgive Aziz, an Indian, for what he has supposedly done.
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Aziz’s incapacity to separate the idea of hospitality from that of
friendship is risky anyway, because it leads him to attitudes which
contradict the essence of hospitality, involving a sense of possessiveness.
He it tempted to think that his guests belong to him in one way or
another and does not conceive the idea that they could desert him.
Hospitality had been achieved, they were ‘his’ guests; his honour
was involved in their happiness, and any discomfort they endured
would tear his own soul. Like most Orientals, Aziz overrated
hospitality, mistaking it for intimacy, and not seeing that it is
tainted with the sense of possession. (133)
The Indian praises the hospitality of those with good heart, who
make invitations because they feel they can befriend the other, not
because they have to or they want to demonstrate something. He realizes
that Fielding, though an Englishman, manifests this special kind of
hospitality in the moment when he receives a second invitation to tea
from him, after not honoring a previous one: “here was true courtesy—
the civil deed that shows the good heart” (54).
The fact that, for Aziz, the concept of hospitality equals the one of
friendship becomes obvious in the third part of the book, when Fielding
is invited to Mau—where Aziz was living at the time. The Englishman
makes an official visit and nothing changes the formal character of it: he
is accommodated at the city’s Guest House, where there is nobody to
welcome him. The tie between the two once broken, there is no shadow
of hospitality in Aziz’s attitude. On the contrary, he is hostile to his
former friend and sees him just in the way in which, back in
Chandrapore, he used to see the colonizers. This is a second instance in
which Aziz, the nature, and thus the space he dwells in India are on the
same wavelength, all of them displaying hostility towards the English
visitors: “the two visitors entered the octagon, but rushed out at once
pursued by some bees [...] and out of heaven, as if a plug had been
pulled, fell a jolly dollop of rain. Aziz had not meant to greet his former
friend, but the incident put him into an excellent temper” (285). Anyway,
when the Indian finds out that the man who accompanies Fielding is
Mrs. Moore’s son, he changes his attitude, remembering the promises
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made to his only true English friend. Thus, being hostile to Ralph is
contradictory to taking care of him, as he engaged to do.
In the end, when it is obvious that any attempt to either
unconditional or conditional hospitality has failed, and both the earth
and the sky almost voice their hostility, there still remains a certain form
of friendship. The space and the people they belong to oppose the
befriending of Aziz and Fielding and perpetually try to keep them apart:
“the earth didn’t want it; the temples, the tank, the jail, the palace, the
birds, the carrion, the Guest House [...], they didn’t want it, they said in their
hundred voices, ‘No, not yet,’ and the sky said ‘No, not there’” (306).
Nevertheless, the mere fact that they want to be friends shows that
even if their encounters ended up as failures almost every time, they
realized the ideal of unconditional hospitality at another level. Actually,
they go beyond any condition or absence of conditions: once one
manages to welcome the other into his soul no matter the latter’s
background, there is nothing that space, culture, or communities can do
in order to ruin this bond. Aziz and Fielding are immune to everything
that could come against them from these three hostile entities, because
they succeeded in overcoming the obstacles imposed by them.
Irrespective of time and space, hospitality is attained through the openness
of the heart. Ultimately, it is the door of his soul, and not the one of his
house that one has to keep open in order to be able to welcome the other.
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William Congreve’s comedy The Way of the World is considered his
greatest work, particularly due to its unique method of exploring certain
themes. The play has generated different perspectives among the critics.
According to Mihaela Mudure, Congreve’s last play “has all the common
features of English Restoration comedy, but it is distinguished by the
highly subtle meditation on these ephemerides, called human feelings”1
(Mudure 67). This study aims at analyzing the most representative scene
of the above‐mentioned comedy called the proviso scene, in order to
emphasize the importance of the Lockean political allusions and the way
it deals with gender‐related questions.
Susan J. Owen claims that “if the Renaissance is the Golden Age of
English comedy, the Restoration is the Silver” (211). Owen explains the
latter’s fame in connection with the most representative features such as
the elegance of manners, wit (an essential element of Restoration) and the
way in which private life is artistically managed in an open manner.
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In the Romanian original: “Așa‐i lumea: își însușește toate locurile comune
Restaurației engleze, dar le depășește prin meditația de mare subtilitate asupra acestor
efemeride care sunt sentimentele omenești”. All quotes from Mudure are my translations.
*
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Owen also claims that discipline—“an important part of the comedies”
(213)—is not only essential for the union in marriage of the aristocratic
couples at the end of the play, but also for satirizing the most
representative social “opposing groups from the Country and the City”
(213). This is a fundamental characteristic due to its comical effect.
Moreover, the characters illustrate the discrepancy between essence and
appearance, as their personalities are “portrayed as imperfect, impotent,
dull”, which reflects “no match for the perfect bodies and wits of the
class designed by nature to rule” (214).
Contrary to the “discipline” principle that she upholds, Owen exposes
another aspect of Restoration comedy, the so‐called “folk exuberance”. It
refers to the middle‐class characters who “mock the pretensions of the
aristocracy” (218) with a view to reflecting their hypocrisy. They represent
the “bodily and social excess” (218) whose purpose is to reflect the true
nature of society.
When the theatres reopened in 1660 “the theatrical activity in
London was not just revived but reinvented” (Owen 4). It was a glorious
moment which marked many historical changes, like restricting the trade
to no more than two companies (Richetti 109) and allowing women on
stage. Owen considers that Restoration as “a period of reinvention and
transition from the old to the modern theatre is sometimes forgotten” (5).
For example, Owen quotes Jocelyn Powell, who names the way in which
plays took place before as a “collective entertainment” (Powell qtd. in
Owen 4) in order to emphasize the radical changes. There are also
references to Shakespeare’s plein air plays which “are really not much
like the standard professional theatre of today” (Owen 4).
One of the most influential and controversial dramatists of that
time, considered by Mudure “the most talented dramatist of English
Restoration” (67) was William Congreve. He was educated at Kilkenny
and then at Dublin (Johnson). According to Robert Markley, Congreve
was “a prominent member of Whig intelligentsia, appointed by Queen
Anne as a patentee of the Queen’s Theatre, Haymarket, in 1705, he was
commissioner of wine licenses from1705 to 1714, and, after 1714,
Secretary to the Island of Jamaica” (229). Thus, his successful work and
incontestable talent appear to have positively influenced his position in
society.
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When it comes to Congreve’s work, Maximillian E. Novak adds
that a writer of comedies must write with his immediate audience in
mind, and Congreve always adapted his ideas, plots, etc. to his decade.
Most of the critics agree that his last play The Way of the World was also
the best. Stephen N. Zwicker argues that Congreve was one of “the most
brilliant new dramatic talents” (97) who passed away too early, not
having enough time to reveal his entire creativity. Taking these perspectives
into consideration, it can be concluded that Congreve was a modern‐
thinking author of his times, who always catered to the tastes of his public.
According to Mudure, although chronologically this comedy does
not belong to the Restoration (1660‐1688), the artistic spirit of its time has
not stopped influencing the authors through their work. After the first
performance of the play on March 1700, Dryden (a close friend of Congreve)
wrote a letter to a friend in which he remarked that “Congreve’s New
Play has had but moderate success; though it deserves much better”
(Novak 138). Nevertheless, there were also critics that contested his
talent. In order to support this statement, Novak quotes an anonymous
author of A Comparison between the Two Stages (1702): “I have known
better writ in a month” (138). Novak, as well as Samuel Johnson, claims
that the comedy is hard to read particularly because of “the lack of plot”,
but there are rather more spiritual ideas to be understood from the play.
In Lives of the English Poets Johnson makes a reference to a
monumental event in Congreve’s biography: the visit of Voltaire in 1726.
When he came to visit the author, Congreve said that he wanted to be
considered a gentleman rather than an author, to whom Voltaire replied
that “if he had been only a gentleman, he wouldn`t have come to visit
him” (Johnson 14) which reflects Congreve’s cultural importance.
The most representative and successfully constructed scene of the
comedy The Way of the World is the so‐called proviso scene which takes
place between two lovers (the main female and male characters—
Millamant and Mirabell) and follows the female character`s attempts to
keep her liberties intact in marriage. Johnson contends that this scene is
considered to be Congreve’s most masterful stroke and perhaps the peak
of Restoration comedy, partly because of the political issues implied.
Mudure also claims that William Congreve is original through the
rejection of the typical familial group of his times. He expresses a new
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type of “marital relationship” in his play (Mudure 69) based on the
“Lockean constitutionalism” (Mudure 69).
John Locke was one of the greatest philosophers of the seventeenth
century, whose governmental ideology seems to have influenced
Congreve’s view of marriage. In his Second Treatise, Locke develops his
political ideas about the relationship between people in marriage, about
the paternal or legislative power and freedom. This last topic was
emphasized by Ian Shapiro in the Introduction to Two Treatises of
Government and A Letter Concerning Toleration.
Taking into consideration Congreve’s proviso scene we may consider
that it derives from the following article written by Locke in terms of
ideology: “conjugal society is made by a voluntary compact between man
and woman; and though it consist chiefly in such a communion and right
in one other’s bodies as is necessary to its chief end, procreation, yet it
draws with it mutual support and assistance, and a communion of
interests too” (Locke 133). This is considered one of Locke’s most
remarkable principles. Thus, he was a strong supporter of the contractual
marriage, who trusted that future generations would continue to develop
(Mudure 69).
Both of the characters have specific names, which reflect an individual
part of their personalities: Millamant is the woman who has had many
lovers during the time, while Mirabell is a handsome, marvelous man
(Mudure 69). The scene starts with the reply of Millamant who claims
that she would not dare a marriage if she were not sure of her privacy:
“I’ll never marry, unless I am first sure of my will and pleasure”
(Congreve 59). Firstly, Mirabell does not seem to pay importance to her
requests, but her eagerness is very convincing: “My dear liberty, shall I
leave thee? My faithful solitude, my darling contemplation, must I bid
you then adieu?” (Congreve 59). The verb bid has an important
significance because it refers to the way in which the marriage was
typically supposed to happen. Moreover, it also refers to the position of
the woman in society. At that time, women would not benefit from the
liberty and the rights which are recognized nowadays. In that century,
women were wrongly seen as goods.
So as to keep her liberty and privacy inviolable, Milamant claims
that she will not accept to be called by names as “wife, spouse, my dear,
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joy, jewel, love, sweetheart, and the rest of that nauseous cant”
(Congreve 59) which will include her in the category of wives, restricting
her status. “Let us be as strange as if we had been married a great while;
and as well bred as if we were not married at all” (Congreve 59) she
continues. Millamant demands for social privacy, for keeping their
relationship away from “eyes and whispers” (59). She would like a
relationship which is not based on pride or shame, but which keeps a
mysterious image for the society, making it inaccessible for gossip.
Furthermore, Millamant asks for more liberties, such as receiving visits
from whom she pleases, writing and receiving letters according to her
will, wearing what she chooses. Her last requests, dining in her dressing‐
room, having her closet inviolable, having no obligation to engage in
conversation with fools just because they are the husband`s
acquaintances, are probably the reason Novak calls them “a series of
unreasonable demands” (150). But these are the requests of a woman
who wants to keep her liberty (one of the most important Lockean
principles) intact in marriage and confront the gender inequality.
If these articles are respected, she may accept to dwindle into a wife.
In this situation, Mirabell reveals his own conditions, another Lockean
influence of the constitutional limits of the ruler and the right of the
dominant. The male character does not actually need the permission of
clarifying his rights, because of the society ideology. It was an
unnecessary intervention, because he already benefited from rights
imposed by the nature of the world and it may be considered a clever
strategy. He listened to Millamant, but then he restricted her other
liberties, even though she stipulated the articles in her favour. He was
aware of the gender inequality of the time (Mudure 63), but he smartly
used his political right so as to impose restrictions on his wife.
Mirabell`s requests refer to his wife` behaviour. He covenants that
Millamant has no confident or trial of a mutual secrecy (Congreve 70).
There are also present other specific verbs (to covenant, to article) which
strengthen the contract demands. He also introduces a beautiful
declaration for his future wife: “I article, that you continue to like your
own face, as long as I shall” (Congreve 60). It refers to the specific
cosmetics of that time, whose purpose was to beautifully enrich the face.
Thus, “hog’s‐bones, hares’‐gall, pig‐water marrow of a roasted cat”
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(Congreve 60) were totally forbidden for Millamant. Not only is he
concerned about her actions, but also about the consequences when it
comes to their children. The only aspect he requests when it comes to her
clothes concerns the development of the baby‐boy. As Mudure noticed,
the birth of a girl (71) was not seen as a future perspective, a common
perception between the gentlemen who wished to have male successors.
Millamant is also forbidden to “encroach upon the men`s prerogative”
(Congreve 61) in conversation or to drink “all auxiliaries to tea‐table, as
orange‐brandy, all aniseed, cinnamon, citron and Barbadoes water”
(Congreve 61); if all these articles are respected, Mirabell “may prove a
tractable and complying husband” (Congreve 61). In conclusion, both
partners agree with articles of the contract, which ends with a kiss on
Millamant’s hand.
According to Mudure, although Congreve’s world is political, there
is always love in spite of the characters’ ambition and actions. As
Millamant will later reveal: “I find I love him violently!” (Congreve 62).
“This is the way of Congreve’s world” (Mudure 71), because, despite of
the strategies and conflicts, there is always love that dominates people’s
choices. I believe that there is also the self‐happiness that characters are
interested in, because Millamant does not accept to marry without
keeping her liberties safe, while Millamant is willing to accept her wishes
so as to become a couple.
From examining Congreve`s proviso scene from the point of view of
the Lockean influence we discovered how deeply the political influence
can affect our mentality. The historical context, as well as the main
characteristics of Restoration, were obviously an inspiring setting for
Congreve’s play. Thus, a new perspective on marriage is expressed
through political references with a view to emphasizing the importance
of liberty and personal identity in everyday life.
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CONCEITED LOVE IN JOHN DONNE’S
POEMS: A STUDY ON THE FLEA AND A
VALEDICTION: FORBIDDING
MOURNING
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Babeș‐Bolyai University of Cluj‐Napoca

Metaphysical poetry represents a genre that appeared in the
seventeenth century, focusing on the tension between eroticism (the love
of woman) and religiosity (the love of God). Dr. Samuel Johnson was the
first one to coin this term in his “Life of Cowley,” stating that “[in
metaphysical poetry] the most heterogeneous ideas are yoked by
violence together” (qtd. in Mackenzie 19) and seeing it as something that
was deviating from the traditional styles.1 Similes, metaphors and
oxymorons are some of the key poetic devices in these poems. The
metaphysical poets explored the language (using neologisms) and they
wrote in the form of argument. Donald Mackenzie makes an interesting
association when he comments: “The Metaphysicals are one of the
Cinderellas—perhaps the most striking— of English poetry” (15) because
most of these poets did, in fact, get more recognition only after T.S.
Elliot’s essays of the 1920’s, The Metaphysical Poets, but not so much in the
period between 1660 and the beginning of the 20th century. His point of
view can be considered a testimony for interculturality: a lyrical genre

*
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The first one to use the word metaphysical was, however, John Dryden.
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can be appreciated by a generation that is centuries apart, if its message
correlates with the thinking of that new society.
John Donne is considered the most prominent metaphysical poet,
his poetic works consisting of Satires, Elegies, Songs and Sonnets, the Holy
sonnets and Sermons. “The Flea” and “A Valediction: Forbidding Mourning”
are part of the Songs and Sonnets. This poetic work explores most diversely
the concept of love. Donne expresses in it different emotions toward
women, he either idealises them and puts them on a pedestal or he is
cynical and misogynous. John Dryden said that “[Donne] affects the
metaphysics […] and perplexes the mind of the fair sex with nice
speculations of philosophy” (qtd. in Herz 105). Like Johnson, he
disapproved of Donne’s writing style and his ideas about decorum, but
those “flaws” and his conceits are actually what made Donne a famous
poet.
A conceit, also known as “concetto”, refers to “two things patently
unlike, or which we should never think of together, are shown to be alike
in a single point in such a way, or in such a context, that we feel their
incongruity” (Gardner 19). The conceit of the flea, seen as the messenger
of love, is well‐known in poetry. Mihaela Mudure even states that
“Donne’s poem provokes, instigates from the title. ‘The Flea’ is not what
would be called an ordinary title for a love poem” [my own translation]
(27). A flea is a vile insect, so by imagining it as a bond between two
lovers Donne “yokes” the two opposite ideas and fuses them in a
peculiar way, far from the traditional love symbols. Andrew Hadfield
writes about the genre of poems in which certain animals have access to
a beloved’s body, like Catullus’s sparrow (50), claiming that all of them
date back to Ovid, who inspired numerous lyrics where fleas could gain
what a speaker desired in the heat of the moment: touching their mistress
in forbidden body parts.
“The Flea” is a seduction poem, focusing on physical love. This is
expressed with double entendre words, which appear since the first stanza:
It sucked me first, and now sucks thee,
And in this flea our two bloods mingled be;
.................................
Yet this enjoys before it woo,
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And pampered swells with one blood made of two,
And this, alas, is more than we would do. (v. 3‐4, 7‐9)
Words like “mingle,” “woo”, and “swells” are used as innuendos.
“The stanza is replete with sexual references. There is extensive play on
the mingling of blood, the exchange of bodily fluids, as well as the
speaker’s hint that his aroused state must be obvious to the lady”
(Hadfield 51). The speaker is therefore frustrated that his lady will not
accept his sexual advances and that the only physical contact between
the two is only through that little insect.
Another concern in Donne’s poetry is that of religiosity. In “The
Flea” this aspect is problematised by the poetic voice, that is constantly
trying to convince his mistress it is not a shame to sleep with him: “A sin,
nor shame, nor loss of maidenhead” (v. 6). Acsah Guibbory’s opinion on
it is that “Donne’s representation of love as both sexual and spiritual is
an erotic reworking of the Catholic understanding that body and soul,
material and spiritual are inseparably linked in the world, in devotion,
and in the Sacrament” (144) and that he believed the bedroom to be the
only place for unity. Many critics also believe that this poem was
dedicated to his wife, Anne More, and their forbidden love affair.2 The
following verses are relevant in this matter: “This flea is you and I, and
this / Our marriage bed, and marriage temple is” (v. 12‐13).
Donne gets the reader out of their comfort zone with romance,
making them see the creature in a sacred light: “It takes a conventional
topos—lots of poets imagined themselves as fleas in bed with their
ladies—but restages it, the flea now bed and church, the lovers
‘cloysterd’ within” (Herz 104). The insect was the bearer of three bloods:
its blood and the couple’s blood; the lady commits a sacrilege when she
kills it.
Comparing “The Flea” to “A Valediction: Forbidding Mourning”, a
difference in theme and style can be observed. In this poem there is the
famous conceit of the two compasses, which symbolise the parting lovers
“If they be two, they are two so / As stiff twin compasses are two” (v. 25‐
26). This work is based on genuine love, rather than seduction and it
2

They married in secret because her father, George More, and uncle, Sir Thomas
Egerton, did not approve of their relationship.
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focuses on the fulfillment of the individual. The image created here is yet
another peculiar one, Donne using this time an instrument that was
never traditionally associated with love: “In the center is an erect twin
compass, in a just circle, made of two lovers ‘inter‐assured of the mind.’
It is hard to say how […] those compasses represent human love and
human certainty of reciprocal love. But they do” (Byatt 252). It is also
interesting to notice how, here, the female takes the role of the “stiff’ and
“erect” compass leg and the male is the leg that encircles it (252). This
change of gender roles is another proof of Donne’s forward‐thinking
ideas and philosophies.
“A Valediction: Forbidding Mourning” is less about physical love
(even though there are still words with double meaning in it) and more
about a genuine intellectual connection between two souls who might
never see each other again: “But we by a love so much refined, / […] Care
less, eyes, lips, and hands to miss” (v. 17, 20). The poet uses the imagery
of a compass to show how the lovers’ bond will not break, no matter the
obstacles. A compass needs both of its legs to realise a circle, therefore
the partners need each other in order for their love to be fulfilled. A circle
also signifies perfection and infinite love.
The last two verses “Thy firmness makes my circle just, / And
makes me end where I begun” prove how different this is to “The Flea”:
“Death, the ultimate rupture of love, stands behind the ‘Valediction’
poems. […] Still, Donne has his travelling speaker promise, through his
final compass conceit, that the circle won’t be broken” (Guibbory 142).
The partner’s love can exceed life and death and even if their bodies are
away from each other, their love is based on something deeper and more
complex. They will eventually be reunited.
As for religiosity in “A Valediction: Forbidding Mourning”, it is
still present in here, although unlike the first poem. The poetic voice
denies her mourning after they will part. The lady fears he will die, given
the verses: “As virtuous men pass mildly away, / And whisper to their
souls to go” (v. 1‐2). The voice assures her that nothing can stand in
between their love, not even the church: “Twere profanation of our joys /
To tell the laity our love” (v. 7‐8). Therefore, this could have also been
written for Donne’s wife, because he disapproved of how the church
interferes with someone’s private life.
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The following verses show Donne’s inventive style when writing
this love poem:
Thy soul, the fixed foot, makes no show
To move, but doth, if the other do.
............................
It leans and hearkens after it,
And grows erect, as that comes home. (v. 27‐28, 31‐32)
Here, the poet uses a different technique when writing about
eroticism: “Donne extends the religious language of Petrarchan poetry,
making it ecclesiastical and pushing it to new, provocative heights, as he
describes the ennobling power of erotic love” (Guibbory 143). He was a
firm believer that spirituality could be obtained through sexuality.
Whereas in “The Flea” it seems that the mistress is persuaded into
doing something she should not do, in “A Valediction: Forbidding
Mourning” the lover is thought of in a more caring manner. That is yet
another example of the two different types of love, showcased in these
poems. We can see, therefore, how the poet applies opposite approaches
to create equally magnificent works of poetry.
As a conclusion, John Donne’s main strategy is to create unique
conceits that shock the reader, like the flea and the two compasses: “The
flea leaps from the lovers’ bed into the heart of religious mystery, or the
body of the lover becomes a love token at the end of time” (Herz 105).
The same happens with the compasses that surpass their mathematical
function to become the two lovers’ erotic union. Traditional ideas of love
are then replaced with new symbols: an insect, fluids, an instrument, two
spheres etc. By doing so, Donne innovates poetry, his works being
recognized for their value over time and also serving as inspiration for
other non‐metaphysical writers. Judith Scherrer Herz also comments
about the argument of the metaphysical poetry and how it uses
innuendos to show “the fusion […] of the carnal and the spiritual, of
body and soul” (105). They are complex and surprising, just like the
concetti that John Donne uses in these two love songs.
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THE LIGHT OUT OF NOTHING: A
BRIEF CANDLELIGHT INCURSION IN
HEMINGWAYʹS “A CLEAN, WELL‐
LIGHTED PLACE”
Ștefan GHIRAN*
Alexandru Ioan Cuza University of Iași

If interculturality intends to be a bridge between cultures, disciplines,
religions and even concepts, as an immediate consequence it will bring
together ideas that apparently have nothing in common or may even
seem opposites. As such, we will have red and yellow forming orange,
but also a little good may be found in every evil, and a little light in the
dark. Hemingway’s short story “A Clean, Well‐Lighted Place” brings
forward the notions of Light, Nothingness, as we will see in close
resemblance to the primordial Darkness existing at the creation of the
world, and the intersection of the two, the Shadow. These are presented
through the influence they have on the characters.

THE OLD MAN, THE YOUNGER WAITER AND THE UNHURRIED WAITER
The story begins in the shadows, and the Shadow here is used as a
spotlight in which one of the three main characters, an old man, sits at a
table on the terrace of a café. Inside the café, the two waiters, the other
two main characters, are looking at him, watching him, talking about
him, as if they were an audience.
*

1st year, BA (American Studies), Faculty of Letters.
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If the setting is presented in the first paragraph, the mood is set by
the first dialog line, which is “Last week he tried to commit suicide”
(Hemingway 288). Shocking as it is, it faces us for the first time with the
effects of the “nothing”, and being explained in the next lines: “’Why?’
‘He was in despair.’ ‘What about?’ ‘Nothing.’ ‘How do you know it was
nothing?’ ‘He has plenty of money’” (Hemingway 288) and introduces us
in a world of quiet despair the old man lives in. To further deepen the
gap between him and the world, the narrator lets us know he is deaf.
However this is not presented as a handicap, but rather as a different way
in which the old man relates to the world around him or perceives it. We
also find from the conversation of the two waiters that he had once been
married but was now alone, having only his niece to care for him. His niece
is also the one who prevented him from going through with the suicide.
The young waiter is presented as somewhat of an opposite, yet he
does share some traits with the old man without realizing it. He has a
wife, like the old man had a wife once and a purpose too. He is named
the younger waiter, the waiter in a hurry and the waiter with a wife. He
blames the old man for not having regard for “those who must work”,
yet he himself is oblivious to the needs of others. He is careless spilling
brandy on the table when the old man asks for another drink, because he
wants to close the café and go about his business. Of him the narrator’s
only direct input is: “he said, speaking with that omission of syntax
stupid people employ when talking to drunken people or foreigners”
(Hemingway 290). Stupid however, is not innate for the young waiter
but a self‐imposed condition due to ignorance, selfishness and the rush
of the youth in general as we see later in the text: “He did not wish to be
unjust. He was only in a hurry” (Hemingway 290). Stupid however, is
not innate for the young waiter but a self imposed condition due to
ignorance, selfishness and the rush of the youth in general as we see later
in the text : “He did not wish to be unjust. He was only in a hurry”
(Hemingway 290). By this we are shown that he can see beyond his own
needs but he chooses not to, simply because he is in a hurry. He goes as
far as wishing the old man had “killed himself last week” and even says
it to the old man knowing he was deaf. He is also afraid of old age and
thinks of the old man as being helpless. He thinks his life has purpose in
contrast to the old man’s because he has a job, a wife and those are the
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things that matter in life: “Heʹs lonely. Iʹm not lonely. I have a wife
waiting in bed for me” (Hemingway 289). He thinks he is in control of
his world: “I have confidence. I am all confidence” (Hemingway 290).
The old waiter, unlike the other two characters, is not referred to
directly by the narrator, we learn of his character through his dialogues,
monologue and actions. He knows about the old man’s life outside the
café, knowing he had tried to commit suicide and informing his
colleague of it not as small talk but in a try to make the young one
understand there is more to the old man than the drunk customer who
won’t leave home. He is aware and caring about the reality around him
even if it is the old man or just a soldier that passes by in the street. He is
willing to stay up late because he wants to help others and admits he is
also in need: “I am of those who like to stay late at the café”, “With all
those who do not want to go to bed. With all those who need a light for
the night”, “Each night I am reluctant to close up because there may be
someone who needs the café” (Hemingway, 290). Comparing himself
with his younger colleague he says he lacks everything the other has
except for work. He is no longer young and he was never confident but
he does have his work. The untold but obvious difference between them
is that he made it his work to give others “a light for the night”. After
closing up, he goes on searching for another light.

OF SHADOWS, LIGHT AND NOTHING
We saw who the three main characters are, but for a better
understanding of how the Light, Nada and the Shadows play a role into
their lives, I propose a look at how these latter came into existence in the
Christian lore.
In the beginning God created the heaven and the earth. And the
earth was without form and void; and darkness was upon the face
of the deep. And the Spirit of God was moving over the faces of the
waters. And God said, let there be Light: and there was light. And
God saw the light, that it was good. And God separated the light
from the darkness. And God named the light Day and the darkness
he called Night. So the evening and the morning were the first day.
(The Bible, Genesis 1:1‐5)
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The Light, as these first verses tell us in the Bible, was created.
Darkness existed already, then God created the light. Then God gave it a
name and in doing so, it also gave it a purpose. By later separating the
two and naming them, the light became Day and the darkness became
Night, each with its own purpose, and so they became companions. Two
halves of the same whole, all the while living within each other. God did
not create the light to banish or to defeat the darkness, God created the
light so that the two will complete each other. Similarly, in our text the
light does not replace the darkness, it lives within it. It is still night
outside all around the café, but the light in the café makes it bearable. It
has a few more attributes all through the text: it is seen as a beacon in the
still and timeless nothingness: “It was all a nothing and a man was a
nothing too. It was only that and light was all it needed”(Hemingway
291), as a revealer “The street light shone on the brass number on his
collar” (Hemingway 288), a help for those in need: “With all those who
need a light for the night”(Hemingway 290). However, the light can also
be oppressive if there is too much of it: “In the daytime the street was
dusty, but at night the dew settled the dust” (Hemingway 288).
The Shadow is the border between light and darkness. The old man
is sitting in the shadows of the leaves that are slowly moved by the wind.
This is regarded as beautiful by the old waiter giving it a romantic
meaning through the melding between light and darkness and pointed
out by the older waiter: “The light is very good and also, now, there are
shadows of the leaves”(Hemingway 290). The Shadow is also the
constant reminder of darkness in the light, or the darkness’ agent telling
the light it is still there: “the shadow the leaves of the tree made against
the electric light” (Hemingway 288). The leaves did not make the shadow
with the light shining on them or while they were bathed in the electric
light but against it.
The Darkness in the biblical text is presented as existing, giving it a
godly feature, because there is no mention of it ever being created.
Further, it is never mentioned in the text with the use of this particular
word. Even if the word “night” is used eleven times all through out, the
exact same amount as the word “light” is, it never has the opposite
attributes of the light, it is only used as a setting. Instead that place is
taken by the “Nada” or alternatively “nothing”. As an oddity, the word
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“nada” is found twenty‐two times in the text, the exact sum of both
“Light” and “Night” and the exact double of each of them as if to
emphasise the fact that it encompasses both night and light and is there
from before the two were separated, much like the darkness of Genesis.
It is ever present regardless of the actions of the beings living in it. As we
saw it is present from the very first dialogue through the “nothing” the
waiters mention and it reaches omnipresence with its transformation into
“nada” that replaces every relevant word in the older waiter’s prayer. As
such the nothing is everywhere, in everything and is everything. No one
can escape it. It is oppressive, it is quiet, it is deaf—it does not care who
does what, it is timeless—it exists from before time and it will continue
existing.

THE CLASH OF HUMAN, LIGHT AND NOTHING
Having seen the characters, both human and elemental—for as we
have seen above these latter play just an important a role as the humans
do—we can now look at how the Light, the Shadow and the Nada
influence the two waiters and the old man.
For the old man, Nada means despair. It is oppressive. He could
not take it anymore and he tried to end his life in spite of the fact that
according to the waiters he had a good financial situation. He has no
home to go to and now he is too tired to try suicide again so drinks
himself away on the terrace of a well‐lit café. He is dignified even though
drunk and “drinks without spilling” as the older waiter informs us. It
seems that all he needs is the proximity of the light but he does not have
the drive to reach it. He sits in the shadows during night time because “it
was quiet and he felt the difference” (Hemingway 288). He is content
with just that.
The younger waiter is not aware of anything beyond his own self.
His nada is the focus on his own needs, leaving him senseless to the
needs of others. He wants to close up shop and go home in the night to
his wife without realizing that this too is nothing and that in doing so he
pushes both the old man and the old waiter into the darkness. He goes
into nada without questioning and his confidence is ultimately what
blinds him. That is why he refuses to realize that the café is more than a
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place for the old man to get drunk in and defiles it by spilling the drink
on the table.
The older waiter, or the unhurried waiter, is the only one of the
three not being directly referred to by the narrator, instead we learn of
his character through his actions, dialogue and monologue. He is also the
only one of the three who is aware or the nada, its effect and more, he is
not afraid of it. He knows it on a personal level: “What did he fear? It
was not a fear or dread. It was a nothing that he knew too well”
(Hemingway 291) and further he worships it by replacing most of the
words in the “Our Father in Heaven” prayer with “nada” and ending the
prayer in “Hail nothing full of nothing, nothing is with thee”
(Hemingway 291). Even though oppressive for him too, Nada does not
blind him or incappacitate him. He learned to live with it and more, to
find a purpose in it. He is also the one revealing the true meaning of the
café: “It was the light of course but it is necessary that the place be clean
and pleasant. You do not want music. Certainly you do not want music”
(Hemingway 291). Being pushed out of the well lighted place by his
colleague, he goes looking for one. Finding a bar he admires the light but
also strengthens his belief that light is not enough: “‘The light is very
bright and pleasant but the bar is unpolished’. [...] He disliked bars and
bodegas. A clean, well‐lighted café was a very different thing”
(Hemingway 291). He then resolves to go home: ”He would lie in the bed
and finally, with daylight, he would go to sleep. After all, he said to
himself, itʹs probably only insomnia. Many must have it” (Hemingway
291). With the coming of the daylight his watch ends. There is no need
for him to keep the light on, the day goes into its own, artificial
intervention is not needed any longer. He thinks it normal to have
insomnia, to be awake and aware, many must be.
***
In conclusion, we can say that the text may be seen as a metaphor
to life itself, the three characters being three different typologies of
human behavior reacting to the unknown of which they may or may not
be aware. Hemingway does give them a glimmer of light for hope
however, a café. For the café to be a true oasis in this nada, the place
needs more than light. The Light is the most important thing, but it is not
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the oasis itself. Yet, the presence of the light gives the seeker the means to
survive the nada and to find this oasis. It enables them to find a clean
place, a pleasant place, a balanced place.
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